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Abstract 
 

Australian farmlands are often conceptualised by non-Aboriginal people as 

physically ‘cleared’ of Aboriginal people’s heritage and values, and as a result are 

imagined as culturally ‘white’. There are many causes for this, however one reason 

is distinctly visual. The outward appearance of farmed landscapes denotes 

European-transformed, environmentally stripped agrarian environments, which 

have been heavily disturbed and are extensively mono-cropped. These appearances 

are often deceptive and misleading. In this thesis I investigate the visibility of 

Aboriginal people’s occupation traces in agricultural farmlands. Using assemblage 

theory, I explore the ways that some of the physical components of Narungga 

Aboriginal people’s heritage—specifically waterholes, stone artefacts and 

Aboriginal human remains—are ‘entangled’ within white agricultural assemblages 

on farms and within farming landscapes on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda in South 

Australia. I do this by exploring tension between the specific materialities of 

particular Aboriginal occupation traces with socio-material racial separation 

practices that try to visually and conceptually erase Aboriginal people (through 

evidence of their presence) from the farmed landscape.  

Through participant interviews and auto-ethnographic observations, I 

document how some rural non-Aboriginal Australians have ignored, obscured or 

damaged Aboriginal heritage, while others have collected, re-assembled, displayed 

or protected the various Aboriginal occupation traces they encounter. These 

processes are actively re-organising many of the tangible traces of Aboriginal 

heritage within rural settler colonial space. I also explore how these processes are 

associated with a range of non-Aboriginal people’s affective and emotional 

responses: fear, indifference, guilt or aversion, but also curiosity, nostalgia, joy, 

pride and responsibility. By examining these processes and the associated emotions 

they invoke, I identify a distinctive type of ‘white attachment’ to the materialities of 

Aboriginal heritage in settler colonial contexts. This attachment is neither 

Indigenous nor archaeologically derived, but is none-the-less influenced by both. I 

demonstrate how non-Aboriginal attachments to Aboriginal heritage are not only 

personal and individual, but also political and cultural, highlighting how affect and 

emotion are integral and often overlooked aspects of non-Aboriginal attachment to 

Aboriginal heritage in Australia.  
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As a result of this research, I identify an ongoing and often unobserved aspect 

of Australia’s colonisation legacy: the treatment of appropriated Aboriginal heritage 

in agricultural farmlands. I argue that this example is emblematic of many farmland 

regions within Australia, where Aboriginal occupation traces are omnipresent yet 

ostensibly absent in the minds of local non-Aboriginal residents. Finally, I contend 

that instead of ‘cleared’ agronomic space, heritage practitioners must be sensitive 

to the fact that agricultural farmlands are dynamic, hybrid landscapes where 

Aboriginal people’s occupation traces are always present, reassembling and 

emerging. Further, we must be sensitive to non-Aboriginal people’s emotional 

attachments to this heritage, in order to encourage positive and active engagement 

in Aboriginal heritage protection into the future. I argue that the ethics and values 

attached to these complex reassembling processes—and that ultimately entwine 

Aboriginal heritage in exclusionary white agricultural networks—must be more 

comprehensively understood in order to support Aboriginal people’s own rights to 

access, protect and utilise their heritage within rural farmland regions. 
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 Chapter 1: Aboriginal heritage in agricultural networks 

In this thesis I investigate the visibility of Aboriginal people’s occupation traces 

in agricultural farmlands. Using assemblage theory, I explore the ways that some of 

the physical components of Narungga Aboriginal people’s heritage—specifically 

waterholes, stone artefacts and Aboriginal human remains—are ‘entangled’ within 

white agricultural assemblages on farms and within farming landscapes on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda in South Australia (Figure 1.1). I do this by exploring the 

tension between the specific materialities of particular Aboriginal occupation traces 

with socio-material racial separation practices that try to visually and conceptually 

erase Aboriginal people (through evidence of their presence) from the landscape.  

Through participant interviews and auto-ethnographic observations, I 

document how some rural non-Aboriginal Australians have ignored, obscured or 

damaged Aboriginal heritages, while others have collected, re-assembled, displayed 

or protected the various Aboriginal occupation traces they encounter. These 

processes are actively re-organising the tangible traces of Aboriginal heritage within 

rural settler colonial space. I also explore how these processes are associated with 

a range of non-Aboriginal people’s affective and emotional responses: fear, 

indifference, guilt or aversion, but also curiosity, nostalgia, joy, pride and 

responsibility. By examining these processes and the associated emotions they 

invoke, I identify a distinctive type of ‘white attachment’ to the materialities of 

Aboriginal heritage in settler colonial contexts. This attachment is neither 

Indigenous nor archaeologically derived, but is none-the-less influenced by both. I 

demonstrate how non-Aboriginal attachments to Aboriginal heritage are not only 

personal and individual, but also political and cultural, highlighting how affect and 

emotion are integral and often overlooked aspects of non-Aboriginal attachment to 

Aboriginal heritage in Australia.  

As a result of this research, I identify an ongoing and often unobserved aspect 

of Australia’s colonisation legacy: the treatment of appropriated Aboriginal heritage 

in agricultural farmlands. I argue that this example is emblematic of many farmland 

regions within Australia, where Aboriginal occupation traces are omnipresent yet 

ostensibly absent in the minds of local non-Aboriginal residents. Finally, I contend 

that instead of ‘cleared’ agronomic space, heritage practitioners must be sensitive 

to the fact that agricultural farmlands are dynamic, hybrid landscapes where 

Aboriginal people’s occupation traces are always present, reassembling and 
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emerging. Further, we must be sensitive to non-Aboriginal people’s emotional 

attachments to this heritage, in order to encourage positive and active engagement 

in Aboriginal heritage protection into the future. I argue that the ethics and values 

attached to these complex reassembling processes—and that ultimately entwine 

Aboriginal heritage in exclusionary white agricultural networks—must be more 

comprehensively understood in order to support Aboriginal people’s own rights to 

access, protect and utilise their heritage within rural farmland regions. 

The aim of this research is to investigate cross-cultural ‘entanglement’ on the 

tactile, spatially organised level of the cadastral grid. This is because, as Richie 

Howitt (2006:49) suggests, the fragilities of coexistence between Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal people in Australia are deeply geographical. The cadastral grid is 

arguably one of the most controlling and dominating mechanisms of settler 

colonialism, designed to mediate relations between perceived racial classes of 

people (Banivanua-Mar and Edmonds 2010; Byrne 2003b, 2003c; Byrne and Nugent 

2004; Veracini 2010; Wolfe 1999, 2006). It is the palpable level within which spatial 

negotiations occur on a daily basis between Aboriginal people’s occupation traces 

and landowner’s fences, paddocks, gates, livestock, machinery and crops. It is also a 

key mechanism for the spatial separation of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people 

themselves, through the normalised, ongoing convention of ‘ownership’ as dictated 

under Western land tenure systems. 

Denis Byrne (2003b:181) has identified the anxieties that surround these 

spatially contested geographies as operating under a ‘nervous’ system. He describes 

Australian landscapes that ‘vibrate with the tensions set up not just by the strictures 

of racial segregation and their enforcement but by the numerous ways that those 

strictures were tested and undermined by people on both sides of the highly 

unstable racial divide’ (Byrne 2003b181). He suggests that such landscapes are 

‘inherently tense with racial foreboding, paranoia, longing, and deprivation’ (Byrne 

2003b:170). As a result, Byrne (2003c:13) has called on Australian heritage 

practitioners to recognise these tensions and to accept that ‘the landscape 

dimension of racial segregation brings it squarely within the purview of archaeology 

and cultural heritage practice’. Further, he offers the cadastral grid as ‘an example 

of a materiality that exists in Aboriginal-white space and would seem to invite 

investigation by either side’ (Byrne 2013:302). By investigating the links between 
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the landscape dimensions of racial segregation and the visibility of Aboriginal 

heritage, this thesis is one response to Byrne’s call.  

I argue that the entanglement of Aboriginal people’s heritage in rural non-

Aboriginal Australians lives represents an important aspect of cross-cultural 

contact. Culture contact studies, in their broadest sense, describe how ‘different 

cultures meet’ (Paterson 2011:27) and consequently investigate how various 

cultures adapt and change through these encounters with one another. However, 

contact studies are also highly focused on colonial power relations (Silliman 2005), 

and can often be understood in terms of ongoing interactions over time rather than 

a single historical moment of ‘first contact’ (Paterson 2011:28). Mary Louise Pratt 

suggests that the term ‘contact zone’ is most appropriate, describing the spaces 

where ‘cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly 

asymmetrical relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as 

they are lived out in many parts of the world today’ (Pratt 1991:34). In Australia, 

the ‘contact zone’ can be understood as spanning both colonial and ‘postcolonial’ 

periods, and can be explored in the ‘concrete sense of describing places and 

moments in which Indigenous and non-Indigenous people observe, interact and 

experiment in ways that make each other in relation to the other’ (Healy 2008:7). 

As Chris Healy (1996, 2008) has shown by investigating the ubiquitous nature of 

forgetting and remembering of Aboriginal people throughout non-Aboriginal 

Australia, the contemporaneous contact zone between these two cultural groups 

includes a multiplicity of social and material platforms in the creation and 

maintenance of memory and identity. In my research, I draw on theoretical 

developments that emphasise constitutive relationships between humans and the 

material world to argue that an integral aspect of the ‘contact zone’ includes not only 

the physical contact between people, but also the daily material engagements that 

transpire when individuals and communities encounter aspects of the material 

world that indicate the presence of those seen as ‘other’ to themselves. After all, it is 

the ‘‘surface’ itself that constitutes the effective level at which material and semiotic 

relations are entangled with one another’ (Bennett and Joyce 2010:6). 

This thesis adopts a widely applied Foucauldian (1980, 1991) notion of power, 

where power is understood as omnipresent. This contrasts with notions of power 

that imagine it as contained within organisations and within individuals: something 

to be possessed as strength of force. Foucault (1980:93) suggested that ‘power is 
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everywhere’, arguing that power, rather an institution, structure, or a certain 

strength we are endowed with, ‘is the name that one attributes to a complex 

strategical situation in a particular society’. Likewise, in their application to material 

culture studies, Bennett and Joyce (2010:2) explain that power is ‘constantly ebbing 

and flowing, collecting and dispersing, in changing combinations and 

arrangements’. Following Foucault’s (1991) definition of power, they suggest that 

rather than a thing or property, power is more like a ‘condition of action that is made 

manifest in the practices through which it is performed and exercised’ (Bennett and 

Joyce 2010:2).  

In this research, I demonstrate how power can be understood as embedded 

within the many rural networks on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, accumulating and 

dispersing in heterogeneous agricultural assemblages in various ways. In this case, 

power is not just something that either Aboriginal people or white land owners 

might possess individually, but is distributed and mediated throughout the 

landscape via fences and gates, through Western land tenure and in the extent to 

which individuals adhere to the perceived boundaries between their respectively 

constructed ‘categories’. Of course, it is also well accepted that heritage production 

is often a ‘privileged form of expertise’ as it ‘occupies a role in the governance and 

regulation of identity’ (Smith 2004:3). Heritage production then, must also be 

examined in contexts of power. I examine the effects of the dispersal of power in the 

hidden corners of the cadastral grid: spaces owned and occupied by non-Aboriginal 

people who may passively, actively or even subconsciously work to contest or 

celebrate the Aboriginal-identified ‘heritage’ places they encounter in the context of 

the ‘nervous’ landscapes within which they are enmeshed.  

 

1.1 The study area: Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

This study is set within the central district of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, in 

South Australia, focusing on the local farming districts surrounding the towns of 

Maitland/Maggiwarda, Minlaton/Minladan, Port Victoria/Dharldiwarldu, 

Edithburgh, Yorketown/Garrdinya and Port Turton/Bunba. This region is often 

conceptualised by non-Aboriginal people as physically ‘cleared’ of Aboriginal 

people’s heritage and values, and as a result is imagined as culturally ‘white’. There 

are many causes for this, however one reason is distinctly visual. The outward 

appearance of the Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda farmed landscape denotes a 
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European-transformed, environmentally stripped agrarian environment, which has 

been heavily disturbed and is extensively mono-cropped. This appearance is 

deceptive and misleading. 

While a number of cultural sub-groups live within the study area, the two 

dominating cultural ‘communities’1 identified in this research are settler-descended 

‘white’ farming Australians and Narungga Aboriginal people. These two groups have 

been the focus of cross-cultural relationship studies before (Wundersitz 1979). 

Toward the end of the 1970s, Wundersitz (1979:294) suggested that prevailing 

anxieties between the white farming community and Aboriginal residents of the 

region could be directly attributed to the legacies of residential racial segregation 

between the two groups. Wundersitz’s (1979) research provides a basis for 

identifying ‘nervous’ landscapes (Byrne 2003b) in the study area. While times have 

changed in the following years, Wundersitz’s study can be used as baseline for 

understanding historical tensions between the two communities in the second half 

of the twentieth century, and how these tensions might continue today.  

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda is located approximately 200km by road from 

Adelaide, South Australia and has a recorded population of 11,024 people, with a 

median age of 52 (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2015). Aboriginal people make up 

3.1% of the local populace (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2015), which is slightly 

higher than the national Australian average and a reflection of Narungga people’s 

continuous occupation of the area. The region is heavily agricultural with a strong 

emphasis on wheat, barley and wool production. I note here that the residential and 

farming areas associated with the more densely settled ‘Copper Coast’ mining areas 

(situated north of Arthurton/Garlgarbari, see Figure 1.1), are outside the scope of 

this research (and are not included in the population count above).  

Most white Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda residents consider themselves as rural 

or ‘country’ people and are descended from British, German, Scottish and Irish 

immigrants arriving from the late 1800s onwards (Australian Bureau of Statistics 

2015). Less than 1.5% of the population speak a language other than English at 

home (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2015). Politically speaking, the region is safely 

held by the Liberal National Party, with many residents’ ideologies closely aligned 

with those previously identified as ‘agrarianism’ and ‘countrymindedness’ (for an 

1 There are of course, a number of concerns with defining the two subject groups in this research as diametric, cohesive 
‘communities’. These complexities are explored in Section 1.8. 
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overview of these concepts in Australia, see Botterill 2009). Of course, many 

variations and differences in political ideologies will always coexist in rural spaces 

(myself as a prime example). In general terms however, the area can be 

conceptualised as a deeply ‘white space’ within the South Australian nation-state 

(Hemming et al. 2010:94; Riggs 2007).  

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda is the ancestral country of Narungga people, which 

includes the landscapes and seascapes from the Hummock ranges/Nhandhu-warra 

in the north to Cape Spencer at the southern tip of the peninsula (Figure 1.1).2 

Narungga people are ‘saltwater people’ and are known by neighbouring South 

Australian Aboriginal groups as ‘the butterfish mob’, in reference to Narungga 

people’s highly skilled fishing abilities (Roberts et al. In prep). Narungga people have 

deep connections to the whole of their country, including seascapes, but in 

particular, have deep attachments to the land and waters around Point 

Pearce/Burgiyana Aboriginal Mission, established in 1868 (Fowler 2015; Fowler et 

al. 2014, 2016; Roberts 2013; Roberts et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2015; Roberts et al. 

In prep). Many Narungga people also have deep farming histories, and consider 

themselves to be rural people (Graham and Graham 1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; 

Richardson 1992; Wanganeen 1987; Wood and Westell 1998b). The Point 

Pearce/Burgiyana area also includes a farming venture known as Point Pearce 

Farm, which has a long history of joint management by white and Narungga farmers 

(see Graham and Graham 1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; Richardson 1992; Wanganeen 

1987; Wood and Westell 1998b).  

The environment within the study area has undergone a process of intensive 

vegetation clearance and soil cultivation since the 1840s, through the introduction 

of European pastoral and agricultural practices (Nance and Speight 1986). These 

practices have dramatically altered native vegetation coverage with only 13% of 

native vegetation remaining, have significantly reduced biodiversity, affected 

salinity levels and have altered or often stopped the flow of ephemeral waterways 

(Neagle 2008). While mallee, sheoak and tea-tree woodlands once dominated inland 

ecosystems over the peninsula, an extensive network of cleared and cultivated fields 

now characterise the region. In contrast, the coastal regions that border the 

2  This thesis does not claim to explore the complexities and variations in Narungga boundaries, languages and social 
organisation in a classical ‘anthropological’ sense. For further ethno-historical information on Narungga culture, see, for 
example, Graham and Graham 1987; Hill and Hill 1975; Kartinyeri 2003; Krichauff 2011, 2013; NAPA 2006; Roberts et al. In 
Prep; Sutton 1887; Tindale 1936; Wanganeen 1987. 
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peninsula remain relatively intact, although over-grazing, tourism and the 

introduction of invasive flora and fauna have impacted these areas too (Neagle 

2008). This environmental clearance (along with high levels of private land tenure) 

has caused continuing challenges for contemporary Narungga people wishing to 

access land, resources and cultural/spiritual/economic places throughout many 

inland portions of their country. The seas, islands and coasts however, have 

remained largely accessible and continued use of these environments are an integral 

aspect of Narungga people’s contemporary maritime identities (Fowler 2015; 

Fowler et al. 2014, 2016; Roberts 2013; Roberts et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2015; 

Roberts et al. In prep). Local non-Aboriginal and Narungga organisations (both of 

whom include farmers) are involved in natural resource management and land care 

incentives, occasionally in partnership, to help restore biodiversity to the region. 

However, measures to protect and maintain Narungga heritage in areas that are 

owned or frequented by non-Aboriginal people are often more difficult to 

implement.  

 

1.2 Materialising heritage in the rural landscape 

Both Narungga and non-Aboriginal ‘communities’ on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda are involved in ongoing processes of producing, maintaining 

and protecting their heritage places/objects within their territories. These heritage-

making activities can be understood as a mixture of ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’ types of 

local heritage formation (Harrison 2010a, 2013a; Smith 2006). By ‘official’ heritage 

making, I refer to state-sanctioned, mainstream Australian heritage production as 

mediated by ‘authorised heritage discourses’ operating within Australia (Smith 

2006:29). Examples include the actions of local councils to protect and maintain 

colonial buildings, local heritage-related tourism development, operating National 

Trust museums and installing monuments that celebrate settler history. For the 

most part however, the production of local heritage on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

is tied to subtle ‘unofficial’ place-making processes. These include routine day-to-

day practices by collectives and individuals, which reinforce intimate memories, 

narratives and attachments to objects and landscapes within people’s local 

territories over time (Casey 1996). These social practices are located at the heart of 

heritage production, working to ‘construct, reconstruct and negotiate a range of 
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identities and social and cultural values and meanings in the present’ (Smith 

2006:3).  

While it can be argued that these processes are all ‘social’ and thus entirely 

‘intangible’ (Smith 2006:3), this thesis is specifically concerned with the ways that 

these heritage processes materialise in the landscape. A key dimension of the 

material is its visibility, and Gregory and Paterson (2015:140) suggest that one of 

the major ways that the past is commemorated and placed on the public record is 

through visual displays, arguing that these visual signifiers are often a reflection of 

which places and stories ‘are recognised as being significant and worth keeping’. 

Similarly, Waterton and Watson (2010:2) suggest that ‘the visual is an active agent 

either in representations or in subjective and inter-subjective responses’. They 

assert that ‘our connections with the past are largely tangible, or have a materiality 

upon which they depend that makes them objects of heritage’. In other words, there 

are important connections to be made between the materiality of the world, the 

social and material practices that construct places and entities as ‘heritage’ objects 

and places, and the ways this heritage is represented and visibly commemorated 

around us. Rose and Tolia-Kelly (2012:4) argue that the visual and the material 

should be understood as in ‘continual dialogue and co-constitution’. They suggest 

that humans partake in ‘practices’ to engage in the world around them, that makes 

certain things visible or invisible in specific ways. These visualities are ‘shaped 

through politics and in turn shapes politics at various scales’ (Rose and Tolia-Kelly 

2012:4). They suggest that ‘there is no visual/material site of ideas, performance, 

phenomenon and practice which is secured away from the often violent, dirty, 

messy matters of surveillance, governance, money, rights and bodies’ (Rose and 

Tolia-Kelly 2012:4). In this case, my research helps to explore the often ‘messy’ 

connections between the materiality of Narungga people’s physical occupation 

traces within Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda landscapes, its treatment by non-

Aboriginal people in response to its perceptibility, and the powerful spatial 

geographies of settler colonialism and racially motivated segregation.  

While it is obvious that both Narungga and white residents of Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda produce and maintain their local heritage, non-Aboriginal 

people often control the space available for visible heritage production and 

protection. The visual commemoration of non-Aboriginal people’s history in the 

region is generally emblematic of rural heritage practices throughout Australia 
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(Ballantyne 2002; Bell 2005; Birch 1999; Byrne 1996; Davison 2000; Davison and 

Brodie 2005; Davison and Spearritt 2000; Furniss 2001; Gill et al. 2005; Griffiths 

1987, 1996; Healy 1996; Nile 2000; Read 1996). Activities are undertaken to 

preserve old buildings and townscapes, to maintain historic ruins (as much as local 

funding will allow), to run local museums as collective depositories for historic 

objects and to install monuments and historical markers that tell pioneer, settler 

and farming stories. On familial farming properties, heritage attachments are less 

‘official’, but are in many ways still based on their materiality and resulting 

perceptibility. Connections are made to old homesteads, shearing sheds and other 

outhouses, ruins, farm junkyards, machinery, fences, tanks, troughs, and other items 

that accumulate around farming properties (for an overview of attachment to 

farming ‘junkyards’, see Smith 2005). Around farming properties, significant trees, 

patches of remnant scrub and landscape features such as dams, hills or creeks can 

also provide places for heritage attachment outside of conventional ‘agricultural’ 

categories (for a differing perspective on settler-descendant attachment to place in 

South Australia, see Krichauff 2014). Beyond private properties, a number of 

attachments exist to the sea and coastal environments around the peninsula, and to 

the region’s significant maritime histories (see, for example, Moody 2012, 2016). 

Lastly, many country-minded people assign a high degree of significance to the 

appearance of the cleared and farmed countryside itself, and find aesthetic pleasure 

in the ‘peaceful’ rural vistas it provides.  

 

1.3 Indigenous ontologies for materialising heritage 

Narungga people, of course, have agricultural histories and heritages of their 

own, and attachments/ links to places such as described above (Fowler et al. 2014; 

Graham and Graham 1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; Richardson 1992; Wanganeen 1987; 

Wood and Westell 1998b). For this reason, it is important not to categorise 

Narungga people’s heritage as necessarily diametrically opposed to that of white 

rural Australians on the peninsula. As Byrne (2003b:188–189) has cautioned, 

heritage practitioners must be vigilant not to mirror segregation practices back into 

heritage databases by ignoring the hybridity of the Australian heritage landscape. 

However there are some significant differences between the ways that First Nations 

peoples, both in Australia and overseas, tend to conceptualise their ‘heritage’ when 

compared with Western or European peoples (Atalay 2012; Bruchac et al. 2010; 
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David et al. 2006; Denzin et al. 2008; Fabian 2002; Hamilakis and Duke 2007; Lydon 

and Rizvi 2010a; McNiven and Russell 2005; Nicholas 2010; Roberts 2004; Rose 

1996, 2004; Smith 1999; Smith 2004, 2006; Smith and Jackson 2006; Smith and 

Wobst 2005; Watkins 2000). Ultimately, these differences reflect the reality that a 

number of Indigenous people find that Western notions of ‘heritage’ are 

problematic, often Eurocentric concepts in the first place (Langford 1993; Smith 

1999; Watkins 2000).  

Instead, for many Indigenous people in Australia, country is alive; a ‘living entity 

with a yesterday, today and tomorrow, with a consciousness, and a will toward life’ 

(Rose 1996:7). This view challenges Western notions that only humans produce 

heritage meaning in the world. Learning from Aboriginal people around Australia, 

Harrison and Rose (2010) argue that many Aboriginal Australian world views 

emphasise heritage not as tangible or even the intangible, but as the relationships 

and connections which exist between a series of human and non-human entities in 

the world. Such ontologies offer considerable challenges to Western, 

anthropocentric notions of the secular nature of the environment, as well as the 

modernist thinking that underpins it (Harrison and Rose 2010:248–249). In this 

way, Greer (2010:53) suggests that archaeological sites and objects in the landscape 

must be understood as more than discrete material evidence of people from the 

past. Instead, these traces are an integral part of the living landscape and an 

important ongoing extension of the ‘intangible values, experience and encounters’ 

that Aboriginal people understand within their country. Further, she suggests that 

material traces of occupation can become both a ‘portal’ in accessing the past, and 

also a way for the past to ‘erupt’ to the surface, with the potential for cross-temporal 

connections when one engages with an object that has been touched (or made) by 

someone in the past (Greer 2010:53-54). In another example, John Bradley (2008; 

see also Brady et al. 2016; Wright et al. 2012) has shown how stone tools, although 

no longer used functionally by Yanyuwa people of the southwest Gulf of Carpentaria 

in northern Australia, are an important part of the landscape. He explores the ways 

that understandings of such objects are based on a logic that allows for the 

oscillation between human and nonhuman, intention and non-intention, social and 

non-social, moral and amoral, poetic and non-poetic. By learning from Yanyuwa 

Elders about the connectedness of ‘things’ to place and space, Bradley has shown 
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the ways that objects such as stone artefacts can have an important cosmological 

place and important connections to people and other living things.  

For this reason, archaeologists must be careful not to be blind-sided by purely 

archaeological ways of understanding artefacts, nor to overlook the significance that 

these objects and places may hold for Aboriginal Australians in the present (Byrne 

2013). Narungga Elder Quentin Agius (see Mavromatis et al. 2007) and his family 

have illustrated similar thinking through documentary films that highlight the 

important connections between the spiritual ream and heritage places and objects 

in the Narungga landscape. Likewise, a number of researchers have highlighted 

many aspects of Narungga people’s connection to country that lies within this 

thinking (Eira et al. 2010; Fowler 2015; Fowler et al. 2014, 2016; Graham and 

Graham 1987; Kartinyeri 2003; Liebelt et al. 2016; NAPA 2006; Roberts et al. 2015; 

Roberts et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2013; Roberts et al. In prep; Wanganeen 1987; 

Wood and Westell 1998a; Wood and Westell 1998b). 

This distinctive Indigenous orientation towards the past points to the complex 

relationship between the materiality of Narungga people’s heritage and its 

perceivable nature in the landscape. Continuing to separate out the physical aspects 

of Narungga people’s heritage in this thesis may therefore seem like flawed logic. 

However, as the aim of this research is to investigate how power materialises in 

agricultural farmlands in regards to heritage production, it is necessary to think in 

these spatial, tangible terms. Further, while Narungga people recognise that the 

whole of their country is important, there are many spatially defined, physical places 

that are of elevated significance. In this case, the material components of Narungga 

people’s ‘heritage’ may include geographic features such as hills, rocks, outcrops, 

coastal bays, maritime seascapes, waterholes, springs, soaks and lakes that 

represent the movements and resting places of creation ancestors, plants and 

animals used for healing and sustenance, and places that Narungga people used for 

ceremonies and meetings in the past (Eira et al. 2010; Kartinyeri 2003; NAPA 2006; 

Roberts et al. In prep; Wanganeen 1987; Wood and Westell 1998a; Wood and 

Westell 1998b). Similarly, ‘archaeological’ occupation traces that reside within 

these geographic features may also be included as ‘heritage’; including shell, 

charcoal, ochre and bone refuse, stone artefacts, stone arrangements, burials, 

waterholes and soaks, engravings and fish traps (Hill and Hill 1975; Roberts et al. 

2015; Wood and Westell 1998a). Additionally, historic buildings, often 
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automatically classified as white settler heritage, are also encompassed by 

Narungga heritage values. Homesteads, woolsheds and other buildings may be 

places for cross-cultural encounter and habitation, European wells or towns were 

often placed at Narungga people’s own water sources or camping grounds, and 

various pastoral, ration and police stations were placed in areas where Narungga 

people congregated (Fowler 2015; Fowler et al. 2014, 2016; Graham and Graham 

1987; Roberts et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2013; Roberts et al. In prep; Wanganeen 

1987; Wood and Westell 1998a; Wood and Westell 1998b). Sadly, there are also a 

number of places remembered (by both non-Aboriginal and Narungga people) 

across the landscape as conflict and/or massacre sites (Krichauff 2008:143). 

Consequently, while this thesis focuses specifically on exploring the materiality of 

Narungga waterholes, stone artefacts and ancestral human remains within the care 

of white rural Australians, it is important to remember that these tactile traces are 

also deeply enmeshed in Narungga people’s ontologies. Byrne et al. (2001:ix) 

suggests that Aboriginal heritage is ‘meaningless without the memories and feelings 

Aboriginal people have of and for them’. For this reason, I have sought advice and 

guidance from a number of Narungga people throughout this project to ensure that 

I am working respectfully within Narungga ethical guidelines. 

 

1.4 Posthumanism – actor networks and material agency 

To understand how collectives—societies—work, we have to relearn to 

ascribe action, goals and power—or to use that old mantra, agency—to 

many more agents than the human subject, as well as to ballast 

epistemology—and ontology—with a new and unknown actor; the silent 

thing (Latour in Olsen 2003:89). 

 

As I have stated, the aim of this thesis is to explore the entanglement of 

Narungga people’s occupation traces within the social and material networks of 

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. I do this by investigating the tensions between the 

physicality of Aboriginal occupation traces in farming landscapes, broader racial 

segregation practices that produce and maintain rural settler colonial space and the 

way Aboriginal occupation traces materialise (or disappear) as a result. Specifically, 

I ask, how are Narungga people’s waterholes, stone artefacts and ancestral remains 

entangled in non-Aboriginal people’s lives on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda? This 
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question will be explored throughout four chapters in the body of the thesis 

(Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven) followed by further analysis (Chapter Eight) 

that addresses the core problems I have outlined in my introduction.  

A number of theoretical concepts are integral to this research. Broadly located 

within the growing field of posthumanism, this research is rooted in convictions that 

humanist philosophical and theoretical frameworks are anthropocentric and we 

must move to recognise that humans are one form of life amongst a diversity of non-

human entities within the world (for examples, see Barad 2007; Braidotti 2013; 

Coole and Frost 2010; Haraway 2008; Hicks and Beaudry 2010; Wolfe 2010). While 

a number of approaches to posthumanist thought exist, definitions offered by Rosi 

Braidotti (2013) provide a useful basis for this thesis. Braidotti (2013:13–15) 

critiques European humanist ideologies that privilege ‘the human’; the deeply 

embedded philosophical notion arising out of the Enlightenment that ‘Man’ is the 

measure of all things (first formulated by Protagoras, later Leonardo da Vinci and 

then Husserl).  She suggests that this ‘Eurocentrism’ has become a ‘structural 

element of our cultural practice, which is also embedded in both theory and 

institutional and pedagogical practices’ (2013:15). Instead, Braidotti (2013:56) 

offers an exploration of posthumanist perspectives from a critical post-structuralist 

perspective, based within the vital materialism of philosophers such as Spinoza. For 

Braidotti (2013:49), an ecological and critical posthumanism exists within an ‘eco-

philosophy of multiple belongings, as a relational subject constituted in and by 

multiplicity … that works across differences and is also internally differentiated, but 

still grounded and accountable’.   

For researchers in science and technology studies, much of this analysis has 

been done through the development and application of ‘actor-network theory’ 

(ANT) (Callon 1989; Callon et al. 1986; Latour 1987, 1993, 1996a, 1999, 2005; 

Latour and Woolgar 1979; Law and Hassard 1999; Serres and Latour 1995). ANT 

has been theoretically defined as a ‘semiotic-material approach’ used to describe the 

‘enactment of materially and discursively heterogeneous relations that produce and 

reshuffle all kinds of actors’ (Law 2009:141). By ‘actors’, it purports to include such 

entitles as ‘objects, subjects, human beings, machines, animals, “nature,” ideas, 

organizations, inequalities, scale and sizes, and geographical arrangements’ (Law 

2009:141). The developers of ANT however, suggest that rather than a ‘theory’ per 

se, ANT should be applied as a method or ‘toolkit’ for social inquiry (Latour 1996, 
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2004; Law 2009:142). Proponents of ANT emphasise that it is not about ‘traced 

networks’ but instead is a ‘network-tracing activity’ in itself (Latour 1996:378). 

Consequently, network-tracing approaches have proliferated in studies across the 

humanities; for example, in research as diverse as tracking the historical 

development of dairy milk consumption (Nimmo 2011), examining the spatial 

geographies of unequal access to health care services (Cummins et al. 2007) or re-

conceptualising the origins and materialism of tourism (Franklin 2004).  

Within material culture studies, these developments have prompted a broad 

‘material turn’ within the discipline, which has included a re-evaluation of the ways 

that agency is embedded in the world around us (for examples see Bennett 2010; 

Bennett and Joyce 2010; Coole and Frost 2010; Hicks and Beaudry 2010; Miller 

2005, 2008). These approaches pay closer attention to the ways that the physical 

structures of the world influence us, and have their own material agency. For 

example, in Material Powers, Tony Bennett and Patrick Joyce (2010) examine the 

ways that governmental power manifests and operates through materials as diverse 

as plate glass windows, photography, museums, filing systems, urban infrastructure 

and road building materials. Similarly, in Vibrant Matter, Jane Bennett (2010) argues 

for the recognition of the active participation of nonhuman forces, asserting that the 

material world has a vibrancy of its own that allows for trajectories, potentialities 

and tendencies independent of humans. Similarly, Daniel Miller (2005, 2008) argues 

that rather than thinking of material culture in opposition or as separate to 

ourselves, we must realise that people are always socialised through objects in 

various ways. Material culture must therefore be given greater emphasis as being 

central to our lives, our relationships and our wider connections to society.  

In archaeology and heritage studies, these developments offer significant 

challenges to existing ‘post-processual’ approaches that argue for understanding 

material culture as ‘symbols in action’ (Hodder 1982a, 1982b). Developed as a 

backlash to the positivist, objective archaeology of the 1960s and 1970s, these 

‘social’ archaeological approaches tend to advocate for interpretive understandings 

of material culture by exploring their political, historical and ideological contexts, as 

well as emphasising humans as the active, social agents in artefact production (for 

an overview of these ideas, see Hicks 2010). For example, Meskell and Preucel 

(2004:3) suggest that social archaeologies can reveal ‘the ways in which we express 

ourselves through the things that we make and use, collect and discard, value or take 
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for granted, and seek to be remembered by’. While the proposition that research 

must be politically and historically contingent is still, of course, salient, new 

materialisms challenge ideas that material culture is entirely ‘social’ (Hicks and 

Beaudry 2010:21). Consequently, a number of archaeologists have begun to ask how 

things might also make us (Olsen 2003, 2012; Olsen et al. 2012; Webmoor and 

Witmore 2008). Olsen (2012:209) argues that this is because ‘humans are not naked 

hominids that enter into relationships with things and non-humans; they rather 

emerge from such mixtures’. Or as Miller (2005:8) says, it is because ‘our humanity 

is not prior to what it creates’. These developments have led to a variety of related 

conceptual approaches: from thing theories (Brown 2001, 2003) to object-

orientated philosophies (Harman 2009), material engagement theories (Malafouris 

2013) and symmetrical archaeologies (Olsen 2012; Olsen et al. 2012:12–14; 

Witmore 2007). While these various approaches may differ in theoretical 

postulating, at heart they share the view that scholars must profoundly reassess the 

importance of material-human relations in the formation of our societies. At most, 

this means coming to terms with the knowledge that we live in a ‘more-than-human’ 

world (Whatmore 2009). At least, these discussions signify that archaeology is 

deeply enmeshed within the philosophical debates of the humanities (Thomas 

2015:1287) and that cross-disciplinarily research such as my own is increasingly 

relevant for addressing these debates. 

Acknowledging this, in this thesis I draw on a number of scholars’ work that can 

be more broadly understood as being based within this ‘material turn’. However, my 

own entry into these debates is through an emphasis on power in colonial 

formations (after Bennett and Joyce 2010). I use materialist philosophies because I 

am distinctly interested in the ways that power manifests materially in the 

landscape and through places/objects; exploring the tactile ways that physical and 

‘the social’ work together to produce subtle, but powerful effects.  

In this case, the power of utilising these ‘new’ epistemologies and ontologies 

should also not go unrecognised. An increasing number of Indigenous scholars have 

critiqued ideas prevalent in posthumanism and ANT for their intellectual 

appropriation of Indigenous forms of knowledge (Hunt 2014; Sundberg 2014; Todd 

2015, 2016). Todd (2015, 2016) points to a serious lack of recognition in applying 

Indigenous knowledges by researchers such as Latour, for example, regarding 

concepts of climate-as-commons in which the public consciousness of climate 
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change in the Arctic have been highly influenced by Inuit activists and Indigenous 

thinkers more broadly (Todd 2016:6). While she acknowledges that this is not 

exactly Latour’s fault, nonetheless this appropriation is symptomatic of the broader 

traditions and structures of European intellectual learning that prioritise Euro-

Western thought and erase Indigenous people and their thinking from the academy. 

She suggests that, 

 

To be seen as credible in the European academy, Indigenous thought must 

be filtered through white intermediaries. Trusty interpreters, usually male, 

usually middle class, can birth Indigenous thinking into the mainstream. In 

other words: the revolution will be mediated (Todd 2016:11). 

 

Sundburg (2014:34) too, has identified how posthumanism tends to reproduce 

colonial ways of knowing and being by making universalising claims, for example in 

continuously referring ‘to a foundational ontological split between nature and 

culture as if it is universal’. She suggests however, that posthumanism can be 

usefully applied ‘because it offers powerful tools to identify and critique dualist 

constructions of nature and culture that work to uphold Eurocentric knowledge and 

the colonial present’ (Sundburg 2014: 34). Similarly, Todd (2015:245) argues for ‘a 

reconfiguration of understandings of human-environmental relations towards 

praxis that acknowledges the central importance of land, bodies, movement, race, 

colonialism and sexuality’.  

Keeping the above criticisms in mind then, there are some useful synergies in 

employing ‘new’ ontological thinking and ANT approaches that ‘flatten’ many of the 

conventional hierarchies and dichotomies in humanist thinking. The application of 

these ontologies are particularly valuable for this research because they allow me 

to take into account various non-human entities within the farmland landscape, 

including agricultural technology and machinery, the introduction of livestock and 

vermin, the biological impacts of vegetation clearance, climate change patterns, 

containment structures (such as fencing), buildings, places and objects. The actions 

of these various non-human entities are often of tremendous importance in 

agricultural contexts, where people’s lives are deeply governed by the tactile, rural 

environments in which they live. Further, these theories allow for a radical 

revaluation of the ‘social’ (e.g. language, behaviours, prejudices, and ‘culture’) as an 
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effect of, and as affecting, the material world around us. In the context of this 

research, an emphasis on the material power enmeshed in the rural landscape can 

assist in re-conceptualising the mechanisms that drive some rural white 

Australians’ behaviours, practices and opinions towards the Aboriginal materialities 

they encounter within their territories. These concepts can be formidable tools for 

the spatial analysis of power, and as Todd (2015) suggests, toward praxis that 

acknowledges social injustices stemming from Euro-thinking about asymmetrical 

human-environmental relations and the colonial formations of governance that 

result.  

 

1.5 Re-evaluating the archaeological ‘assemblage’  

A second concept integral to this thesis prompts dramatic re-evaluation of the 

‘assemblage’ (after Harrison 2011). For archaeologists, the term ‘assemblage’ is 

usually applied to describe a collection of objects or artefacts uncovered during an 

archaeological excavation or gathered together during a surface collection (Renfrew 

and Bahn 2005:64). These assemblages are understood as dependent on a number 

of archaeological formation processes (both ‘cultural’ and ‘natural’), each of which 

must be assessed by the archaeologist in order to properly understand the spatial 

and temporal ‘context’ of the artefacts gathered together (Schiffer 1987).  

However, Harrison (2011) argues that we might apply the ‘assemblage’ concept 

in another way. Harrison suggests that assemblage theories, as identified by Deleuze 

and Guattari (2004) and developed further by DeLanda (2006), can be usefully 

applied in contemporary archaeological studies. He explains that Deleuze and 

Guattari use the term ‘assemblage’ to refer to ‘a series of heterogeneous groupings 

in which the grouping itself could be distinguished as a whole from the sum of its 

parts’ (Deleuze and Guattari in Harrison 2011:155). For Deleuze and Guattari 

(2004:25), such groupings are made up of a multiplicity of social, material and 

natural groupings, or in their own words: of ‘semiotic flows, material flows, and 

social flows simultaneously’. Manual DeLanda (2006:3) expands on the assemblage 

concept and uses it to explore and explain the social complexities of societies in 

greater detail. He argues that societies should be understood as a series of 

assemblages constructed through specific historical processes. These assemblages 

have ‘emergent properties’: that is, they are ‘wholes whose properties emerge from 

the interactions between parts’ (DeLanda 2006:5). For an example, we can use the 
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concept of a ‘farmer’. The farmer emerges from a heterogeneous assemblage that 

includes land, legal tenancy frameworks, boundary fences, machinery and 

agricultural technologies, livestock, fertile soils, weather patterns and inherited and 

learned knowledge. Without these assemblages of entities, there can be no farmer.  

As I have indicated, an important implication of both ANT and assemblage 

approaches is to ‘flatten’ many of the traditional hierarchies prevalent in humanist 

thinking, including the perceived dichotomies between mind-body, nature-culture, 

human-technology and human-animal. Likewise, it is crucial to understand that 

agency (which is again, attributed to human and non-human entities) is distributed 

throughout assemblages, rather than in organised ‘heads’ or ‘central nervous 

systems’ as past approaches to societal analysis may once have proposed (Harrison 

2011:156). The farmer then, is only as powerful as the assemblage that he or she 

finds himself or herself within, and it is highly dependent on other assemblages that 

circulate within the network. Importantly, the notion of emergence in these 

assemblages offers considerable possibilities for positive intervention or 

transformation.  

Further, Harrison (2011:156-157) suggests that the assemblage approach has 

the effect of ‘moving away from an idea of the past and present as stratified, towards 

a notion of the past and present as a single surface’. This aligns with the concept of 

the palimpsest (see Oliver 2011), in which archaeological assemblages are 

understood as mixtures of artefacts and traces from different time periods and 

different occupations jumbled together on the same plane (Harrison 2011:155). 

Harrison (2011:160) argues that by understanding the world we inhabit as a ‘single 

surface’ with a number of active surface assemblages, we are able to think of 

archaeology as a creative process—one of assembling and reassembling—and as a 

discipline which is explicitly concerned with the present. In this way, archaeological 

practice becomes one of ‘making and remaking of material palimpsests which 

mediate the production of the past, present and future’ (Harrison 2011:160).  

Applying these ideas to my own research then, I can examine the ‘surfaces’ or 

‘palimpsests’ of the rural landscape, exploring the presence and changed meanings 

of Aboriginal occupation traces as reassembled places and objects in the present. 

Within this flattened hierarchy, I examine various assemblages of people, animals, 

technology, objects, towns, buildings and social relations, which are jumbled 

together and make up the social and material networks of agricultural life. Agency 
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is understood as distributed throughout these assemblages, exerting power in 

various social and material ways, in combinations that are both premeditated and 

non-intentional. Conceptualised in this way, the various social and material 

relationships between people, places and objects are all part of a broader rural 

network with various emergent properties, dependent on historical processes, 

material structures and societal conditions. Further, this network can be 

understood as being constantly in flux, a creative and ongoing process of assembling 

and reassembling in which various material Aboriginal occupation traces—their 

physical presence, the ways they are made visible/invisible, and their 

associated/changing social meanings—are simultaneously actors and are acted 

upon.  

 

1.6 Emotion, entanglements and approaches to affect 

I have already used the term entanglement a number of times throughout the 

introduction of this thesis. It is important to explain what I mean by this term. By 

entanglement, I refer to the ways in which ‘humans and things are entwined, 

involved with each other, dependent on each other, tied together’ (Hodder 

2012:95). The term came into wide use after its application by Nicholas Thomas 

(1991), to explain the ways that transactional relations are mediated by both 

colonisers and colonised peoples, rather than unilateral exchanges in which 

colonisers are unaffected by their encounters with Indigenous peoples; Thomas also 

drew attention to the fluid and contingent nature of material meanings within 

diverse social contexts. More recently, Ian Hodder (2011, 2012, 2014, 2016) has 

widened this framework by including both humans and non-humans, as a way of 

perceiving ourselves as both effecting and being affected by the world around us. In 

much the same way as ANT, Hodder (2012:4) suggests entanglement is concerned 

with describing the ‘flows of energy, matter, and information’, which result from 

these various mixings. Importantly, entanglement is understood as involving forms 

of interdependence. Hodder (2016:1) argues that human life is characterised by 

instability, largely because the materials around us often have radically different 

temporalities from our own and thus are often ‘unruly and difficult to manage’. He 

argues that the unstable nature of the things around us has the effect of drawing 

‘humans more fully into a dependence on and care for things that is entrapping’ 

(Hodder 2016:1).  
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While Hodder (2016:103) argues that ‘entanglements are heterogeneous mixes 

that include the emotional’, his theory leaves little room for detailing exactly how 

the emotional, intellectual, religious and spiritual are entangled within the systems 

of dependencies that he explores. This tends to be a common feature of studies that 

draw on network and ANT approaches, which despite claiming to include ‘the 

social’, often focus heavily on the physicality of the many heterogeneous 

assemblages and entities that make up the world instead. How then, can I draw 

social, or ‘emotional’ aspects into a research project that primarily explores the 

physical, heterogeneous assemblages that make up the rural landscape, and that 

entangle Aboriginal occupation traces within them?  

Increasingly, a number of researchers are placing greater emphasis on the 

concepts of ‘emotion’ and ‘affect’ in their work, in line with what some have defined 

as an ‘affective turn’ (Clough and Halley 2007). Within this ‘affective turn’, there are 

a number of diverging viewpoints and variations that can be explored (for examples 

see Gregg and Seigworth 2010; Wetherell 2012) Generally, explorations into affect 

focus on bodily intensity, exploring the ways that bodies are able to affect and be 

affected upon through their interactions in the world (Gregg and Seigworth 2010:1). 

Conversely, studies into emotion often highlight how emotional responses are 

historically, politically and culturally conditioned practices, rather than 

psychological states that individuals innately possess (for example, see Ahmed 

2004a, 2004b).  

It is important not to confuse affect and emotion, or use them interchangeably. 

As Shouse (2005) points out, drawing on Brian Massumi’s definitions in Deleuze and 

Guattari’s (2004) A Thousand Plateaus; ‘feelings are personal and biographical, 

emotions are social, and affects are prepersonal’ [Shouse’s emphasis]. Margaret 

Wetherell (2012) provides a rigorous overview of the diverging approaches to both 

affect and emotion. Outlining a number of ‘wrong turns’, Wetherell (2012:19) 

identifies affect and emotion as a set of ‘affective practices’, in which figurations of 

bodily ‘possibilities and routines become recruited or entangled together with 

meaning-making and with other social and material figurations’. Comparably, Sara 

Ahmed (2004a, 2004b) considers ‘affective economies’ in which emotions and 

bodily responses circulate and are socialised throughout society. Ahmed’s 

(2004b:119) work highlights the ways that emotions work in concrete and 

particular ways, to mediate relations between individuals and collectives, and align 
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some communities but not others. I draw more heavily in this thesis on Ahmed’s 

notions of ‘economies’ than Wetherell’s concept of ‘practices’, however, both 

researchers demonstrate how deeply emotions govern and structure the cultural-

political conditions of our society. Further, while a distinction between affect and 

emotion are theoretically important, it is important to understand that these 

psychological registers on the body-mind continuum (i.e. 

affect/sensation/emotion/reasoned argument) are always heavily entangled with 

each other (Labanyi 2010:230). Consequently, in this thesis I consider both affective 

and emotional responses to Aboriginal materialities.  

A few ‘heritage’ scholars are beginning to explore and demonstrate the 

important links between heritage materialities, affect and emotion. Laurajane Smith 

(2016) has conducted extensive studies into visitor reactions to museum/heritage 

places in Australia, England and the United States, and argues that visitor’s 

experiences at museums and heritage places can only be truly understood or 

explained if the emotional and affective aspects of their visit are taken into account. 

In related research, Smith and Waterton (2009:49) suggest that the previous lack of 

recognition of the emotive aspects of heritage is the ‘elephant in the room’ in 

heritage and museum studies, and argue that affect and emotion are actually the 

‘essential constitutive elements’ of the heritage making process and cannot be 

ignored if we are to effectively understand the link between heritage and 

representation. This point is particularly pertinent, as in this research, I too 

demonstrate the significance of emotion and affect when non-Aboriginal people 

form ‘attachments’ to Aboriginal heritage.  

Despite the increasing research into effect and emotion in heritage, few studies 

link these entangled physiological/social responses to network analyses. This is 

despite an increasing recognition that: 

 

 Affect and emotion are the tertium quid [third thing] of the social and the 

material, making the socio-material hold together or fall apart. They are 

what pulses through assemblages and actor-networks and what 

constitutes their power’ (Müller 2015:36).  

 

I attempt to broach this ambiguous divide through the reasoning that the 

embodied experiences that farmers and other rural individuals have to Aboriginal 
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heritage are deeply enmeshed within, and are a consequence of, the heterogeneous 

social and material networks that circulate within rural settler colonial space, as 

well as Australian society more broadly. I consider affective and emotional 

responses to Aboriginal heritage as a critical, constitutive aspect of the 

entanglements I explore.  

 

1.7 Methodology - entangling ANT and auto-ethnography 

Having highlighted the influence of posthumanist ontologies in regards to 

materiality, agency, networks, assemblages and entanglement, how do I go about 

investigating the particular entangled assemblages in this research? As I stated 

above, the application of ANT should be understood as a research method rather 

than a theory in itself. In practice however, the difficulties of applying ANT to social 

research can be numerous. With its emphasis on tracing the infinite heterogeneous 

entities that constitute assemblages or ‘actor-networks’, the approach maintains a 

level of ‘infinite pliability and absolute freedom’ (Latour 1996b:374). Consequently, 

it can be difficult to know where to start or when to stop. In terms of where to begin 

then, the materials themselves provide nodes for entry into the network: water, 

stone artefacts and human remains. These particular Narungga occupation traces 

have been chosen for specific purposes. Waterholes are chosen because places 

where water accumulates throughout the peninsula have been a nexus for both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people over many years, nodes in the network that 

draw people together and set the stage for action. Stone artefacts, on the other hand, 

are chosen as these Aboriginal heritage traces are prolific both within Australia and 

in the study area, and archaeologically, are one of the most comprehensively studied 

Indigenous objects across the world. Lastly, Narungga ancestral remains are chosen 

because human bone often represents the most consecrated type of ‘heritage’ for all 

humans, and the presence and ongoing disturbance of Aboriginal human remains 

within the study area is ubiquitous with tensions between Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal people in Australia more broadly.  

From these material starting points, I examine the rural assemblages that these 

places/objects are embedded within, and then trace out the broader material and 

social linkages that circulate around them. In terms of ‘when to stop’, this research 

is bound by the need to provide enough information to successfully address my 

thesis aims and questions and to provide a representative sample of the types of 
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encounters that non-Aboriginal people have with Aboriginal occupation traces in 

rural contexts. Although Larson et al. (2007:211) have shown that the extent of 

networks that surround Indigenous collected objects are often ‘complicated’, 

‘fluctuating’ and are ‘literally endless’, I only trace a small number of these linkages 

within the study area.  

In this respect, this research accepts and even celebrates the ‘messiness’ that 

social science research inevitably involves (Law 2004). This accords with social 

science research that has come to understand that our ability to comprehensively 

understand and methodologically explore the immense heterogeneity of the world 

is often impossible, and that analysis can often create the structure of the knowledge 

it purports to investigate in the first place (Latour 1996b:374). For this reason, 

traditional methodological approaches that attempt to fully synthesise and present 

the inner workings of a particular research problem as ‘closed’ or ‘complete’, may in 

fact, overlook or exclude aspects of data that do not fit their system of analysis. 

Consequently, my research does not provide quantified accounts of participant 

interviews or systematic sampling methods. Instead, a ‘snowball’ method of 

sampling has been applied, in which I began with family contacts (as well as contacts 

given me by Narungga representatives and other individuals within my existing 

networks) and then have been provided with additional contacts from their own 

networks, and so on. This proved a useful way of avoiding ‘cold’ contact with 

potential research participants, which can be less effective due to many rural 

people’s general distrust of strangers and outsiders (Allen 2002:28). Using this 

approach, I interviewed fourteen non-Aboriginal farmers/individuals throughout 

the fieldwork phase (of these, three considered themselves ‘amateur collectors’, for 

example David Hill, whom I use for his ethnographic contributions but also his 

historical knowledge). I used a variety of recording methods depending on the 

preference of the participant, with eight interviews recorded using audiotape 

(transcripts of these interviews were typed up). The remaining interviews were 

conducted informally (taking notes). I also conducted at least eight informal 

meetings with various representatives from the Narungga community (as well one 

day of fieldwork with two three representatives) to provide feedback to the 

community and ensure ethical procedures were being followed.  

Consequently, a number of limitations are identified in this approach. First and 

foremost, I anticipate that some individuals have not been honest during interviews 
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or initial calls to request an interview. This was always expected, and indeed, is an 

important aspect of my reasons for conducting the study in the first place. I address 

this limitation in Chapter Five, using Sara Ahmed’s (2006) ideas about normalised 

orientations to consider how some people may turn away from Aboriginal heritage. 

Further, because my research process was limited to individuals who said yes to 

interviews, little emphasis was placed on ensuring equal male/female interviewees 

were approached during the research process. This means a higher proportion of 

interviewees were male (a response to the reality that more males than females are 

farmers), and I have not examined gender disparities in participant responses. This 

being said, engagement with amateur artefact collecting behaviours has been 

traditionally viewed as a masculine activity (Griffiths 1996:20), and this research 

falls short of challenging this supposition. Additionally, in this research, I do not 

address the nuances in ethnicity or religious variances among the ‘white’ 

interviewees. A further significant limitation of this research has been that I did not 

interview any Narungga landholders to compare their own practices to that of non-

Aboriginal landowners on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. This would have provided 

valuable insights into the differences between Narungga and non-Aboriginal 

people’s approaches to the protection of Narungga occupation traces in the 

landscape, if of course, there are differences to be found.  

As a result, this research does not purport to provide a complete or objective 

account of all of the social and material networks that circulate around Aboriginal 

heritage in Australian farmlands. It is simply impossible to explore the complex 

nature of this topic in its entirety, as often the mechanisms that keep Aboriginal 

heritage (and what happens to it) hidden in rural landscapes make comprehensive 

research into the topic more difficult. Instead, this research uses a selection of 

participant interviews, auto-ethnography and archaeological observations in order 

to reveal some of ways that some non-Aboriginal residents on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda interact with Narungga people’s occupation traces. This thesis 

represents a glimpse into a much broader and potentially more complicated topic.  

I have chosen an auto-ethnographic methodological approach because I believe 

that my archaeological experience and my personal familiarity with the region, work 

together with the participant interviews, strengthening my contribution to the 

research topic. I also choose auto-ethnography as it is an effective way to embrace 

and foreground my inherent subjectivities, rather than trying to hide them. Auto-
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ethnography combines ethnographic and autobiographical techniques, and has 

been described as a ‘form or method of research that involves self-observation and 

reflexive investigation in the context of ethnographic field work and writing’ (Ellis 

and Bochner 2000). It is an approach that, according to Chang (2008:48) should be 

‘ethnographic in its methodological orientation, cultural in its interpretive 

orientation, and autobiographical in its content orientation’. Consequently, an auto-

ethnographic approach provides the conceptual tools to examine the rural 

landscape in a way that compares and contrasts my own cultural experiences and 

observations alongside the interview participants from whom I have collected 

ethnographic information.  

In every sense, I am part of the assemblage in this research. I grew up in the 

mid-lower Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, between Wauraltee and Mount Rat/Yalgi, on 

a sheep and barley farm. Despite growing up next door to an Aboriginal community 

(Point Pearce/Burgiyana), I had little awareness of the different experiences of 

Aboriginal people as a result of the legacies of colonisation. Ten years of university 

and heritage consulting have gone some way in helping me to begin to realise the 

extent of these complex issues. By returning ‘home’ to conduct this research, my aim 

has been to shed light on the multifaceted inter-cultural relationships that I now 

know exist in rural farmlands. I attempted to cross barriers that would be more 

difficult to surmount for those without the connections that my rural upbringing 

provides. However, time spent on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda as a child does not 

mean I am accepted as a ‘local’ in contemporary contexts. Having moved to the city, 

now working as an archaeologist, and identifying as queer, feminist, and an 

Aboriginal rights ally, there are a number of perceived social boundaries that may 

inhibit my capacity to research in my hometown. In many ways, I am ‘insider’ and 

‘outsider’ at once, a position that can be understood as bringing just as many 

problems as there are benefits to the research process (Breen 2007). Perhaps Sara 

Ahmed (2010:582) encapsulates my own feelings most eloquently, in suggesting 

that those who do not align themselves with ‘normalised’ views within their aligned 

communities may result in being identified as a ‘killjoy’. As Ahmed (2010) has 

argued, feminists and queers, by speaking up or by being seen, are read as 

destroying something that is thought by others as not only as being universally good 

but as the cause of happiness. Similarly, I have the sense of working against the grain 

of the farming histories I grew up within, disrupting narratives felt locally as natural 
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and wholesome, by choosing to focus on and highlight local legacies of invasion and 

racial segregation instead.  

Considering my background then, what authority might I claim to write about 

Narungga people’s heritage on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda? While I maintain that I 

have some sensitivity and familiarity with Aboriginal heritage issues, I certainly 

cannot claim to write from an Indigenous standpoint (Moreton-Robinson 2000; 

Nakata 2007). I stress that this auto-ethnography represents my own ideas and 

scholarship, not those of Narungga people or Aboriginal people more broadly 

around Australia. My personal views are unlikely to completely represent those of 

non-Aboriginal people on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda either, despite my 

background giving me a non-Aboriginal person’s perspective. I can attest however, 

that this research was undertaken under the guidance of a number of Narungga 

advisors and with an open and gentle mind and sensitivity towards non-Aboriginal 

people’s perspectives toward Aboriginal heritage. It is also bound by the ethical 

guidelines for university research, and attempts to approach the issues raised with 

a high degree of sensitivity and cultural appropriateness for both Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal people.  

 

1.8 Postcolonialism and whiteness studies 

Although I have introduced this research as ontologically posthumanist with 

sensitivity toward the agency of nonhuman actors and non-dualist epistemologies, 

this investigation is positioned more broadly within fields of research understood 

as theoretically ‘postcolonial’. This means my epistemological approach is most 

closely aligned to dialogues circulating within subfields of history and archaeology 

since the 1990s, which are critical of the production of knowledge and are wary of 

research that postulates objective ‘truths’ about the past. In particular, the research 

is mobilised by a body of literature that evaluates archaeological practices in 

Australia as positioned deeply within colonial frameworks and epistemologies (for 

select examples see Atalay 2012; Bruchac et al. 2010; David et al. 2006; Denzin et al. 

2008; Fabian 2002; Hamilakis and Duke 2007; Lydon and Rizvi 2010a; McNiven and 

Russell 2005; Nicholas 2010; Roberts 2004; Rose 1996, 2004; Smith 1999; Smith 

2004, 2006; Smith and Jackson 2006; Smith and Wobst 2005; Watkins 2000). These 

critiques are often focused on improving archaeological and heritage practice so as 
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to work toward more ethical, equitable and collaborative approaches with 

Aboriginal communities.  

Many might consider the beginnings of postcolonialism to lie in Frantz Fanon’s 

The Wretched of the Earth (1961). In this seminal work, Fanon argues for the 

deconstruction of binaries between ethnicities and for colonised peoples to find 

their voice and reclaim their own pasts, which for too long have been owned by 

European colonisers. Edward Said’s highly influential Orientalism (1978) is also 

significant here, as his research identifies ways in which the European ‘West’ 

perceives itself and its colonial position in relation to the Middle East, constructing 

the latter as the ‘Other’. Postcolonial studies can be understood as originating from 

both post-Second World War anticolonial liberation movements, and the 

intellectual critique of the structures of European colonialism (Lydon and Rizvi 

2010b:18). However, while postcolonial studies can be identified as appearing 

within a distinct temporal period it must be stressed that postcolonialism as a 

concept refers to a specific theoretical approach rather than any transcendence of 

the strictures enforced by modern neo-colonial and capitalist nations. As prominent 

Aboriginal scholars have pointed out, we are far from operating as a ‘postcolonial’ 

society in Australia (Moreton-Robinson 2003). Further, there is significant potential 

for committing ‘epistemic violence’ (Spivak 1988 in Probyn 2002) in postcolonial 

studies, by attempting to give voice/representation to marginalised peoples but in 

effect, speaking for and over them. Despite these potential weaknesses, postcolonial 

literature can be utilised successfully to help expose structural disadvantage and 

inequitable power relationships, often from the perspectives of colonised peoples 

(Lydon and Rizvi 2010b:19).  

In Australia, a number of scholars have employed postcolonial or ‘anticolonial’ 

scholarship in intellectual struggles against colonial oppression. Seminal literature 

in this field includes a special edition of the Journal of Aboriginal Studies, edited by 

John Arnold and Bain Attwood (1992) called ‘Power, Knowledge and Aborigines’. 

This collection of papers identifies the practice of ‘Aboriginalism’ in Australia, in line 

with Edward Said’s notion of Orientalism. In much the same way as Said, Arnold and 

Attwood define ‘Aboriginalism’ as a discourse that situates Aboriginal people as an 

authenticating ‘Other’ in relation to non-Aboriginal people in Australia. They reflect 

on the ways that power and knowledge is disseminated in a Foucauldian sense 

through the European academic practices of teaching, research and representation 
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of Aboriginal people, for a non-Aboriginal audience, which often have little to do 

with the lives of Aboriginal people themselves.  

Whiteness studies have also furthered these discussions. In particular, Aileen 

Moreton-Robinson (2004a:81) reveals how in Arnold and Attwood’s writing the 

‘writer-knower as subject is racially invisible, while the Aboriginal as object is 

visible’. Moreton-Robinson (2004a:82) argues that Arnold and Attwood have failed 

to identify the homogenous group of ‘European Australian’ as a white racial 

category, ensuring that race continues to belong to an Indigenous ‘Other’ while 

whiteness remains hidden and normalised. For me, as a white-identifying early-

career researcher focused on the cultural relationships between Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal people in Australia, Moreton-Robinson’s work is an important 

reminder to name and include not only my ethnic category in my own research, but 

acknowledge the hierarchies of ethnicity that work through academic scholarship. 

These conventions become particularly important in investigations that claim to 

straddle cross-cultural divides. I attempt to destabilise my position as an 

independent and ‘objective’ researcher by situating this research within my own 

racial categories, using ‘I’ in my writing, and embracing the complications and the 

‘messiness’ that auto-ethnographic approaches inevitably involve.  

There is little doubt that my position within this research will be influenced in 

ways that I am unaware of by my social, political and economic background, or in 

other words, my ‘whiteness’. My privilege in this research is obvious; a Narungga 

researcher may not have been welcomed into the same places where I was warmly 

greeted with a cup of tea and a biscuit. This is a reflection of the depth of segregation 

and prejudice that continues to exist within some sections of the study area. 

Furthermore, by identifying myself as a white ally I am at risk of creating a 

‘knowledgeable gaze’, in which I am in danger of attempting to police the ways that 

Aboriginal people represent themselves through cultural practices and during 

political struggles (Lattas 1993). This being said, Narungga researcher Lester-

Irabinna Rigney (1990:117) has suggested that critical inquiry by non-Aboriginal 

researchers can serve to inform and assist Aboriginal people in the struggles for 

genuine self-determination. Further, as Indigenous researchers Gus Worby, Lester 

Irabinna Rigney and Simone Ulalka Tur (Worby et al. 2006:418) suggest, if 

‘reconciliation’ is to remain a useful concept, it must:  
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Remain flexible enough to incorporate contradiction, opposition and 

slippage without losing sight of its primary objective: to bring people and 

their different as well as common histories, interests and aspirations 

together, in a just and progressive cause, through thorough examination of 

privilege and ‘progress’ on the one hand and redress, rights and needs on 

the other.  

 

I do this by exploring some of the differences and commonalities that entangle 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in the study area through the medium of 

Narungga heritage. By highlighting the various ways that ‘whiteness’ in Australia 

continues to be imagined and naturalised in rural contexts, I aim to highlight the 

mechanisms of privilege and ‘progress’ that attempt to expunge Aboriginal 

heritages and histories from the Australian cognizance and its corresponding spatial 

geographies. By doing so, I attempt to use my individual position to help inform, 

assist and support Narungga people’s ‘rights and needs’ in the place we share as 

‘home’. 

 

1.9 Terminology, representation and confidentiality 

Narungga place names are included in this thesis alongside European place 

names at the request of Narungga representatives. This terminology is consistent 

with current orthography outlined in Narungga dictionaries (Eira et al. 2010; 

Narungga Aboriginal Progress Association Inc 2006) and accords with ongoing 

archaeological and anthropological research projects conducted in collaboration 

with Narungga people (Fowler 2015; Fowler et al. 2014, 2016; Roberts et al. 2013; 

Roberts et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2015; Roberts et al. In prep). By incorporating 

Narungga place names for country, I aim to acknowledge the complex entanglement 

of European and Narungga lexicons that exist throughout Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda and the ways in which these entangled geographies come to 

be named and known over time by both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people (for 

further information on Aboriginal place naming in South Australia see, Hercus et al. 

2002; Koch and Hercus 2009).  

In regard to identifying the non-Aboriginal participants in this study, I use 

terms such as ‘European’ and ‘settler’, to refer to (predominately) nineteenth 

century immigrants ‘settling’ in the country, and the terms ‘non-Aboriginal’ or 
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‘white’ in reference to ‘naturalised’, ‘white identifying’ Australians. I use these terms 

in an attempt to recognise and pinpoint the cultural and historic group within the 

study area whose genetic legacies are explicitly linked to diasporic movements 

arising from the expansion of the British Empire from the 1850s onwards. It is 

important to understand however, that in using the term ‘white’, I refer less to a 

specific skin hue or genetic ancestry and more to whiteness as a social construction, 

which is tied to a number of socially and historically situated processes and 

practices that maintain whiteness as both a perceived racial and cultural category 

(Salter 2013:3–4).  

In regards to racialised categories, it is important to note that Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal people have lived side-by-side over the last 170 or so years on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, and there are many old and new genetic entanglements 

between the two cultural groups. While many Narungga people have traced their 

ancestries and are aware of their genetic histories (for example, Kartinyeri 2003) it 

is likely that for some non-Aboriginal people, these connections may be less 

apparent or may even be hidden. Research into these entanglements may perhaps 

find that there are comparisons to be made with the hidden genetic mixings that 

Rebe Taylor (2008) has ‘unearthed’ on Kangaroo Island, or may be understood 

within similar frameworks as Liz Conor’s (2016) Skin Deep, or Ann McGrath’s 

(2015) Illicit Love. Both Conor and McGrath explore the complexities and multi-

storied nuances that are involved in cross-racial relationships between European 

and Aboriginal people throughout Australian history. However, this thesis does not 

attempt to explore complex issues relating to genetic entanglement, instead 

respecting people’s choices for self-definition for their cultural identities. There is a 

high likelihood though, that the genetic components of entanglement in the cross-

racial histories on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda are just as significant as in other 

places around Australia.  

It should also be noted that labels such as ‘European’ and ‘white’ tend to erase 

the experiences and stories of other emigrants and their descendants in Australian 

history, for example, Chinese or Afghan people’s involvement in nineteenth century 

expansion and settlement in Victoria or in the Australian interior. In many ways, the 

histories of non-white minorities are often erased in similar ways to those of 

Aboriginal people (for example, see Couchman 2011 on conceptualising the ‘last 

Chinaman’ in rural Australia). However, immigration to the mid and southern 
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sections of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda throughout the colonial period was heavily 

British and European in origin. In using these terms then, I aim to draw attention to 

the ways that contemporary rural Australian identities are in fact, indisputably tied 

to whiteness and settler ideologies (Carey and McLisky 2009). This point is explored 

further in Chapters Two and Three, where I consider the ways that settler colonial 

space is generated within a rural Australian context, and how an Australian ‘white’ 

cultural identity has been conceptualised and naturalised over time. 

In this thesis I explore what are perceived to be cultural differences between 

the Narungga ‘community’ and the rural white farming ‘community’ in the study 

area. It is important to note however, that there are many problems with uncritical 

and homogenous applications of the term ‘community’ for both cultural groups. For 

both non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal people, romanticised images of the ‘rural 

idyll’—of an ‘uncomplicated, innocent, genuine society in which ‘traditional values’ 

persist'—are strong in national mythologies of rural Australia (Allen 2002:32). 

These idyllic imaginings tend to erase the reality of rural life for many, which can 

often include a number of distinctive stresses due to the disproportionate access to 

education, health and welfare services, limited employment opportunities and 

physical isolation (Tonts and Larson 2002). Further, Aboriginal ‘communities’ are 

subject to specific stereotyping. Frances Peters-Little (2000:3) suggests that 

concepts of Aboriginal communities often invoke ‘notions of an idealised unity of 

purpose and action among social groups who are perceived to share a common 

culture’. She suggests that to some extent, ‘‘community’ and ‘culture’ are treated as 

synonymous, rather than as principles operating at different levels of social realities’ 

(Peters-Little 2000:3). Peters-Little (2000:4) goes on to explain that ‘popular 

notions of community, identity and self-representation are increasingly problematic 

for ‘rural’ Aboriginal people’s quest for native title, reconciliation and self-

determination’. 

Additionally, in heritage discourses the terms ‘heritage’ and ‘community’ are 

increasingly applied together with very little reflection or critical realisation of the 

fraught and political nature of these pairings (Smith and Waterton 2009). In many 

cases however, perceptions of what ‘heritage’ actually includes may differ greatly 

between members of the public and heritage and archaeological professionals who 

are often responsible for its protection. Further, marginalised communities or 

minorities within larger populations are often less well represented (or not 
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represented at all) in state driven or ‘authorised’ community heritage 

representations of the past (Smith and Waterton 2009). Crooke (2010:16) suggests 

that ‘community is a multi-layered and politically charged concept that, with a 

change in context, alters in meaning and consequence’. Examining examples from 

Northern Ireland, she explores the ways that concepts of community are often 

politically charged and any attempts to engage with local communities to represent 

their heritage are fraught with issues associated with belonging, representation, 

identity and territory. Crooke (2010:27) suggests that both community and heritage 

are ‘malleable concepts’ which can be ‘highly emotive, closely guarded and are used 

to stake control and define authority’. In many ways, this case study resonates in 

Australia, where non-Aboriginal identities are underpinned by acts of attempted 

Aboriginal dispossession. Consequently, there can be no community heritage 

representations that are separate from identity, representation and political issues. 

This being said, the term ‘community’ is one that is undoubtedly recognised and 

utilised by both rural non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal groups in Australia, and for this 

reason it is a practical term to apply (with caution) in this research.  

Finally, confidentiality is an important aspect of any research that involves 

human subjects. It has been particularly difficult in this project, as in many cases the 

interviews and information I have collected is considered deeply personal by the 

interviewee. Furthermore, for participants revealing information about objects and 

places on their private properties, difficult questions regarding my duty of care 

begin to arise. In these instances, a copy of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA) 

was given to the landowner to help them make decisions about their heritage 

obligations. For every interview conducted for this research, an explanatory 

statement sheet was given to the participant, and a consent form was signed. On 

these forms, participants were able to specify any specific confidentiality 

requirements they might have had. In general, the names of participants have been 

withheld in the text, and have I not disclosed the specific locations of farming 

properties, unless the participant has given specific permission, such as David Hill 

(whose interview is included in Appendix B). A generic example of my explanatory 

statement and consent form can be found in Appendix A.  
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1.10 Outline: how this thesis is organised  

I have commenced this thesis with a brief introduction to the study area in the 

context of my research problem: the complex relationships and issues that arise in 

relation to the materialities and consequent visibilities (and invisibilities) of 

Aboriginal heritage traces in rural settler colonial geographies. I also postulated my 

thesis question: how are Narungga people’s waterholes, stone artefacts and 

ancestral remains entangled in non-Aboriginal people’s lives on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda? In the sections that follow I have attempted to concisely 

introduce the major themes and nature of this research. I have also provided an 

overview of my theoretical positioning and methodological framework to help 

locate my study within broader academic debates and discussions about ontologies 

and epistemologies, as well as stating my position within the text and fieldwork. 

These sections are important for contextualising the nature of this project and I 

return to them in my conclusion. 

In Chapter Two I explore the historical and environmental background to the 

study. In particular, I review debates and research within settler colonial studies, 

whiteness studies, critical heritage studies, human geography, material culture 

studies and various sub fields in archaeology to explore approaches to 

understanding the production and maintenance of settler colonial space in 

Australia, especially in relation to Aboriginal heritage. In Chapter Three I provide a 

more precise historical and social background for the study area, Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, as well as including an overview of the ongoing ‘contact zone’ 

between non-Aboriginal and Narungga people in this region. 

Following on from these positioning and framework chapters, I move on to 

discuss my fieldwork outcomes in Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven. These 

chapters discuss the results of the interviews I have conducted, as well as my own 

observations and reflections of the study area. Chapter Four explores the ways that 

Narungga waterholes have been adapted, transformed or obscured through non-

Aboriginal people’s practices around fresh water, and how non-Aboriginal residents 

perceive water within the study area. Chapter Five and Six consider the practices of 

re-assembling and re-distribution of stone artefacts on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, 

by tracing the ways that farmers pick up, or turn away from, stone artefacts in their 

territories (in Chapter Five), through to the ways that some non-Aboriginal 

individuals have become local ‘specialised’ collectors of stone artefacts (in Chapter 
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Six). Chapter Seven documents the ways that Narungga ancestral remains have been 

mistreated on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. Disturbingly, this chapter includes 

information regarding the poor treatment of Narungga ancestral remains from at 

least the 1960s and continuing today. This section of the thesis comprises some the 

most sensitive aspects of this research and reader caution is advised, especially for 

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander peoples, who may find some of the content 

upsetting.  

In Chapter Eight, I broaden my analysis to explore the results of this thesis in 

response to broader archaeological and heritage debates around sharing, 

attachment and belonging, by linking these debates to agency, emotion and 

visibility. Moving through a serious of discussions, I demonstrate how white 

emotional responses to Narungga heritage in settler space are mediated by both the 

materiality of this heritage and the sociality of emotions, as well as being influenced 

by out-dated culture-historical archaeological approaches to understanding the 

past. I explore a type of ‘white attachment’ to Narungga heritage, in light of 

postcolonial debates around belonging, and consider whether ‘sharing’ debates can 

be utilised to understand the problems I set out in this thesis. Ultimately, I contend 

that, rather than ‘cleared’ and farmed space, agricultural farmlands must be 

conceptualised as dynamic, hybrid landscapes where Aboriginal occupation traces 

are always present and emerging. Further, we must be sensitive to non-Aboriginal 

people’s emotional attachments to this heritage, in order to encourage positive and 

active engagement in Aboriginal heritage protection into the future. I argue that the 

complex reassembling processes (both material and social) that entangle these 

Aboriginal occupation traces in white agricultural networks requires greater ethical 

awareness and sensitivity by Australian heritage practitioners, in order to support 

rural Aboriginal people’s own rights to access, protect and utilise their heritage 

within farmland contexts. 

As this thesis is auto-ethnographic in nature, I conclude the thesis (in Chapter 

Nine) with a brief personal reflection on the project from my own perspective. I also 

include two appendices; Appendix A is a sample of my consent and explanatory 

statement forms. Appendix B presents David Hill’s interview transcript, which 

provides information about his contribution as a South Australian collector over 

many years and which may be of value to researchers/Narungga people in the 

future.  
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 Chapter 2: Aboriginal heritage and settler colonial space 

In this chapter I review the literature that explores the spatial geographies of 

countries established through European expansion, such as Australia, New Zealand, 

Canada and the United States, as examples of ‘settler colonial space’. I examine how 

the Australian landscape has been conceptualised as both ‘wilderness’ and ‘terra 

nullius’ and how myths of rural progress and agricultural development have come 

to dominate local rural histories. Further, I explore the links between the production 

of settler colonial space and the management of Aboriginal people’s heritages, 

illustrating how the mistreatment of Aboriginal people and that of their heritage are 

inextricably linked. In particular, I examine the role that history, anthropology, 

archaeology and heritage management practices and discourses have played in the 

regulation, misrepresentation and appropriation of Aboriginal people’s heritages. In 

the past, these discourses have worked to ‘erase’ Aboriginal people’s unique 

identities and heritages from settler colonial landscapes, while simultaneously 

naturalising white Australian identities and settler heritage. Consequently, it is 

important to examine how these processes are thought to have occurred as well as 

how they are being addressed today, in the context of this thesis.  

The term ‘settler colonialism’ is used to describe distinct colonial formations 

where European peoples have seized and settled in areas occupied by Indigenous 

peoples, often by coercion or violence, with the intention to stay and build their own 

new societies (Wolfe 1999, 2006, Coombes 2006; Elkins and Pedersen 2005; Evans 

et al. 2003; Veracini 2010;). Patrick Wolfe (1999:2) suggests that settler colonialism 

must be understood as a structure rather than an event, with its primary goal being 

the acquisition of new territories, within which, a ‘logic of elimination’ continues to 

eliminate and replace Indigenous peoples rather than exploit or control them (Wolfe 

2006:388). The spatial geographies that settler colonialism produces include highly 

visible rearrangements of space, people and place that facilitate capitalism through 

economic production (Veracini 2010:3). The effects of settler colonialism on the 

landscape are observable everywhere, however portions of Australia that have been 

transformed through the introduction of agricultural practice are perhaps the most 

noticeable of all. Single cropped paddocks, symmetrically gridded fences and roads, 

carefully managed reserves of ‘remnant’ vegetation and socially coded areas for 

community habitation and leisure are easily observable aspects of the production of 

settler colonial space in rural districts (Banivanua-Mar and Edmonds 2010:2). While 
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many of the nation’s citizens celebrate the creation and maintenance of the unique 

Australian rural ‘countryside’, there can be little question that this intensive re-

arrangement of space has involved the upheaval of generations of Aboriginal people 

from their sovereign lands and waters. Furthermore, this spatial reorganisation 

entails the attempted dismantling of Aboriginal people’s important cultural, 

political, economic and spiritual places, often resulting in harm to Aboriginal 

people’s cultural heritage, their identities and their spiritual and economic 

wellbeing. This ‘structural violence’ continues to heavily dictate the lived 

experiences of Aboriginal people around the country (Maddison 2013), and is a 

significant aspect to Narungga people’s historic and lived experiences of 

disadvantage on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. 

 

2.1 From ‘untamed wilderness’ to cultivated countryside 

One of the most pervasive ideologies of the Western social imagination, and one 

that is as prevalent on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda as it has been throughout 

Australia, is the concept of the environment as a ‘wilderness’. This is the notion that 

Australia’s landscape exists as a ‘natural’ or ‘wild’ space—without dynamic 

Aboriginal histories, management or economic jurisdiction—unless it is subject to 

European alteration (for an overview of these ideas in the Australian context, see 

Head 2002). Today, ‘natural’ Australian spaces are often conceptualised as 

‘bushland’ in national parks or the ‘outback’ in central Australia (which also 

encompasses pastoral landscapes). These landscapes are imagined as existing in 

opposition to Australia’s ‘civilised’ urban cities and sprawling metropolises 

(Williams 1975). The country’s agricultural farmlands—such as those on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda—exist somewhere between the margins of this dualistic 

coupling, occupying the rural geographies between state capitals and our ‘red desert 

heart’.  

This urban/remote dichotomy tends to obscure the distinct spatial geographies 

that make up rural space. However, this has not always been the case. While present 

day Australians like to think of their farmland districts as reflecting a uniquely 

Australian rural landscape, there can be little doubt that these agricultural regions 

were established via a strong colonial resolve to re-create the idyllic vistas of the 

British agronomic countryside. The term ‘landscape’ itself originates from the late 

16th century as a term for painters, its use related to the visual appreciation of the 
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aesthetic European countryside (Oxford 2009:991). This meaning reflects a ‘cultural 

image’: the viewpoint of the creator as much as the subject matter itself (Daniels and 

Cosgrove 1988:1). For early settlers, the cultural and spatial transformation of 

Australian untamed ‘wilderness’ or ‘bush’ into European ‘countryside’ was one of 

the most important aims of the colony (Davison 2005:33). Early settlers cultural 

attitudes included a strong belief in the virtues of country life, and converting ‘bush’ 

into ‘countryside’ was a critical aspect of ‘settling’ in the environment (Davison 

2005:33). This was reflected in the lexicon of Australian settlement where the words 

‘country’ and ‘bush’ were often used in opposition. The term ‘country’ included the 

transformed and ‘civilised’ landscapes of cultivated farmlands that had been 

‘settled’ by Europeans (Davison 2005:33). This contrasts with today’s notions of 

‘civilisation’ as contained within our city metropolises. 

Early on in Britain’s seizure of the country, the agriculturally productive, 

‘settled’ European countryside would have contrasted deeply with unknown 

Australian ‘wilderness’ environments. Compared to the familiar landscapes from 

home, settlers often conceived the Australian bush as a foreign, dangerous and 

ungodly place (Cronon 1995:69-70; Merchant 2003). As European colonists began 

to move into the landscape, the realisation that Aboriginal people made their homes 

in this seemingly foreign environment is likely to have only increased such fear and 

loathing (Steele 2010). Early diaries and reports of pioneer’s explorations into the 

landscape often provide descriptions of ‘discovering’ Aboriginal people’s camps, 

homes and belongings (Memmott 2007). Indeed, many of the first collections of 

Aboriginal material culture are a result of these early expeditions (for example, see 

Hetherington et al. 2009 for an overview of Captain Cook’s artefact collection 

activities). On Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, one early boating adventurer made 

mention of the prominence of Narungga people’s camps: 

 

On we pulled to another point, or rather to a bend, in the coast, marked by 

high red cliffs; and in passing along the beach we saw a large encampment 

in a good state of native architecture, compared with the wurleys of other 

tribes elsewhere (South Australian Register, 23 April 1845).  

 

In this case, early settlers moving into ‘uncharted’ territory are likely to have 

encountered Aboriginal people’s homes and property as often or perhaps even more 
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frequently than they encountered Aboriginal people themselves directly. For 

settlers to claim ownership and make their own homes in the new environments 

they found themselves within, they were not only faced with the troubled task of 

‘eliminating’ Aboriginal people from the landscape, but evidence of their occupation 

as well. In this thesis, I show how this uneasy process continues today.  

Consequently, far from a ‘wilderness’ or a ‘blank slate’ in which to carve out a 

uniquely Australian identity, the landscape originated through English historicised 

spatial acts of settlement, possession and dispossession by the British settlers 

(Carter 1987). As the British moved across the landscape, they inscribed the country 

with England’s cartographic language, narrating the landscape of colonial Australia 

into immediate dialogue with the landscape of England (Byrne 2003b:172). Jay 

Arthur (2003) argues that such a process continues today through the 

pervasiveness of a distinctly colonial English language to describe Australia. She 

argues that the landscape of a ‘default’ European country—lush, green, hilly and 

compact—has become the norm, in which Australia’s dry, dusty, flat and expansive 

landscapes emerge as the exception. Arthur’s research reveals the ways that 

English-speaking Australians continue to imagine and understand the landscape 

within a distinctly colonial, European framework. This thesis demonstrates how 

these processes also act on Aboriginal heritage.  

Today, most city-dwellers view both the ‘bush’ and ‘countryside’ alike as 

romanticised places of aesthetic pleasure and spiritual refreshment, rather than 

places where people live and work (Davison and Brodie 2005:10). This creates a 

tension between concepts of landscape as a picturesque vista, to be viewed from 

afar, versus landscape in the context of politics, habitation and labour. Bender and 

Winer (2001:3) argue that the former view is class-driven and suppresses the 

landscape of those ‘being viewed’ who are thus placed ‘out of sight’, ignoring the 

labour and power that goes into the creation and maintenance of such landscapes. 

Instead, they stress that landscapes are multi-vocal; their meanings depend upon 

their occupants’ specific historical conditions, gender, age, class and religion. Of 

course, these views also ignore the ongoing politics of heritage representation. The 

creation and maintenance of the settler colonial landscape then, is ‘always in 

process, potentially conflicted, untidy and uneasy’ (Bender and Winer 2001:3). By 

tracing these changing perceptions of the agricultural landscape, it is possible to 
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begin to reveal the complex ways in which they are perceived as naturalised and 

neutralised white spaces over time.  

 

2.2 Terra nullius and the ongoing ‘problem’ of Aboriginal heritage 

Hand-in-hand with being conceived as ‘wilderness’, the colonisation of 

Australia is also imagined as founded under a doctrine of terra nullius — land 

belonging to nobody. However, readings of the colonial archive have established 

that the term terra nullius itself was not used until well after initial colonisation 

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Attwood 2004; Connor 2005; 

Fitzmaurice 2007; Ritter 1996). Instead, the term should be understood, not as a 

lawful decree behind Aboriginal people’s dispossession, but as an outcome of the 

history of European expansion and the ‘legal tradition that dominated questions of 

the justice of ‘occupation’’ (Fitzmaurice 2007:2). Terminology aside, it is clear that 

the British Empire established its colonies within Australia under the assumption 

that existing Aboriginal settlement across the continent wasn’t sufficient to warrant 

recognition of sovereignty. This contrasts with the British Empire’s colonisation of 

other countries within similar historical periods, which included the development 

of treaties with Indigenous peoples (such as in New Zealand) or recognised 

Indigenous property rights and acquired land through negotiated transactions 

(such as in America) (Banner 2005:95).  

As I have suggested, this assumption was related to the ways that Europeans 

viewed the nature of Aboriginal settlement in Australia. In the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, land possession was understood as only coming into effect 

through the active agricultural cultivation and transformation of the soil, and the 

more subtle occupation imprints that Aboriginal people left upon the landscape 

were rarely understood within these European frames of reference (Banner 

2005:101). Within these Eurocentric frameworks, Aboriginal people were assumed 

as being in a primitive ‘state of nature’; a state in which they were yet to reach a 

minimum degree of social organisation, civilization or law in which to assert 

property rights (Banner 2005:110).  

These observations are challenged by more recent research into Aboriginal 

land management practices, which highlight the many ways that Aboriginal people 

have manipulated and transformed portions of the Australian landscape over 

thousands of years. These include the management of land through the use of fire 
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(Bliege-Bird et al. 2008; Jones 1969), extensive wetland eel aquaculture practices in 

Western Victoria (Builth 2002; 2006; Gunditjmara People and Wettenhall 2010; 

Lourandos 1980), the mass harvesting of seeds and grains (Clarke 2007; Pascoe 

2014) and the establishment of many types of semi-permanent settlements 

(Memmott 2007). These land management systems often guaranteed that valuable 

plants and animals flourished, the country was open and clear for travel and 

resources were abundant, convenient and predictable (Gammage 2011).  

While these transformations may not have signified legal ownership to 

Europeans, it is clear that early explorers often took advantage of the carefully 

managed landscapes that they entered, following pathways and drinking from 

already established waterholes, often using local Aboriginal guides (for example, see 

Konishi et al. 2015). Evidence for this entanglement exists on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, where early towns were located at existing Narungga 

waterholes (for example, at Coobowie/Guubawi, Minlaton/Minladan, 

Curramulka/Garrdimalga etc.). On national and state scales, these convergences are 

increasingly being recognised by city councils and governments, for example, 

practices of ‘reclaiming through renaming’ Kaurna placenames across the city of 

Adelaide (Amery and Williams 2002). This renaming and reclaiming process can 

provide discomfort for some non-Aboriginal people in the study area, as I go on to 

discuss in Chapter Five.  

The ongoing erasure of obvious physical Aboriginal occupation traces has been 

an important aspect of the creation and maintenance of the terra nullius myth. 

Despite these attempts however, thousands of Aboriginal occupation traces still 

reside in the landscape, or in archaeological terms, ‘in situ’. These traces exist 

everywhere, both on the surface and buried within sediments; in cities and towns, 

under houses and city blocks, in public places and suburban backyards, across 

pastoral stations, churned into ploughed soils, hidden on farms blocks and scattered 

throughout the country’s national parks and reserves. These physical traces 

undoubtedly signify Aboriginal people’s long and ongoing occupation of the 

continent. Due to their ongoing presence, they also represent notional challenges in 

Australia’s imposition of the colonial cadastral grid. The conceptual and spatial 

‘problem’ that these occupation traces present was demonstrated early on in the 

establishment of the colony of South Australia, where official instructions given to 
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the ad interim Protector of Aborigines at the time, William Wyatt, included the 

following:  

 

If, on becoming acquainted with the habits and customs of the Aborigines, 

you should find that in any part of the country they are in the practice of 

making use of land for cultivation of any kind, or if they have a fixed 

residence on any particular spot, or if they should be found to appropriate 

any piece of land to funereal purposes, you are required to report such fact 

to the Colonial Government without loss of time, in order that means may 

be taken to prevent its being included in the survey for sale (South 

Australian Gazette 12 August 1837).  

 

Despite this declaration, neither Wyatt nor his successors reported any instance 

of land being used by Aboriginal communities for burial purposes (Turnbull 

2007:97). This is unreasonable given the number of Aboriginal burials listed in 

heritage registers today — numbers which must reflect a tiny portion of those that 

go unreported or have been destroyed. Turnbull (2002:76–80) suggests that this 

oversight has much to do with notions of Aboriginal people’s perceived savagery in 

regards to mortuary practices, which could be separated from Christian notions of 

death and its memorialisation. Further, he suggests that Aboriginal burials were 

often only perceived as worthy of preservation as memorials to a lost and vanishing 

race, rather than the final resting places of individuals (Turnbull 2002:80). Despite 

this, he argues that testimonies relating to ceremonies for the dead, the discovery of 

elaborate funerary structures and artwork adorning burial places, as well as the 

reactions of Aboriginal people when at the threat of desecration towards burial 

places have provided ongoing challenges to colonial assumptions that Australia was 

terra nullius (Turnbull 2002:83). In Chapter Seven, I demonstrate how some of these 

challenges continue today.  

In the wake of Mabo and the conceptual overturning of the terra nullius 

doctrine, Aboriginal occupation traces have played a varying role in native title 

applications, as claimants are asked to prove that a continuous relationship with 

their country has been maintained throughout colonisation (Lilley 2000; McGrath 

2016; Riches 2002; Veth and McDonald 2002). Connecting past Aboriginal 

archaeological traces to contemporary Aboriginal cultural practices can be an 
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important aspect of proving continuous connection and because of this, such traces 

still remain at risk as non-Aboriginal people seek to hide this occupation evidence 

(as catalogued in this thesis). Perplexingly, the plethora of research into the ‘history 

wars’ (for example see Blainey 1993; Bonnell and Crotty 2008; Curthoys 1999; 

Macintyre and Clark 2003; Veracini 2003) arising from Aboriginal claims to land 

have included little emphasis on the geographic ‘heritage war’ also waged against 

Aboriginal occupation traces in the landscape throughout the same period. Instead, 

research into the problems associated with the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

have mainly focused on assessing the levels of effectiveness of various heritage 

policies and legislative acts (North 2006; Packham 2014; Porter 2006; Rolfe and 

Windle 2003; Rumley 1998; Saylor 1995; Schnierer 2010; Smith 2000; Weiner 

1999; Wiltshire and Wallis 2008).  

Often, Aboriginal people’s ongoing struggles to have their heritage protected 

goes unnoticed by the wider Australian population, who only become aware of 

conflict when it receives mainstream news coverage. For example, the Hindmarsh 

Island (Kumarangk) Bridge dispute saw the construction of a bridge over 

Ngarrindjeri cultural waters at a huge spiritual, emotional and cultural cost to the 

Ngarrindjeri people in the southeast of South Australia (for a summary of this issue, 

see Bell 2001). In this case, Ngarrindjeri were represented as standing in the way of 

‘progress’, and were accused of fabricating heritage claims. Similar situations have 

happened elsewhere in Australia, including on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda where 

cultural materials and Aboriginal remains were disturbed at Black 

Point/Gudliwardi (Mavromatis et al. 2007). However, for the most part, the extent 

of burial disturbance on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda has proceeded undocumented 

by the white population. In one rare example, a quote from the Observer in 1926 

(Saturday 3 July) explained how the Gum Flat Station (at Minlaton/Minladan) was 

placed on a well known ‘Aboriginal Hunting Ground’, retrospectively described as a 

‘favourite hunting ground of the aboriginals in the early days, and many of their 

remains have been found at various times in the swamp land region’. The fate of 

these Aboriginal burials (as well as undoubtedly thousands of others across the 

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda landscape) is unknown.  

Other ways that some Aboriginal people have worked to increase heritage 

protection is through academic research. For example, as a result of the Hindmarsh 

Island Bridge affair, Ngarrindjeri representatives have published in wide academic 
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circles on the many positive transformations which have been made in gaining 

greater control over the administration of their lands and heritage, by entering into 

agreements with local governments, councils, public institutions and universities 

(Bell 2008; Hemming 2007; Hemming and Rigney 2008; Hemming et al. 2010; 

Trevorrow and Hemming 2006). Other Aboriginal organisations, including 

Narungga, are involved in various local native title or Indigenous Land Use 

Agreements (ILUAs) with mining companies or local councils. These often help 

ensure greater representation and consultation regarding the management of their 

country and waters, often with a focus on heritage protection (for example see 

Langton et al. 2006; O'Faircheallaigh 2008; Smith 1998). While these agreements 

can go some way to addressing the protection of Aboriginal heritage, they cannot 

completely address these issues on freehold land that are often more difficult to 

regulate (despite their inclusion under heritage legislation).  

 

2.3 Foundation myths: local histories of growth and demise 

The challenges to protect Aboriginal occupation traces from physical 

elimination tend to be in line with the erasure of Aboriginal histories discursively. 

In this section I examine the ways that rural public settler histories often focus on 

celebration and are silent on demise, decline and Aboriginal disadvantage. These 

omissions tend to contribute to conceptual notions of Aboriginal people’s erasure in 

agricultural landscapes. Challenging these dominant settler histories is an 

important aspect of this research.  

Public history narratives in rural regions tend to accentuate European settler 

foundation stories that commemorate pioneering and agricultural achievements of 

the district, while simultaneously overlooking any decline or failure. One of the most 

immense absences in this regard includes Aboriginal people’s historic and lived 

experiences of violence, exploitation and discrimination (Ballantyne 2002; Bell 

2005; Birch 1999; Byrne 1996; Davison 2000; Davison and Brodie 2005; Davison 

and Spearritt 2000; Furniss 2001; Gill et al. 2005; Griffiths 1987, 1996; Healy 1996; 

Liebelt et al. 2016; Nile 2000; Read 1996). For example, Tom Griffiths (1987) 

suggests that rural histories in small Australian towns and regions dwell on the first 

years of settlement and celebrate early success then trail off in their accounts of 

twentieth century events. Griffiths (1987:2) has argued that this ‘looking back’ gives 

these early years a special importance, and suggests that few local historians give 
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attention to the experience of rural decline, as they are perhaps too embarrassing, 

too painful, or too negative to become the focus of attention. Comparatively, 

Elizabeth Furniss (2001) examines how small country towns continue to 

commemorate local histories by studying public heritage displays, and suggests that 

in most cases in rural regions a timeline approach to history still celebrates settler 

and pioneer ‘discoveries’ and ‘firsts’ in a linear pattern of development and 

progress. At the same time, Aboriginal people are included in concepts that reinforce 

false perceptions of their local extinction through narratives that suggest a series of 

‘lasts’ (i.e. ‘the last of their tribe’). Research by Nicholas Gill and colleagues (et al. 

2005) shows how these prevailing Aboriginal history omissions tend to create an 

enduring recycling of settler histories that ‘transcend nostalgia’ and perpetuate the 

ongoing absence of Aboriginal people in local public narratives. These examples 

demonstrate how Aboriginal absences are perpetuated through colonial historical 

narrative that omits or suppresses Aboriginal people’s own accounts of history.  

Since the 1980s however, agricultural regions have experienced somewhat of 

an upheaval, as deep-seated economic, social, and political processes have 

transformed the character of rural industries, communities and environments 

(Tonts et al. 2012). Heritage tourism has been one of the distinctive features of this 

transformation, as rural regions are forced to rely on tourism industries as their 

agricultural industries decline. Resultantly, there has been exponential growth in 

historical and heritage tourism in small country towns including the formation of 

industrial (i.e. mining) and agricultural development narratives, the preservation of 

buildings and streetscapes, the production of museums full of local antiquities and 

the installation of walking trails and historical signage (Davidson and Spearritt 

2000). However, as Jane Lydon (2005) has shown, the addition of Aboriginal themes 

into local historical monuments and narratives is often highly contested. This is 

unfortunate, as Alistair Paterson and Kate Gregory (2015) suggest that when forms 

of public accounting of catastrophe are community driven and operating at the level 

of local heritage, they may work to upset and highlight dominant national 

mythologies and narratives. 

Further, rural communities often lack the resources to begin to rectify their 

heritage representation issues. The effects of debt, low commodity prices, 

decreasing employment options and environmental stresses such as drought have 

made it difficult for many rural communities to find the time, energy or funding 
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required to invigorate their histories for modern audiences. Davison and Brodie 

(2005) contrast the ‘struggles’ of rural agricultural regions with the ‘rural dreams’ 

in which these same regions are mythologised in the national imagination. They 

note that while less than a century ago Australia was ‘riding on the sheep’s back’ and 

farming comprised over a quarter of economic output, it now only accounts for 

around four per cent of the economy (Davison and Brodie 2005:10). Despite the 

reality of rural decline, the countryside remains one of the most mythologised 

historical narratives in Australia’s national consciousness with pioneers, stockmen, 

drovers, bushrangers, squatters and farmers featuring prominently in the Nation’s 

storytelling imagination of its past and present (Turner 1986).  

It is not surprising that decline, failure and disadvantage are the forgotten 

aspects of Australian rural history; these narratives do not sit easily with European-

derived ideological principles of continuous agricultural progress in which 

Australia’s farmlands were originally cultivated. In this case, how might stories of 

Aboriginal people’s ongoing cultural survival fit into broader histories of rural 

decline? Joy McCann (2005:51) examines this issue within the wheatlands of NSW, 

suggesting that ‘the history of colonisation was neatly contained within a consensus 

of rural settler narratives that sought to erase the unsettling histories of 

environmental change and Indigenous belonging’. She explores the role of social 

memory in sustaining histories that embrace and mythologise stories of the ‘Golden 

Age’ of agriculture in the mid-twentieth century. Conducting interviews with both 

farming community members from the local area as well as Wiradjuri people, she 

explores the tensions inherent within a prosperous agricultural and pastoral zone—

an ecological system in crisis—a frontier where Aboriginal and settler Australians 

shared an entangled but scarcely acknowledged history and a storied place 

embedded with many collective and personal memories. In a passage worth quoting 

at length, she concludes that, 

 

There is a potent sense of engagement with the past in Wiradjuri stories. Whilst 

Western archaeologists have been preoccupied with collecting and preserving 

physical artefacts of the past, older Wiradjuri harbour vivid stories of new 

relationships formed with this ‘dead’ country of their ancestors. Long after family 

groups were dispersed to camps along the river, they continue to resurrect the 

sanctity of old places, and weave new stories to repair their fractured history. The 

stories give emphasis to continuity rather than separation, living social and 
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spiritual connections rather than antiquity. The imperative is to regain a sense of 

belonging, particularly for the younger people educated in settler history and the 

stories of the cultural demise of their own people. Ironically, whilst the settler 

stories of old places are infused with nostalgia and regret for eroded values and 

lost community, Wiradjuri stories convey a sense of vitality and immediacy in the 

present. The Wiradjuri experience suggests that stories of connection still move 

lightly amongst the orderly grid of fenced paddocks. In the central Lachlan, 

Wiradjuri history is literally written into the past. But, all the time, the act of 

remembering enables Wiradjuri descendants to work against the grain of 

dominant settler narratives (McCann 2005:61).  

 

From McCann’s account it seems evident that while white settler-descendants 

within her study are engaged in practices of nostalgia and lost regret for the golden 

eras of their pasts, the Wiradjuri are engaged in processes to inject constant vitality 

into their history and land. In this case, McCann has highlighted a significant 

difference in the ways that these two communities relate to their landscapes. While 

rural settler colonial narratives are often focused on commemorating original deeds 

of settlement, expansion and progress, Aboriginal narratives focus on continuity. 

Under these conditions, it stands to reason that rural histories may have difficulty 

accommodating ongoing, dynamic Indigenous ways of belonging to country. 

McCann’s research reminds us why Aboriginal people’s histories tend to endure in 

rural regions, and continue to work against the grain of dominant settler histories. 

 

2.4 Cults of forgetfulness? Aboriginality and settler memory 

The processes that ‘forget’ to include Aboriginal experiences within the nation’s 

schemes for communal remembering are certainly not unique to rural histories. 

Instead, they are a symptom of ‘silence’ throughout Australia more broadly. This 

was recognised in the late 1960s, when the anthropologist William Stanner 

(1969:25) contended that a ‘cult of forgetfulness’ was being practiced throughout 

the nation, which he proclaimed to have had the effect of silencing the Aboriginal 

experience of Australia’s colonisation. Foster and Nettelback (2012) suggest that 

one of the fundamental reasons that frontier conflict is remembered disjointedly in 

South Australia is due to the nature of colonial settlement within the state itself. 

Unlike other states, the colony was founded with the proclamation that Aboriginal 

people would be treated as subjects of the Crown, however this law was difficult to 
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enforce in practice. Foster and Nettelback (2012) argue that tensions between the 

‘rule of law’ and the lived experiences of Aboriginal people’s geographic 

dispossession could not be reconciled, exemplified by the ‘euphemistic’ language 

that describes how the ‘natives were dispersed’ or ‘taught a lesson’; such accounts 

acknowledge that murder occurred, yet reveal the writer’s awareness that it could 

not be openly discussed as the legal ramifications of these actions were unclear 

(Griffiths 1996:106). Archaeologists have suggested that the rationale of ‘hiding the 

evidence’ is also why physical evidence for massacres is difficult to find, as the 

bodies of murdered Aboriginal people were often hidden or burned (Barker 2007; 

Litster and Wallis 2011). In this thesis I draw comparisons between these 

concealing practices for massacres with the treatment of Aboriginal heritage. 

However, while these evidence hiding behaviours are likely to have significantly 

contributed to the biased remembering of Australian frontier violence, this does not 

completely explain the phenomenon or extent of Australia’s communal forgetting.  

From at least the 1930s, a historical culture developed within Australia that was 

dominated by themes of foundation, and which worked hard to obscure and silence 

any notion of a violent or conflicted history (Thomas 1999). Tony Birch (2005:188) 

has identified the settler anxieties to obliterate an Indigenous presence from both 

the landscape and the Australian historical consciousness as an ‘elaborate exercise 

of historical facadism’. These facades have been increasingly challenged since the 

1960s, as a result of the 1965 Freedom Rides and Aboriginal rights movements 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s more broadly (Morris 2013:16). Arguably, these 

challenges reached a climax in 1988, when national bicentennial events were 

disrupted by the inclusion of thousands of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal protestors 

contending that ‘White Australia had a Black history’ (Healy 2008:111). Further, 

during the 1990s both the Australian Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 

Custody (1991) and the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Children from their Parents (1997) had increasing public 

impact. Throughout this time, increasingly ‘revised’ Australian histories have been 

published claiming to tell the ‘truth’ about Australia’s history (for example Bottoms 

2013; Elder 2003; Ørsted-Jensen 2011; Reynolds 1999, 2000). Between 1996 and 

2007, in a backlash now sometimes termed ‘the Howard years’ (Bonnell and Crotty 

2008; Conor and Lydon 2011:139; Veracini 2003), a government led push for a more 

conservative and comfortable national history resulted in writers such as Keith 
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Windshuttle (2002) gaining popularity in stoutly refuting claims of a distinctly 

violent Australian settlement. These ‘history wars’ (Macintyre and Clark 2003) have 

divided accounts of Australia’s past into crude notions of ‘three-cheers’ verses ‘black 

armband’ versions of history (Blainey 1993), a debate that continues today. Other 

authors have shown that Stanner’s (1969:25) ‘cult of forgetfulness’ can be 

understood in other ways, as Mitchell Rolls (2010) argues that from within this 

apparent silence exists a wealth of Aboriginal history writing that has been 

resolutely ignored, suggesting that perhaps the pervasive amnesia that 

encompassed generations of historical writers were less to do with ‘silence’ and 

more to do with an inability to listen.  

Chris Healy’s (2008) memory work can be applied in rural regions such as my 

study area to better understand the ways in which white Australia has become 

engaged in repeated cycles of remembering and forgetting. He argues that 

Aboriginal people are conceptualised as physically absent but are remembered in 

various ways through 1960s Aboriginal inspired, undoubtedly racist, ‘Abo’ art and 

television programs. Healy argues that this type of ‘Aboriginality’ is culturally and 

textually produced with little or no reference to the actual life experiences of 

Aboriginal people. He contends that to stop this cycle Australia must remember this 

forgetting by engaging in our entangled pasts in a more direct way. A crucial element 

of Healy’s work for this research is the way he considers the production of 

Aboriginality in spatial terms. Healy (2008:7) argues that ‘Aboriginality’ must be 

understood not in an abstract sense but rather as a series of tactile, temporal and 

spatial acts, in which Aboriginal and white Australians observe, interact and 

experiment in ways that make each other in relation to the other. This notion is 

applied in this thesis by examining observations, interactions and experiences 

between non-Aboriginal people and Aboriginal people’s heritage, in order to 

conceive how non-Aboriginal people conceive of a sense of Aboriginal people 

themselves.  

Similarly, Marcia Langton (1993:33) argues that many white Australians make 

uninformed assumptions about Aboriginal people through a discourse that 

produces ‘truths’ about Aboriginal people. These ‘truths’ have little to do with actual 

Aboriginal people, and much more to do with stereotypical ideas of what 

‘Aborigines’ are supposedly like. Other researchers also identify this phenomenon, 

arguing that the ongoing constructions of pure, authentic, unaltered ‘Aboriginality’ 
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(Arnold and Attwood 1992) through to corrupted, inauthentic or changed 

‘Aboriginality’ (Beckett 1988; Keen 1988) work to dissociate real Aboriginal people 

from their lived and real identities in the present day. Such stereotypes also result 

in further obstacles towards rights to Aboriginal people’s sovereignty, heritage and 

land, and tend to be particularly pervasive in rural regions.  

A number of Australian researchers have also argued that an extensive ‘colonial 

archive’ of information, including historical documents, books, diaries, newspapers, 

photographs, collections in museums, and on-going representations in film and 

television tend to authenticate and replicate various forms of Aboriginality (Bennett 

2004; Fourmile 1989; Hemming 2002, 2007; Langton 1993; Russell 2001), with 

contining authority. For example, historical documentation used in the Members of 

the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria 2002 native title case was employed 

against the Aboriginal claimants to argue that ‘the tide of history’ had ‘washed away 

any real acknowledgement of their traditional laws and any observance of their 

traditional customs’ (Furphy 2010:54.1). Similarly, during the Hindmarsh Island 

Bridge affair, archival information collected in the 1940s and which denied 

Ngarrindjeri gendered divisions of knowledge, trumped the contemporary 

testimony of several senior Ngarrindjeri women (Weiner 1999). Both these 

examples highlight the ways in which archival data can be employed against 

Aboriginal people to deny their ongoing cultural existence, continuity and dynamic 

adaptation. Certainly, the production of ‘truths’ about Narungga people on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda as well as constructions of both ‘authentic’ and ‘changed’ types 

of Aboriginality contribute to ongoing stereotypes and perpetuate cycles of 

forgetting, an issue I explore throughout this thesis.  

 

2.5 Archaeological contributions to notions of Aboriginality 

The role of archaeology and anthropology in the formation of Aboriginality 

should not be understated. In this section, I briefly trace the development of 

Australian archaeology from the beginnings of ‘culture-history’ archaeology in the 

early twentieth century to the development of processual and post-processual 

archaeologies in the later twentieth century. It is important to consider these 

academic trajectories in this research, as I demonstrate in both Chapter Six and 

Chapter Seven how certain archaeological and anthropological practices have been 

implicated in the study area.  
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The disciplines of Australian archaeology and anthropology were developed in 

conjunction with the expanding British Empire’s desire to understand and 

categorise the various human cultures that were encountered during its exploration 

and diaspora across the globe (McNiven and Russell 2005). Edward Said’s (1978) 

Orientalism and its Australian counterpart ‘Aboriginalism’ (Arnold and Attwood 

1992) have demonstrated how concepts of non-Western peoples are heavily based 

in colonial ideologies and racial categories invented by early archaeologists, 

biological anthropologists and evolutionists. Under these racist ideologies, 

Aboriginal people were viewed as deeply inferior, positioned at the very beginning 

of European stadial theories that defined human societies based on notions of racial, 

social and technological progression (Douglas and Ballard 2008). By the mid-late 

nineteenth century, these ideas of progress had crystallised around Darwinist 

evolutionary theories, which were applied to existing racial developmental 

sequences from savagery (characterised by hunting and gathering), barbarism 

(characterised by nomadic pastoralism), to civilisation (as distinguished by 

agriculture and commerce) (McGregor 1997:2). The powerful trajectories of these 

beliefs continue today (David et al. 2002), a reality that is demonstrated clearly 

when examining rural regions such as the one in this study. 

Throughout the nineteenth century, the scientific interest in physical 

anthropology also saw a dramatic increase in ‘bodysnatching’ throughout the world: 

the trade of human corpses for scientific research (MacDonald 2010:12). Human 

skeletons became a critical part of scientific collections and enquiry, seeing the 

human head as the ‘intellectual, emotional, moral and social centre of the person’ 

(Larson 2014:173). Aboriginal people’s remains were often targeted for research 

into human evolution and racial diversity by museums and institutions (Turnbull 

2007, 2015b). In Australia, early anthropologists and amateur collectors took part 

in the large-scale looting of Aboriginal people’s material culture from many heritage 

sites, and robbed Aboriginal people’s ancestral remains from their resting places for 

scientific and other purposes (Turnbull 2007, 2015a, 2015b). Today, thousands of 

displaced Aboriginal cultural objects and ancestral human remains reside in 

government departments, museums and university institutions in Australia and 

around the world. Ongoing scientific debates about what has been called the 

‘reburial issue’ (Hubert and Fforde 2002:1) have focused around the repatriation of 

cultural material and human remains from these places. Indigenous peoples around 
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the globe have campaigned to have ownership of their remains recognised, cultural 

material returned from various State institutions, and ethical procedures in place to 

deal with new human remains found during excavations, development work or by 

chance discovery (Nicholas 2010; Turnbull and Pickering 2010; Watkins 2000; 

Wilson 2007). Like many colonising countries, Australia is still coming to terms with 

the complex and nuanced histories that these collected objects represent, as well as 

ways for these remains to be repatriated (for example, see Byrne et al. 2012; Fforde 

2004; Fforde et al. 2002; Green and Gordon 2010; Harrison et al. 2013; Sculthorpe 

et al. 2015).  

From the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, Western 

paradigms of culture and change were marked by a gradual transition from 

evolutionary to ‘diffusionist’ models (Trigger 1989:154). Under these models, 

various human cultures could be defined as ethnically distinct from one another 

through their material culture, and change was understood as occurring through the 

diffusion of ideas either by migration or invasion (for example, Childe 1929). In 

Australia, researchers such as Tindale (1941, 1957, 1968), Birdsell (1967) and 

McCarthy (1958) attempted to define a series of Aboriginal ‘prehistoric cultures’, in 

which cultural ‘successions’ were interpreted from stone artefact collections, which 

were based on recognisable/recurring characteristics in form. This period also saw 

the ongoing collection of Aboriginal skeletal material and biological samples for 

‘scientific’ purposes, as well as the collection of thousands of Aboriginal artefacts 

(Thomas and Neale 2011). The legacies of these Aboriginal cultural succession 

theories are still felt today, deployed by those wishing to disconnect Aboriginal 

people from their deep pasts (McNiven and Russell 1997).  

The turn to ‘new’ or ‘processual’ archaeology saw Australian archaeologists 

attempting to distance themselves from these culture-historical understandings of 

the past (although the scientific study of Aboriginal remains and objects continued 

with no Aboriginal consent). Instead, archaeologists began to argue that material 

culture could be studied as evidence of human behaviour and adaptation (Binford 

1962; Binford and Binford 1968; Willey and Phillips 1959). Within these new 

paradigms, archaeologists turned away from history enthusiasts who had not been 

‘formally’ trained as archaeologists and who instead constructed the past through 

their own ‘pseudo-scientific’ curiosity, their personal interest or their intimacy with 

place. These approaches were rapidly seen as parochial, and dismissed as little more 
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than the ‘antiquarian imagination’ at play (Colley 2002; Gosden 1999; Griffiths 

1996). Significant efforts were made by the new archaeological guard in Australia 

to engage with the public on a ‘professional’ level, in order to reverse notions of 

Aboriginal people as ‘unchanging’ and ‘savage’ and to reinforce notions that 

archaeologists, not amateurs (or Aboriginal people) were the appropriate 

specialists for understanding the Australian ‘ancient’ past. Archaeologists such as 

John Mulvaney (1964, 1969) began arguing for recognition of universal 'human 

creativity of spirit', as demonstrated by the early Aboriginal occupation of the 

continent. Using recently developed radiocarbon dating techniques; archaeologists 

were responsible for rapidly pushing the (Western) known antiquity of human 

occupation of Australia back thousands of years (Flood 1989; Lourandos 1997; 

Mulvaney and Kamminga 1999). These efforts to preserve Australia’s Aboriginal 

history have been identified as being located in Western ideological nation building 

movements that are characteristic of the mid-twentieth century more broadly 

(Ireland 2002). 

While many of these archaeologists felt they were instrumental in discovering 

and protecting a deep Aboriginal history ‘for all Australians’, by the 1980s and 1990s 

their efforts were coming under fire for the continued scientific appropriation of the 

Aboriginal past, as well as distancing themselves (and then benefiting from) from 

the unethical collecting behaviors that have occurred throughout Australia’s 

colonisation history (Arnold and Attwood 1992; McBryde 1985; McNiven and 

Russell 2005; Pardoe 1990; Turnbull 2015a). In particular, Aboriginal activist Ros 

Langford’s (1983) seminal speech at the 1983 Australian Archaeology conference 

highlighted that archaeologists must acknowledge their colonial legacies and take 

significant steps to recognise ongoing Aboriginal ownership of heritage if they were 

to continue to work within heritage fields. In a number of these critiques, 

archaeology has come under fire for the ways in which it imagines Aboriginal 

authenticity, by positioning ‘real Aborigines’ in the ‘pre-historic’ past and 

constructing archaeological barriers between contemporary Aboriginal people and 

their ancestors (Colley and Bickford 1997; Hemming 2007). These critics suggest 

that in the creation of ‘pre-historic’ archaeology in Australia, archaeologists have 

placed ‘hunter-gatherer’ societies at the beginning of a European developmental 

sequence that equates Aboriginal people with the primeval ‘stone age’ and 

reinforces notions of progressivism (Denham and David 2006; Hemming 2002; 
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Lightfoot 1995; Lourandos 2008; Pardoe 1990). As a result, archaeologies that focus 

on Aboriginal post-contact histories and community engagement have become 

increasingly popular, and are now generally the norm for archaeological research 

(for examples see Atalay 2012; Bruchac et al. 2010; Harrison and Williams 2002; 

Phillips and Allen 2010; Smith and Wobst 2004).  

 

2.6 Australia racial segregation and heritage practice 

Notions of Aboriginal racial inferiority are deeply tied to segregation practice, 

and there can be little doubt that Australia is built on deep racial segregation 

practices. The Immigration Restriction Act 1901 was used for nearly 75 years to limit 

the number of non-white immigrants living and working on Australian soil 

altogether (Lake and Reynolds 2008). Such practices can be argued to have had 

radical outcomes in the spatial development of the ‘white’ Australian landscape 

(Carey and McLisky 2009). Today, it is difficult to ignore Australian Government 

policies that suggest ongoing segregation in our country, such as the movement of 

undocumented migrants arriving by boat to offshore detention camps, or the 

ongoing conflicts in the spatial segregation of Aboriginal people within urban 

centres (Gulson and Parkes 2009).  

Allaine Cerwonka (2004) has demonstrated the subtle ways in which these 

practices continue in the present, examining how contemporary Australians 

physically manipulate their urban environments to reclaim territory in the wake of 

postcolonial claims to land by Aboriginal nations and new immigrations from 

overseas. She has argued that fashionable spatial practices such as replanting areas 

with native species are one way that settler Australians reject colonialist mentalities 

of early generations who tried to grow ‘homesick gardens’ in the outback out of 

nostalgia for an imagined European homeland. Cerwonka (2004:1) argues that 

many contemporary Australians now draw on what they view as an ‘Indigenous’ 

model of stewardship and love for the Australian landscape, using the natural 

environment to ‘imagine a political and aesthetic break with British colonialism in 

Australia and to define the link between settler Australians, culture and national 

territory’. While Cerwonka’s (2004) research was applied in Melbourne, it resonates 

with similar behaviours on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda that cultivate non-

Aboriginal ‘nativeness’.  
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On Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, racial segregation practices have had insidious 

ongoing effects (as demonstrated by Wundersitz 1979), however the nature of this 

separation has tended to have ‘unnoticed’ or ‘unofficial’ qualities, resulting in a 

certain perceived normality or acceptance that this separation exists between the 

two cultural groups. Similarities can be drawn here between Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda and research conducted in NSW. Penelope Edmonds (2012) 

uses the NSW country town of Walgett between the 1920s and 1960s to explore the 

ways in which Aboriginal people were segregated in longstanding patterns, which 

Edmonds suggests are particular to the operations of settler colonialism. Edmonds 

points to many segregation practices that occurred in the town of Walgett, such as 

the exclusion of Aboriginal people in hotels and social clubs, separate church 

services, seating at the picture theatre and wards at the hospitals, revealing a range 

of strategic racialised manoeuvres that create geographies of exclusion and 

maintain the colonial order into the present (Edmonds 2012: 173). Edmonds 

(2012:167) argues that many Australian scholars have not only ignored the long 

history of racial segregation in Australian towns, but also have failed to ask relevant 

questions about the production of racialised and gendered bodies and spaces within 

settler cities, and how such deep segregation practices continue to shape people’s 

lives in our supposedly ‘postcolonial’ spaces. This research addresses this failure, by 

interrogating the spatial geographies of segregation in response to Aboriginal 

heritage.  

Perhaps the most well known example of research into segregation practice in 

heritage is by Denis Byrne (2003a; 2003b; 2003c; Byrne and Nugent 2004). As I 

introduced in my introduction, Denis Byrne (2003b:181) identifies the Australian 

segregated landscape as operating within a ‘nervous system’ (after Taussig 1991). 

He suggests that often it was the cadastral grid, and the fences used to physically 

mark its parameters that spatially mark the acts of segregation. As a result, our 

fenced cadastral landscape has become part of Australia’s ‘hybrid heritage’, and a 

physical and symbolic marker for entanglement (Byrne 2013:302). He argues that 

we cannot understand white cadastral history without also seeking to understand 

its implications for Aboriginal people (Byrne 2013:302). Byrne (2003b:185) uses 

the example of the Boomerang Picture Theatre in the NSW town of Taree, which was 

segregated in the mid-twentieth century. Byrne points out that it is almost always 

left to heritage architects to inventory built heritage sites and archaeologists to 
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inventory Aboriginal ‘pre-contact’ sites. If the Boomerang Picture Theatre were to 

be given heritage listing, the chances would be that it would most likely be listed for 

its architecture rather than any social practices that made the theatre a site of 

segregation. This is because the practices of segregation rarely leave enduring 

physical marks on the fabric of the building and hence are most likely ‘invisible’ to 

heritage architects or planners. In a similar sense, on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, 

segregation is inscribed into the landscapes and the social spaces that Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal people move within (an issue I will address further in Chapter 

Three).  

Byrne (2003a:74) suggests that heritage practitioners have contributed to the 

conceptual displacement of Aboriginal people’s heritage through discursive 

constructions of the Australian historic landscape in which material traces of the 

post-1788 Aboriginal experience have been ignored, while pre-contact Aboriginal 

heritage is recorded as evidence of the ‘prehistoric’ Aboriginal past. In doing so, an 

imagined occupational hiatus is constructed between ‘real Aborigines’ who lived in 

Australia prior to Europeans (who used stone tools and wore little clothing) with 

contemporary ‘changed’ Aboriginal people today (who drive cars and use mobile 

phones). He notes that one of the effects of heritage practice is the equation of 

‘historic heritage’ with non-indigenous history and ‘Aboriginal heritage’ with 

prehistory. As a result, increasingly segregated heritage listings exist for Aboriginal 

people and non-Aboriginal people in heritage registers around the country: 

 

To date, the places that have been inventoried at a state and federal level 

under the Aboriginal post-contact category have almost all been places 

identified primarily as ‘Aboriginal’. These include Aboriginal Reserves, 

mission stations, massacre sites, and institutional ‘homes’ for Aboriginal 

children. Containment, here, works to take the Aboriginal post-contact 

experience out of the larger colonial landscape and confine it to places 

where white people rarely went. And yet it was precisely the presence of 

Aboriginal people in ‘white space’—the space of the town common, the 

riverbank, the picture theatre, the swimming pool, and the street—that 

constituted the real and nervous space of race relations. In moments of 

paranoia, it can seem as if heritage practice is a mirror not so much for the 
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history of racial segregation as for the urge behind it (Byrne 2003b:188–

189) 

 

As Byrne suggests, the danger of post-contact heritage representation in the 

landscape is that it increasingly comes to mirror the historic racial segregation 

practices that have occurred in that landscape, essentially preserving the spatial 

structures of settler colonialism. These processes have the potential to further drive 

temporal and spatial divisions between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians 

into the future.  

 

2.7 Encounters in place: can we fix the future through the past?  

Increasing historical and public awareness about the differing experiences of 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people throughout the colonial period have led to a 

profusion of approaches that use history and heritage as a vehicle for 

‘reconciliation’. These approaches often explore heritage places and histories of 

coexistence as ‘shared’ or ‘entangled’ and in some cases, focus on resolving non-

Aboriginal people’s feelings of non-belonging. For instance, Germaine Greer (2003) 

suggests that Australians have to ‘adopt’ Aboriginality, by absorbing an Aboriginal 

identity into their heart. Others, such as Read (1996, 1998, 2000), have explored 

how non-Aboriginal people’s love of Australia is understood and conceptualised in 

contrast to the ways that Aboriginal people feel about their country. In each case, 

these arguments rest on the concept of Aboriginality as denoting a pure depth of 

belonging, and non-Aboriginal Australians can absorb, adopt or adapt this 

complexity of depth in various ways (Ellemor 2003; Gelder 2000; Miller 2005; 

Probyn 2002). In Chapter Eight I revisit these notions of belonging in light of this 

research.  

A growing body of research highlights the role that Aboriginal people have 

played in pastoral industries around Australia, and the specific histories of contact 

that occur in pastoral contexts. In particular, there is an increasing 

acknowledgement of the vital roles that Aboriginal people have fulfilled working on 

cattle and sheep stations in the northern parts of Australia. Early studies such as 

Ann McGrath’s (1987) ‘Born in the Cattle’ and Dawn May’s (1983) ‘From Bush to 

Station’ outline how Aboriginal people, both men and women, were integral to the 

cattle industry throughout the northern half of Australia in the nineteenth century 
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through to the Second World War. These studies demonstrate how Aboriginal 

people adapted and incorporated pastoral narratives into their economies, 

language, education and Dreaming in line with unique Aboriginal perceptions and 

ontologies. Many of these studies also highlight widespread problems of 

exploitation, discrimination and unpaid Aboriginal wages prior to the 1960s (Castle 

and Hagan 1998). Aboriginal people themselves have also often contributed to 

documenting these stories (Boyoi and Walker 1991; Shaw 1986). These histories 

tend to focus on pastoral landscapes, and agricultural farmlands are left out of the 

picture.  

An emphasis ‘contact’ histories have also developed in archaeology over the 

past 20 years (for example, Byrne and Nugent 2004; Harrison and Williams 2002; 

Lydon 2009; Morrison et al. 2010; Paterson 1999, 2003; Torrence and Clarke 2000). 

These histories have been mobilised in various ways: to shed light on cross-cultural 

colonial encounters, to assist with native title claims, to support Aboriginal people 

to document their local histories and to aid in reconciliation dialogue. As I explored 

in my Introduction, many of these archaeologies have been directly concerned with 

the erasure of Aboriginal people in the post-contact period (see Byrne 2003a; 

Murray 1996, 2002). Perhaps one of the earliest examples of the mobilisation of 

archaeology to help ‘heal’ the past is John Mulvaney’s (1989) ‘Encounters in place: 

outsiders and Aboriginal Australians 1606-1985’. This text was produced at a time 

when Australia was just coming to terms with its brutal frontier history, having 

recently celebrated the bicentennial. Mulvaney aimed to draw attention away from 

the heavy emphasis on the frontier violence history prevalent at the time, and focus 

instead on 57 diverse ‘contact places’ in Australia’s cross-cultural history. 

Mulvaney’s aim was to add to the Register of the National Estate a more nuanced 

and varied representation of our national identity and heritage. The project was 

requested by the Australian Heritage Commission, and because of this, Mulvaney 

(2011:255) sought to offer the public a ‘balanced story of contacts’ that have 

occurred between Aboriginal people and the many outsiders coming in to the 

country over the years. Mulvaney included various historical photographs, as well 

as those from his own personal collection, and he chose the specific encounters for 

maximum geographic, chronological and thematic coverage across the continent.  

The result of Mulvaney’s catalogue was a fascinating exploration of cross-

cultural encounters from early European exploration to contemporary times, which 
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could be geographically positioned in the Australian landscape. By his own account, 

Mulvaney decided on the title for this book ‘encounters in place’, as a play on words 

(Mulvaney 2011:256). We can presume that he refers to both the original historic 

‘encounter’ within it’s ‘place’ in the landscape, as well as his own personal 

experiences and encounters while visiting these historical sites of significance. In 

this research, I re-imagine this ‘encountering process’ that Mulvaney invokes, while 

paying greater attention to the political and ethical implications that ‘encounters in 

place’ actually signify in contested settler colonial geographies.  

More recently, Alistair Paterson’s (1999, 2003) and Harrison and Williams 

(2002) studies of culture contact reflect contemporary archaeologists’ attempts to 

engage with the ‘contact’ history between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australian 

pasts. Rodney Harrison (2004) has explored what he has dubbed ‘shared heritage’, 

exploring the contact landscapes of pastoral stations around New South Wales. By 

mapping and analysing the spatial patterns in the distribution of artefacts and 

material remains, and by examining the discursive practices of writing and re-

inscribing the meaning of particular landscapes through time, Harrison has 

demonstrated the ways that Aboriginal people have played a key role in the 

development of the pastoral industry across Australia. In doing so, he has also 

emphasised the deep and intimate attachments that Aboriginal people have to 

pastoral landscapes, as well as illustrating interwoven histories that are ‘shared’ by 

both European and Aboriginal people. Harrison has received some criticism 

regarding the cross-cultural relations that ‘shared’ heritage implies. McNiven and 

Russell (2005) argue that the term ‘share’ suggests an invitation to participate or 

partake, and emphasises ideas of common possession and even common enjoyment, 

denying the reality that Aboriginal people were rarely offered such courtesies. 

Conversely, Burke (2005:26) has suggested that by ‘share’, Harrison invokes notions 

of ‘mutually constitutive’ histories.  

Rather than approaching Australian heritage as ‘shared’, Ingereth Macfarlane 

(2010) has explored what makes historical and Aboriginal places ‘entangled’. Her 

research considers ‘contact’ sites around Dalhousie Springs in the Western Simpson 

Desert working with the Irrwanyere Aboriginal Corporation. Macfarlane 

(2010:363) defines entanglement as the ‘inextricably inter-woven temporal 

components of a place that arise from interactions between people, objects and the 

physical and historical characteristics of a place through time’. By approaching the 
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landscape in such a way, she argues that she challenges the unitary categories for 

places as ‘Aboriginal’ or ‘European’, ‘pre-historic’ or ‘colonial’; categories often 

assumed to be separate components of history (Macfarlane 2010:23). Macfarlane’s 

approach offers a more nuanced understanding that can be applied in this research, 

as I demonstrate that any notions of ‘shared’ heritage on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

are difficult to reconcile with the politics of ownership, belonging and attachment 

(see also Liebelt et al. 2016).  

In conclusion, while it can certainly be argued that historical accounts of 

‘culture contact’ help to punctuate the white Australian consciousness with 

moments of cross-cultural clarity, it is arguable whether the addition of contact 

themes into the Australian nationhood narrative has successfully challenged the 

existing power relationships between Aboriginal people and those who continue to 

benefit from the acts of European colonisation. Moreover, historicised and spatially 

disengaged interpretations of cross-cultural history tend to position Aboriginal 

disadvantage and structural inequality as only existing in the past, failing to 

highlight the unequal power relations and intergenerational trauma that continue 

to affect relationships between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people today. By 

investigating the ‘contact zone’ through networks of human and non-human 

assemblages, I demonstrate the complexities of ‘sharing’ history and heritage within 

the contested spatial geographies of settler colonial space. 
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 Chapter 3: The ‘contact zone’ on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

In the previous chapter I considered the ways that settler colonial space is 

conceptualised, focusing on Australian agricultural farmlands. As I pointed out, one 

of the most distinctive features of settler colonial spatial geographies is the way that 

Aboriginal histories (and associated heritage) is spatially and discursively 

marginalised. In this chapter I consider this phenomenon in relation to Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, exploring the histories of coexistence in the region. 

In many ways, Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda can be considered as typical of 

Australian (and particularly South Australian) rural settler colonial space. At the 

same time, the specific geographic and social characteristics, histories and 

population dynamics of the area are unique to the area. In this case, Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda can be understood as producing its own distinctive social and 

material geographies that affect the ways that Narungga people are able to maintain 

and represent their heritage and identities within their own country. This chapter 

explores these particularities, by paying close attention to the legacies of cross-

cultural contact and subsequent residential racial segregation. As I have stated, in 

this thesis I argue that these legacies are a key factor in the ways that rural white 

Australians treat Narungga people’s heritage. It is crucial that I explore how these 

legacies have developed temporally, in order to accurately contextualise the social 

and spatial tensions that endure between the two main cultural groups within the 

study region today.  

 

3.1 Peninsula geography: an ‘ill-shaped’ leg? 

In exploring these tensions, it is important to draw attention to the unique 

spatial geography of the peninsula. In April 1802 while charting the peninsula 

coastline Mathew Flinders (1989) described the area in his diary as an ‘ill-shaped 

leg and foot’. It is likely that this irregular geography had consequences for 

Narungga people also, who were able to maintain a high level of authority over their 

landscapes due to higher levels of geographic separation from the mainland. It has 

also been suggested that Narungga people experienced low levels of conflict with 

neighbouring groups (Hill and Hill 1975:11), which is perhaps also due to Narungga 

country being mostly bound by sea. For this same reason, the peninsula is quite 

isolated from Adelaide today, despite being only a two-hour drive by car.  
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The term ‘peninsula’ derives from Latin; paene meaning ‘almost’ and insula 

meaning ‘island’. Funnily enough, I’ve often felt that growing up on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda might almost compare to growing up on an island. Surrounded 

by the Spencer Gulf to the west, the St Vincent Gulf to the east and the Investigator 

Strait below, it is impossible to be further than 24km from the sea (Kenny 1973). 

Vehicle exit and entry to the mainland is restricted to the north, and few travellers 

pass through the region unless making a deliberate trip. Consequently, the 

population tends to be limited to a stable population of long-term residents, plus 

seasonal influxes of visiting tourists. Because of this isolation, it is usually easy to 

tell who is ‘local’ and who is a ‘visitor’. These classifications are readily made in the 

main streets of local towns, where belonging is carefully assessed depending on a 

person’s familiarity and appearance. In rural landscapes where family groups are 

often physically ‘isolated’ on their own large properties, it is perhaps no wonder that 

an individual’s ability to be visually identified as a member of the community is a 

key aspect to ‘belonging’. Arguably however, the peninsula’s distinctive geography 

as an ‘almost island’ reinforces even more closely-knit insular social groupings. Like 

many rural communities around South Australia, a perception exists that Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda is (and always has been) culturally and ethnically ‘white’ 

(Forrest and Dunn 2013). Belonging is often premised and measured on this 

whiteness; where a person’s intergenerational roots, their participation in local 

‘white’ agricultural economies, their assumed heterosexuality and their ability to 

demonstrate country mindedness are all used as indicators to whether an individual 

is suitably ‘Australian’.  

The longitudinal north-south orientation of the peninsula also results in a 

distinctive agricultural geography, quite unlike most other rural regions in 

Australia. While inland areas have been extensively cleared of vegetation and 

farmed, coastal areas remain fairly intact. In terms of its topography, the peninsula 

is gently undulating with very low topographic relief. The highest elevations include 

the Hummock Ranges/Nhandhu-warra in the north and a number of low 

longitudinal undulating ridges that run down the central landmass. While a number 

of low cliffs exist along the coastline toward the tip of the peninsula, the majority of 

coastal strips are low-lying sandy beaches. None of the features in the landscape rise 

more than 244m above sea level, with average elevation across the peninsula at 

around 91 metres (Corbett and Scrymgour 1973:3). Overall, the region can be 
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understood as predominately flat, open agricultural space existing in relative social 

and geographic isolation. It is within these particular spatial geographies that 

Narungga and whites are perceived to have lived ‘adjacent to, but have nevertheless 

remained essentially separate from, each other since the first days of settlement’ 

(Wundersitz 1979:294). Of course, this perceived ‘separation’ is actually punctuated 

by numerous cross-cultural social, material, physical and biological ‘entanglements’ 

between the two groups over time; encounters that tend to continually challenge 

and unsettle any ongoing attempts to maintain Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda as 

‘white’ rural space. In the following sections, I chart these entanglements from the 

beginning of European colonisation through to the present day settings of this 

research.  

 

3.1 Timelines for colonisation: explorers and pastoralists 

Colonial encounters between Narungga and outsiders can be understood as 

proceeding through a number of phases, from encounters with sealers and whalers, 

explorers and surveyors visiting by sea; to pastoralists, sheep and then farmers 

infiltrating the peninsula overland. The records for these interactions can be found 

in newspaper and survey reports, police records and later in pastoralists’ and 

residents’ ‘recollections’ and diaries. Skye Krichauff (2008, 2011, 2013) has 

investigated a number of cross-cultural contacts under the direction of the 

Narungga Aboriginal Progress Association. Exploring a number of archival sources, 

Krichauff (2008:28) suggests that sealers and whalers visited the area sporadically 

during the first half of the nineteenth century, sailing from Kangaroo Island to access 

additional resources such as wood and salt. She suggests that between 1802 and 

1836 the shores of St Vincent’s and Spencer Gulf were ‘buzzing with the activities of 

sealers and whalers’ (2008:29), however records that document specific encounters 

between these seamen and Narungga people are few and far between. Krichauff 

(2008:36) suggests that contact between sealers and Narungga people may have 

included a high degree of violence, based on explorer accounts. For example, 

reporting on early surveys in the South Australian Gazette in 1838, R. Cock and R.G. 

Jameson suggested that Narungga would remain ‘perfectly inoffensive’ and would 

return ‘kindness for kindness’, except in circumstances where they ‘perhaps have 

acquired an unfavourable idea of the white man’s character, from the behaviour of 

a few sealers and whalers’ (South Australian Gazette 8th December 1838). 
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Matthew Flinders charted the peninsula in 1802, followed by the French in 

1803, and a number of early land surveyors between 1836 and 1846 (for an 

overview, see Krichauff 2008:13–58). When Cock and Jameson visited in 1838, they 

also reported in the South Australian Gazette on the 8th December that ‘there were 

many tracks and encampments of the natives, and their fires were visible in many 

parts of the country’ and also that ‘from the numerous native population it is obvious 

that there is no scarcity of fresh water, although we could not find it’. Another 

Surveyor, J. H. Hughes, reported a visit to the peninsula in the South Australian 

Register in 1840. However, Hughes reports were not as favourable toward Narungga 

people. After leaving survey equipment buried in the sand at Port Victoria in the 

months before, he returned to find that Narungga had dug the items up and taken 

what they required. He describes a number of ‘interviews’ in which Narungga and 

the Europeans exchanged goods and were on cordial terms, however ultimately 

relations did not go well and Hughes was forced to leave the shore after extended 

confrontations (South Australian Register 26th December 1840). 

Krichauff (2008:34) suggests that while the earliest encounters between 

Narungga and these explorers were restrained and often amicable in the beginning, 

between 1836 and 1846 the surveyor’s views toward Narungga people greatly 

changed. From tolerance and understanding, a perception of Narungga people as 

‘treacherous and untrustworthy’ developed, as Narungga people began to defend 

their country more stridently over ever increasing European transgressions. Often, 

this was because Europeans ignored Narungga cultural protocols, disrespecting 

waterholes and taking game without permission (Krichauff 2008:49). This change 

in thinking is captured well in a report from the South Australian Register on 

Wednesday 23rd April 1845, from an adventurer ‘exploring’ the eastern coast of the 

peninsula. After an encounter with Narungga people, he suggests changing his 

terminology from ‘natives’ to ‘savages’:  

 

No sooner had I reached the water's edge, than a large body of natives 

rushed out from behind the other side of the point, which was concealed 

from my view by the trees, and commenced yelling and shouting in a most 

furious manner. I must acknowledge that this little scene rather 

discomposed me, and I scrambled into the boat as I best could, pushing off 

as quick as possible into deep water. Most of the natives, whom I must for 
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the future call savages, rushed into the sea waving their hands over their 

heads still yelling. 

 

According to Krichauff’s (2008) accounts, although a number of skirmishes 

between early surveyors and Narungga occurred during this time no deaths are 

recorded in the archives until 1849.  

After 1846, Europeans no longer only arrived by boat, as pastoralists began to 

stream down from the head of peninsula moving overland from the north, driving 

large mobs of sheep along with them (Carmichael 1973). These pastoralists were 

rarely small-scale graziers looking to put down roots. Instead these men were often 

financially backed entrepreneurial ‘gamblers’ who could afford to take a risk 

‘opening up’ large swathes of country by pushing in sheep, stripping resources and 

moving on once their fortunes were made (Krichauff 2008:62–63). A report from R. 

McCulloch to the police commissioner in 15th August 1849 suggests that by this time, 

23 Occupation Licenses had been applied for across the peninsula and 63 horses, 

270 cattle, 50,000 sheep and 106 Europeans were recorded as residing at seven 

stations.  

In 1849, Narungga people’s desire to obtain a new and introduced hunting 

resource, mutton, ultimately resulted in bloodshed. On the first occasion, a 

Narungga man was shot and killed by George Penton at Gum Flat Station (reported 

in both the Observer on the 5th May 1849 and Adelaide Times on the 5th February 

1849). On the second occasion, a Narungga man was shot dead and a small girl 

drowned in the ocean at Hardwicke Bay as a result (reports in the Register on the 

5th September 1849, the Adelaide Times on the 10th September 1849 and then later 

by Thomas Giles in the Observer on the 22nd October 1887). Both murders were a 

result of conflict over the perceived theft of sheep by Narungga people. In the weeks 

that followed, Narungga people are understood to have speared two white 

shepherds, possibly in retaliation for these deaths (Register, 14 July 1849 and 

Observer, 18 August 1849). After these events, tensions between Narungga and the 

pastoralists were perceived as extremely high. According to archives, violence 

occurred during a number of encounters including a series of violent affrays over 

sheep ‘stealing’ plus a number of aggressive acts by pastoralists, including two 

probable shootings/massacres at Tuckokcowie Station around 1852/1853 and the 

rape of Narungga girls in 1850 and 1855 (see Krichauff 2008:80–104 for an 
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overview of the archival evidence). Despite these instances of aggression, all charges 

against Europeans committing violence during this time were eventually acquitted 

in the courts. This, of course, was not an uncommon outcome, but rather 

symptomatic of many violent cross-cultural encounters throughout Australia where 

European men were not brought to legal account for their actions (Foster and 

Nettelbeck 2012:4). After the initial violence of 1849, a police station was 

established at Moorowie, which seems to have led to a tentative peace. By 1854 

Inspector Moorhouse reported in the Government Gazette (24th August 1854:619) 

that the district of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda which was ‘so troubled two or three 

years ago by collisions between the Europeans and natives, appears now to move 

without any disturbance’. However, it is also possible that after the earlier court 

investigations against Penton and others were reported across the colony, settlers 

made greater efforts to hide any skirmishes in which they may have been involved 

(Foster and Nettelbeck 2012).  

Some of the most interesting accounts of early Narungga life during this period 

come from Europeans who were living in close proximity with Narungga people. 

Edward Snell, an engineer, artist and adventurer, travelled to Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda in 1850. His diary and illustrations from this period provide 

intimate accounts of Narungga life, as well as the interactions between Narungga 

people and Snell himself (for example, see Figure 3.1). He traded with Narungga 

people, shared songs and language, went hunting and attended ceremonial 

gatherings (Griffiths 1988). Other Europeans were recorded as being married to 

Narungga women (Tindale 1936) or living as ‘hunters’ and in ‘wurleys’ in similar 

lifestyles along with Narungga people (Cook 1975:6). A small number of Europeans 

could also speak Narungga people’s language (Tindale 1936:59). The two groups 

lived in close proximity on pastoral stations (Davey 2000:10). It seems clear that 

throughout this period a large number of European and Narungga people’s lives 

were deeply entangled.  
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Figure 3.1: E. Snell's 'Surveyors' Encampment Yorke Peninsula’, 1850 (State Lib. Cat.). 

 

3.2 Timelines for colonisation: farming and ‘settlement’  

Copper was ‘discovered’ at the head of the peninsula in Wallaroo/Wadla Waru 

in 1859 and at Moonta/Munda 1861, bringing hopeful prospectors to the region and 

flooding the northern region with potential agriculturalists. The introduction of 

mining in the ‘copper coast’ region of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda in the 1860s 

meant that the lives of Narungga people living in this area became dramatically 

different to those in southern areas (Krichauff 2008:151). While the mining towns 

of Kadina/Gudina, Wallaroo/Wadla waru and Moonta/Munda had become the 

biggest towns outside of Adelaide by 1867 (Preiss and Oborn 1991:46), the southern 

and central portions of the landmass were still highly ‘remote’ and were 

predominately in use for pastoralism. The first successful crop of wheat in the region 

was grown just north of the study area at Kadina/Gardina at the top of the peninsula 

in 1860 (Yorke Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 2014:15). Then, in the late 

1860s, The Waste Lands Amendment Act 1869 (also sometimes known as the 

Strangways Act) was introduced, offering prospective settlers smaller portions of 

‘Crown Land’ for a deposit and a four year deferment on the balance (Carmichael 

1973:81). These changes in tenure quickly marked the beginning of the end of the 

‘pastoral era’, as prospective agriculturalists began to take up land. These ‘farmers’ 

began to move overland, often in family units, to ‘settle’ on their newly acquired 

properties. The first tasks were to find water, build a small dwelling for shelter and 

begin to clear the ground (Yorke Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 2014:27). 
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The result of these later migrations are evident today. Many well-known settler 

descendant families of the region trace their ancestries back to these modest family 

settlements occurring in the latter half of the nineteenth century. These settlers 

differed considerably from the larger pastoral operations, usually being small-scale 

farming folk who had already put their skills to test in the new colony closer to 

Adelaide around the Adelaide Plains, Barossa Valley or Fleurieu, with approximately 

one third being German (Yorke Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 2014:15). One 

interviewee during my research suggested that because of this, the histories of the 

explorers and pastoralists on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda were often understood as 

separate to the histories of families living in the region today. He suggested there 

was a ‘memory gap’ that occurred when the pastoralists left and the farmers arrived, 

which is why many non-Aboriginal people of the region do not remember the 

violence associated with the region’s colonisation. The reality of this statement is 

much more complex however, as there are a small number of pastoralist 

descendants living on the peninsula today. Further, a series of entanglements 

between farmers and Narungga are documented as occurring throughout the 

remainder of the nineteenth and into the twentieth century (Graham and Graham 

1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; Mattingley et al. 1988; Richardson 1992; Wanganeen 

1987; Wood and Westell 1998b).  

The separation between pastoral and farming histories is certainly evident in 

the local agricultural history books, most of which fail to mention conflict with 

Narungga people. Those that do mention conflict, however, associate violence with 

the pastoralists rather than farmers. For example, Ern Carmichael’s (1973) The Ill-

shaped Leg weaves the presence of Narungga people into his stories of the early 

pastoral period and reports a number of conflicts between 1849 and 1851. Rhoda 

Heinrich’s (1972) Governor Fergusson’s Legacy includes a more detailed (than most) 

summary of Narungga people’s lives on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, and mentions 

some conflict and includes an overview of the establishment of Point 

Pearce/Burgiyana Mission. None of the local history books examined in this 

research made mention of any violence or hostility between farmers and Narungga 

people from the 1860s onwards. Likewise, Krichauff (2008:145) provides little 

detail on the possibility of conflict between farmers and Narungga people in the 

latter half of the nineteenth century. Instead, her documentation focuses on 

relationships between townspeople around the Moonta/Munda area, key Narungga 
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representatives of the time and the Moravian missionary Julius Kühn. Krichauff 

(2008:145) suggests that a ‘genuine communication and a level of accommodation’ 

existed between a number of these individuals, who worked together to establish 

the Point Pearce/Burgiyana Mission by 1868.  

Little is known about how Narungga people living in the southern and central 

portions of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda adapted to the arrival of farmers. Police 

correspondence from the time suggests that although there was no documented 

violence, cross-cultural relationships were becoming increasingly terse as land was 

cleared more extensively. For example, police correspondence between Inspector 

B.C. Besley and the Protector of Aborigines on the 17th June 1868 suggests that a 

‘large number’ of Narungga people were living around Lake Sunday just northwest 

of Yorketown/Garrdinya and at ‘Buhlecowie’ (known today as 

Bublacowie/Bablagowi) approximately 12km north of Yorketown/Garrdinya. The 

report states that the Narungga people living at Lake Sunday had no want ‘either of 

food or clothing’ due to the abundance of kangaroos and other wild animals in the 

region. The women were all in possession of opossum skin rugs, and additional skins 

were being traded to the local station owner. However, the correspondence at this 

time suggests that the ‘settlers do not like them [Narungga people] hunting in 

lambing paddocks — which contain the best feed and consequently the most game’. 

The report also suggests that the country was being fenced and this was increasingly 

impeding Narungga people’s ability to gain food, clothing and other needs.  

Eight years later, a second police correspondence record (10th March 1876) 

between George Orr from the Edithburgh Police Station to R. Saunders (Inspector of 

Police, Clare) suggests a terse encounter between Narungga and settlers at Salt 

Creek (in Coobowie/Guubawi, 10km east of Yorketown/Garrdinya). According to 

police records, a number of men approached a Narungga campsite at night. The men 

had painted their faces with white paint and were pretending to be soldiers with 

firearms. On approaching the group, the leader of the group shouted ‘Present, Fire!’ 

to scare the group into thinking they were being fired upon. The group of white men 

then ordered the Narungga people to leave Salt Creek in the morning and never 

return or they would be shot. According to the report, the Narungga people left the 

following morning. Another anecdotal story suggests that at one point a number of 

settlers pulled a dead horse into the campsite at Salt Creek and buried it, forcing 

people to leave and go to Edithburgh (Carmichael 1974).  
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Some of the oral history evidence suggests that altercations between Narungga 

and settlers during this period went much further than verbal intimidation. During 

this research, a long term resident and settler descendant of the original Edwards 

family, Bob Edwards, recalled that his grandfather was aware of a massacre near 

this area. He suggested that his grandfather, who was alive in the late nineteenth 

century, knew that a group of settlers on horseback were involved in pushing a 

number of Narungga people from the cliffs not far from where Lighthouse now 

stands (southwest of Edithburgh). He suggested this knowledge had been passed 

down in the Edwards family, and was considered a historical fact as far as he was 

concerned. Mr Edwards also suggested that the family responsible for the deed had 

descendants living in the region that knew about the massacre, and would most 

likely be proud of their ancestor’s actions (Bob Edwards pers. comm. 2014). It is 

important to mention here that Bob Edward’s grandfather and family lived in close 

contact with the Aboriginal man ‘Charlie’, who lived with ‘Tilly’ and ‘Milly’ in a 

wurley on the Edwards farm for close to 20 years (Parsons 1987).  

Krichauff (2008:185) suggests that a general consensus exists amongst whites 

living in the southern parts of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda that after 1910 Narungga 

people ‘just disappeared’. The reality of this statement is much more complex 

however. No doubt, disease and violence did take heavy a toll on the Narungga 

population. It is also likely that by this time many older residents in the region had 

passed away, and their younger family members had been sent to the mission and 

were therefore ‘out of sight’. Others are likely to have married into European 

families in the region and so their personal histories are more difficult to track in 

the archival record. This perceived ‘disappearance’ is punctuated by records of 

Aboriginal people working in the region throughout the twentieth century (for 

example, see Liebelt et al. 2016) as well as the testimonies of Aboriginal people such 

as Louisa Eglinton, whose oral histories were recorded by Tindale in 1935 (Tindale 

1936). Narungga occupation of Point Pearce/Burgiyana as well as living in towns 

around the district (particularly the ‘Copper Coast’) has been continuous 

throughout the European colonisation process. In this case, the perception that 

Aboriginal people were no longer present in the district tends to correlate with 

white notions of ‘assimilation’ into white society rather than a real ‘disappearance’. 

Additionally, increasing governmental control over Aboriginal people’s lives more 

generally, forcing Aboriginal people to live further out of the ‘white gaze’ in reserves 
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and on the fringes of society, has contributed to this perception (Howitt 2001). On 

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, this concealment has included the establishment of the 

mission, as well as following a number of segregation conventions that work to 

exclude Aboriginal people (see Section 3.4). Rather than ‘disappearing’, Narungga 

people can be understood as adapting to the particular circumstances that European 

colonisation had brought to their lives.  

 

3.3 Existing Narungga occupation traces in agricultural landscapes  

Australian farmlands are often conceptualised by non-Aboriginal people as 

physically ‘cleared’ of Aboriginal people’s heritage and values, and as a result are 

imagined as culturally ‘white’. As I explained in Chapter Two, there are many 

reasons for this, however the visual appearance of the landscape must also be taken 

into account as a significant contributing factor. The arrival of farmers on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda signalled the beginning of a period of intensive environmental 

transition. Indeed, this rural transformation can be understood as the epitome of 

‘settler colonial space’. The peaceful patchwork quilt of gently undulating ploughed 

soils and cropped golden paddocks belie the extreme ongoing technological, 

material, human and animal labour invested to produce such meticulously 

cultivated, agricultural space. The peninsula was once densely vegetated with a 

variety of mallee, sheoak and tea tree woodlands (Neagle 2008). The term ‘mallee’ 

refers to a distinctive type of Eucalypt species with a characteristic rootstock ‘stump’ 

under the ground, and from which many multi-stemmed trunks grow. It is 

notoriously difficult to kill. Further, soils on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda are 

characterised by heavy calcium carbonates (limestone) at various subsoil horizons 

(Neagle 2008:51). In many places, thick sheets of limestone lie just beneath or on 

the surface, and in other areas lumpy nodules are scattered throughout the soil. 

While the fertility of these calcareous earths are often low, their ability to yield crops 

are greatly enhanced through the application of phosphorous-based fertilisers, 

which occurred on the peninsula from the 1880s onwards (Yorke Peninsula Visitor 

Information Centre 2014:40).  

While pastoralists in the 1840s could take advantage of Narungga people’s 

hunting grounds and waterholes by simply driving sheep into already maintained 

landscapes, those with cultivation in mind had the difficult task of clearing heavy 

vegetation and breaking up the hard limestone soils. This was backbreaking work. 
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First the mallee scrub had to be removed, which was accomplished by cutting the 

trunks at the base, selling it for firewood or using it as a building resource, and 

burning the mallee stumps left behind (Yorke Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 

2014:30, 36). The roots of the mallee are particularly difficult to ‘grub’ from beneath 

the soil, and proved a massive hindrance to early cultivation as the stumps readily 

sprout new growth once cut. Further, the plough would catch on both limestone and 

the mallee rootstock and would have to be lifted over at each and every obstacle, 

often resulting in damaged machinery (Yorke Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 

2014:31). It was slow and laborious work. Some farmers employed a technique 

called mullenizing with varying success, by sowing seed around the roots of the 

mallee and burning over successive growing seasons to finally kill the mallee 

rootstock (Yorke Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 2014:36). After time, new 

agricultural machinery was invented such as the ‘stump-jump’ plough developed in 

the 1870s near Ardrossan/Garlgarbari that was able to ‘ride up’ over the mallee 

rootstock. At the time, it was considered a ‘revolution’ in South Australian farming 

and allowed for a dramatic increase in cultivation speed and capacity (Yorke 

Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 2014:37).  

Once vegetation was cleared, thousands of stones had to be picked from the soil 

by hand, and each rock carted from the fields. Often called ‘cherry picking’, the 

evidence of generations of pickers’ labour now lies in rocky cairns across the 

landscape. Both Europeans and Narungga people have participated in this labour 

over the years, and the work has spanned the generations as stone continuously 

turns up during ploughing. For example, Narungga Elder Clem O’Loughlin 

remembers being employed to undertake ‘cherry picking’ in the mid-twentieth 

century near Maitland/Maggiwarda (Liebelt et al. 2016). Today, this reassembled 

limestone is found everywhere: heaped along fence lines, mounded in paddocks, 

filled into depressions or rocky platforms in the landscape that once held water (and 

may once have been Narungga water holes). The limestone material also forms the 

basis for the most common construction material on the peninsula; homesteads, 

public buildings, woolsheds and other sheds, water tanks, fences and roads have all 

been built from the stone.  

For this reason, the geographic locations where occupation traces are 

physically found can make a substantial difference in how Narungga people’s care 

for them can be carried out. For example, Narungga heritage places near Point 
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Pearce/Burgiyana or on Narungga-held land are able to be monitored and cared for 

much more effectively than Narungga heritage places and objects on private 

properties or places further away from the community (although of course the usual 

impediments to rural heritage care still often apply, such as lack of funding, or a lack 

of volunteers with time to spare). For example, in 2006 Narungga representatives 

(with Amy Roberts, an archaeologist from Flinders University in Adelaide) placed 

interpretive signage and protection at a Narungga waterhole at Port Vincent in 

response to threats to heritage during construction of the marina. The interpretive 

signage presented Narungga art, proclaimed Narungga land and outlined the 

European appropriation of the well (Amy Roberts pers. comm. 2016). However, 

when I returned to visit this site in 2016, it was apparent that the local council were 

doing little to maintain it, despite other perceivable council maintenance activities 

in the area (re-vegetation work). Consequently, vegetation from the conservation 

area alongside the waterhole was slowly taking over the site (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). 

This example shows that when Narungga heritage is made visible within the wider 

non-Aboriginal community, the responsibilities for maintaining these spaces can 

become unclear over time.  

 

 
Figure 3.2: Port Vincent waterhole conservation works in 2006 (Source: A. Roberts). 
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Figure 3.3: Port Vincent waterhole in Sept 2016, showing overgrown vegetation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More recently, research has been undertaken into the rich maritime histories 

and heritage associated with the Point Pearce/Burgiyana region (Fowler 2015; 

Fowler et al. 2014, 2016; Roberts 2013; Roberts et al. 2014), as well the cultural 

knowledge that many Narungga people have about their country in regards to 

fishing (Roberts et al. 2015; Roberts et al. In prep). However, in areas heavily 

controlled/accessed by non-Aboriginal people, it can be more difficult for Narungga 

people to monitor and protect their heritage sites. Much of the coastal strip around 

the peninsula remains un-ploughed and these areas contain thousands of Narungga 

heritage places and objects. Some of these coastal areas are crown land, but a 

portion is also held privately. While these areas are often unsuitable for farming due 

to their high sand/salt content, they are often used for livestock grazing purposes, 

or sometimes purely for leisure. Activities such as camping, four-wheel driving, 

horse-riding and motocross activities within the dunes are particularly destructive 

to Narungga people’s heritage along this coastal strip. While signs and fenced off 

areas can be inserted in some places, these often act as a ‘beacon’ for non-Aboriginal 
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people intent on causing further disturbance or disrespect to Aboriginal people’s 

heritage (Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation staff member pers. comm. 2013).  

Further inland on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, it is often difficult to fight the 

perception that Narungga heritage does not exist, as Narungga people’s 

contemporary occupation presence is orientated toward the coast. However, the 

plethora of Narungga names for inland waterholes and other inland places, and the 

history of conflict at inland pastoral stations attest to Narungga people’s significant 

occupation and forceful defence of their inland heritage places on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda in the past. Further evidence of inland occupation comes from 

researchers at the South Australian Museum (SAM) (2013), who are conducting 

investigation on Narungga human remains between 250 to 2000 years old (some of 

which were collected in the manner outlined in Chapter Seven of this thesis). In this 

research, carbon isotope analysis suggested that terrestrial food consumption for 

the individuals tested was much higher than expected in a maritime environment, 

supporting the notion that Narungga people also lived off substantial inland 

resources before Europeans reduced these animals in numbers.  

In the past, archaeologists have been prone to assume that cultivation removes 

lithic material from the landscape indiscriminately (Dunnell 1990:592). However, it 

has been shown that it is important to consider artefact size, soil profiles and 

ploughing techniques in any assessments that track the movement of artefacts in 

ploughed contexts (Dunnell 1990; Dunnell and Simek 1995). In some cases, 

archaeologists have recorded artefact movement up to 263 metres from their 

original location and have suggested that artefacts in ploughed contexts may 

become ‘lost’ and never again found (Gaynor 2008). Others have suggested that 

artefacts continue to circulate in the plough zone but rarely rise to the surface 

(Ammerman 1985). Most of these studies are based on relatively short-term 

archaeological investigations that rely on the archaeologist finding displaced objects 

within the topsoil within a limited field visit timeframe, in either a few months or 

years.  

David Hill (pers. comm. 2014) suggested to me during this research that 

hammer stones turned up in paddocks on the peninsula throughout his time living 

in the region, and he was at times, contacted by farmers to collect these items. 

Additionally, recent cultural heritage surveys over ploughed fields for the Hillside 

Copper Mine near Ardrossan suggested that the possibility for visible stone artefacts 
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on the surface remained high in these areas, despite substantial agricultural 

disturbance (Walshe 2010, 2012a, 2012b). Further, when the Wattle Point wind 

farm was built in ploughed paddocks near Edithburgh in 2004, the earthworks at 

turbine four resulted in disturbance of cultural materials, including stone artefacts 

(Agius 2005). During this research, Narungga representatives have communicated 

a number of instances where artefact sites have been uncovered or ploughed over 

within previously ploughed land (Quentin Agius pers. comm. 2014; Peter Turner 

pers. comm. 2013). As indicated by this evidence, it is clear that the potential for 

Aboriginal occupation traces to exist in some ploughed landscapes remains 

relatively high on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. 

For this reason, land clearance and cultivation should be understood as an 

ongoing process today, rather than an ‘event’ which has already occurred. New 

agricultural methods, technologies, and machinery are introduced over time, and so 

Narungga people’s heritage places are often placed under new threats. For example, 

agricultural developments to cultivate areas that were once too salty, stony or 

swampy may be introduced, machinery that ploughs deeper into the soil may be 

invented, or modern farming methods that remove fences altogether (‘broad 

acreage’ farming) may be introduced. This means that Narungga occupation traces 

protected in the past by their location near fences, or their depth in the soil may 

suddenly become threatened. On the other hand, Natural Resource Management 

groups on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda are encouraging farmers to ‘restore’ local 

environments and increase their ‘natural’ biodiversity. These restorative processes 

often consider the ‘natural’ environment but fail to acknowledge the Narungga 

heritage within the environment. Therefore, planting vegetation over Narungga 

heritage places or introducing unsuitable vegetation into certain areas can often do 

more harm than good (as I demonstrate in Chapter Four). 

Perhaps the most obvious indication of the invisibility of Narungga heritage 

places throughout the inland of the peninsula is the State’s ‘Aboriginal heritage’ 

database. The Aboriginal Sites map from the Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation 

Division displays all recorded and registered sites with the South Australian 

Aboriginal Heritage Branch (Figure 3.4). As can be seen, Aboriginal heritage sites 

are located in relative abundance around the coastlines. In contrast, the central land 

mass is distinctly blank. As I have already suggested, while some have argued that 

this site patterning reflects Narungga people’s coastal lifestyles, it is also strikingly 
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obvious that the near-absence of Aboriginal heritage sites is related to private land 

tenure and agricultural cultivation throughout the central land mass. Despite 

obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988, farmers rarely speak about or 

report the existence of Aboriginal sites on their properties. These empty spaces are 

not only conceptually ‘cleared’ of Aboriginal heritage in settler people’s minds, but 

are visually and spatially represented as ‘white’ settler space in heritage databases.  
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Figure 3.4: Aboriginal Heritage Branch registered and recorded Narungga sites (2012). 
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3.4 Narungga contributions to farming and shearing industries 

Despite the impacts that agricultural cultivation has had on Narungga heritage, 

it would be imprudent to assume that Narungga people have not contributed to 

farming industries. Agriculture is the dominant economic industry on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, and consequently, Narungga people have strong agricultural 

histories (Graham and Graham 1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; Richardson 1992; 

Wanganeen 1987; Wood and Westell 1998b). This is not to suggest that Narungga 

people taking part in agricultural work have no regard for their heritage, but rather 

is testament to the ways that Narungga people have had to adapt to the conditions 

of colonisation and make the most of their lives in the time they are living. Further, 

participation in agricultural work has allowed Narungga people to remain 

connected to their country, and has created new memories and heritage places in 

relation to Narungga people’s significant farming histories (see Graham and Graham 

1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; Richardson 1992; Wanganeen 1987; Wood and Westell 

1998b).  

Most of the local Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda public history texts written by 

non-Aboriginal residents fail to mention Narungga people’s active contributions to 

the region’s agricultural development. A few exceptions to this silence do exist, such 

as Ern Carmichael’s (1973) ‘An Ill-shaped Leg’ that weaves the presence of Narungga 

people into his stories of the early pastoral period, reports a number of conflicts 

between 1849 and 1851, and mentions Aboriginal shepherds. Rhoda Heinrich’s 

(1972) ‘Governor Fergusson’s Legacy’ includes a more detailed summary than most 

of Narungga people’s lives, mentions some conflict and includes an overview of the 

establishment of Point Pearce/Burgiyana Mission and farm. More recently, Stuart 

Moody (2016) has included the names of a number of Aboriginal lumpers (wheat 

bag carriers) in his local history of Balgowan. More generally however, the omission 

of Narungga farming histories in the region’s local histories are emblematic of rural 

public history narratives around Australia more broadly. As I outlined in Chapter 

Two, rural public histories tend to stay silent on Aboriginal people’s colonial 

experiences and commemorate the creation of a ‘settled’ agricultural landscape, 

documenting various local farming milestones, achievements and inventions by 

Europeans.  

This silencing of Aboriginal people’s agricultural experiences is highly 

noticeable on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, as most local histories were written in the 
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1970s as part of centennial celebrations for local towns and districts within the 

region (for example, Carmichael 1975; Catford 1972; Colliver and Thomson 1977; 

Cook 1975; Heinrich 1972, 1976; Jones 1975; Neumann 1983; Sanders 1973; 

Warooka Historical Committee 1976). Intent on celebration, none of these histories 

mention the differing historical and lived experiences of generations of Narungga 

people over the 100 years since the peninsula was allocated into ‘hundreds’ (an 

English land administration system to sub-divide the country) and the small 

townships ‘proclaimed’. More recent attempts to write Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

histories attempt to represent Narungga people more fairly (for example, Yorke 

Peninsula Visitor Information Centre 2014). However, it may be difficult for local 

amateur historians to accurately include Aboriginal people’s history without more 

extensive research into the ‘hidden histories’ (Rose 1991) that constitute Aboriginal 

people’s historic and lived experiences. This is because the absence or deliberate 

removal of Aboriginal people’s histories and experiences within earlier bodies of 

historical work such as those written in the 1970s tends to result in a recycling of 

nostalgic and exclusionary public history narratives that are revalidated as time 

goes on (Gill et al. 2005). On the flip side, local Aboriginal histories, as they are 

known by whites, may be often riddled with racist stereotypes. Because of this, 

Aboriginal histories often have to be deliberately and carefully re-inserted into the 

local historical record, a process that amateur historians may find challenging.  

Publications written about Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda either by or in 

collaboration with Narungga people, such as those by Fowler (2015), Fowler et al. 

(2014, 2016), Graham and Graham (1987), Krichauff (2011), Liebelt et al (2016), 

Roberts et al. (2013; 2014; 2015; In prep) and Wanganeen (1987) provide much 

greater detail on Narungga people’s active contributions to both farming and 

maritime industries. Unfortunately, whites may often overlook these as a part of 

‘local history’ as agricultural ‘progress’ does not form the sole focus of these texts. 

Other local texts about Narungga people, such as Hill and Hill’s (1975) exploration 

of Narungga material culture, are extensive and informative, however tend to 

represent Narungga people as ‘prehistoric’ rather than as a dynamic population 

with an agricultural history and ongoing working lives. Consequently, in the minds 

of many non-Aboriginal people, Narungga are relegated to ‘primitive’ or ‘stone age’ 

past, or confined geographically to the mission. A pervasive belief in Narungga 

people’s ‘extinction’ in the face of local agricultural development still tends to persist 
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on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, which is often in tension with the physical presence 

of contemporary Narungga people themselves.  

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Narungga people 

participated in various agricultural economies throughout the entire peninsula, 

including ploughing, seeding, reaping, threshing, fencing, dam sinking, quarrying 

stones, sump and stone clearing, tank excavation and drains, general farm work, 

milking, butchering and boundary riding, care of sheep, cows and pigs, and carting 

grain, superphosphate and stores (Mattingley et al. 1988:119). Farming was also an 

important activity at Point Pearce/Burgiyana, established as part of the mission’s 

effort to create a self-sufficient settlement and to also provide agricultural labour 

training to the residents (Archibald 1915). At the Point Pearce/Burgiyana Mission 

Station, Narungga people were involved in every aspect of farming life, and many 

generations of Narungga people were employed for farm work (Graham and 

Graham 1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; Mattingley et al. 1988; Richardson 1992; 

Wanganeen 1987; Wood and Westell 1998b). Despite this, Narungga people faced 

many difficulties in being able to run the farm station on their own terms, with 

government intervention often causing many more problems than solutions (for 

coverage of these issues, see Graham and Graham 1987; Liebelt et al. 2016; 

Mattingley et al. 1988; Richardson 1992; Wanganeen 1987).  

As farms across the peninsula became more established in the early to mid-

twentieth century, sheep rearing and cereal cultivation became the dominant local 

industries (Figure 3.5). As a result, demand for Aboriginal shearing, bag-sewing and 

bag-lumping (loading wheat bags for export) was especially high. The working life 

of Narungga Elder Clem O’Loughlin provides an example of how Narungga people 

have been employed throughout the peninsula in the mid-twentieth century. 

O’Loughlin went to work when he was 14 years old, having been taught by his father, 

Alf O’Loughlin, who was also a shearer (Figure 3.6). O’Loughlin worked as a shearer 

all over the peninsula, throughout the ‘Exemption Era’, until his retirement in the 

1970s (Liebelt et al. 2016). O’Loughlin’s life histories shed light on the difficulties 

that Narungga people have faced attempting to work on their own terms under 

restrictive segregation regimes, which sought to regulate Aboriginal people’s 

economic, cultural and social existence in a variety of ways. O’Loughlin recalls 

having to make sure he was off the mission ‘by sundown’ as his Aboriginal 

Exemption Certificate prevented him from entering the mission to visit family or 
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pick up other shearers without permission from the Superintendent. He would often 

travel well over 100 km to get to shearing sheds around the peninsula, picking up 

other Narungga shearers on the way, while still ensuring he arrived on time and put 

in a full day’s work. O’Loughlin’s life histories demonstrate some of the ways that 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people’s lives were often entangled through 

agricultural labour on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, as O’Loughlin made a number of 

non-Aboriginal friends and developed economic relationships through this work 

(Liebelt et al. 2016).  

 

 
Figure 3.5: Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal blade shearers at Moody Shearing Shed 

(Innisfail) near Port Victoria (Dharldiwarldu), 1928. L–R: G. Reid, L. Hughes, H. Richards 
(shed hand), L. Adams, S. Moody and T. Adams (Source: S. Moody). 
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Figure 3.6: Front to back: W. Sansbury, C. O’Loughlin and B. Will at Moody Shearing Shed, 

near Port Victoria (Dharldiwarldu), 1963 (Source: S. Moody). 
 

In the 1970s, reduced labour requirements, increasing wages for labourers and 

advancing mechanical processes for farming work often meant that farm hands and 

shearers were often no longer required on white landowner’s farms. As a 

consequence, one of the most fundamental settings for cross-cultural relationships 

between Narungga people and whites on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda has 

diminished. Narungga representative Doug Milera recalls that it was extremely 

difficult to get work on farms when he came of age in the 1970s, despite watching 

many of his uncles travelling from the mission for this work as he was growing up 

himself. When it came time to find employment, agricultural employment was 

scarce and work in local towns nearby impossible to secure: 

 

Growing up at Point Pearce, I went to school at Maitland. Getting work 

when I left school was difficult because you know, because you just couldn’t 

wander into Maitland and get a job because obviously it was, say for 
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example, farmers, they had their own kids to provide an income to as well. 

You couldn’t get a job in a local store... And during those days there was 

tension, there was racism, and so people from Point Pearce, didn’t 

ordinarily fit in.  

 

I think there was, and today to some extent, a ‘them and us’ attitude with 

the way that Point Pearce still operates as a… [mission], the mindset that it 

still operates as a government reserve (Interview Doug Milera by Belinda 

Liebelt 31/8/2012). 

 

Here, Milera highlights that ‘racism’ toward Aboriginal people contributed to 

his (and other Narungga people’s) ability to find work in the 1970s. As this time (and 

Milera suggests, still today to an extent), Narungga people were often perceived as 

‘missionised’ people rather than local hard-working ‘country’ people. As a result, 

getting work in local towns could be especially difficult. Milera’s perspectives are 

confirmed in a study by Joy Wundersitz (1979:179), who in the 1970s specifically 

asked white residents if ‘it is better to give a job to a white person than an 

Aboriginal?’ and found that nearly half of respondents agreed that it was. It is 

perhaps telling that local history books written by non-Aboriginal residents during 

this time, and which celebrate the development of agriculture in the region, fail to 

mention Narungga people’s participation in agricultural labour.  

 

 

3.5 The ongoing legacies of residential segregation 

The establishment of an Aboriginal mission on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda in 

1868 was considered an essential refuge for Narungga people, and was facilitated 

by missionaries, concerned townspeople, and Narungga people themselves 

(Krichauff 2013). However, it can also be understood as a distinctive feature within 

the region that contributes to significant and ongoing tension between Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal people. By the 1970s, the Point Pearce/Burgiyana area had been 

purchased by the Aboriginal Lands Trust, and given back to residents to manage. It 

was a time where Aboriginal ‘self-determination’ was attempting to be realised 

(Wanganeen 1987:75), with Aboriginal people having been granted voting rights 

less than a decade before. However, as Milera explained above, racial tensions in the 
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region were at a peak. Wundersitz’s (1979) study provides further depth to these 

tensions. In the late seventies she examined the relationships between Narungga 

people living at Point Pearce/Burgiyana and nearby residents on surrounding 

farms, Port Victoria/Dharldiwarldu and Maitland/Maggiwarda. Wundersitz 

(1979:3) describes the study as ‘a study of prejudice within its geographic setting’ 

and attempts to ‘describe the nature and content of white racial attitudes in an area 

containing both an Aboriginal and white population and to determine which factors 

operating within this spatial framework may have contributed to the development 

and perpetuation of white prejudice’. In conducting the analysis, Wundersitz 

(1979:3) argued that it is important to consider the ‘complex inter-relationship 

between cultural, social, physiological and locational factors operating within a 

definite spatial or environmental framework’. Her findings suggested that a 

considerable degree of separation (both social and geographic) existed between 

these groups at the time of study, with mutual distrust and suspicion on both sides 

(Wundersitz 1979:1–2). She concluded that the tensions she observed had arisen as 

a result of a single outstanding feature to the region; the residential proximity of a 

segregated Aboriginal reserve in the study area: 

 

The single outstanding feature shared by the Maitland, ‘Farms’ and Port 

Victoria residents, and which in turn, distinguishes this district from most 

other rural communities in South Australia, is the residential proximity of 

a segregated Aboriginal reserve. Within the relatively closed social 

environment of the study area, Aborigines and whites have lived adjacent 

to, but have nevertheless remained essentially separate from, each other 

since the first days of settlement. That this separation has involved not 

merely a spatial, but also a social dimension, is reflected in the extremely 

limited contact existing between the two groups at the time of interviewing 

(Wundersitz 1979:294).  

 

Wundersitz’s (1979) study provides a glimpse into non-Aboriginal people’s 

views on racial segregation on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda toward the end of the 

1970s. Wundersitz’s (1979:180) study confirmed that overall, 54.5% of white 

respondents supported some level of public segregation between Aboriginal and 

white people in the region. She examined the desire for race segregation at hotel 
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bars, restaurants, public toilets, swimming pools, hospitals and schools. Of 

particular interest was the high response to Maitland/Maggiwarda getting a 

swimming pool, with Wundersitz (1979:183) suggesting that one of the main white 

objections to building the facility at the time was the undesirable consequence of 

possible ‘shared’ use with local Aboriginal people. As Wundersitz’s (1979) study 

was undertaken over 10 years after the 1965 Aboriginal Freedom Rides, which 

included protests against segregated swimming pools in towns in NSW (Curthoys 

2011), it seems probable that white residents knew they could not enforce 

segregation legally. The public swimming pool at Maitland was never built, and it is 

impossible to know how much the distain for ‘shared’ swimming was part of the 

decision. Wundersitz (1979:184) also found that a third of respondents supported 

separate public toilet facilities. Despite this strong desire for race-based separation 

however, no official segregation practices have been documented as officially 

sanctioned on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. Rather, the local populace has observed 

a number of unofficial segregation ‘conventions’ over the years. These observations 

are more symptomatic of the widespread ‘unofficial apartheid’ type conditions that 

researchers like Edmonds (2012) have identified as existing throughout rural 

Australia. These ‘apartheid’ conditions are echoed in one Narungga resident’s words 

from Point Pearce/Burgiyana, who suggests the level of separation between the two 

cultural groups was comparable to a ‘little South Africa’: 

 

I suppose when you look at it really we've sort of been institutionalised for 

a long time. Point Pearce has been set up like all the other reserves, to keep 

Aboriginal people in one area. Les Buckskin always said about us being the 

protected birds, because this was the protection area, when all people, all 

Aboriginal people, that is, were protected for their own safety. It really did 

seem like a little South Africa because one area was for whites and the other 

area was for the Aboriginal people (Point Pearce resident in Wanganeen 

1987:51-53) 

 

Narungga people have given a number of examples of these ‘unofficial’ 

practices. In particular, Narungga women have spoken of feeling unwelcome for 

many years at the Maitland/Maggiwarda hospital, and due to this, feeling forced to 

travel to the Wallaroo/Wadla waru ‘Government’ hospital further away that would 
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admit Aboriginal women when they were to give birth (Kurrunu Youth Performing 

Arts et al. 2006; Liebelt et al. 2016). These memories are confirmed by birth records 

in Narungga genealogies, most of whom are born at Wallaroo/Wadla waru 

(Kartinyeri 2003). Further, longstanding conventions at the Yorke Valley Hotel in 

Maitland/Maggiwarda usually required Aboriginal people to drink at a certain 

section in the front bar, a tradition that often continues today. The wider social 

separation of the two cultural groups over time is also interwoven into people’s lives 

more subtly. For example, Narungga Elder Clem O’Loughlin remembers attending 

many dances, deb balls and film screenings at Point Pearce/Burgiyana, and rarely 

traveling to other towns to attend social gatherings. In this sense, Narungga and 

non-Aboriginal people have often ‘kept to themselves’, with few opportunities for 

social interaction. This separation was confirmed in Wundersitz’s study, whom 

reported that 86.9% of white respondents in her study had never visited an 

Aboriginal person‘s home for social reasons and 76.7% had experienced no ‘social 

contact… whatsoever’ (Wundersitz 1979:229). This is despite a long period of close 

residential proximity. Of course, the longstanding exception to this separation has 

been local sporting events within the community, where racial tensions would often 

play out on the field.3 

Narungga people have written extensively about the social and economic 

impacts that these racial segregation practices, as well as the impact of mission 

control, have had on their lives. Mattingley and Hampton (1988) document ‘stories 

of survival by South Australian Nungas and others’ and include people’s testimonies 

from Narungga country in relation to their attempted ‘dispossession’ and 

‘assimilation’. Chapter 23 of the book provides an overview of historical events 

relating to Point Pearce/Burgiyana Mission. Both Wanganeen (1987) and Graham 

and Graham (1987) include many details of living under the ‘Aborigines Act’, where 

heavy control was implemented through exemption certificates, the Mission Station 

‘Rules’ and the ‘bell’. In particular, many Narungga people’s memories of this period 

are punctuated by the sound of the bell, which the superintendent would ring to 

mark certain regimens that must be followed. Residents recalled that the bell would 

ring to tell what time people to rise, what time to start and finish work or school, 

when to eat and what time people were supposed to go to bed (Graham and Graham 

3 For example, the 2002 Australian film ‘Australian Rules’, based on the novel ‘Deadly Unna?’ (Gwynne 1998), explores race-
relations between the towns of Port Victoria/ Dharldiwarldu and Point Pearce/Burgiyana and the shooting is loosely based 
on a true event occurring at the Port Victoria/ Dharldiwarldu hotel in 1977.  
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1987; Wanganeen 1987). Residents recall having permits to leave and enter the 

mission, which could be granted or taken away at the whim of the Superintendent. 

Indeed, Ball (1992:37) has argued that the Point Pearce/Burgiyana mission was one 

of the most tightly controlled regimes in South Australia, suggesting that the levels 

of control over people’s lives were far greater than at other missions such as 

Raukkan in the southeast of the state. Despite the many restrictions, many Narungga 

people made the most of their lives on the mission and have fond memories of those 

days (Wood and Westell 1998b:13).  

While these histories of racial tension and separation stem from the 1970s and 

1980s, it is doubtful whether what they document has completely disappeared. My 

own memories of growing up on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda in the 1990s are 

punctuated with subtle hints of this deeply entrenched and insidious racism. These 

can be understood as my own personal experiences of Denis Byrne’s ‘nervous 

landscapes’ (Byrne 2003b). Perhaps I noticed it more than others, as we lived 

between the towns of Minlaton/Minladan and Maitland/Maggiwarda and thus 

visited both. Minlaton/Minladan, which was located further away from Point 

Pearce/Burgiyana and less frequented by Aboriginal people, was always a relaxed 

rural space. We never locked our car doors. The tension I picked up on in 

Maitland/Maggiwarda however, could not be easily explained. I was advised always 

to be careful when using the Maitland/Maggiwarda public toilets and I was always 

being told to ‘lock the car doors’ when we parked. Visits to the local grocery shop 

(located across the street from the pub where Aboriginal people could drink) often 

felt tense to me. When Aboriginal students were in the schoolyard, an unspoken 

tension existed between the Aboriginal and white students. Without words, I was 

silently taught there was a sense of threat in certain spatial situations, which to me 

always seemed more appropriate for visiting a big city such as Adelaide than in the 

small town of Maitland/Maggiwarda. I now recognise these subtle behaviours for 

what they are: systemic racism. While these attitudes may have changed over the 

intervening years, witnessing racism while growing up on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda in the 1980s and 90s, the opinions expressed to me during this 

research, as well as the more unpleasant and hostile experiences recounted by 

Narungga people, confirm there is still a long way to go. Over the next four chapters, 

I explore how these ‘nervous landscapes’ affect aspects of Narungga heritage.  
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 Chapter 4: Assemblages around Narungga waterholes 

In the first three chapters of this thesis I introduced my research problem and 

outlined the theoretical and methodological approaches I have engaged to explore 

my topic. I also documented the contextual literature relating to my research, and 

provided a historical background to ongoing cross-cultural relationships between 

non-Aboriginal and Narungga communities within the study area. Over the next four 

chapters, I provide a detailed exploration of the results of my research, focusing on 

the opinions, behaviours and practices that some rural white Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda residents have engaged in toward Narungga people’s 

occupation traces within the study areas.  

In this chapter, I focus specifically on physical places in the landscape where 

fresh consumable water has been (and in most cases still is) available, including 

waterholes, gnammas, wells, soaks and springs. Throughout this chapter, I am 

cautious about separating sources of water available prior to European colonisation 

from sources ‘installed’ by settlers, such as bores, wells and tanks. As I will illustrate 

(and is already demonstrated at the Port Vincent waterhole discussed in the 

previous chapter), these sources are usually one and the same and it is only due to 

interventions in how water surfaces, how it is stored and how it is accessed, that 

dictate these classifications. Although I often use the term ‘waterholes’ in this 

chapter, I also employ the term ‘water places’ from geographer Leah Gibbs 

(2009:361–2) who refers to the ‘sites and paths where water flows, sits, sinks, falls, 

emerges, passes through, and evaporates from, and where histories of interaction 

between humans, non-humans, water and landscape form places’ in order to 

distinguish these topographic features in the environment. 

The heterogeneous assemblages of humans, animals, environmental and 

technological actors that assemble themselves around water places are particularly 

useful for examination in this research. Water places often function as important 

nodes in the landscape that draw people (and animals) together, providing locations 

for the contact zone to materialise both spatially and temporally. Further, water 

places entangle Cartesian dualistic separations between what is ‘natural’ and 

‘cultural’, as these places often exist through a mixture of environmental conditions 

and human interventions (Gibbs 2009). Veronica Strang (1997:5) suggests that 

exploring human behaviours towards water in the landscape can help to 

demonstrate the ways ‘in which an affective response to the land is both individually 
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and culturally constructed’. Examining the differences and similarities between 

Aboriginal people and white pastoralists’ care for landscapes within the Mitchell 

River catchment area in Far North Queensland, Strang (1997:4) suggests that: 

 

Though they move through the same world, people see, understand, 

experience and value quite different things. They can walk around the same 

water, scuff the same dust and sit under the same trees, but they are not in 

the same place. 

 

Through this reasoning, Strang (1997:5) argues that ‘different values are 

located in the land according to social, cultural, historical and ecological factors’. 

Despite these cultural disparities in values, Strang (2004, 2005) also suggests that 

there are a number of ‘common undercurrents’ that are encoded in water and which 

‘generate cross-cultural themes of meaning that persist over time and space’ 

(2005:92). This includes water as a ‘matter of life and death; as a potent generative, 

and regenerative force; as the substance of social and spiritual identity; and as a 

symbol of power and agency’ (2005:115). Strang suggests that these themes are 

located within the properties of water itself, as a transmutable, fluid, aesthetic 

substance, as well as in the shared human experiences of water’s particular and 

unique qualities.  

Similarly, Ingereth Macfarlane (2005:323) argues that water places are ‘places 

of memory and renewal, not simply of bodily needs, but of stories and connections, 

of identity, of the past, and of future possibilities’. She argues that rather than a 

neutral substance that only exists for economic exploitation, water is meaningful: it 

has its own histories, webs of relationships with humans and non-humans and 

interconnected dependencies. Because of this, water must be understood as an actor 

that ‘just like an object, actively orchestrates people’s interactions, and is in turn 

affected by them’ (2005:309). Macfarlane (2005:323) concludes that water places 

act as ‘part of the network of relationships through which people’s lived experience 

constructs a meaningful world’.  

 

4.1 Water’s significance for physical and cultural existence 

Drawing on the insights of Strang and MacFarlane, this chapter examines a 

selection of water places on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, paying close attention to 
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the ways that some rural white Australians have interacted with Narungga water 

places, as well as the affective and emotional responses that these encounters often 

stimulate. Before I do so however, it is also important to highlight the significance of 

water for Narungga people. This is because my heavy emphasis on the visible nature 

of water places within white space can result in inadvertently representing these 

places as seemingly ‘isolated’, ‘abandoned’ or ‘lost’ to Narungga people. Certainly, 

there is a danger that white Australians more generally believe Aboriginal heritage 

places are unconnected and irrelevant to contemporary Aboriginal people, a risk 

which is perhaps most threatening in regards to impending native title (for example, 

as I discussed with respect to the Yorta Yorta in Chapter Two). There can be little 

doubt that the introduction of ‘new’ water sources to Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

has had a significant effect on the organisation of Narungga societies over time, as 

well as their management of these places. However, Macfarlane (2005:308) stresses 

that it is important that these changes are understood as more than just a story of 

linear technological replacement, but instead a ‘negotiation of the complex 

processes of insertion of new ‘water places’ into an existing cultural landscape, plus 

the reconfiguration of the old water places’. While Narungga may no longer use fresh 

water places on the mainland for physical subsistence (as water is now provided 

across most of the peninsula via a pipeline from Adelaide), these places form an 

ongoing part of Narungga people’s landscape/seascape connections and can 

provide spatial locations for cultural, social and economic reconfiguration over time.  

Narungga Elder Quentin Agius gave an example of these reconfigurations when 

we visited the Minlacowie/Minlagawi waterhole at Minlaton/Minladan. He 

explained how the area was now not only understood as an old Narungga water 

source, but was also associated with histories of cross-cultural contact at the Gum 

Flat pastoral station and with the specific frontier violence associated with this spot. 

Agius cited the dead/dying red gums in the creek near the waterhole as associated 

with the health of the ecosystem, as well as being representative of the death that 

has occurred here. Each of the Narungga representatives with me (Jeffrey 

Newchurch, Tauto Sansbury and Quentin Agius, see Figure 4.1) expressed 

disappointment at the unkempt state of the waterhole, and its visible degraded state 

can be understood as a reflection of the relationships between Narungga and non-

Aboriginal people on the peninsula more broadly rather than a semblance of 

‘abandonment’.  
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Numerous examples of reconfigured seascape and saltwater connections are 

also expressed through the collaborative community approaches documented by 

Amy Roberts and colleagues (2013, 2014, 2015, In Prep) and Madeline Fowler 

(2015; Fowler et al. 2014, 2016). These studies extensively explore Narungga 

people’s fishing histories and associated cultural/economic/political/social 

knowledge, as well as exploring Narungga attachments to historic coastal 

settlements and structures at Point Pearce/Burgiyana and Wardang 

Island/Waraldi. While these studies focus specifically on the importance of seawater 

and coastal environments to Narungga people around the Point Pearce/Burgiyana 

region with which Narungga people are most familiar (due to their historical 

restriction in this region), they also stress that saltwater connections cannot, and 

must not, be separated from the greater Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda landscape. Sea 

and coastal environments are only hospitable for humans so long as fresh, 

consumable water can be found on the shore or inland nearby, and fresh water 

sources are integral to Narungga people’s endurance over thousands of years as 

‘saltwater people’. As Ian McNiven (2004) has illustrated, connection with seascapes 

requires social, ceremonial and ritual performances not only on the sea but also 

within the coastal zone and on land, and these expressions are often reflected 

materially in archaeological assemblages and features. These contemporary 

connections demonstrate that Narungga people strategically managed their water 

landscapes/seascapes across Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, as well as carefully 

maintaining cultural and environmental knowledge about how to locate and look 

after these precious supplies. In this case, outwardly ‘abandoned’ water places in 

the greater Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda landscape provide ongoing nodes for 

representing a ‘mesh of physical and metaphysical bonds between Indigenous 

people and country’ (Anderson 1999:1623).  

Globally, access to water has been recognised by the United Nations as being of 

fundamental importance to First Nations people’s physical, spiritual, and cultural 

existence (Poirier and Schartmeuller 2012:318). While the colonial seizure of First 

Nations peoples’ lands has been extensively researched, fewer scholars have 

focused around the specific injustices faced in regards to the appropriation of water. 

Angela Wanhalla (2015) has written how the loss of wetland environments and 

fishing rights constitutes a highly significant aspect of the colonial experience for 

Indigenous people in New Zealand. She explores how, between the 1870s and 
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1920s, a number of inland lakes and wetlands along the Taieri River became sites of 

conflict between the Maori residents of the Taieri Native Reserve and incoming 

colonists. Closer to home in South Australia, Ngarrindjeri people (Ngarrindjeri 

Tendi et al. 2006) in the Coorong region of South Australia have published a 

strategic plan for the administration of their sea and fresh water supplies, stressing 

that water is not only important for human physical and cultural survival, but also 

as crucial for the ongoing presence of consumable and medicinal plants, for good 

hunting, and for the health of the local ecosystem in general. Ngarrindjeri have also 

stressed the negative impact that the destruction of cultural waters (for example, 

during the Hindmarsh Island Bridge construction) have had on the physical and 

emotional health of their communities over time, as well as their human rights, 

cultural rights and cultural obligations (Bell 2001, 2008; Rigney and Hemming 

2014; Trevorrow and Hemming 2006). Narungga people are involved in their own 

ongoing fights over water rights in regards to continued access to fish stock for 

maintaining culturally sustainable fishing practices (Rigney 2013 in Fowler 

2015:398). Only recently have state and national governments started to take note 

of Aboriginal people’s perspectives in regards to these issues (for examples see 

Jenkin et al. 2011; National Water Commission 2011; Rumley and Barber 2004; 

Simpson 2008; White 2008).  

 
Figure 4.1: J. Newchurch, T. Sansbury and Q. Agius at Minlacowie/Minlagawi, Oct 2015. 
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4.2 Early cross-cultural contact at Narungga water places 

In the arid Australian landscape, the availability of consumable water has been 

critical for survival for Aboriginal and European peoples alike. Australian history is 

scattered with stories of Western explorers and surveyors perishing in dry 

conditions, setting off into the environment with limited knowledge of how to 

survive. Often, it was only local Aboriginal people’s benevolence or assistance that 

prevented an explorer’s thirsty demise (for example, in Burke and Will’s infamous 

story of exploratory failure in the Strzelecki desert). Even today, it is not unheard of 

for tourists or unprepared individuals to fall prey to dehydration or death due to 

lack of water in the more remote parts of the country. It seems probable then that 

when European surveyors and pastoralists first ventured onto Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, finding fresh drinkable water was a priority. Explorer’s 

accounts vary widely in their reports of fresh water, with some archival records 

suggesting that some surveyors found flowing rivers and deep lagoons, while others 

reported that no water existed at all (Krichauff 2008:29, 39, 52–53). These accounts 

most certainly will have varied according to where surveyors happened to make 

land, and in what season they landed. Prior to agricultural intervention, archival 

sources suggest that Narungga people had little difficulty procuring enough fresh 

water for their needs, carefully observing and understanding the behaviours of 

ephemeral rivers, creeks, depressions and soaks and managing these supplies 

carefully (Krichauff 2008:29). One of the interview participants in this research, Bob 

Edwards, remembers his grandfather speaking of an Narungga man, Charlie Adams, 

who camped with his family on the Edwards property for twenty years after it was 

first ‘settled’ in the late nineteenth century. The white family knew that Charlie could 

procure water around the area with ease:  

 

One thing that Dad always said with Charlie, there was no fear of not getting 

water anywhere. They had their own little spots and they’d cover it, they’d 

use it, cover it and we wouldn’t even know they’d been there. 

 

Many of the well-known Narungga water places on the peninsula can be found 

around the coastal zone, usually in the form of springs or soaks, as rainwater seeps 

into the subsoils across the mainland and drains toward the coast. These water 

places are often associated with some of the largest Narungga campsites and 
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settlements, such as Tiparra Springs/Dhibara, Point Pearce/Burgiyana, Chinaman’s 

Wells, Cape Elizabeth, Pine Point, Black Point/Gudliwardi, Port Vincent, Tiddy 

Widdy/Dhiddi-widdi-widi, Coobowie/Guubawi and Port Moorowie/Muwawi 

(Wood and Westell 1998a). In these areas, large open sandy depressions within the 

sand dunes provide perfect spots for living: water can be dug nearby or found in 

springs and fish/shellfish can be procured from the sea. Additionally, rocky 

limestone platforms would often hold water in small holes after rain, which can be 

protected from animals using a stone lid (for examples of Aboriginal people’s use of 

rock holes in South Australia, see Anderson 1999; Bindon 1997; White 2008). 

Further inland, Narungga people relied on more sizable stone waterholes, as well as 

fresh water springs such as the one at Lake Fowler. Naming conventions for many 

of the towns and places around the peninsula are testament to the existence of 

waterholes in these areas, with a number of towns named after Narungga water 

sources. Examples include Coobowie/Guubawi, Port Moorowie/Murawi, 

Minlaton/Minladan (Minlacowie/Minlagawi waterhole) and 

Curramulka/Garrdimalga. The geography of the landmass is also relevant; at its 

widest the peninsula is only approximately 50 km wide, which is a relatively 

manageable walking distance between coastlines. Consequently, Narungga people’s 

occupation over the peninsula was unlikely to have been hindered by fresh water 

supply: if no water was available in a particular location, known water sources were 

always within practical distances.4 Therefore the idea that Narungga people did not 

heavily settle the inland areas on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda seems highly 

improbable — an idea often touted by landholders who maintain that there was no 

fresh water on their land for Aboriginal settlement.  

There is little doubt that many of the earliest encounters between Europeans 

and Narungga focused around Narungga people’s carefully managed waterholes, 

soaks and springs. Krichauff (2008:41, 47) documents some of these, however she 

could not always link them to specific places in the landscape. Krichauff describes 

surveyor James Hughes’s visit to the peninsula for the second time in 1839, 

including a number of encounters with Narungga people at waterholes near Port 

Victoria/Dharldiwarldu. In particular, she documents how during an initial meeting 

between Narungga people and his survey crew, the Narungga leader introduced 

Hughes to the waterhole before the other Narungga people present, (2008:47) 

4 Although access to these water sources is likely to have been dependent on cultural protocols between family groups. 
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suggesting that this ‘illustrates the great esteem in which the waterhole was held’. 

At other times however, Hughes helped himself to watering spots without being 

introduced or invited, such as at Port Vincent, where he describes in the Adelaide 

Chronicle how he ‘went to the springs for water, about nine o’clock in the morning’ 

(Hughes 1840:11). Hughes ‘had no idea there were natives in the neighbourhood’ 

and while he was visiting the waterhole, Narungga people took items from his hut. 

It is reasonable to assume that numerous other undocumented encounters between 

the two cultural groups occurred over water during this period.  

Later, a series of conflicts in 1849 centred at the Gum Flat station, which was 

chosen due to fresh water available at Minlacowie/Minlagawi waterhole. In a report 

to the Police Commissioner dated 15th August 1849, Sergeant McCulloch suggested 

that ‘the Natives cannot approach the stations without being fired upon’ suggesting 

that because of this, ‘the Natives are driven to a state of desperation’. Later too, 

Carmichael (1974:5) notes that ‘two residents of Coobowie (John and Betsy 

Edwards) recalled that after 1868 the shepherds “fenced the waterholes and chased 

the aborigines away and wouldn’t let them have any water”’. While it is not the aim 

of this research to delve into the archives to uncover further interactions around 

water places, it seems clear that Narungga people were often physically forced from 

many of their original inland water places during the pastoral years, and had to rely 

increasingly on European built tanks and coastal resources instead.  

 

4.3 ‘But they are all salty?’ hidden fresh water in the landscape  

The introduction of agricultural practices and livestock, along with the 

installation of water bores and pipelines, has meant that many Narungga water 

sources on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda have dried up, become brackish, or appear 

to have disappeared. While Narungga people’s actions often stimulated the 

availability of fresh water in the landscape, agricultural actions have tended to aid 

in its departure. Over the past 150 years, agricultural ploughing and land clearance 

has severely affected the ways that water acts in the landscape: the way it emerges 

from underground, where it runs, where it floods and where it pools during episodes 

of rain. These gradual changes often go unnoticed, or are associated with other 

agricultural changes to the landscape. For example, one of my interviewees, Bob 

Edwards, recalled that as a young man in the 1940s, he wasn’t able to drive a vehicle 

out in the paddocks after rain for fear of getting bogged. Now however, due to hard 
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soil compaction, he was able to drive anywhere. This soil compaction (a direct result 

of agriculture) can hinder the ways that water penetrates subsoils and moves into 

underground water tables (Hamza and Anderson 2005). Comparably, another 

participant suggested that removing trees in an area has had a serious impact on the 

way the water ‘flows through the soil’: 

 

And once you remove trees and vegetation it stops a lot of the natural, 

hydrolysis, would that be a word that I could use of the way water flows 

through the soil? Very often they’re not creeks or anything like that. I’ve 

heard other farmers talk about the removal of trees on a hill, and since that 

happened a low lying area has gone into, like a saline area. Once a tree 

plantation has been established itself, next thing the saline area has 

diminished. 

   

His observations refer to the Australian-wide environmental problem of 

increasing salinity due to land clearance. This occurs when native vegetation 

removal affects the underground water table, causing it to rise and bringing salt to 

the surface (Clarke et al. 2002). This process has been a considerable problem on 

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda over the years, with salinity-affected land often 

becoming permanently unusable for cultivation (Parsons et al. 2002). The farmer 

goes on to explain how the Lake Fowler spring had been affected by vegetation 

clearance:  

 

That’s what I was saying about the springs at [Lake] Fowler. They have 

dried up, they are still damp, there’s still moisture there but there is no 

running water there now. Because farming, farming itself has removed 

vegetation, vital vegetation in certain areas and has stopped that natural 

hydrolysis of water.  

 

As is the case for many agriculturalists struggling to come to terms with their 

impacts on the environment, the benefit of hindsight allows the farmer to see how 

particular human actions in the landscape have had particular environmental 

consequences for the viability of the spring; phenomena that were perhaps never 

originally intended.  
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For most however, the hydrological behaviours of fresh water in the landscape 

can be mysterious to Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda residents, most of whom for a 

number of years have relied on ‘controlled’ water sources using piped sources, 

bores and tanks. The Murray water pipeline was installed on the peninsula in 1956, 

providing relief for many residents who for years had to cart water from 

government wells and bores when their own tanks ran dry (Heinrich 1976:30). 

Since the 1950s, most residents use piped water for domestic and livestock use, and 

rain water tanks for human consumption. Tied in with these water-controlling 

measures are deeply ingrained ‘modern’ cultural attitudes relating to sanitation, 

cleanliness and nature (Head and Muir 2007). Water must be purified through 

complex material and social networks in order to be understood as ‘good’ nature. 

Other types of water, such as sewerage and grey water, are considered as part of 

‘bad’ nature, and are excluded from domestic settings (Head and Muir 2007:891). 

These cultural attitudes shape the ways that fresh water places are understood and 

remembered as knowledge of fresh water places in the landscape become 

superfluous, increasingly polluted and thus part of ‘bad’ nature.  

For most farmers or residents who have lived their lives on the peninsula, 

understanding the behaviour of water beyond ‘controlled’ sources is often related 

to how this water affects agricultural practice. Further, these observations are 

generally confined to people’s own private properties or the immediate geographic 

territories within which they move. This may include knowledge about where water 

floods the property when it rains, or where it can be tapped into under the ground. 

My Dad suggested to me that my German grandfather could find underground water 

sources on our family property using nothing but a divining stick and a shilling 

under his tongue. This was apparently most useful when my Dad bought a second 

property, and my Grandfather helped locate each of the buried pipelines that ran 

under the ground to the house, tanks and troughs.  

My own personal knowledge of my family’s property includes an awareness of 

the ways that the area floods every 20 years or so. The rainwater runs down from 

Mount Rat/Yalgi, flows down the hill and to either side of our homestead. It would 

flood the house itself, except that the previous owners appear to have also 

recognised this phenomenon and planted a row of trees further up the hill. This ‘tree 

break’ works to slow the flow of water and divert it either side of our home. I have 

distinct childhood memories of our flooded pigsty, with (exceedingly happy) pigs 
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wading around in muddy water all the way up to their curly tails. The water passes 

through our property and collects in a neighbour’s dam. Despite this awareness, my 

knowledge is not tied to any appreciation or awareness of how this water may have 

pooled and been utilised in the landscape. I now wonder, was the dam positioned in 

a low area of the landscape once an ephemeral soak or lagoon? My own knowledge 

of water is related to how water acts in an agriculturally transformed environment, 

with little knowledge about its potential collection for human consumption from the 

landscape. It has not been important for me to know how to access water in this way 

as the rainwater tank collected our drinking supplies and our property was 

connected to the ‘mains’ pipeline from Adelaide.  

The ongoing reliance on ‘controlled’ and sanitised water sources tends to lead 

to a re-imagining of the landscape as inhospitable to humans. Further, the 

perception that water acts in ‘natural’ ways can further convince white residents 

that no fresh water existed in the landscape to begin with. As Head and Muir 

(2007:902) have pointed out, ‘water occupies an interesting place along the 

living/dead, organic/inorganic continua; the dynamic nature of people’s 

engagement with it suggests that it is widely understood as part of a living nature.’ 

This understanding of water as part of the ‘natural’ environment, rather than part 

of a culturally created environment, tends to support the white postulation that 

Aboriginal people could not have physically managed to settle a farmer’s piece of 

land due to a lack of water. An example of this view was demonstrated during my 

research. The following excerpt is taken from an interview participant (1) along 

with his partner (2), who had joined us in conversation for a while:  

 

P2: I’m actually surprised sometimes that Aborigines actually came down 

here and settled here in this area, because you don’t have any fresh water, 

creeks or fresh water rivers, or anything like that… 

P1: But there was, there was! 

P2: They are all salty? Salt lakes? 

P1: There was fresh water here. I’ve heard all sorts of stories where guys 

would ride along the beach on horseback, and the horses would stop in 

certain places and drink out of the sea — because there is a natural spring 

there! And straight through, if you’ve ever been on the cliff from Black Hill, 

in between Black Hill and Troubridge. Between Black Hill and McEachens 
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Beach. You’ve got that low land where you’ve got the sand hill, and you 

don’t see it from the beach, but you’ve got that little valley, and in that little 

valley there’s a couple springs, and they’re still damp, there’s still water in 

those little water holes! There are little middens around there, like piles of 

shells and bones and all sorts of things around these little water holes. You 

can tell Aborigines have camped there. A lot of people don’t know that they 

even exist. 

 

Participant 2’s exclamation that the landscape is ‘all salty’ follows long-standing 

arguments against the possibility of Aboriginal people’s permanent settlement on 

farmer’s properties due to a perceived lack of water. In truth however, observations 

about the scarcity of water help to reveal the culturally specific ways in which white 

settlers often perceive and relate to the Australian landscape. As Jay Arthur (2005) 

has argued, Europeans attempting to settle in frontier landscapes were often 

disappointed with the water sources they encountered, as they failed to conform to 

European expectations of how water should act. She suggests this is because in the 

pre-colonised Australian landscape ‘the boundaries between land and water are 

dynamic’ (Arthur 2005:87). Conversely, in European ‘settled’ landscapes, this 

ambiguity is removed and a clear distinction is made between the boundaries of 

land and water. ‘Water is controlled, regulated, so that the amount remains more 

constant and the movement of water is as even as possible’ (Arthur 2005:88).  

Interview participant 2 echoes these sentiments, suggesting there are no 

‘creeks or fresh water rivers’ in the area: the immediate visible indicators of a 

habitable landscape. However the main interview participant (1) disputes this, 

responding with an intimate comprehension of the dynamic, shifting water sources 

that exist in the surrounding landscape. Here, he cites mysterious springs in the 

ocean and low sections of ‘hidden’ coastline that still contain soaks. He exclaims with 

astonishment how these places are ‘still damp, there’s still water in those little water 

holes’. From his accounts, it is easy to imagine the places he describes, silently lying 

latent and waiting for the care and maintenance of humans to bring them back to 

life. Ross Gibson (2013:248) identifies this continuous, considered vitality in place 

over time as something ‘undead’: something that is ‘cultural as much as natural — 

in the place’. He suggests it is a vitality that ‘has been abraded, but it is not easily 

stanched’. Finally, the interview participant provides his last piece of evidence, 
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confirmed that he has observed ‘piles of shells and bones’ at these places. He uses 

these material traces to emphasise that ‘you can tell Aborigines have camped there’. 

As this exchange demonstrates, the subtle markers of Aboriginal occupation are not 

visible to everyone. In agriculturally transformed, salinity-affected landscapes, rural 

white Australians’ recognition of Aboriginal water places requires subtle 

observation, which does not come to all.  

 

4.4 ‘Nothing’s sacred if its not theirs’: deliberate destruction of water sources 

One of the most common agricultural practices that damage, obscure or destroy 

Narungga water places has been to fill in ‘unwanted’ waterholes, soaks or 

depressions in the landscape. Farmers often explain that this is so these places don’t 

become bogging hazards for livestock or machinery, or so that formerly swampy 

areas can be cropped. Spectacular examples of this practice exist on the limestone 

coast in the east of South Australia. In an extreme case, a local farmer near Mount 

Gambier dumped at least ‘a thousand tonnes of stones’ down a sinkhole in a vain 

attempt to fill it, only to discover the area beneath dropped over 120m into a vast 

underwater cave (Staight 2015). On Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, practices to fill up 

or cover waterholes can be difficult to document. There are a number of reasons for 

this, however one may be because these behaviours occurred prior to the memories 

of the current population. An example of this can be found in Allan Parson’s notes 

on ‘Aboriginal Sites on Southern Yorke Peninsula’ from 1979. He tells a story about 

how in 1973 Minlaton/Minladan council workmen were carting limestone for road-

making from a paddock near the coast, which had been piled up by hand by the 

landowner in the ‘early days’ of settlement. He explains how the stone had been 

placed ‘in heaps on the edge of swampy or magnesia ground which was unsuitable 

for cropping’. When these heaps were removed, several small (10–15cm wide) holes 

in the calcrete were reportedly identified. Once these were cleaned out with an iron 

rod, they reportedly went down at least a metre and water became ‘visible and 

slowly rose almost to ground level’ (Parsons 1979:5). Parsons suggested that the 

land where this waterhole was identified had been in the same family for several 

generations, and that the oldest member of the family (who was 80 at the time) was 

not aware of the water source. It is difficult to deduce why limestone was placed 

over this water source, especially given that memory of this water place has not 

passed down. We can speculate on the reasons this erasure may have occurred. 
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Perhaps the stones were placed to stop sheep from attempting to access the water 

and trapping or breaking their legs. Perhaps, in a more hostile explanation, the 

stones were placed to deter Narungga people from accessing this water source while 

they were moving through the countryside. Or perhaps this behaviour was little 

more than an innocuous agricultural practice, with the landowner failing to identify 

the existence of the water source in the first place. While it can be difficult to uncover 

the motivations for these actions, the repercussions are clear.  

Earlier, I introduced some of Bob Edwards’s memories of the Aboriginal man 

Charlie Adams and his family. Members of Mr Edwards’s family have been 

interviewed before regarding their memories of Narungga people on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda (Carmichael 1974). At that time, Bob’s grandparents recalled 

that Charlie Adams, along with his grandmother and mother, ‘Milly’ and ‘Tilly’, lived 

on the Edwards property for 20 years after the Edward’s settlement on the land. 

This little Aboriginal family would move about, but had a permanent wurley (hut) 

under a specific tree in the Edwards scrub (Krichauff 2008:187). During the 

interview with Mr Edwards, he confirmed these stories, informing me that the 

reason that Charlie and his mother and grandmother camped here was because 

water could be tapped from this particular tree. However, when I asked about the 

location of the tree now, Mr Edwards and his wife told me how one day his brother, 

John, knocked the tree ‘head over heels’:  

 

BL: So when Charlie was living there, was he living in the sand dunes or 

was he moving along all the time? Did he have a camp? 

BE: Out from the house that was his camp. 

BL: And is it still there? 

BE: No. 

BL: So you wouldn’t be able to pinpoint where he was? 

BE: Well nearly but, well, John knocked the tree head over heels. I don’t 

know why he did. 

BL: Who did sorry? 

AE: Bob’s brother. 

BE: A big tree there and I was always going to keep it but John knocked it 

head over heels. 

BL: That’s where he was camping under there? 
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BE: Yeah. 

BL: Did he do it purposely or did he just...? 

BE: Yeah he did actually. 

AE: Didn’t mean anything at the time. 

BE: No well Dad always reckoned it was a water tree. That’s why they 

camped there because you used to get water from that tree. 

 

The action of knocking over the tree removed the evidence of Charlie’s camp, as 

well as eliminating a subtle water source in that location. There did not seem to be 

any indication from either Bob or Audrey that this behaviour was specifically 

undertaken as an action specifically against Aboriginal people. Bob’s wife Audrey 

states that the action of knocking over the tree ‘didn’t mean anything at the time’. 

Bob’s brother knew what he was doing, but didn’t feel the tree was an important 

enough aspect of the landscape to warrant its preservation. It may be that for Bob’s 

brother the disturbance of the tree was less to do with deliberately setting out to 

destroy a piece of Aboriginal heritage, and more about clearing the landscape for 

more efficient agricultural production. Or perhaps the tree was not seen as 

‘heritage’, but instead a remnant of the ‘natural’ environment on the property and 

thus not significant. Nevertheless, it was a deliberate and destructive act, and Bob 

suggests he was unhappy that his brother knocked over the tree, saying that he was 

‘always going to keep it’. He expresses regret, but does not seem overly troubled. 

This example seems emblematic of the ways that white rural Australians remove 

Aboriginal heritage from the agricultural landscapes. Aboriginal places and objects 

often survive, and may be attached to white local memories and meaning, until such 

time as their physical existence impedes potential agricultural advancement, 

development or change. Decisions to remove such heritage, made daily on a local 

basis, reflect the control that non-Aboriginal landowners have in shaping the white 

settler colonial landscape in their own image. 

There are likely to be many instances of more intentional erasure of Narungga 

water places on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, and a few individuals may retain 

memories of these events. One interview participant in this research remembered a 

number of wells and waterholes in the Port Turton/Bunbu region, which were 

deliberately destroyed by the council. He describes how the influx of people along 
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the coast after the 1950s resulted in the waterholes being slowly filled with rubbish, 

and then one day the local council suddenly filled them in: 

 

P1: There was one [waterhole] back this way a bit, with a paperbark tea 

tree. I can remember seeing the hole going down, and it’s all sandy there, 

so they [Aboriginal people] sort of dug it down about four or five feet, and 

there was water in it. Well then, of course from the 50s all these shacks 

started getting built, and all sorts of people came there and chucked 

rubbish in them. Eventually the council got upset about it, and they filled it 

in. 

BL: I see… why do you think the council filled them in? 

P2: Aboriginal people started looking for their history and their sites, and 

the quicker you could fill it in and get rid of it… 

P1: Yeah, they were frightened of land rights and all that. This place here, if 

this becomes a sacred site, what do you do? 

P2: We had a friend who worked in the council and he told us, we used to 

go play cards at their place, Friday nights mostly. He said, ‘oh, you’ll never 

guess what we did today?’ We said, ‘oh yeah, what?’ And he said, ‘oh we 

filled in all those old waterholes down on the beach.’ He named it! 

P1: Yeah, nothing’s [sacred], like it’s racism really. 

P2: Yeah, nothing’s sacred, if it’s not theirs. 

 

In this exchange, the husband and wife both indicate that the council’s 

behaviour to destroy the waterholes was directly tied to an increased awareness 

about Aboriginal people’s land rights. The wife suggests that Aboriginal people 

‘started looking for their history and their sites’, and then the husband adds ‘this 

place here, if this becomes a sacred site, what do you do?’ Their combined 

commentaries suggest that the council deliberately chose to perform a destructive 

act, based on the perception that these visible aspects of Narungga occupation might 

result in a land claim. My interview participants did not give a date range for the 

destruction of these waterholes, however it may be possible to speculate on its 

timing given mainstream historical consciousness in regards to Aboriginal land 

rights. After the 1967 referendum, Aboriginal land rights movements increased 

exponentially, culminating in the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 
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1976, the 1992 Mabo decision and 1996 Wik decision. In rural and regional districts 

the majority of the population vote for the Liberal National Party, and the late 

nineties was a time for intense conservative backlash to Aboriginal history and land 

rights by the Howard government (Bonnell and Crotty 2008). Restrictive initiatives 

such as the ‘Ten Point Plan’ and concepts of native title ‘extinguishment’ were 

introduced through the Native Title Amendment Act 1988 (Kramer 2016). 

Additionally, media propaganda and fear campaigns against Aboriginal land rights 

during this time ignited widespread paranoia that private landholders were at risk 

of ‘losing their backyards’ to Aboriginal people (Fieldes 1995). While no date is 

known for the Port Turton/Bunba council’s destruction of the waterholes, the 

period following the introduction of Aboriginal land rights and the political and 

social backlash to this is highly likely to have influenced this behaviour. Whether the 

council’s behaviour was motivated by national events or was instead a reaction to 

more local activism by Narungga people remains unknown.  

Another element of this exchange relates to the way the interview participant 

immediately linked land rights with concepts of Aboriginal sacredness. He says ‘this 

place here, if this becomes a sacred site, what do you do?’ In saying so, he implies 

that the presence of the waterholes could somehow lead to the entire area becoming 

a ‘sacred site’. Gelder and Jacobs (1998) suggest that non-Aboriginal people have a 

tendency to position Aboriginal sacredness as existing in opposition to modernity. 

They suggest sacredness is often conceived of nostalgically: something wholly good 

or spiritual that we simply cannot afford to retain in our modern age. Further, they 

suggest that ‘although not necessarily one and the same, Aboriginal territorial 

claims are often presumed to be claims for sacredness’ (1998:51). Gelder and Jacobs 

(1998:52) argue that these perceptions cause a high level of anxiety for some white 

Australians, who have difficulty conceiving of the connections between spiritual 

beliefs and belonging, and the legality of Western property rights. It is clear then, 

that while the interview participant above was sympathetic to the destruction of the 

waterhole, the conceptual merging of sacredness with land rights made it difficult 

for him to reconcile how Aboriginal rights to heritage and land could marry up with 

contemporary land use, future development and private ownership. 

Reflecting on the destruction of the soaks at Point Turton/Bunbu, I can’t help 

but wonder how many other local white Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda residents have 

silently witnessed the deliberate removal of Narungga heritage from the local 
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landscape? If they do, what kind of emotions might they feel when these events 

occur? The expression of disappointment and regret from the interview participants 

in this research help to remind us that, at least for some rural white Australians, the 

destruction of Aboriginal cultural heritage in settler societies does not always pass 

undetected and without a sense of loss. This loss however, is often constructed as 

being a necessary sacrifice or unfortunate inevitable outcome of agricultural 

development and progress, and little thought is devoted to thinking about how 

Aboriginal heritage places might coexist or endure.  

 

4.5 ‘The old Aboriginal camping ground’: the visibility of memory  

Another significant way that Narungga water places have seemingly become 

‘absent’ (for rural whites) is through their transformation and appropriation into 

settler history places. There are countless examples of this apparent absorption, a 

number of which are demonstrated by the use of Narungga names for towns and 

landscape places (as I mentioned earlier). Moving beyond semantics though, the 

transformation and adaptation of fresh water in the landscape has often acted to 

obscure or remove the physical attributes of Narungga people’s occupation traces, 

causing them to be visually unrecognisable over time. As well as filling up 

waterholes, European settlement incursions have included digging out or widening 

Narungga people’s soaks and wells for livestock or domestic use (Parsons 1979). In 

some places, bores, tanks and windmills have been installed on top of Narungga 

water sources, to draw ground water deep from the water table, store it in larger 

quantities and transport it longer distances (Parsons 1979). While there are many 

examples I could use within the study area to demonstrate this process, the one I 

use in this research is a personal one, near Wauraltee beach between Port 

Victoria/Dharldiwarldhu and Port Rickaby along the mid-western coast of the 

peninsula. 

Growing up, I spent immeasurable lengths of time at Wauraltee beach. The sand 

dunes and coastal areas that immediately surround this area was where my family 

and I spent many of our holidays. During most years, we would spend at least a 

couple weeks camping in and around the sand hills, along with a neighbouring 

family. I hadn’t realised it at the time, but this holiday location was born of 

convenience, so that Dad could still return to the farm each day and feed our 

livestock. Later, in my teenage years, I spent hours ‘exploring’ the dunes and the 
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beach with friends. We would go horse-riding, sand boarding (often sliding down 

the dunes on pieces of old corrugated iron) and ‘dune-buggying’ in an old open-top 

Suzuki over the tops of the dunes and throughout the ‘blowouts’. There is little doubt 

that our carefree activities were contributing to serious ecological disturbance and 

dune erosion, as well as disturbance to Narungga people’s heritage; crushed under 

our inconsiderate tyres, hooves and feet. Like most white Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda residents, I was unaware of the destructive consequences that 

these leisure activities can cause to the environment and human occupation traces 

within it. 

The Wauraltee region is also important for my father, who grew up near the 

Wauraltee township and whose family occupied the land around the town. He has 

fond memories of playing tennis at the Wauraltee township tennis courts and 

attending numerous social gatherings at Wauraltee hall. Later, as the township 

declined, he helped contribute to heritage monuments and conservation efforts at 

the old town site. Recently, interpretive signage at the old town site has been 

installed, to publicise its history (Figure 4.2).  

 

 
Figure 4.2: 'Wauraltee Remembers' interpretive signage at Wauraltee township, Oct 2015. 

 

The immediacy of my own entanglement in this research became even more 

interesting to me while skimming over my father’s copy of White Sails and Wheat 

Stacks (Heinrich 1976), a local history of Port Victoria/Dharldiwarldu and 
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Wauraltee. Under a chapter about ‘Water and Roads’ I was fascinated to come across 

the following reference to water at Wauraltee beach:  

 

About five chains from the beach on the old aboriginal camping ground, the 

government built a water reserve where a windmill pumped water through 

a 2½ inch galvanised pipe into a reservoir on the eastern side of the sand 

hills… Throughout the ensuing years, this well supplied the needs of those 

whose own reserves were depleted in a prolonged dry spell (Heinrich 

1976:30).  

 

The words ‘aboriginal camping ground’ jumped out at me from the pages. It was 

quite rare to see an acknowledgment of Aboriginal place in a local settler history 

book, especially one that specifically locates it in the landscape. Reading through the 

sections, it occurred to me that the old Wauraltee well and windmill we visited and 

camped at as children (and considered ‘our own’) was also a Narungga water place. 

Further, other ‘wells’ surrounding the area I grew up, such as at Mount Rat/Yalgi, 

were also tapped from Narungga supplies: 

 

It was well known that good quality water could be obtained in various 

locations, and aborigines were aware of supplies in parts of the coastal 

sandhills. Pastoralists had tapped the sources at Mt Rat and in one or two 

other places for watering stock… In the summer of 1978, the Mount Rat 

wells were reported to be sustaining the needs of residents for miles 

around (Harris 1976:30–31).  

 

Harris explains that not long after the well at Wauraltee was installed, local 

farmers who were drawing from it set up a ‘Water Trust’ to cover expenses with 

maintenance and equipment, and a fee was charged to draw the water. While there 

is no mention of Narungga people accessing these ‘new’ water sources in Heinrich’s 

text, my aunt suggested that my grandmother (1923–2010) remembered Aboriginal 

people passing through the area when she was a child. It seems likely then that 

Narungga people continued to access their existing water places through these new 

technological installations (if pastoralists/farmers allowed access) when moving 

through their landscapes.  
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Searching my memory, I could not recall noticing unusual stones or evidence of 

Aboriginal occupation during our camping trips to Wauraltee beach all those years 

ago. Perhaps I was simply not an observant child? I asked my father if he would like 

to visit the area with me, so I could have a look around and observe the area through 

my adult (archaeological) eyes. We went one afternoon not long after, and walked 

around the area while Dad tried to remember the location of the well that was once 

there. He explained how it used to be covered with iron sheeting to prevent people 

falling in, and I do remember seeing this as a child. However, there was little at the 

site during our visit to indicate the place. Dad thought that few years before, the local 

council had probably fenced the windmill and filled in the well, as it was old and was 

considered a safety hazard. He was sad there was little left to see. Looking around, 

we noticed that sand dunes were heavily overgrown with an introduced acacia 

species (Acacia cyclops), and it was so thick that it was difficult to walk around. The 

area is now considered a ‘nature conserve’, and local natural resource management 

groups have fenced the surrounding dunes in order to encourage native plant 

regeneration. The archaeologist within me walked around slowly, scanning the 

ground for Narungga artefacts, as I scanned my personal memories for how this 

place might have looked during my childhood. I was hoping to find at least one flake 

or core, a hammerstone or perhaps some crushed midden shell. There was little I 

could identify except for one small round rock with a fossilised shell imprinted on 

its surface; a material trace signifying time much greater than any human 

occupation. Despite the many histories of overlapping activity at the place, the lack 

of visible traces (to my own eyes) left me feeling disappointed.  
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Figure 4.3: Looking southwest toward the windmill at Wauraltee sand dunes, July 2013. 

 
Figure 4.4: Facing north from the windmill at Wauraltee sand dunes, July 2013. 

 

There is very little at Wauraltee beach now that might visually indicate a history 

of cross-cultural occupation and transformation over time. The overgrown acacia 

species introduced to the site tend to convince the visitor that one is surrounded by 

‘nature’; the area is quite green and lush (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Despite this vision of 

‘nature’, the area was not always like this. David Hill (1975), a former local resident 

and a stone artefact collector in the 1960s, provides another window into the 

changing appearance of these overgrown sand dunes. He explains how many 
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Narungga campsites within Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda sand dunes have been 

‘disappearing’ since the 1980s, due to a highly active environmental actor, Acacia 

cyclops: 

 

Around about 2000, I decided to go back and revisit these sites, so I hadn’t 

been there for about 40 years, and I just could not believe the difference. 

The Tiparra Springs site was virtually, I suppose, 30 or 40% overgrown 

with Acacia cyclops, a feral wattle that wasn’t native to that area and I found 

out in probably the 1980s, [the land owners] aerial seeded that area to stop 

the drift, and [the wattle] just spread all through the camping sites and 

burial sites and it’s completely, what they’ve done the sand has blown up 

as the trees go up, the sand blows up and tries to cover them. And where it 

was all flat country, I could drive all through it and record things in the 

1960s, it’s now impossible. It’s just about too hard to walk through even 

between the trees, so it’s completely covered a lot of the really good sites.  

 

…And what happens, after about ten years, these wattles die, fall over and 

you can’t even walk through there. They’re just spiky dead timber and if a 

fire, one day a fire will go through and all that will do is germinate millions 

more and so it’s going to become an impenetrable jungle eventually. There 

are still several good sites. But it’s encroaching on them, gradually covering 

up. It’s covered up a lot of the good areas, but there are still several sites 

that are still well worth preserving. The burial site I’ve had a look at and 

you can’t find anything left there. It’s just all overgrown and eroding out. 

 
 Hill refers to the introduction of Western coastal wattle (Acacia cyclops) from 

its native habitat west of Ceduna and into coastal environments along the western 

coastal strip of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda in order to encourage dune stabilisation. 

In the 1960s, the dunes were highly degraded due to the introduction of rabbits and 

livestock, and vast areas were exposed and drifting away (no doubt exposing masses 

of Narungga cultural material and burials). Hill explains how in the 1980s, local 

landholders aerial-seeded the coastal strip in an effort to stop this massive erosion. 

Like most introduced plants and animals to Australian ecosystems, the species is 

now having a devastating impact, spreading quickly via seed dispersal through birds 

and ants, and regenerating quickly after fire. It is now considered an environmental 
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‘weed’, as it chokes out native vegetation and creates a dense and impenetrable 

‘thicket’ throughout the dunes (Native Vegetation Council 2014). Consequently, as 

Hill explains, areas that used to be open sandy depressions full of artefacts are now 

completely overgrown. Narungga cultural material will have been buried or hidden 

by this vegetation, bound up in the roots of the plants and hidden in the sand. It is 

not necessarily a negative outcome for Narungga cultural material, which is 

increasingly protected by the vegetation cover, however it dramatically alters the 

visibility of Aboriginal people’s heritage on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. Hill showed 

me photographs of a Narungga campsite further north on the western coast of the 

peninsula, at Tiparra Springs/Dhibara. Figure 4.5 shows vegetation and springs in 

the 1960s (bottom) and again in 2000 (top) showing how vegetation has 

dramatically covered the exposed and eroding sand dunes over the years.  

 

 
Figure 4.5: Vegetation changes at Tiparra Springs (north of Wauraltee), Oct 2013. 

 

Hill’s observations provide clarity to my own memories, as I recall much more 

sand and open space in the dunes as a child in the 1980s. Seeking further 

information on the ways that non-Aboriginal people remembered Wauraltee, I 
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spoke to another family neighbour, who lived in the region in the 1950s and has 

since moved away. As it turns out, this individual had a family history of collecting, 

his father being a Christian missionary and ethnographer in the Pacific in the early 

twentieth century. He lived on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda between 1952 and 1960. 

I had been advised to get in touch with him by a family friend, since he knew my 

family at the time and worked on the farm alongside my Grandfather. Most 

importantly, he had spent time in the dunes around Wauraltee during this time. I 

asked my interviewee about this place and he was able to explain in great detail the 

campsite and the well that once existed there: 

 

Yes, there was a large cement tank that was called the government tank. 

That was on the road way, watering the fenced agricultural properties. But 

then from there, there was a pipeline running, it would have been a good 

kilometre I guess, back towards the shore through the sand hills to what 

was originally a freshwater soak, which was being used by the Aboriginal 

people. But that at some stage was excavated and lined and turned into a 

well, with a windmill on it. And the freshwater from that was pumped 

through the sand hills back out to what we called the government tank, 

which was the large cement tank from which various property owners had 

permission to draw water from that, and it was piped on to the various 

properties. But adjacent to that original soak where the windmill was put 

up first, was an enormous [Aboriginal] campsite. And it spread over several 

acres there. 

 

In this passage he explains how the government had installed a large cement 

tank on the road in the front of the sand dunes, which was fed by a pipeline from 

what he calls a ‘freshwater soak’ in the sand dunes. This soak will have originally 

been the source that Narungga used when they were staying at Wauraltee at the 

‘enormous campsite’ that ‘spread over several acres’. He then explains how later, the 

soak was excavated and turned into a well with a windmill on it, the windmill that 

still stands today as the remaining material indicator of tapped water in this place.  

Here I have outlined some of the observable changes occurring within the 

Wauraltee sand dunes from at least the 1950s. These changes are the result of both 

human and non-human interactions reshufflings the place: combinations of people, 
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rabbits, shifting sands, water hydrology, Acacia cyclops, pipelines, corrugated iron, 

cement, shells and stones. My attempts to reconstruct the Wauraltee beach campsite 

using archaeological traces are in many ways, what Laurent Olivier (2011:xv) would 

call, an ‘investigation into archives of memory, which is what remains are’. These 

material memories point to a continual reshaping of the surfaces surrounding this 

water place, which in turn, affect the way the place is remembered. Olivier 

(2011:190) points to the ways in which artefacts are ‘altered, destroyed, buried, and 

perhaps (re)discovered, and then preserved as objects bearing witness to the past, 

and then may be destroyed and “forgotten” all over again’ to illustrate how our pasts 

are invented and forgotten over time. There is a good chance that at some point in 

the future, perhaps if the Acacia cyclops is removed in conservation efforts or if 

rising sea levels begin to erode the dunes, Aboriginal or European occupation traces 

may be exposed again. However, for Narungga, the invisibility of the physical traces 

of their ancestors’ occupation is perhaps better off this way. These objects are often 

safer when they are ‘invisible’; quietly buried underground and waiting for a future 

emergence. Further, Narungga people may utilise the area for fishing or camping 

purposes, or value the place as a part of Narungga country more broadly, rather than 

worry about the invisibility of their artefacts on the surfaces of old camps. This is 

because Narungga people know their country is ‘full’ of their ancestor’s traces, and 

always will be.  

As the Wauraltee beach soak/well becomes an impractical water resource for 

both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal residents of the region, does it really matter that 

the visual markers of its use are left to disappear? An increasing number of scholars 

point to the ‘crisis of accumulation’ as a result of modernity’s overemphasis on 

heritage preservation practices (Harrison 2013b:580, see also Holtorf 2006). 

Harrison (2013b:579) questions the sustainability of modern preservation and 

conservation approaches toward heritage that have led to the piling up of memory 

around us; leaving us overwhelmed and risking making all heritages ineffective and 

worthless. Instead, Harrison (2013b:588) argues that ‘heritage needs to be 

perceived as part of a broader social process of consumption, use and disposal’. 

Likewise, Olsen (2013:294) suggests that archaeologists need to stop seeing the 

archaeological record as a problem, something framed in terms of loss, failure and 

defect that needs to be ‘solved’; and instead allow the past to be fragmented and 
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incomplete. For these reasons, there seems little point at preservation interventions 

at this site.  

However for my father, and other non-Aboriginal people living around the area, 

it does matter if this place is forgotten. In order to help remember, the community 

has installed a number of interpretive signs that document some of the histories 

from the place (Figure 4.2). These signs memorialise the local white histories of use 

regarding the buildings and landscape. One of the signs makes reference to the 

Wauraltee water place in the dunes as an early water source for settlers (Figure 4.6), 

the only reference to Narungga reads as follows:  

 

The Aboriginal tribe who inhabited Yorke Peninsula prior to the arrival of 

white people were called the Narungga Tribe. They amounted to about 500 

in number. The Aborigines originally knew Wardang Island as ‘Waural Tee’, 

‘Waural’ for bandicoot which were abound there, and ‘Tee’ meaning 

‘island’. Robert Cock, who discovered the island, called it ‘Wardang’, the 

native appellation for the ‘crow’.  

 

Of course, these words don’t point to the continuing significance of 

Wardang/Waraldi Island for Narungga people today, or their ongoing use of these 

landscapes (Eira et al. 2010; Fowler 2015; Fowler et al. 2014, 2016; Graham and 

Graham 1987; Kartinyeri 2003; Liebelt et al. 2016; NAPA 2006; Roberts et al. 2015; 

Roberts et al. 2014; Roberts et al. 2013; Roberts et al. In prep; Wanganeen 1987; 

Wood and Westell 1998a; Wood and Westell 1998b). Here then, I have illustrated 

how the processes of remembering and forgetting Aboriginal people are entangled 

with material traces in rural settler colonial space. The increasing erasure of both 

the Narungga past and present (to whites) along with the separation of Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal people throughout their ‘shared’ history work to reinforce 

perceptions of a linear historical approach, in which Narungga people’s occupation 

can ultimately be conceptualised as ‘prior to the arrival of white people’ despite 

Narungga people living 20 minutes down the road.  
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Figure 4.6: Interpretive signage at Wauraltee, Oct 2015. 

 

4.6  ‘As long as nothing changes’: fences, stone caps and signs 

While some Narungga water places are physically erased within white space, 

others are ‘preserved’. In this section I examine Narungga water places that remain 

in the agricultural landscape as settler-identified ‘Aboriginal’ places. The following 

examples will provide interesting comparisons in examining how rural white 

Australians manage the appropriated Aboriginal heritage they do recognise within 

the landscape. 

The topography of the environment is often a key element that determines 

whether Narungga water places can physically remain in the landscape. Waterholes 

located in sandy or loamy soils can be filled, drained, or ploughed over. As I have 

illustrated above, they are susceptible to damage through environmental 

degradation, agricultural practices and the actions of local councils. Contrastingly 

though, waterholes in rocky areas are decidedly more difficult to physically degrade 

or destroy. Their stony characteristics make them unsuitable for cultivation, and 

unless they can be drilled into for water, in many cases they can remain (if 

somewhat polluted by livestock or filled with rubbish and stones). I spoke to one 

interview participant about one such waterhole, located on his private property 

near Chinaman’s Wells. The waterhole is located in country that has not been farmed 

extensively; the rocky ground and scrubby country resists agricultural clearance. 

The farmer told me about this feature during one of my earliest interviews, and at 
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the time I was surprised to come up with a result so quickly. I had nervously asked 

whether the interviewee had encountered any Aboriginal sites or objects on his 

land. I was not expecting a positive answer, still retaining my deeply ingrained Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda expectations that farmers would never talk about Aboriginal 

sites on their land. Despite my trepidation, he replied that he had a waterhole on his 

land, which was registered with the Aboriginal Heritage Branch in the Department 

of Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation. He explained how he had received a letter 

about the waterhole in 2010 to initiate a visit from Aboriginal Heritage Branch staff 

and Aboriginal people to check on the status of the waterhole. This had happened 

not long after, and while he was worried leading up to the visit, afterwards he was 

not bothered at all. I asked him if he would mind if local Narungga people visited the 

site more regularly, and he suggested that this would be okay but stipulated that this 

was only ‘as long as nothing changes’. I asked what he meant by this, and he 

explained that he was concerned that Aboriginal people might visit the area and 

leave the gate open and let livestock out, or may have parties and leave rubbish 

around the area. He wanted to maintain autonomy over the site and felt he had some 

claim to its protection, because it had been looked after by his great-grandfather, 

grandfather, father, and then himself. He was hoping to continue to look after the 

site into the future, and pass the land onto his children to look after it themselves. 

We left the discussion there, with plans to follow up the interview in the future.  

A few months later, I visited the farmer again, and he offered to show me the 

waterhole. Climbing into the front of his old truck, we bumped along a corrugated 

dirt road up to his property, with two kelpies barking at the tires and one on the tray 

behind. Stopping at the gate of the paddock, the farmer got out and opened a large 

padlocked gate with a sign reading ‘no entry, private property’. He explained that he 

did not want hooligans entering his property and going spotlighting or doing 

wheelies (a common concern for farmers around the peninsula). We went through 

the gate, he locked it behind us, and we drove around the edge of one of the 

cultivated paddocks to a patch of native scrub. During the drive, he explained to me 

how he looked after this particular patch of land. He rolls the open sections of the 

landscape to keep the scrub from taking over and covering the land, and he runs 

sheep intermittently so as not to over graze it. The area was certainly beautiful, and 

he explained it contained a number of native orchid species and other endangered 

native plants that weren’t found anywhere else on the peninsula any more. We 
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arrived at the waterhole and he parked a little distance away, while the dogs went 

off to explore. We walked up and he got down on his hands and knees, carefully 

removing the stone capping over the small hole (Figure 4.7). He explained that staff 

from the Aboriginal Heritage Branch staff suggested he fence the waterhole off to 

protect it from sheep, but thought this was probably unnecessary as the site was 

already well protected on his land, and he made sure that sheep did not overgraze 

the area. It was clear that he felt deeply about the scrub as well as the waterhole. 

The family used the area for leisure (camping) as well as agricultural purposes, and 

he explained how his children would inherit the land and had been taught to look 

after it also.  

This example documents an inherent tension that goes to the heart of this 

research. It is easy to sense the farmer’s love for his property, and his respect for the 

Narungga water place that resides here. It was not his intention to keep 

contemporary Narungga people from visiting their heritage sites, however the 

locked gate remains a powerful material mechanism that works to do just this. His 

family attachments, being able to camp on and enjoy the land, are part of the 

aesthetic qualities of the place. If contemporary Narungga people did want to access 

this area, they would be unlikely to just check the site (as they have done before with 

the Aboriginal Heritage Branch), but would probably wish to enjoy the site in a 

similar way that the farmer’s family does now, for camping, hunting or other social 

activities. As Sue Jackson (2006:19) has pointed out, heritage paradigms tend to 

overemphasise Aboriginal people’s ‘cultural’ values for heritage places at the 

expense of ‘recognition and valuation of relationships, processes and connections 

between social groups, people and place, and people and non-human entities’. On 

the inside of the fence, the farmer and his family are able to maintain their own 

agricultural attachments to the land and the waterhole, connections that have been 

able to flourish through the generations. Meanwhile, Narungga people are left 

outside the gate, where their metaphysical connections to country cannot be 

spatially actualised through social practices. 

Here we see how powerful the fence is as an ongoing material apparatus that 

maintains power in agricultural landscapes between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

people. It is ironic that the farmer did not feel the need to fence the waterhole itself, 

as he felt it was already adequately protected on his property. In this case, placing a 

fence around the waterhole itself would act to place a barrier between his body and 
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the site itself, which in his mind, was unnecessary. Why would he want to fence 

himself out? Further, fencing would visibly indicate that the site is ‘other’ to himself 

and his family, becoming a visual symbol of Narungga people’s management 

impetus and an inverse manoeuvring of the fence’s mechanism. Lastly, we must also 

consider that the waterhole works its own effects on the farmer and his family. The 

family’s behaviour over the generations have been significantly altered because of 

the water hole’s presence, and will most likely continue to be affected. The 

waterhole is an actor in its own right, controlling the family just as significantly as 

they manage and maintain the place themselves.  

 

 
Figure 4.7: waterhole with stone capping removed showing fresh water within, July 2013. 

 

A second example of a ‘preserved’ Narungga water place can be found at 

Minlaton/Minladan, the waterhole I introduced earlier in this Chapter 

(Minlacowie/Minlagawi). The Gum Flat station was originally situated here due to 

the abundance of fresh water in these holes. The waterholes at Minlaton/Minladan 

along with the large gum trees that are specific to this location have been protected 

on the eastern edge of town as part of the town’s local heritage. As I noted at the 

beginning of this Chapter, the waterholes at Gum Flat had been a vital water source 

for Narungga people in the region prior to European colonisation, and were the 

scene for violent conflict and death between early pastoralists and Narungga people 

in the 1830s–1840s.  
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I visited this site in July 2013 alone, and again in October 2015 with Narungga 

representatives Jeff Newchurch, Quentin Agius and Tauto Sansbury. During both 

visits, we were struck with how ‘abandoned’ the area appeared. Introduced grasses 

were growing over the area (although it appeared the council had mowed the weeds 

and native plant species had been freshly planted), the waterholes themselves were 

polluted (Figure 4.10), and many of the gum trees were dying or dead. As a potential 

‘tourist hot spot’, the area is not set up in such a way that would draw people to the 

area, as it would be considered unsafe for children to walk about and explore. A 

number of aged interpretive signs were dotted throughout the area, most likely 

dated to the 1980s (Figure 4.8). In Allan Parson’s Reminiscences from the Journal of 

the Anthropological Society of South Australia in 1987, he mentions that actions had 

been recently taken by the National Trust to restore and protect the 

Minlacowie/Minlagawi waterholes, as well as adding interpretive signs. There are 

three signs present, one overlooking the Gum Flat homestead, one near the gum 

trees, and one for the waterholes. The waterhole sign is the only one that mentions 

Narungga people, and reads ‘The Narungga tribe used these wells which were called 

Minlacowie (sweet water). Surveyors change the name of the town Gum Flat to 

Minlaton (sweet town)’. 

One of the most interesting visible features at this place is the way the 

waterholes are fenced (Figure 4.9). Rather than standard agricultural fencing or low 

log fencing, a high wire and post barrier has been built around each well. Logically, 

this precaution might make sense, preventing animals or people from dropping into 

the deep hole within. What struck me about these fences however, was the way they 

work silently and symbolically to demonstrate the act of colonial seizure within the 

landscape. Despite being on council land and despite being publically accessible (in 

terms of being able to walk around them), the water itself is inaccessible: fenced off, 

polluted and unusable for humans and animals alike. This water place contrasts 

deeply with the one I discussed earlier located on the farmer’s land. That waterhole 

is located inside the fence along with the farmer and his family, and is lovingly and 

carefully maintained. At Minlacowie/Minlagawi waterholes, on public council land, 

the presumption that physical access to the water is not required means the 

waterholes have been fenced in such a way that nobody can be on the inside. This 

control mechanism is both effective and affective, operating on a conceptual and 

physical level. Considering the history of violent conflict over water at the Gum Flat 
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station, fencing the site in this way is a powerful and emblematic display of colonial 

control over how water (and water heritage) can exist and be accessed in the white 

rural landscape. While it is highly unlikely that the council intentionally set out with 

this display in mind, the resulting spatial consequence in the landscape is a 

formidable one.  

 

 
Figure 4.8: View over Minlacowie/Minlagawi waterholes, Nov 2013. 

 

 
Figure 4.9: Fencing around waterholes, presumably for safety, Nov 2013. 
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Figure 4.10: Peering into the largest waterhole, Nov 2013. 

  

The seemingly abandoned state of these relatively well-known waterholes 

contrasts significantly with the most prominent heritage place at 

Minlaton/Minladan. This is the Harry Butler ‘Red Devil’ Memorial site. Harry Butler 

was born in Minlaton/Minladan, and is locally ‘famous’ for flying the first airmail 

over water in the Southern Hemisphere. He crashed his plane in 1922 near 

Minlaton/Minladan, and died 18 months later. At the heritage site, a well-

maintained glass hangar contains the monoplane that Captain Harry Butler flew and 

a brass statue of the man celebrates his life and achievements. There are public 

toilets, an extensive park and a playground. Heritage signs, tourism brochures and 

websites indicate the site as a good place for visitors to stop and learn about the 

town’s heritage (Figure 4.11). The Harry Butler story is also the inspiration behind 

the local pub’s café and the subject of a mural painted in the main street of town.  

Meanwhile, a few minutes down the road at the Minlacowie/Minlagawi 

waterholes, the many visible components to this site that could be used to fix cross-

cultural historical narrative to the landscape go unattended. Considering the 

position of the town is based on the proximity of the waterholes, and the significance 

of the town’s name deriving from the site, it seems extraordinary that this place isn’t 

afforded a higher degree of care. Of course, this water place can be understood as 

representing ‘difficult history’ (Gregory and Paterson 2015:138), where European 

colonialism can be understood ‘as a form of catastrophe, one which may trigger 
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indignation and even outrage from people’. For meaningful interpretation of the site 

to occur, ‘forms of public accounting of catastrophe that are community driven and 

operating at the level of local heritage’ (2015:149) are required. This is difficult in 

contexts where silence prevails. This water place provides considerable potential 

for future heritage intervention working with Narungga people and the local 

farming community, and this hopefully, will be an outcome of this research.  

 

 
Figure 4.11: Signs at Minlaton/Minladan celebrating Harry Butler, July 2013. 

 

4.7 Reflecting on water in agricultural networks 

Throughout this chapter, I have attempted to highlight how rural white 

Australian’s activities and behaviours around Narungga heritage places are heavily 

influenced by a number of ‘social, cultural, historical and ecological factors’ (Strang 

1997:5). I have also attempted to show how water itself is an actor, one which often 

endures in agricultural landscapes and ‘orchestrates’ people’s interactions, and 

resultantly is affected by them (Macfarlane 2005:309). In particular, I have looked 

to the visibility of particular places in the landscape in order to explore how 

remembering and forgetting happens around tangible Narungga sites in settler 

colonial space, and how place attachment forms in relation to perceptions of the 

Narungga past. I have illustrated how white residents often perceive water in the 

landscape as acting in ‘natural’ ways. Of course however, as I have shown, the 

presence of water at Narungga waterholes and soaks are a result of various 
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environmental, political and social factors: agricultural and environmental 

transformations, destruction on behalf of individuals and organisations, and various 

European installations and manoeuvrings that obscure and change these traces.  

As Strang (2005:115) has suggested, there are a number of culturally 

constructed themes that circulate around the regenerative, transmutable and 

ephemeral qualities of water, which can be applied on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. 

In particular, water as a ‘matter of survival’ has been a strong theme in this chapter, 

as the cross-cultural encounters and conflicts that have occurred at Narungga water 

places have ultimately resulted in a number of life and death events. Pastoral and 

farming identities are often built around these life and death ‘struggles’. The 

perceived lack of water is essential to the development of these attitudes. However, 

white struggles for survival are usually framed as existing between the ‘natural’ 

landscape and white settlers ability to subjugate it, rather than the actualities that 

these suppressions are intimately tied to the politics of claiming Indigenous space. 

Jay Arthur (2005:88) points to the ways that water in ‘pre’ and ‘post’ occupation 

forms is described in the same terms as Aboriginal people themselves: unregulated 

water is irrational or ‘half-formed’, or primeval and magnificent. Regulated water is 

domesticated and ‘tamed’ or debased and polluted. In this case, the fencing off of 

Narungga waterholes can be understood as a powerful metaphor for relationships 

between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. It is 

ironic to contrast these earlier (and ongoing) restrictions of the water at Gum Flat 

station with more recent water-based restrictions placed on Narungga people today. 

For example, current attempts to put limits on Narungga access to fish stock for 

maintaining culturally sustainable fishing practices point to the ongoing ways in 

which land and resources are withheld from Aboriginal people in order to control 

their lives and spatial movements within their own country (see also, Fowler et al. 

2016).  
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 Chapter 5: Assemblages around stone artefacts, part 1 

In the next two chapters, I move away from a consideration of spatially ‘fixed’ 

water places to examine how some of my interview participants have interacted 

with ‘portable’ Narungga identified objects (and the places that they come from) in 

the form of stone artefacts. This difference in transportability is important, as it 

directly affects the degree to which non-Aboriginal people can physically alter or 

reassemble the occupation traces they encounter in the landscape. In this chapter I 

explore the various processes that move Narungga stone artefacts from their places 

of prior placement by Narungga people into new agricultural assemblages, and 

consequently into the social and material networks of rural white people’s lives. I 

explore a number of the agricultural practices that tend to govern these movements, 

as well as some of the affective and emotional responses that these encounters 

generate. In doing so, I draw attention to the work of Aboriginal stone artefacts as 

small but often powerful actors within the rural networks in which they circulate.  

Rodney Harrison’s (2006, 2010b) work regarding stone artefacts is of 

particular value in considering these issues. Harrison (2010b:522) suggests that it 

is only when we consider stone artefacts ‘as embodying material agency of their 

own’ that we can begin to develop ‘new understandings of the role of stone tools and 

other material objects in both the past and the present’. He suggests that by moving 

beyond lithic analyses that focus solely on searching for meanings from 

manufacture and use, we are able to see how the meaning and social role of stone 

artefacts continues to change not only during the course of their ‘life history’ but 

also after they have been discarded (2010b:523). Drawing on this insight, I explore 

the ways that the meanings of stone artefacts in agricultural networks are in part, 

constructed through their materiality. I also demonstrate how, in the hands of the 

rural white participants in my study, the social meanings of these objects change 

over time, depending on the changing political and social issues that circulate 

around Aboriginal heritage more broadly. 

In many ways, the following two chapters take up where Tom Griffiths’ (1996) 

seminal work on Australian collecting left off. Griffiths’ (1996:1) research explores 

the ways that, throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

enthusiasts and amateur collectors made history ‘at home’. Drawing on a range of 

‘documentary, oral and environmental sources’, these collectors often used their 

own ‘intimate sense of place’ (Griffiths 1996:1) to appropriate and understand local 
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Aboriginal histories in their region. Griffiths’ work has been hailed as ‘a study of the 

process of colonisation and the emotional, symbolic and intellectual appropriation 

of land and place’ (Smith 1997:69). Certainly, Griffiths’ work is particularly salient 

in highlighting the ways that white Australians have emotionally and symbolically 

formed attachments to Aboriginal landscapes through material culture. However, 

Griffiths’ study actually does little to explore how affect and emotion shape 

individual and community identities, nor how collected material traces in turn, 

affect us. This is hardly Griffiths’ fault, given that at the time of his work, scholarly 

work addressing ‘emotion’ and ‘affect’ was yet to emerge as a credible academic 

avenue for social science research (Wetherell 2012:17).  

Building on Griffiths’ (1996) work, in this chapter I aim to explicitly examine the 

role of affect and emotion in forming attachments to appropriated stone artefacts in 

agricultural networks. I bring together new conceptualisations of emotions with 

assemblage theory, to explore the ways these debates inform one another. I argue 

that stone artefacts are often imbued with emotional meaning that transcends 

binary heritage categories such as ‘Aboriginal’ or ‘European’, and bridges 

professional and popular divides. I show how affective and emotional responses to 

such objects are not only personal and individual, but also political and cultural, tied 

to the broader social and material networks that generate and propel them. I also 

show how these collecting practices are tied to the present, and to current 

archaeology and heritage practice. Ultimately, this analysis also shows that affect 

and emotion are integral, if often overlooked, aspects of non-Aboriginal attachment 

to Aboriginal stone artefacts within Australia. 

 

5.1 The shape and movement of limestone on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

To understand how rural white farmers and local residents may encounter 

stone artefacts in the study area, it is important to firstly conceptualise the 

‘stoniness’ of the Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda environment in general. A number of 

scholars have debated the potential for recognising the distinctive materiality of 

stone, used in many different kinds of heritage, such as ruins, built structures and 

global lithic technologies. These debates have ranged from pushing for the 

recognition of an ‘essential value’ in the ‘stoniness’ embodied in stone structures 

(Solli et al. 2011:47) to maintaining that the value of stone is, like all heritage, 

socially constructed, and thus only important to ‘those who find stoniness important 
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or attractive’ (Smith 2011:73 in Solli et al. 2011). Other authors have explored how 

‘prehistoric social identities were created or sustained, reproduced or transformed 

through the agency of stones’ (Tilley 2004:217) or how socio-politics have revolved 

and changed at stone places from the Neolithic until present times (Bender 1998).  

My own interest in the materiality of stone rests somewhere in between these 

constructivist and universal approaches. This is ultimately because, as Christopher 

Witmore (in Solli et al. 2011:75) suggests, ‘heritage is simultaneously real and 

constructed’. In this case, it is hardly useful to sort the world into ‘two domains: one 

of values, discourse and the social on one side and material entities on the other 

(Witmore 2011:76 in Solli et al. 2011). As I am particularly interested in the 

collaborative ways that the material and social inform one other, it seems needless 

and somewhat theoretically obscurantist to attempt to separate these forms of 

meaning in my research.  

Perhaps a personal narrative can help to elucidate my position, in order to 

spark your imagination to contrast the white calcareous limestone against the 

siliceous material properties of various types of fine-grain quartz, quartzite, silcrete 

and chert stone artefacts that may exist throughout the region’s soils and surfaces. 

As I explained in my introduction, Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda is predominately 

limestone country. For generations of farmers in the region, this has been both a 

blessing and a curse. Limestone has been useful for a variety of construction 

purposes; stone walls, built structures and gravel for roads. However its presence 

in large quantities over arable soils becomes a considerable hindrance to successful 

cereal cultivation, as it significantly lowers the amount of surface available for 

cropping. Consequently, ‘excess’ limestone has ended up in piles and mounds 

around paddocks, having been scraped, picked or rolled out of the way in order to 

clear the ground. Narungga people have also helped with this labour over the 

generations (Liebelt et al. 2016). My own family’s paddocks have numerous stone 

piles that double as effective dumping locations, containing bits of old machinery, 

wire, pieces of tin and iron, and other rubble.  

One use for this surplus build-up of limestone has been for landscaping gardens 

around people’s houses. Because of this, it occurred to me a few years ago that the 

limestone piled around my Dad’s farm paddocks would be a useful (and 

economically viable) construction material for my own backyard in the northern 

suburbs of Adelaide. Not only this, the stone would be a sentimental reminder of 
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country gardens back home. My sights set on acquisition, I asked Dad if he would 

load up some limestone and bring it to Adelaide for me. As requested, my parents 

loaded a couple of tonnes of limestone from the paddocks around Wauraltee, into 

the back of Dad’s trailer, and towed them to Adelaide. Together we spent the 

weekend ‘renovating’ the backyard, by placing the stones decoratively around the 

garden edges and burying them in place.  

The hard work done, we sat back to admire our efforts. Unfortunately, what I 

didn’t realise when I requested the limestone was that these weighty introduced 

objects aren’t really aesthetically appropriate for my suburban backyard. Their 

chalky calcareous appearance is completely ‘foreign’ to the hard clay soils of the 

northern Adelaide foothills. The limestone is the wrong colour, shape and 

consistency for the region. These concrete lumps sit uneasily around the edges of 

the garden, where local slates or sandstones from the Adelaide hills or nearby Dry 

Creek should probably rest instead. Sadly, the stone is very obviously, ‘out of place’ 

and appears as a rather quirky addition to my domestic garden assemblage. Despite 

its strange appearance, I appreciate the distinctive, dull-white texture of the stone 

(its materiality). Further, while its ‘social’ meaning is for me alone (reminding me of 

the sprawling country-style gardens from home, the stony countryside itself, and of 

my parent’s labour of love in bringing such a heavy load to town at their daughter’s 

eccentric request) the act of acquiring the stone also connects me to broader 

histories of agriculture on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. John Chapman (2000:5) 

describes this as ‘enchainment’, which he describes as an ‘indissoluble link’ which 

exists between ‘all owners or users of an artefact and the artefact with its distinctive 

biography’.  

By describing Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda limestone in this way, perhaps this 

story helps you, as the reader, to imagine the materiality of stone more broadly—its 

various colours, sizes, textures and shapes—and the ways that the properties of 

various types of matter engage our senses. Additionally, the story works to highlight 

how certain stones ‘fit’ in some contexts and not in others. For archaeologists who 

specialise in the study of stone technologies, this is perhaps one of the most 

important sensory skills we have, to recognise when a stone is ‘not like the others’. 

George Odell (2004:1) suggests that the identification of stone tools as either 

‘natural’ or ‘cultural’ is the threshold that archaeologists must cross before ‘any 

other type of analysis makes sense’. Beyond archaeological musings however, many 
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people will have serendipitously noticed and picked up an unusually coloured or 

shaped stone at some point in their lives.5 They may have put it back, or may have 

placed it in their pocket or given it to their companion or a child. Stones and pebbles 

often seem to beckon us; their smoothness, weightiness, sharpness or perhaps their 

roundness lures us in. This materiality speaks to us, and in return we give our stones 

meaning, depending on our values and the particular contextual associations we 

find ourselves within. Consider though, how many of these gathered stones are 

already shaped by human hands: selected, altered, or moved before? When does a 

stone belong to someone else and who is ‘free to roam’? (Watson 2007:15). The 

politics of space mean that while some individuals may pick stones from the 

landscape at leisure, others remain restricted in their spatial movements and are 

unable to enjoy these potentially nostalgic gatherings.  

 

5.2 Entangling stones in the present: objects ‘in’ and ‘out’ of place 

The second reason I have included this story about limestone in my garden is 

to highlight the mobility of stone within the Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda landscape. 

The debate over the ‘illegal’ or ‘unethical’ removal of Aboriginal cultural objects 

from their ‘in situ’ positions has, for the most part, focused on the effectiveness of 

heritage protection legislation (for examples see North 2006; Packham 2014; Porter 

2006; Rolfe and Windle 2003; Rumley 1998; Saylor 1995; Schnierer 2010; Smith 

2000; Weiner 1999; Wiltshire and Wallis 2008), as well as the significant issues 

associated with scientific versus Indigenous ownership over the past and the 

repatriation debate (for examples see Byrne 1996; Fforde 2004; Fforde et al. 2002; 

Burke et al. 2008; Colley 2002; Green and Gordon 2010; McBryde 1985; Meara 

2007; Pardoe 1990; Watkins 2000; Wilson 2007). While these debates are 

extremely important, this chapter attempts to explore non-Aboriginal people’s 

relationships and behaviours toward Aboriginal stone artefacts by attempting to 

move beyond these prevailing frames of reference. I look to the landscape, as well 

as to the various agricultural assemblages that circulate in rural networks, to think 

about stone artefact disturbance. This is not to suggest that there are not a number 

of deep ethical and political concerns surrounding the colonial and postcolonial 

5 This being said, it is important to note that during my experiences working with Aboriginal people over the years, some 
Aboriginal individuals have been reluctant to casually touch stone artefacts and culturally identified objects in the landscape, 
citing this practice as a culturally inappropriate and possibly spiritually dangerous form of engagement with stone material.  
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treatment of Aboriginal stone artefacts in rural landscapes. However, I attempt to 

follow a different path to comprehend these issues. 

The processes that have moved stone from the study area to my garden are 

connected to the broader agricultural processes regarding the manipulation and 

transformation of the Narungga landscape for over 150 years. It may seem 

somewhat tenuous to connect my seemingly innocuous gardening practices through 

space and time to these colonial processes. After all, does it really matter that ‘in our 

daily lives we forget the spatial and temporal connectedness of things?’ (Hodder 

2012:7). Hodder (2012) suggests that it does, as inequality and unequal power 

structures are only revealed in our societies when the lives of individual objects are 

traced from production to consumption. Hodder uses examples such as the 

manufacture of luxury watches in slave-like conditions, or the economic, political 

and environmental ramifications of sourcing oil for vehicles, in order to highlight 

the ways that our possessions are often connected with injustice. More than this 

however, the material structures that we construct and encounter become active 

participants in the creation and maintenance of powerful social structures 

themselves (Bennett and Joyce 2010). An interrogation of both the effects and 

affects of these structures can help to reveal the ‘silent actors’ (Olsen 2003:88) that 

work to constitute and impose the human conditions of social order, asymmetry, 

power and hierarchy. 

In this case, we might recognise that the removal, transference and installation 

of the limestone into my garden represents but one example of the ways that matter 

has been re-shuffled on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda to make and maintain the settler 

colonial landscape. These engagements exist within a cultural, technological, 

economic and social assemblage that privileges certain environmental 

manoeuvrings, and renders others unacceptable. Decisions to preserve some stone 

assemblages as ‘heritage’ (such as old homesteads, dry stone walls and public 

buildings) and excavate other stone assemblages for agricultural purposes or 

quarrying materials (such as landscapes that contain Aboriginal stone 

technologies), have been made for the most part, by settler colonists and their 

descendants. Consequently, the processes that have led to ‘excess’ stone being 

available for my garden are also connected to processes that have undoubtedly, at 

some point, disturbed Aboriginal heritage places and objects within the landscape. 

I argue it is important to trace these connections, and to trace the mobility of stone 
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throughout various material and social networks, in order to help highlight the often 

hidden political, economic and social impacts that have occurred, and that continue 

to occur, to Narungga people’s heritage on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda.  

 

5.3 ‘We’ve never found anything’: the invisibility of stone artefacts 

In a landscape full of limestone and loamy brown soils, do farmers on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda notice Narungga stone artefacts amongst their cultivated 

fields? In the previous section I indicated that Aboriginal stone artefacts are often 

visually distinct from the vast majority of stone on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. 

However, it would be folly to presume that all farmers notice Narungga stone 

artefacts in their fields. After all, it often takes archaeologists a number of years of 

practice to acquire the skills to identify stone artefact technology. This is not a 

straightforward question to answer, firstly, because it presumes that stone artefacts 

still exist to be noticed within the cereal and livestock paddocks that make up the 

majority of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda agricultural farmlands. In many cases, such 

landscapes have been ploughed for over 150 years.  

I examined this issue in Chapter Three, examining a number of experimental 

plough zone studies (Ammerman 1985; Dunnell 1990; Dunnell and Simek 1995; 

Gaynor 2008) as well as the existing cultural heritage evidence for stone artefacts 

remaining in paddocks on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda (Walshe 2010, 2012a, 

2012b). While many of the plough zone studies suggest that artefacts in ploughed 

contexts may become ‘lost’ and never again found, these studies are often based on 

short-term archaeological investigations that rely on the archaeologist finding 

displaced objects within a limited timeframe, often only a few months. In contrast, 

farmers who spend their lives on the land are exposed to a constant reshuffling of 

soil and stone profiles throughout the seasons, over longer periods of time. Due to 

the general durability of stone, there can be little doubt that stone artefacts do still 

exist within these soil profiles, however in many cases they have been ‘mixed’ 

around. They are able to resurface at any time depending on weather, erosion and 

ploughing seasons.  

If we presume that stone artefacts do still exist to various degrees throughout 

agricultural farmlands, we can begin to question why farmers may or may not notice 

such objects, under what conditions, and once noticed, what affective or emotional 

responses encounters with these objects brings? Prior to conducting this research, 
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I imagined visiting a number of locations where ploughed stone artefacts existed as 

‘disturbed archaeological sites’ in the landscape. During this research however, I 

was not taken to a single ‘site’ which might signal the remains of a Narungga camp 

with associated stone artefact scatters. My preoccupation with archaeological ways 

of thinking blinded me to the realisation that farmers did not define ‘archaeological 

sites’ in the same way that I do. For my participants, objects often ‘appeared’ in the 

landscape in their own right, rather than in any archaeological ‘assemblage’ or ‘in 

situ’ formation that an archaeologist might identify as an Aboriginal campsite, 

quarry or reduction zone. Rather than in the paddocks, my fieldwork was largely 

undertaken at the kitchen table, in dusty sheds, in a darkened study, in junk-filled 

spare rooms, in cottage gardens or sometimes even the passenger seat of a ute. As 

the conversations flowed, a number of stone artefact assemblages slowly came to 

surface.  

For each of the interviews conducted during this research, one of the key 

questions I asked was whether stone artefacts had been encountered on the 

interviewee’s property. I asked whether cultural materials had ever been uncovered 

while ploughing, and also whether any other objects or sites were noticed within 

non-ploughed sections of the property such as in remnant scrubby patches, around 

old dumps and stone heaps, or in grazing paddocks. While such questioning may 

seem natural for an archaeologist, for me, having grown up on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, it felt provocative to ask local residents such a ‘private’ 

question. This particular form of questioning goes to the heart of this research, 

delving directly into the ongoing tensions between acknowledgement and denial of 

prior Aboriginal land ownership of farmlands. While a number of participants 

revealed information about objects and sites found on their properties, a number of 

others said that they had ‘never found anything’. The following responses were 

collected in regards to this perceived absence:  

 

No, no, we’ve never found anything. No, never found anything like that. No, 

only the stone heaps that dad [piled up], that was it. Nothing spectacular in 

those, or anything like that, no, nothing special. No, nothing special at all. 

 

No we never had any of that. I suppose it was there but didn’t pick it up. 

Didn’t like picking stones anyway. 
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Hardly ever, very few, less than a handful. So… I guess that tells us that 

there weren’t campsites and so forth here. 

 

[Paraphrased] Sometimes I might see tear-shaped stones in a dark grey or 

black colour, which of course are unfamiliar to the area. I suppose those are 

probably spearheads, but I never picked them up. I think the stone comes 

from the Fleurieu peninsula. I’ve probably only seen half a dozen in my 

lifetime.  

 

For these individuals, recognisably Aboriginal objects were either absent, in 

very low densities, or not worthy of attention. According to these responses, we 

might assume that there are none, or very few, artefacts in the landscape that might 

prompt an affective or emotional encounter. While I certainly believe that in some 

areas of the study area there are spaces where Narungga people’s ancestors did not 

leave physical evidence of their occupation of the landscape, it is important to 

explore some of the possible other reasons for these responses to identify any 

affective residues they may disguise.  

Rather than being simply absent, we might consider that Narungga people’s 

stone artefacts on people’s properties are actually invisible to the viewer. 

Engagement with stone objects is only possible when the observer is able to 

recognise the specific qualities that identifies the objects as, as one participant says, 

‘unfamiliar’. Tracy Ireland (2015) suggests that the visibility of cultural heritage in 

settler colonial contexts is often as much to do with the practices of heritage 

conservation as it is about the specific material components of the past that may 

actually exist in the landscape. She argues that archaeological and conservation 

efforts overwhelmingly privilege material aspects of the past, and subsequently 

succeed in making history ‘visible’. Conservation of historic sites provides 

distinctive places for ‘memory-matter engagements’; locations where embodied 

experiences of authenticity, place and identity can occur (Ireland 2015:105). 

Simultaneously, the heritage conservation processes that privilege built heritage 

places emphasise the perception that Aboriginal and other marginalised groups’ 

heritage are invisible or intangible, reinforcing the concept of absence within the 

collective consciousness of settler colonial societies. In this case, there is indeed 
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‘nothing spectacular’, as one participant says, to see within rural landscapes simply 

because many non-Aboriginal people are visually preconditioned not to see the 

particular material qualities of Aboriginal heritage as ‘heritage’ in the first place.  

The concept of Aboriginal placelessness is also relevant here (for example, see 

McNiven and Russell 1995). In Chapter Two, I explored the naturalisation of the 

Australian bush, and the ways that the concept of ‘wilderness’ has contributed to a 

general lack of awareness of Aboriginal heritage places within the landscape. This 

‘natural’ relationship with the Australian environment has been explored by Lesley 

Head (2000), who argues that the construction of the Australian landscape as 

‘ancient’ and ‘timeless’, along with the positioning of Aboriginal people as ‘primitive’ 

and ‘without history’ required a number of specific spatial processes as much as 

temporal ones. Head suggests that the attempted physical dispossession of 

Aboriginal people must be understood alongside conceptual dispossession, and 

together these processes render Aboriginal people as ‘placeless’ in the Australian 

psyche. Head (2000:11) suggests that ideas of ‘wilderness’ have been extremely 

resistant to postcolonial critiques that recognise the existence of Aboriginal 

landscapes, arguing that our ‘colonial heritage is more deeply embedded in 

contemporary environmental attitudes and debates than we have [previously] 

acknowledged’. These pervasive attitudes make it difficult for non-Aboriginal 

people to come to terms with Aboriginal occupation sites as spatially defined, 

historic ‘places’ in the landscape, instead interpreting Aboriginal heritage traces as 

unattached ‘relics’ from before history began.  

 

5.4 ‘I suppose it was there’: turning away from stone artefacts 

Beyond invisibility and placelessness however, two of the comments in the 

section above indicate that stone artefacts were noticed in the landscape at some 

point, but were not engaged with. The comment ‘[I] suppose it was there but didn’t 

pick it up’ and the comment ‘[I] suppose those are probably spearheads but I never 

picked them up’ both suggest a reluctance to engage with Aboriginal objects. 

Perhaps these individuals felt that these objects were ‘none of their business’ or 

were concerned about the consequences that identification or interaction might 

bring? The comment, ‘[I] didn’t like picking stones anyway’ suggests that this 

particular individual felt that stone artefacts held a similar value to naturally 

occurring limestone in the environment. This resonates with my discussion in the 
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previous section regarding the ways that non-Aboriginal people view the ‘natural’ 

environment as indistinguishable from Aboriginal heritage. Instead however, I 

propose that these individuals have chosen to orientate themselves away from 

Aboriginal stone artefacts, by choosing to ‘turn away’.  

Sara Ahmed (2006) suggests that the ways that we turn ourselves towards 

some objects and away from others is an important aspect of orientating ourselves 

in the world. She suggests that by orientating ourselves ‘in line’ with certain objects 

and not others, certain things and not others become available to us. Our actions 

then, actively create the spaces around us, shaping our perception of our world 

around us. Further, she suggests that rather than being ‘neutral’, the actions that 

turn us toward certain objects and away from others have been normalised by those 

before us, so that certain orientations are seen as ‘natural’. It is certainly true that 

turning away from Aboriginal history (and orientating oneself towards settler 

histories) is a normalised orientation in the white settler colonial landscape. To turn 

towards Aboriginal stone artefacts, to pick them up, wonder about them, collect 

them or acknowledge their existence, would be a choice toward an orientation that 

includes acknowledging an Aboriginal presence in the landscape. The decision to 

engage in this orientation may be uncomfortable for some. 

The extent that non-Aboriginal people ‘turn away’ from Aboriginal heritage is 

difficult to determine. Recording evidence for this particular orientation is 

particularly challenging, and one of the reasons that this research was undertaken 

in the first place. While none of my participants bluntly refused to speak to me, or to 

speak about Aboriginal heritage in general, a number of individuals that I rang to 

request an interview simply stated that they knew nothing at all about my subject 

matter. They suggested it would be a ‘waste of time’ for me to speak with them and 

the conversation ended there. Others were happy to speak about Aboriginal history 

in a conceptual or general sense, but were less comfortable talking about tangible 

Aboriginal objects or Aboriginal places that could be physically identified as existing 

on their properties or connected to their personal histories. For these reasons, this 

research can present little measurable data on the pervasiveness this issue, and it is 

impossible to suggest just how many individuals may fail to see Aboriginal people’s 

heritage or may turn away from these material aspects in the landscape altogether. 

One participant I spoke to summed up this issue at hand: 
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Honestly, any of the land on this 480-odd km of coastline in the coastal 

zone, you know damn well has got Aboriginal people, evidence of 

something of that nature. But to try and just get a hold of a few of the 

farmers that are okay, that will... All of those places would have something. 

But whether [or not] anybody’s found them, people are going to say, ‘No, 

I’ve never found any,’ even if they have found something.  

 

Here, the interviewee recognised that Aboriginal sites were bound to exist all 

around the region that he lived, but felt that most people would deny this fact in one 

way or another. He drew on his own ‘evidence’ for this, describing ‘jumping the 

fence’ as a child and coming across stone artefacts in a neighbour’s paddock:  

 

There’s an area where we’d jump the fence when we were kids, and we 

found little stone chips and things like that, and didn’t really realise what 

they all were.  

 

 In regards to these particular ‘stone chips’ (stone artefacts), this interviewee 

said he had never spoken to his neighbour about the existence of the stones, but 

suggested I speak with his neighbour and see if I could find anything out. On 

speaking with his neighbour however, the farmer denied finding anything of the 

sort. Comparably, local resident and artefact collector David Hill suggested to me 

that:  

 

I know most farmers when you start talking to them, if you ask them 

whether they’ve ever seen any water washed round beach pebbles in their 

paddocks, they’ll say yeah, oh yeah, we see them and didn’t know what they 

were.  

 

 These comments hint at a level of obliviousness to the visibility of Aboriginal 

stone artefacts in agricultural networks. Whether this is due to an active dismissal, 

or because farmers do simply not recognise the characteristics of stone artefacts, is 

difficult to tell. However, as I go on to show in the sections below, not all people ‘turn 

away’ or fail to see Aboriginal heritage in their domains. In fact, the opposite is true, 

and the materiality of these items allows for a distinct recognition.  
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5.5 ‘Something that’s out of place’: the materiality of contrasting stones 

A number of individuals participating in this research have noticed stone 

artefacts on their properties and were willing to share these experiences with me. I 

explore these in the following section. Some individuals were forthright and 

transparent in their revelations, while others were hesitant to speak of discoveries 

they had made. Participant responses varied from a curiosity in what information 

stone artefacts might represent regarding Narungga technologies or joy at ‘finding 

something historic’. Other responses were more anxious, worried about whether 

artefacts may represent ownership or something more sacred that farmers couldn’t 

comprehend. The diverse responses I review demonstrate the politicisation of 

emotions, as well as the centrality of the artefacts’ materiality to such engagement.  

Most of the time, the objects that individuals noticed on their properties were 

large, smooth hammerstones, anvils or manuports: objects readily identifiable by 

their large round shape, with evidence of grinding and pitting. At other times, single 

or multiplatform cores were found, often because of their visually contrasting raw 

materials. Sometimes however, smaller archaeologically perceptible 

‘implements’—categorised as pirri points, scrapers and various kinds of retouched 

flakes—were picked up and examined. The objects that people noticed were usually 

recognised either while ploughing on a tractor, or walking about the property 

during the daily chores of people’s lives. The individuals I spoke to used descriptions 

such as ‘unusual’, ‘odd’, ‘abnormal’ or ‘different’ when explaining why they noticed 

a particular stone object. One participant, ‘Jim’, explains exactly how this happens, 

describing how everything is ‘white, white stones everywhere’ and then ‘all of a 

sudden’ something different appears in the landscape:  

 

I think because you’re driving a tractor and everything’s white, white 

stones everywhere, and that was the bane of your life was you had to pick 

stones. Oh, and some of them were that big, you know, you’d come home 

and you’d be absolutely exhausted, and you’re only in your early twenties, 

but just from carrying huge weights all day. Anyway, you’d see something, 

all of a sudden, a dark coloured rock! 
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The appearance of a ‘dark coloured rock’ in this case, was reference to a 

Narungga hammerstone (see Figure 5.2 for examples) that was easily recognisable 

amongst the chalky, white limestone. For Jim, the find was a welcome and curious 

relief from the exhaustion and monotony of having to lift limestone out of the way 

of the tractor all day.  

Likewise, another participant, ‘Joe’, describes seeing different coloured stones 

and smooth boulders that were visually ‘out of place’ around his property. He 

explains how he noticed and selected these objects: 

 

I’ve picked up a lot of different artefacts, and the fact that I have a very keen 

eye to pick up abnormalities or different, something that’s out of place. Like 

a grey or a red rock, when the majority of rock in the area is limestone and 

I know that the Aborigines have carted a lot of those rocks in. We’ve had 

smooth granite boulders, now why an Aborigine would bring something 

like that in? I’m not sure? It must have been fairly heavy for them to carry 

it all the way from the beach, which is only 5 km away, maybe it looked 

great? 

 

In this passage Joe explains that it was his ‘keen eye to pick up abnormalities’ in 

the landscape that helped him to notice stone artefacts. However, we must also 

acknowledge that the contrasting materiality of particular stony objects makes such 

objects highly visible. In both of these cases, the stone artefacts found were 

perceived to be ‘out of context’ with their surroundings, having been transferred 

from the coast or from nearby quarried areas. Joe wonders why, speculating on the 

hard labour involved. He suggests that rather than any utilitarian purpose, maybe it 

was simply because the stone ‘looked great?’ We might speculate it was the stone’s 

outstanding aesthetic qualities that alerted the farmer to pick up the object when he 

came across it himself also.  

Turning back to Jim, the man who suddenly noticed a ‘dark coloured rock’ while 

ploughing: he went on to describe his encounter with the object he found: 

 

And when you see a real dark round so called ‘beach stone’, you think, 

‘that’s odd’. And you go and pick it up and when you see all the holes in it 

where it’s been worked and everything, you think well hang on, that’s not 
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possible unless someone did that. And then you think well, white men 

wouldn’t do that. They had axes and picks and crowbars. So it’s got to be 

Aboriginal. And I thought oh hell, that’s good, I’ve found something that’s 

historic! 

 

More than just the colour and size, Jim describes the texture or patina of the 

surface of the stone as being important when identifying an object. He explains how 

he noticed all the ‘holes in it where it’s been worked’, and figured out that these 

material characteristics were specific to the object’s purpose. He quickly identified 

that the use-wear on the artefact was something that ‘white men wouldn’t do’. This 

evidence helped him conclude that the object ‘must be Aboriginal’ rather than 

European. He explains how he was happy that he found the object, expressing his 

joy at ‘finding something historic’ in the landscape.  

 In this case, we can argue that it was the object’s appearance of ‘pastness’ that 

allowed it to be identified. Cornelius Holtorf (2013:427) suggests that rather than 

the specific age value that an object might have, humans are more inclined to 

recognise the ‘pastness’ of an object, which ‘derives from, among others, material 

clues indicating wear and tear, decay, and disintegration’. Most certainly, Jim was 

able to recognise the hammerstone because it had obvious traces of wear, looked 

the way he believed a stone tool should look, and its presence in the paddock fitted 

with existing narratives of Aboriginal occupation in the region.  

When an object ‘appears’ in the landscape and is estimated as being ‘Aboriginal’, 

it seems that a level of curiosity is often aroused regarding its purpose or 

significance. For example, Joe speculated on the unusual colour and the ‘thumb-

shape’ of a stone that was ‘pulled up’ while ploughing his field one day: 

 

And just looking around at that site I picked up different coloured tools, or 

rocks, and I’ve got a couple of those on the tank stand that out there that 

are a completely different colouration, and even though they’ve been in a 

different coloured soil for quite some time, who knows, could be a couple 

of hundred years or more, they still had that reddish tinge. They kept their 

original colour, even though the soil was a slightly different colour. One 

rock that I pulled up, I haven’t been able to work out exactly what the 

significance of it is, it almost looked like a fossilised thumb.  
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In this case, the shape and size of the stone made no sense for a use as a ‘tool’, 

however, the stone’s unusual colouration, as well as the stone’s presence in that 

location with other cultural materials, led Joe to reason that the object must have 

some significance or purpose for being there. While the object’s significance was 

‘unknown’ to him, the materiality of the stone itself led him to believe that some 

meaning must be attached to it.  

Jim also wondered at the purpose of some stone artefacts, trying to work out 

how certain objects might be used for certain tasks: 

 

Yeah, and then I, once I started finding a few stones I thought to myself, 

well, I can see how [artefacts are used]. Mallee has got little prickles, little 

stipples or whatever you call them every now and then, so that if you slid 

your hand down you’d cut your hand. So they get these things and it’s like 

a plane, that’s what it is, it’s the old fashioned plane and they just scrape it 

all till it’s lovely and smooth. Simple, so simple. And you think, you know, 

these blokes are not savages; they’ve got a system, everything works! And 

that’s how I sort of got a little bit interested. 

 

By thinking about the technologies that Narungga people have developed to 

make their lives easier, Jim moved beyond racist tropes that circulate around 

Aboriginal ‘savageness’ to acknowledge the technical coherence and sophistication 

of Indigenous subsistence systems. Ultimately, this understanding engaged his 

interest in amateur stone artefact collecting (which I will go on to explore in Chapter 

Six).  

Once stone artefacts are identified, they are often taken from the paddock and 

deliberately placed around the farmhouse or outbuildings. This may have been to 

store them with other perceivably ‘historic’ items around the property, or maybe to 

ensure that they are not damaged by further ploughing efforts. The objects might be 

moved to buildings, sheds, on tank stands, in sitting room shelves or around the 

garden. Tom Griffiths (1996:75) shows photographs of stone artefacts lined up 

around the homestead, which are often expansive displays of collected objects from 

around the pastoral property. In agricultural contexts where property sizes are 

often smaller, these collections are often more modest. For example, the following 
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photographs show some of Joe’s collection around his property south of Yorketown. 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show his collection of stone hammerstones on a tank stand along 

with a number of other historic items, with Figure 5.2 showing a close up of these 

items. Figure 5.3 shows a number hammerstones on the same property, contrasting 

with the characteristic limestone of the building in the background. Figure 5.4 shows 

items on a property near Port Victoria/Dharldiwarldu, with small number of 

hammerstones and flakes that one individual took out from his home museum to 

show me. These photographs of farm stone artefact assemblages are captivating, 

and I would argue, rarely photographed. Generally unrecorded, I also argue that the 

existence of these types of assemblages is not uncommon. Many people who have 

grown up on rural properties would be familiar with these small collections, a fact 

recounted to me over and over during discussions about this research over the 

years. It is likely that thousands (if not millions) of rural white Australians are in 

possession of small quantities of Aboriginal stone artefacts within or around their 

homes.  

 

 
Figure 5.1: An assemblage of stone and metal displayed on a water tank, July 2013. 
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Figure 5.2: Close up of Narungga hammerstones and anvils on tank, July 2013. 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Hammerstones, anvils, cores, manuports and horseshoes, July 2013. 
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Figure 5.4: Flakes and hammerstones/anvils kept in a home ‘museum’, June 2013. 

 

Considering the encounters I have outlined above, it is possible to state that 

some farmers do indeed notice stone artefacts on their properties. However, this 

may only happen if an individual is open to historical narratives that include 

Aboriginal occupation of their land, and/or those that have a ‘keen eye’ to notice the 

contrasting materiality of various stone matter and how it has been manipulated. In 

this case, stone artefacts are more likely to be noticed if they are visually or tangibly 

‘unusual’; perhaps smooth with visible use-wear, or sharp around the edges, an 

unfamiliar colour, or an interesting shape or size. Because of this unusualness, it is 

highly unlikely that all kinds of stone artefacts are noticed within farmed 

landscapes. Artefacts that are not colourful, large, smooth, sharp, shiny or 

particularly outstanding in their appearance overall, may be left behind or 

overlooked. This is likely to be the case for coarser-grained artefacts, such as quartz, 

that fracture in an unpredictable or unspectacular fashion. Further, micro-flakes or 

flaked fragments are less likely to be picked up. Ironically then, the materiality of 

stone artefacts tend to lend themselves to older typological classifications in 

archaeology (for example, McCarthy 1967) that focus on ‘tools’—the functional 

implements of Aboriginal artefact production and use—rather than the many 

shattered and flaked stony fragments which usually fall away during the 

manufacturing process. This material ‘vibrancy’ is what Jane Bennett (2010:6) 

identifies as ‘thing power’: an agency that enables the ‘ability of inanimate things to 
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animate, to act, to produce effects dramatic and subtle’. This ‘thing power’ is one of 

the reasons why Aboriginal stone artefacts continue to circulate in agricultural 

networks. 

 

5.6 ‘An underlying fear’: the unsettling affects of stone artefacts  

Responses to stone artefacts on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda are often a result of 

complex entanglements between the materiality of the objects themselves as well 

as the ongoing ‘nervous’ or political tensions between cultural groups in the region. 

For example, for Joe, the stones on his property had roused his curiosity, however 

these behaviours also caused him a high level of concern:  

 

I have been a little bit worried about if Aborigines do come on the property 

and see some of the artefacts I’ve got, that they’ll probably put me under a 

lot of pressure and scrutinise exactly where I found them, and I honestly I 

wouldn’t be able to say because it’s over such a wide area of the property, 

over 2000 acres, that… You find these little bits, and you know darn well 

that there’s no basalt or anything like that in the district but some of these 

rocks were made of basalt or flint. It’s not a rock that you find in the district. 

 

In the passage above Joe explains how he wouldn’t be able to remember which 

stones have come from what location, as he had collected them during a number of 

years, over a large area of the property. He recognised that the contextual 

relationship that stone objects have in the landscape may be important for 

Aboriginal people. He feels that if Aboriginal people saw that he had damaged this 

important contextual information, he may be judged poorly. He goes on to mention 

that the stones give rise to an underlying fear: 

 

 I think farmers have an underlying fear, that’s where their underlying fear 

comes from, these rocks… and they’re probably scared stones that we’ve 

found out in the paddocks and all of sudden we feel as though, oh my God, 

we’ve desecrated an Aboriginal grave site completely unknowingly.  

 

Joe suggested that this fear arises not only in himself, but for other farmers 

when they encounter stone artefacts in the landscape. He explained that this is 
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because the stones are ‘probably sacred’, implying an ethereal quality that is simply 

unknowable for farmers. Earlier in the conversation, he had explained how he had 

at one point, watched local Narungga Elder, Quentin Agius, on the television holding 

stone artefacts in his hands and explaining how he could feel the spirits of his 

ancestors (Mavromatis et al. 2007). This is consistent with the ways other 

Aboriginal people have expressed a connection to their metaphysical heritage 

through tangible traces in the landscape. As I suggested in my introduction, Shelly 

Greer (2010:54) argues that Aboriginal people in Northern Cape York use physical 

heritage in the landscape as a type of ‘portal’ or ‘gateway’ in which the past can 

spiritually ‘erupt’ in the present. Similarly, Rodney Harrison (2010a:256) suggests 

that artefacts operate as a ‘conduit for controlled interactions between the spirit and 

human worlds, and between past and present’. The farmer however, was sceptical 

of these metaphysical connections, suggesting to me that these feelings are clearly 

‘made up’ as if they were genuine, Agius would have somehow instinctively known 

about the heritage on Joe’s property.  

Above all, Joe was concerned that sharing information about the occupation 

traces on his property may undermine his claim to his land. He said to me that if he 

revealed information about Narungga heritage to Narungga people, his ‘movements 

would be restricted’ on the property and he wouldn’t ‘be able to farm in [his] normal 

right anymore’. I explained that native title had always been ‘extinguished’ on 

freehold land in Australia, and that all the Narungga people I had spoken with during 

this research were keen for farmers to be proud of the heritage on their land. 

However Joe felt that the government could revoke these legislative decisions at any 

moment, suggesting that ‘things are changing all the time’. Another interviewee I 

spoke to later on in my research echoed a similar sentiment, suggesting that the 

government could change things ‘with the stroke of a pen’. Certainly, a deep distrust 

of government bureaucracy is a common experience in many rural communities in 

Australia. For farmers who rely on consistency for successful agricultural farming, 

the idea that things could suddenly change can be a fearful concept. Further, the 

‘uncertainty’ that farmers and pastoralists feel can also be seen as an indirect result 

of the changing nature of native title amendments, an issue pointed out by Jennifer 

Clarke (1997). In the face of this uncertainty, it seems clear that Joe felt that a 

profound power lay dormant in the stone artefacts he had uncovered on his land, 

which if probed or investigated, may lead to unwanted consequences or 
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unnecessary complications that could upset the balance he had reached to claim the 

land as his own.  

In the previous chapter I explained how concepts of Aboriginal sacredness in 

Australia tend to unsettle non-Aboriginal people (Gelder and Jacobs 1998). Gelder 

and Jacobs (1998:23–28) suggest how the notion of the Aboriginal ‘sacred’ in 

modern Australia has the potential to unsettle non-Indigenous Australians and 

remind them they are ‘out of place’. They draw on the Freudian concept of the 

‘uncanny’ in an attempt to analyse postcolonial Australian anxieties in regards to 

sense of place. Gelder and Jacobs (1998:25) suggest that the presence of the 

Aboriginal ‘sacred’ is an active and soliciting one, with the potential to emerge ‘not 

just in one place but potentially all over the place’, and thus it is difficult for non-

Aboriginal people to predict when or where this might occur. These emergent 

properties have the effect of turning the ‘familiar’ into the ‘unfamiliar’, or as Gelder 

and Jacobs (1998:25) call it, ‘unsettled settledness’. On Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, 

a few years before my research began, a number of ‘controversies’ appeared in the 

media relating to the disturbance of Aboriginal burial sites and associated cultural 

material in the region. This included an incident of Aboriginal burial disturbance at 

Black Point/Gudliwardi in 2002 during a housing development along the foreshore 

(Lindstrom 2003), and again in 2005 the disturbance of cultural materials and a 

possible burial during the development of the Wattle Point Wind Farm (ABC 2005). 

It would seem that the feelings of fear that Joe associated with the heritage on his 

property are likely to have been accentuated by his close proximity to existing 

tensions over the destruction of Aboriginal sites during large developments in the 

region, and his exposure to news sources that highlight the ‘controversy’ of 

impeding development.  

While fear may be one emotional response to the presence of stone artefacts on 

farming land, it was clear that for many individuals who retained stone objects they 

found, a strong feeling was custodianship. In much the same way as I explored in the 

previous chapter in regards to waterholes, a number of individuals interviewed for 

this research indicated their sense of accountability and responsibility for the stone 

objects they found on their properties. When asking if people would repatriate stone 

artefacts to Aboriginal people, some individuals indicated this would only be the 

case if they were properly cared for. One individual who kept the stones he had 

collected in a makeshift museum he had made in his shed, along with other historic 
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items from the region (Figure 5.4) said to me that he would only return the stone 

artefacts to Narungga ‘as long as they looked after them’. Another interviewee 

suggested to me that he had showed some Aboriginal people from Point 

Pearce/Burgiyana the stones he had found, but would not return the items unless 

they were put in a museum:  

 

I took it up and showed it to somebody up at Point Pearce one day, and they 

wanted to take it. And I said, ‘Well, if you’ve got a museum, I’ll donate it to 

the museum. But I’m not going to give it unless it’s going to be looked after.’ 

Apart from that, it can stay here.  

 

Going back to Joe, he explained to me at the end of our interview how he 

believed that in the same way that Aboriginal people had been in the past, farmers 

were now the new ‘stewards’ of the land. He suggested that farmers were 

responsible for maintaining its environmental upkeep and healthy biodiversity. 

Further, he suggested to me that ‘nobody owns the land, we are just carrying out our 

ancestors wishes’. In Chapter Eight I examine these assertions of rural white 

custodianship in the context of postcolonial belonging debates and Aboriginal 

heritage appropriation. In doing so, I explore some of the ethical issues embodied in 

these statements, drawing on the advice and guidance of Narungga individuals who 

have participated in this research. 
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 Chapter 6: Assemblages around stone artefacts, part 2 

Having considered the ways that some farmers have encountered stone 

artefacts on their private properties, in this chapter I explore the ways that other 

individuals from Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda have collected larger assemblages of 

stone artefacts. As I outlined in Chapter Three, the extended north-south orientation 

of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda results in a unique agricultural geography, where 

inland areas have been flattened and farmed while coastal areas remain fairly intact, 

often remaining as public or Crown land. As a result of these differing landform uses, 

higher numbers of Narungga heritage sites often continue to exist in the sand dunes. 

Since the early 1900s, sandy environments along the South Australian coast have 

been popular collecting places for professional and amateur collectors (Walshe 

2011). The SAM Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda collection provides a useful summary 

of the acknowledged links between collecting in sand dunes and the museum’s 

acquisitions over the years. The Museum database contains 590 Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda specific entries, spanning 1929 to the 1970s (Walshe 

2011:14). These entries were often made through accidental finds by 

holidaymakers or were received through ‘public donation, gift, research expedition, 

field days by clubs or associations or purchase’ (Walshe 2011:13). Many of these 

entries are for items found in the sand dunes, however, these documented donations 

are only likely to represent a fraction of the encounters between non-Aboriginal 

people and Aboriginal sites in the region. 

As I have demonstrated, a number of individuals (mainly farmers) who have 

encountered stone artefacts on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda only removed the 

objects found on their own properties. However, for others, these finds were the 

catalyst for becoming amateur collectors. For these individuals, the coastal strip 

provides a local and accessible place to ‘hunt and gather’ from numerous Narungga 

campsites. Here then, I make a distinction between those who stumble upon 

artefacts while ploughing or working their own properties and those who have 

further developed their interests to search for these objects outside of their own 

territories. The distinction between these two behaviours is important, for those 

who develop their collecting interests often end up entering into networks with 

other local collectors, with museums and with ‘professional’ archaeologists and 

anthropologists. As I will demonstrate, contact within these wider networks 

influences the types of collecting behaviours that individuals engage in, as they 
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transition from curious encounters with stone artefacts to systematic artefact re-

assemblage that was often heavily influenced by Australian-wide twentieth century 

archaeological and anthropological collecting networks. 

 

6.1 The ongoing agency of local stone artefact collections 

Historian Tom Griffiths’ (1996) research included an extensive discussion on 

collecting behaviours in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century in Victoria. 

In particular, he discussed how, in the first half of the 1900s, ‘the donations of stone 

tool collectors literally filled the National Museum of Victoria’ (1996:66), describing 

how ‘truckloads’ of stone artefacts had to be taken from the museum during the 

Second World War, in order to clear museum space. Thousands of these artefacts 

have been left piled in dusty boxes in storage facilities with little provenance, 

however most retain information that links them to their collector. Griffiths 

(1996:67) traces a number of these collectors in order to identify what he calls a 

‘stone circle’ operating in Victoria throughout the period. Inspired by Baldwin 

Spencer and led by prominent collectors such as A.S. Kenyon and S.R. Mitchell, it was 

composed of a number of people who were professionally employed as engineers, 

metallurgists, geologists, farmers, doctors and educationalists. Often these 

professionals’ occupation allowed them a level of mobility in the landscape that 

greatly assisted in the collection of stone artefacts. Griffiths suggested that for many 

individuals, ‘stone artefacts were attractive because they were durable, discrete, 

countable; they were portable and collectable, fitted into a hand or a pocket, and 

could easily, even discreetly, be shown off’ (1996:74). Further, Griffiths (1996:74) 

suggested that these collecting circles were often extremely closeted, and cites 

prominent archaeologist John Mulvaney’s recollection that ‘some collectors who 

hailed Kenyon as mentor, indulged in extremes of rivalry and secrecy in their field 

forays’. He argued that many of these collectors boasted their collecting expertise in 

terms of numbers of artefacts, sheer weight of volume or range and rarity of tool 

types. Griffiths explained how a good collector was someone who ‘left very little’ for 

others to find, and pointed out that these collectors often made a distinction 

between their own ‘systematic’ collections and the work of vandals.  

Griffiths’ discussion of stone artefact collecting in Victoria was wide-ranging, 

however it also carefully created and maintained a hierarchical distinction between 

‘popular’ antiquarian values and behaviours and newer, scientific, professional 
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archaeological/historical standards and practices. As Smith’s review of Griffiths’ 

history of collectors indicates, ‘archaeology disappears from the pages of this book 

after about 1970, as professionalisation and legislation restrict it to the Academy’ 

(Smith 1997:70). By limiting research to popular collecting behaviours, a perceived 

temporal ‘break’ is easily conceived between past—and immoral—practices 

circulating across society, and newer—and more ethical—approaches confined to 

academia. These historical descriptions of collecting behaviours obscure the fact 

that rural white Australians are today in possession of thousands of collected stone 

artefact assemblages, accumulated within houses, in farm sheds and backyards, 

throughout paddocks, and in local museums. The reassembling and reshuffling 

practices associated with these antiquarian collecting values are likely to continue 

into the foreseeable future, as Aboriginal cultural material continues to circulate 

unfettered in agricultural white space. It is often only when these assemblages 

ultimately trickle into State or National museums that these circulation processes 

become visible. Further, as they do trickle into museums, they also become known 

to the academy and provide ‘new’ materials for scholarly research. As Byrne et al. 

(2012:15) have demonstrated, ‘museums, collections and their objects are alive, 

have their own histories and continue to have agency in the present’.  

Correspondingly, objects assembled throughout farms, sheds, gardens, houses 

and museums continue to exert agency in the present, and form a myriad of social 

meanings for their white owners. It is difficult to classify my own discussion on 

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda collectors in the way that Griffiths might, to condemn 

those who have engaged in these behaviours. The encounters and experiences I have 

recorded have all occurred in the second half of the century, and these histories are 

attached to living, thinking and feeling people. These histories and behaviours are 

spatially, socially and psychologically proximate to my family and myself. It seems 

somewhat improper then to detach myself as a critically thinking, ‘educated’ 

archaeologist, able to make ‘rational “scientific” decisions’ about what are 

appropriate expressive responses to heritage traces, by contrast with those who 

construct local histories through feeling (Schofield 2015:417). These temporal, 

spatial and emotional intimacies make it difficult to write about stone artefact 

collecting on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda with the distance that Griffiths employs in 

his analysis of the Victorian ‘stone circle’ operating in the late 1800s and first half of 

the twentieth century. This is not to suggest that these collecting behaviours should 
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be condoned or not critiqued. Rather, I argue that a more sensitive, less hierarchical, 

analysis of the affective and emotive issues that surround the politics of stone 

artefact collecting—as well as an exploration of the material and social networks 

within which these behaviours occur—is warranted in order to better understand 

how aspects of Aboriginal people’s material pasts exist in the present and into the 

future.  

 

6.2 ‘I’ll show you some good stuff’: friendships forged through stone  

It seems that for Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda farmers I spoke to, an initial 

curiosity in stone artefact collecting often began with an interest in exploring the 

local environment outside of the domain of an individual’s private property. This 

requires a level of intimacy with one’s surroundings, an interest in the environment 

and an eye for noticing the specific ‘materiality’ of Aboriginal material culture. David 

Hill, who I introduced at the start of this thesis, and who published popular 

archaeological information about Narungga people in 1975, explains how he first 

began collecting stone objects: 

 

Well look, I’ll start right from the beginning on what got me first interested. 

I bought an army jeep back in, probably about 1960, so I was, being a young 

bloke I loved driving through the beaches and sand dunes, so I’d already 

explored a fair bit of Tiparra Springs. You had to drive around the dunes 

and all around Tiparra Rocks and anywhere there was sand or beaches. We 

did a lot of spear fishing and diving in those days, so the jeep was a good 

tool to get around the dunes in. 

 

So in about 1963, I met, I caught up with [a friend] and his younger brother 

and they showed me some Aboriginal rocks, or stones. They said they’re 

Aboriginal stone tools, which amazed me because I’ve always been 

interested in all sorts of things, minerals and rocks and that sort of thing. 

And I said, ‘Gee, look I’ll show you some of them down at Tiparra Springs. 

I’ve been driving through areas loaded with round rocks like that that look 

the same’. They were collecting at Tiddy Widdy, which is just north of 

Ardrossan, and so they arranged to take me down there one weekend. I 

went down there and oh yeah, they’d pick up these chippings and say, ‘well 
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this is a chisel and this is a hammerstone’. And I said ‘righto, well I’ll take 

you down to Tiparra Springs next weekend and I’ll show you some good 

stuff’. 

 

In the passage above, Hill describes meeting with individuals who were already 

collecting, and being shown examples of typological classifications for a ‘chisel’ and 

a ‘hammerstone’. Putting this information together, he realised what the ‘round 

rocks’ were that he had already seen at Tiparra Springs/Dhibara.  

Similarly, Jim, who earlier exclaimed he was overjoyed to ‘find something 

historic’ when he first noticed stone artefacts amongst the white limestone of the 

ploughed paddocks, explains how his interest in collecting developed after this:  

 
And so then I got a bit of an interest and I told a friend of ours up in 

Warooka, an old bloke. And he had a little farm right down at Daly Heads. 

And he said oh, I’ve got some Aboriginal stones; do you want to see mine?  

 

Anyway he must have, he was sort of friendly with Allan Parsons, but not 

through Aboriginal stones. And he must have mentioned it and next thing I 

got a phone call from Allan Parsons and he said oh, could I come down and 

see you? So he thought he must have been able to convert me you see? And 

that’s how I sort of started. 

  
Here, he describes how Allan Parsons [now deceased], a well-known collector 

and historian around the Minlaton/Minladan area, managed to ‘convert’ him into 

collecting stones. Further, he describes seeing Allan Parsons collection, and noticing 

that there were many stones from areas other than Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda:  

 

And once he said come up to my place and I’ll show you my collection. And 

I could not believe it! A room about from where you’re sitting right up 

there, that’s about 20 feet and as wide as this, lined with shelves. And 

covered in Aboriginal stones, a lot of which came from up the north, like 

red ones and, you know. Straight away I thought oh, that’s not local, but he 

did have a lot of local stones. 
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In both instances then, these passages describe the participants entering into 

social networks that were established when their initial passion for stone artefact 

collecting began. While academics such as John Mulvaney lamented the secrecy that 

amateur collectors engaged within, by concealing collecting locations from each 

other and from professionals (Griffiths 1996:74), my research demonstrates that for 

locals with an interest in the mid-twentieth century, stone artefact networks were 

open and receiving, and may provide avenues for friendship and sharing. This is 

comparable with Chris Gosden and Frances Larson’s (2008) understandings of 

collecting at the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford, England, who demonstrate that 

personal friendships and collecting preferences over time dramatically shaped the 

nature of the museum collections. Part of the research project at Pitt Rivers Museum 

has included tracing the far-reaching extent of the collecting networks surrounding 

objects in the collection, showing ‘complicated, fluctuating circulations of people 

and things that are literally endless’ (Larson et al. 2007:211). My research then, 

sheds light on just a few of the complicated networks that circulate around the SAM.  

 

6.3 ‘I wish I could do it now!’ The joy of collecting 

Certainly, a significant aspect of the appeal of ‘stone circle’ social networks is 

likely to be the enjoyable nature of being in ‘the field’. Many archaeologists 

themselves agree that fieldwork is the most exciting and gratifying element of the 

profession (Holtorf 2007:73). Not surprisingly then, for local collectors operating on 

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda in the 1950s–1970s, a large part of the appeal of 

collecting was the related feelings of pleasure that individuals feel when searching 

for and recovering stone objects. Collecting was often done with friends, or with 

enthusiastic expeditions through local associations and clubs (Walshe 2011:13). Jim 

provides an example of the enjoyment in collecting, describing the extensive 

‘sampling’ methods he used to take Aboriginal objects from a site in the sand dunes 

in the 1960s:  

 

Where the hard ground starts, where all the sand didn’t drift over it, I 

started finding all these pirri points and quartz chips and they were about 

that thick [demonstrates with hand]. It was about as big as this entire room 

and a bit wider. And I thought well I’m not just going to be able to walk over 

the top of this, and just pick one out here and there, because I won’t know 
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where I’ve been and where I haven’t been. So I just always carry a big long 

screwdriver with me, for helping dig a rock out or… And so I started right 

on the edge and I was on my hands and knees looking right down. And I’d 

draw a line with the screwdriver. Then I’d get up the other end, when there 

was no more, and I’d turn around and I’d come back. And I’d draw another 

line. I was doing strips about that long and that took me three or four 

different days and I was working then, so I had to do it on weekends, on 

Sundays. 

 

It is clear that for Jim, this level of dedication was nothing other but a labour of 

love, having to take ‘three or four different days’ to achieve his result. Further, he 

explains how he removed the objects from the site to his home, and how much 

pleasure this activity brought.  

 

I have a haversack thing that I used to carry. Sometimes I’d come back with 

about 30 or 40 kilograms of stones on my back. I was very fit in those days. 

I’d walk back through this soft sand, probably a mile, mile and a half, back 

to me car. Oh gee, when I look back, and I wish I could do it now! 

 

Here he explains how he would take ‘sack loads’ of stone objects, suggesting 

that he would sometimes ‘come back with about 30 or 40 kilograms of stones on my 

back’. It was clearly very hard work walking through the sand dunes and hauling his 

load home. Obviously, we can draw some comparisons here between the behaviour 

that Griffiths’ (1996:74) identified, suggesting that ‘good collection’ was determined 

by, amongst other things, leaving little behind, and the sheer weight of material 

removed. However, Griffiths doesn’t take into account the emotional aspects of this 

behaviour, the pleasure in the activity undertaken. Jim’s expression: ‘oh gee, when I 

look back, and I wish I could do it now’ conveys to us the pure enjoyment in his set 

task.  

I asked Jim where all the stones he collected were, imagining he would need a 

large storage area to keep so many stone artefacts. He explains:  

 

No, I used to collect, I used to grab every rock I saw, every rock I saw and 

bring it home. And most of them were just bits where they might have 
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broken the rock in half to try and chip another little bit off somewhere. So 

they weren’t actually implements; they were just a piece of rock that was 

used. And I had them everywhere at home, and when Allan Parsons came 

down … to have a look at them he said, ‘Oh, you’ve got a lot of useless stuff 

here.’ And once he showed me which ones were the good ones, I said, 

‘Ohhhhh!’ And then we shifted house, and so I just loaded them up [the 

artefacts] in the trailer or ute or whatever I had, and took them down to the 

dump. I should have perhaps taken them out on a stone heap or somewhere 

like that, I don’t know. But yeah, no, I never threw anything away that was 

any good, no. 

 

In the passage above, Jim describes how after collecting for a while, Allan 

Parsons came over and showed him what a ‘good’ stone artefact was, explaining the 

various typological classifications for implements. This is similar to the way David 

Hill conveyed how he learnt about typological categories. After Jim learned the 

‘science’ behind collecting, he realised that he had collected ‘a lot of useless stuff’, 

according to the typological collecting standards of the time (ironically, today’s 

archaeological salvage methods would be closer to Jim’s original emphasis on ‘all 

flaked stone’). Instead of keeping items that he had no space or use for at his new 

home, he loaded the items into a trailer and threw them into the local dump. Jim 

suggests he should have thrown them on a ‘stone heap or something’ instead, 

indicating a level of regret in his actions. Despite this, he reasoned that he ‘never 

threw anything away that was any good’.  

 

6.4 Heritage vandalism or a passion for stone? 

At this point, many readers may be feeling outraged that I am emphasising the 

‘fun’ that Jim was having, rather than focusing the fact that many would consider 

Jim’s actions as serious heritage ‘vandalism’. Indeed, these behaviours are entirely 

destructive to Aboriginal sites and by the 1960s, a number of professional 

archaeologists were campaigning to have these types of behaviours legislated 

against (Megaw 1966; Mulvaney 1964). I myself was shocked at Jim’s stories. 

However, it is important to recognise that at the time, Jim’s approach to site 

mitigation followed many other ‘systematic’ sampling methods that were 

periodically employed by both amateur and professional collectors to salvage 
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Aboriginal artefact scatters believed to be ‘under threat’ from increasing tourism, 

erosion and development. This behaviour was not illegal at the time.  

For example, in the Journal of the Anthropological Society of South Australia, 

fellow amateur collector R.D.J. Weathersbee (1967)—described as ‘the ideal 

contributor to museum collections’ (Walshe 2011:5) due to his insistence on 

objectivity and precision—provides fascinating guidance for collectors operating in 

the late 1960s. He details ‘three general methods’ that could be employed by 

individuals wishing to gather stone artefacts from sites, including (a.) ‘total’ 

collections where ‘all material, including discarded flakes, implements, food 

remains and other exotic materials are collected’, (b.) ‘sectioning’, by ‘dividing the 

site into longitudinal and diagonal strips’, or (c.) ‘sampling’ which is similar to 

method b., however could be used on larger or partly obscured sites (Weathersbee 

1967:5). Weathersbee (1967:5) warns his readers that when using the sectioning or 

sampling methods, ‘it is difficult to maintain a scientific detachment towards the 

more appealing items such as pirris, tula and ground edge tools’. He writes that it is 

imperative for collectors to keep a proper field notebook, with each targeted 

Aboriginal campsite given a number with its precise location and a description of 

the site. All material should be marked with the ‘number and name of the site and 

the date of collection’ (1967:5).  

 

 
Figure 6.1: Narungga hammerstones, anvils and cores from local sand dunes, Nov 2013. 
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Figure 6.2: A selection of multiplatform cores from local sand dunes, Nov 2013. 

 

 
Figure 6.3: Stone and glass artefacts, plastic, ceramic and a fossilised root, Nov 2013. 
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Figure 6.4: A piece of retouched glass found in the assemblage, Nov 2013. 

 

Looking through Jim’s assortment of hammerstones, cores, flakes and other 

‘bits and bobs’, it seemed he didn’t necessarily follow Weathersbee’s advice to 

ensure that all artefacts were provenanced and catalogued (Figures 6.1–6.4). Jim’s 

approach was more arbitrary, driven by a desire to collect and ‘protect’ the objects 

he found from tourists and other ‘ordinary people’ from undervaluing them. The 

objects I viewed were grouped in loose categories, jumbled together with similar 

items. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show an assemblage of various items: a carefully worked 

quartz point and backed glass artefact, placed together with a piece of old ceramic 

and a plastic straw, mixed with an assortment of quartzite flakes. From a 

conventional archaeological perspective, these objects seem to be in deep disarray. 

They make a perfect assemblage for this research.  

Turning back to Weathersbee’s (1967) advice, he identifies a number of ‘states 

in collecting’, suggesting that amateur collectors generally pass through ‘three 

stages’ of collecting attitudes. The first is inquisitive, when ‘every implement is 

hoarded and there is little inclination to pass anything to the museum’. The second 

is one of greater discrimination, when a collector finds they have vast collections 

and cannot store it all, thus they keep the rarer items and pass ‘unwanted material’ 

to the museum. The third is when the collector ‘realises his work should be objective 

and involve certain defined tasks’ (Weathersbee 1967:6). Weathersbee urges 

collectors to reach the third stage as quickly as possible, and to be prepared to do 
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the ‘hard work as well’, urging collectors to accurately measure, photograph and 

document sites and cultural material appropriately. He also suggests that care 

should be taken ‘in the way interest is aroused in other people’ (Weathersbee 

1967:7). He warns that it is easy to stimulate casual interest in children or those that 

simply like to volunteer, suggesting that ‘such people by collecting only the “pretty” 

implements or the obvious ones… can spoil an area for adequate scientific study’. 

Lastly, he suggests that if ‘temptation to retain the more attractive items can not be 

resisted, it is imperative that they be bequeathed to the museum so that they can 

eventually be properly preserved’ (Weathersbee 1967:7).  

Weathersbee’s advice demonstrates the struggle that collectors faced in 

suppressing their passion for the material aesthetics of stone artefacts. His urge for 

collectors to ‘maintain a scientific detachment’ is in deep tension with the language 

he uses, which purposely acknowledges that ‘rare’, ‘pretty’ or ‘attractive’ items are 

ultimately the most desirable. His advice for individuals to quickly reach the third 

stage of collection, where they realise their ‘work should be objective’, is less to do 

with shedding subjectivity and more to do with urging collectors to become 

properly orientated towards specific and normalised archaeological and 

anthropological discourses that suppresses emotion and affect. Essentially, he is 

urging amateur collectors not to feel. If a collector can suppress their bodily 

reactions and emotional desires for cultural material, and can use the approved 

methods for collection and documentation without any perceived bias, they have 

reached an appropriate ‘professional’ level. Weathersbee (1967:7) suggests that 

collectors can then ‘console themselves with the thought that they have played some 

small part in supplying knowledge of our past by recording material that is rapidly 

being destroyed or vandalised’, which of course, is an emotional state in itself.  

For Jim, who was driven by joyful emotion, it seems it was impossible to 

suppress such urges. Further, why should he? As we now understand, our responses 

to heritage and the past are deeply emotional (Smith and Campbell 2015). Jim’s 

leisure activities were motivated by his own strong desire to ‘protect the past’ 

before he saw it destroyed or vandalised by others (as Weathersbee suggests). Jim 

and I went on to speak about giving back objects to the Narungga community, and 

he said he felt that it was a good idea, but suggested that the community probably 

already has so many stone tools, and that they might ask him to put them back from 
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where he got them. He was worried about this, suggesting if objects were in the 

landscape, they would be taken again, and goes on:  

 

And it’s getting easier and easier for them to get to those very isolated 

areas. Where I knew they [Aboriginal people] were, through old timers 

talking and that sort of thing. Also I knew [because] the old timers told me 

where all these old secret waterholes were, where they used to take their 

sheep and their horses to water. And I thought, ‘Well, water, Aboriginals, 

got to be; Aboriginals, camps, stones.’ So it all works; you work from the 

water backwards. So that’s sort of what I did. But I’m too frightened of just 

tourist type people picking them up and just throwing them away or 

chucking them into the bushes where they’ll never get seen. 

 

Here, he is concerned that the ‘secret’ knowledge he had regarding places where 

Aboriginal people camped in the past would be discovered by tourists, as isolated 

areas become increasingly assessable via 4WD and improved roads. He was 

concerned that if other people would see the stones, they would not be aware of 

their significance, and may ‘throw them away’ where they would ‘never get seen’. 

We can assume he is referring to ‘good’ stone artefacts here (typologically defined 

implements), rather than the ‘useless stuff’ he himself threw down the dump. For 

Jim then, it was important that stone artefacts were visible and properly appreciated 

as historic and scientific items, and not treated as toys or souvenirs.  

Another collector who removed stones from sites around the Wauraltee area 

commented on the ways that stone artefacts have been taken ‘by tourists’ from sand 

dunes. At the Wauraltee Narungga camping ground, which I explored in the previous 

chapter, a family friend who I interviewed (named Stephen for the purposes of this 

research) explained how cultural material had been disappearing from the dunes 

for a number of years due to ‘pilfering by visitors’: 

 

That whole area was absolutely littered with shellfish remains, animal 

bones, grinding stones, millstones, hammer stones, points and blades. 

Much of which when we were there had already been collected or pilfered 

by visitors. Tourists used to go through there because there was a road 

going [through], or a track, that was sometimes negotiable and other times 
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sanded over. But it was a method of getting from the roadway, east of the 

sand hills, through to the beach where people used to go fishing and 

netting. So there was a bit of a corridor through the campsite, and of course 

it was reasonably accessible to campers and tourists, and local farmers. 

And obviously it had been picked over because anything of significance like 

the larger millstones and grinding stones and things like that were 

removed, long before we got there. But we collected, again, only a selection 

of particularly interesting artefacts. Most of which, as I said, are now in the 

Museum.  

 

Stephen explains how artefacts had been taken by ‘campers and tourists and 

local farmers’, based on visual aspects of the artefacts’ materiality. He explains how 

the most of the larger items had (presumably) been ‘removed, long before we got 

there’. He confirms that a selection of ‘particularly interesting’ artefacts remained at 

the site however, and he selected these and (most) were sent to the museum (Figure 

6.5 shows two hammerstones/anvils he kept). Both Stephen and Jim’s perspectives 

were that these places were ‘disappearing’ and could only be saved through 

collection. They differentiate between those with an interest in collecting stones for 

the museum, and those who pick up items simply out of interest, curiosity or greed. 

These ideas are symptomatic of collecting behaviours more generally, in which 

Aboriginal people (and by default, their material cultures) are understood as 

inevitably doomed to extinction (Brantlinger 2003; McGregor 1997) and 

‘specimens’ must be salvaged for prosperity and science. These paradigms often 

inspire mourning and/or celebration, or sentimentality over the perceived 

irrevocability of loss.  

Ironically, these statements also echo the words of twentieth century 

anthropologists/archaeologists seeking to protect Aboriginal ‘relics’ from the 

public. In discussing the need for greater heritage protection legislation, McCarthy 

(1938:120) lamented that ‘the public has shown it cannot be trusted to regard such 

relics with due respect’. Later, Mulvaney (1990:1) commented that he was 

concerned about the need to ‘control amateur plundering of sites’ as early as the 

1960s. Laurajane Smith (2000:110) identifies this as the ‘duty’ that professionals in 

the mid-twentieth century felt to preserve the past, a duty that amateur collectors 

often took on themselves. 
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Figure 6.5: Narungga hammerstones/anvils collected from Wauraltee beach, June 2014. 

 

6.5  ‘Written on with Indian ink’: influences from archaeology  

As I have touched upon in the previous section, individuals who developed an 

interest in collecting stone artefacts in the mid-twentieth century often began to 

make contact with other collectors, with the museum and with ‘professionals’. In 

turn, the prevalence of amateur collecting in the mid-twentieth century meant that 

those professionals working at the SAM and other Aboriginal heritage and 

administrative roles began training local individuals with an interest in stone 

artefacts to document their collecting activities ‘scientifically’.6 By bringing these 

behaviours under the ‘control’ of the museum, they were seen as a legitimate way of 

enhancing the Museum’s collection under Section 10 of the Aboriginal and Historic 

Relics Protection Act 1965, which encouraged the Protector of Relics to ‘actively 

search for, and seek information in relation to any new discovery of relics and 

arrange for the adequate protection of any such new discovery’ (Sect 10.2). As I have 

noted, collecting activities were specifically allowed under the 1965 legislation (Sect 

27). The two most common social networks in South Australia through which these 

6 It can be difficult to distinguish between ‘professionals’ in anthropology and archaeology during the mid-twentieth century, 
as many prominent researchers and collectors in South Australia were recognised on the basis of experience rather than 
formal training, or were trained as ethnologists, entomologists, dentists, biologists or other similar professions, rather than 
specifically trained anthropologists or archaeologists. This distinction became more apparent when formally trained 
archaeologists from Cambridge began to push for theoretical shifts toward the ‘new’ archaeology. For an overview of this 
changing relationship, see (Gosden 1999).  
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activities were facilitated were the Anthropological Society of South Australia 

(ASSA) and SAM. ASSA was founded in 1926, and today its aims are to ‘bring 

together people from all walks of life who share an interest in learning about other 

cultures’, to promote the study of anthropology, archaeology and related disciplines 

and to take public and official action in the interests of anthropology and 

archaeology’ (ASSA 2016). In the past, these aims have worked to actively engage 

‘amateur’ collectors and the public in the study of the human past through 

anthropological avenues. Consequently, the society has provided a crucial point of 

contact for the dissemination of ‘professional’ information on the study of 

Aboriginal people and Aboriginal heritage to the general public. As I demonstrated 

in the previous section in regards to Weatherbee’s (1967) advice, such guidance was 

disseminated with various levels of success.  

In the previous section, I provided David Hill’s account of how he visited a small 

number of Aboriginal campsites with his collecting friend, who showed various tool 

types to him. It wasn’t long after this when he decided to make contact with the 

museum about his finds: 

 

I pretty well went straight to the museum and they put me onto an old 

honorary helper there called H.M. Cooper, and he sat me down and showed 

me how to identify all the artefacts. The little stone tools and hammer 

stones and anvil stones, and everything like that, so that was the best thing 

that happened, because what I did then, he taught me how to record the 

sites and the artefacts, so from day one I started recording. 

 

So probably for the next four or five years I used to go down there most 

weekends and walked and drove all through the areas. In those days, it was 

easy to find these sites that were on the windblown sand and where it had 

come down to the rubble, it was all the artefacts from probably hundreds 

of years had all come down to the one level, so there was stuff lying 

everywhere. So I started recording all these sites, so I numbered them all 

one to ten from The Gap. The Gap was number one, right up nearly to Cape 

Elizabeth was number ten, so all these artefacts I collected are all written 

on with Indian ink in sites one to ten, so it’s a very valuable collection.  
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Here Hill explains how on contacting the State museum, he met Harold More 

Cooper, who had begun working at the SAM in an honorary capacity in 1934. Cooper 

was appointed Assistant Ethnologist in 1941, a title later changed to Assistant 

Curator of Anthropology. After his retirement in 1957 he remained connected to the 

museum and worked on an honorary basis until his resignation in 1969 (SAM 

Archives 2016). It was during these years that Hill came into contact with Cooper. 

Hill explains how after being shown how to record Aboriginal sites, he labelled all 

the sites, and any stone artefacts he collected from these areas were identified with 

their contextual information according to this scientific methodology. As was best 

practice at the time, he explains how he made sure each object was ‘written on with 

Indian ink’ so that their context was recorded (see examples in Figures 6.6 and 6.7). 

Hill showed me aerial photographs of the ten areas he collected from, with their 

numbering systems, as well as notes that linked the stones he had collected to the 

sites he had collected them from. Hill goes on to explain the further close 

connections he made with Graeme Pretty and ASSA throughout the 1960s:  

 

So, after that, about 1964, I met Graeme Pretty, the archaeologist at the 

Adelaide Museum and he was doing surveys or doing some work on the 

Yorke Peninsula, so as he didn’t know many of the sites so I showed him 

around and we did a lot of joint surveying work between 1964 and 1968, 

and during that time too, I became a member of the Anthropology Society 

of Adelaide and sometimes I’d take [a friend] with me and we’d drive down 

to Adelaide. 

 

We’d be the first to get to the meetings and last to leave, and we heard a lot 

of talks by Norman Tindale and Mountford, Cooper, Black and Campbell. A 

lot of the old, early anthropologists, so that gave me a lot of knowledge too 

and it was very enjoyable. And I went to some of the big conferences they 

had in Adelaide, and heard speakers like Berndt and Mountford there, and 

Tindale. 

 

Here Hill explains how he became actively engaged with archaeological 

discourses through both fieldwork alongside the museum archaeologist Graeme 

Pretty, and through ASSA. Graeme Pretty operated as the Assistant Curator of 
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Anthropology from 1962 to 1965, the Curator of Archaeology from 1965 to 1973, 

the Senior Curator of the Human Science Collections from 1973–1985 finally and 

Senior Curator of Archaeology from 1985–1994. He is cited as one of the ‘principal 

figures associated with the development of professional archaeology in the state of 

South Australia’ (Pate and Crawford 2001:60) and is known for his extensive (and 

in part, controversial) excavations of Aboriginal burials at Roonka Flat on the Lower 

River Murray (Meara 2007; Pretty 1970, 1971, 1977; Walshe 2011). 7 Hill suggests 

he worked closely with Pretty, and later on in our interview he told of receiving 

advice on how to excavate Aboriginal burials himself (which I will go on to examine 

further in Chapter Seven). As Hill’s knowledge about Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

stone artefacts grew, he was encouraged by Pretty to write a book on the subject, 

which he finally did and published in 1975.  

 

 
Figure 6.6: A draw in David Hill’s collection, Sept 2013. 

 

7 See Wiltshire 2006; Meara 2007. 
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Figure 6.7: Close up of stone artefacts within David Hill’s collection, Sept 2013. 

 

Hill also expresses his enthusiasm for attending ASSA meetings and 

conferences, and hearing a number of talks by prominent South Australian 

anthropological researchers including Norman Tindale, Charles Pearcy Mountford, 

Harold More Cooper, Eustace Couper Black, Thomas Draper Campbell and Ronald 

Murray Berndt.  

Due to his extensive knowledge of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda archaeology, Hill 

became a local ‘expert’ and often became a first point of contact for the white 

community when stone artefacts were found, including when local council wanted 

to development areas of land, or when the police came across an Aboriginal burial 

(see Chapter Seven). Here he explains how he helped protect areas around Cape 

Elizabeth when local council were going to develop the area:  

 

In the early or mid 70s, I got a phone call from one of the government 

departments, they were interested in section C, apparently one of the 

developers had applied to the Lands Department to subdivide this whole 

section into 20 acre lots. They’d heard that I knew something about some 

burials there, so luckily I was responsible for stopping that development, 

because if that had gone ahead, there was a burial site there where I think 

three skeletons were excavated. Two were in the museum, but there was 

an extensive campsite, camping area, and I can imagine if it had of gone 
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ahead, there would be shacks everywhere and kids riding motorbikes all 

through the dunes. 

 

It wouldn’t have been just that site, that would have been decimated, but 

all the sites right up to Cape Elizabeth would have been decimated because 

bikes would have been all through those dunes. So that was very lucky that 

I was able to influence them to buy that site, and the government bought it 

and now it’s a conservation site which adjoins the Tiparra Water Reserve 

and the rest of Cape Elizabeth, north to Cape Elizabeth. The government 

bought it and have transferred it back to Narungga people. 

 

The Cape Elizabeth area is now (mostly) an environmental conservation area 

and as Hill suggests, is under the management of the Narungga community.  

For individuals with a strong interest in collecting stone artefacts, publically 

available archaeological and anthropological texts have been influential guides. For 

the more advanced collectors that I spoke to, the classifications found in McCarthy’s 

definitive typology texts have proved an essential guide for many years, despite, as 

I explained in Chapter Three, dramatic changes to artefact analysis in the 1960s and 

1980s. Prior to this though, McCarthy’s text ‘Australian Aboriginal Stone 

Implements,’ first published in 1946 and republished in 1967 and 1975, became the 

standard textbook in the identification of Australian Aboriginal stone tools for 

amateurs and professionals alike for many decades. The opening entries to the 1975 

book begin with an overview of collecting, which, having grown over the preceding 

decades, was considered by McCarthy to be a ‘fascinating hobby’:  

 

The collecting of stone implements can be a fascinating hobby, one which 

leads naturally into a study of the life of the peoples who made the 

implements. All that is needed is a cabinet to hold the implements. The 

collector must take great care to mark the locality or site name on each 

implement with Indian ink or paint. This may be the name of a creek, 

pastoral property, water-hole or other place of origin.  

 

During one interview I was given a 1975 edition of McCarthy’s book, which 

Stephen had picked up as a spare (he kept his own copy for reference). It was a most 
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excellent gift. During the interview, we spoke about various texts, and I looked over 

Stephen’s extensive book collection. I noticed the more recent textbook, A Record in 

Stone: A Study of Australia’s Flaked Stone Artefacts, by Simon Holdaway and Nicola 

Stern (2004), on his shelf. This book is widely used as a stone artefact manual by 

archaeologists, describing itself as a ‘comprehensive investigation into the different 

ways that archaeologists use flaked stone artefacts as a basis for reconstructing the 

distant human past’ (Holdaway and Stern 2004:xviii). The authors suggest that one 

of the main aims of the book was to provide a reference that would update 

McCarthy’s classic typology textbook. They argue that their work differs from 

McCarthy’s however, as they focus on the practical aspects of stone artefact 

identification, description, analysis and interpretation rather than on descriptions 

of ‘temporally or geographically distinct stone-working traditions’ (Holdaway and 

Stern 2004:xix). In other words, they aim to provide a technological, rather than 

typological, approach to artefact interpretation. I asked what he thought of this ‘new’ 

reference guide. Stephen suggested that it was too technical and was very text 

heavy, indicating that there was little within the pages that could be used, in terms 

of organising his collection. He suggested that he preferred McCarthy’s text, as it was 

easier to follow and suited his collection more closely.  

It is understandable how these amateur stone artefact collectors have trouble 

fitting their collections into newer technological approaches in archaeology. Their 

focus on implements as the signifiers of meaning, rather than on examining the 

reduction sequences that go into developing particular stone technologies, facilitate 

aesthetic displays of collectable objects. For example, Figure 6.8 shows part of 

Stephen’s collection—a tray of beautifully worked points and geometric 

microliths—gathered from all around Australia. Only a few of these stone artefacts 

actually come from Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. The jewel-like quality of the objects 

within their glass case is perceptible even through my poorly taken photograph. 

Surely hours have gone into carefully arranging these precious glass and stone 

objects on the cotton wool that supports them, placing them in specific 

arrangements in relation to one another. The arrangement of each object is specific 

to its particular materiality—its unique colour, size, material and the flaking 

techniques used to create it—as well as the particular complementary material of 

the object it is placed closest to.  
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The pleasing aesthetics of this particular arrangement of stone artefacts evokes 

comparisons with Rodney Harrison’s (2006, 2010b) theories about the ‘captivating’ 

qualities of stone tools. Harrison (2010b:533) has suggested that finely worked 

Aboriginal artefacts and in particular, glass, bifacial pressure-flaked Kimberly 

points, have ‘enchanting’ material qualities that work to ‘captivate’ colonial 

collectors in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Harrison uses Alfred Gell’s 

(1992, 1998) argument that material objects can mediate the social agency of 

humans. Gell’s (1998:ix) main proposition is that art objects exert a form of agency, 

which is mediated by ‘indexes’ (or ‘material entities which motivate inferences, 

responses or interpretations’). These ‘indexes’ stand in a variety of relations to 

prototypes (art objects), artists and recipients. Gell (1998:viii) argues that agency is 

achieved through a form of ‘enchantment’, by employing ‘a special form of 

technology’ in order to captivate an audience. Using this argument, Harrison 

(2010b:533) argues that glass points possess the power to ‘act as agents in 

distracting and enthralling both colonial collectors in the past, as well as their 

continued role in captivating archaeologists in the present’. He suggests that 

evidence of this is reflected in their over-representation in the colonial archive since 

colonisation, and the continued emphasis on their study. Harrison (2010b:532–533) 

argues that his analysis reveals the material agency in the objects themselves as well 

as the agency of Aboriginal Australians in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century, who ingeniously engaged with the colonial curio market to produce such 

items for sale and trade. 
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Figure 6.8: Glass tray with many finely worked points and geometric microliths, June 2014. 
 

6.6 Stones in local museums: feeling through glass cabinets 

The last place I viewed Narungga stone artefacts during this research was on 

display in the local museums at both the Maitland/Maggiwarda and 

Minlaton/Minladan National Trust museums. Like many rural community 

museums, hidden amongst the sewing machines, crockery, farming and husbandry 

tools, old clothing, newspaper articles and other ‘bits and bobs’, rests a collection of 

stone artefacts. David Hill (1975) provided the collection at Maitland/Maggiwarda 

museum on an ongoing ‘loan’ and the late Allan Parsons (1979, 1987, 1990) 

provided the collection at the Minlaton/Minladan museum (Figure 6.9 and 6.10). At 

Minlaton/Minladan, the stone artefact collection sits close to the entrance, in a glass 

cabinet that also holds the local geological stone and shell display. At 

Maitland/Maggiwarda, the objects are similarly near other ‘natural’ curios, confined 

in a cabinet of their own. Of course, Narungga people also used many of the 

‘European’ objects in the museum, however this particular aspect of the European 

identity of such objects is not conveyed here. The stone artefacts then, are the only 

material indicator within the museum that Narungga people occupy a place in the 

local heritage of the town and surrounding district.  

Naturalised through their placement near geological, natural and shell 

specimen displays, the stone artefacts in the museum are conceptually located at the 

‘beginning’ of linear historical narratives that tell stories of agricultural progress 
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(Furniss 2001). Susan Pearce (1995:160) identifies one of the key elements of these 

kinds of collections as the fact that the owner/arranger brings together objects that 

believed to be ‘in some sense, special or set apart’. Pearce (1995:160) links these 

arrangements to deeply embedded thought processes within European 

consciousness, suggesting these behaviours are a symptom of dualistic Cartesian 

thinking born of the Enlightenment. Certainly, from a Foucauldian (1972) 

perspective, these systems of thought and knowledge are governed by a logic that 

operates beneath the consciousness of individual subjects, and which define the 

conceptual boundaries of thought in any given period. These are the same thought 

processes responsible for the construction of the Aboriginal past around notions of 

racial superiority, authenticity and primitivism (Arnold and Attwood 1992; 

Brantlinger 2003; Douglas and Ballard 2008; McGregor 1997). In this context, the 

inclusion of stone artefacts in the museum make ‘logical’ linear sense by helping to 

represent a developmental sequence where human technology is presumed to move 

from hunter-gatherer to agriculturalist (Denham and David 2006; Hemming 2002; 

Lightfoot 1995; Lourandos 2008). The SAM has been criticised for representing 

Aboriginal people’s objects in a similar manner (Hemming 2003).  

I wonder, is there any room for emotional or affective responses to stone 

artefacts once placed in the local museum? Gazing at the stones through the glass, I 

couldn’t help but want to take the objects out. I wanted to hold them in my hands, to 

feel their textures and weights. I wondered about their histories. I wanted to speak 

with the Narungga individuals I know about them. Would other visitors to the 

museum also feel this way? Or would perhaps, these objects in their glass case go 

largely ‘un-noticed’, in much the same way as they might have done before they were 

noticed and picked from ploughed soils or sandy dunes. In glass-cases these objects 

seem to become ‘time-locked’, representative of an ‘ancient’ era that in the minds of 

many whites, has long since expired.  
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Figure 6.9: Artefacts and geology/shell specimens, Minlaton/Minladan Museum, Aug 2013. 
 

 
Figure 6.10: ‘Aborigines’ [sic] display at the Maitland/Maggiwarda Museum, Oct 2015. 
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6.7 Hearts of stone: between a rock and a soft place  

I can’t help but feel that the non-Aboriginal individuals who have collected 

Narungga stone artefacts on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda are caught between their 

collected rocks and the feelings that these generate. The ‘soft place’ here is the 

emotional attachments that collectors have developed toward the stones they have 

acquired. Non-Aboriginal people who find stone objects often have little knowledge 

of, or connection to, their original Aboriginal manufacturer or its designated 

purpose. Yet these stony objects are given meaning by their new ‘caretakers’, often 

through Western ontological processes of identification and categorisation. Their 

affective materiality ensures they are noticed and retained. Intimate attachments 

are formed, seemingly distorting the boundaries between ownership, identity and 

memory. The boundaries dissolve here too between what can be perceived as 

‘Aboriginal’ material culture and what is ‘European’ (Silliman 2009). Proprietorship 

and attachment are often two very different things.  

Of course, the emotions that these collectors feel strongly contrast with 

society’s changing attitudes toward the appropriation of Aboriginal people culture 

as well as their heritage. Increasingly, collecting material traces of Aboriginal past is 

seen as an objectionable and unethical practice. For these collectors, the 

retrospective realisation that they should have perhaps never collected the objects 

is in deep tension with the reality that by doing so they have ‘preserved’ something 

that would have otherwise ‘disappeared’. The fact that reconciling their feelings 

would actually involve giving these objects back to Narungga people does little to 

ease their (quite literally at times) heavy burden.  

 For archaeologists, I believe there are emotional lessons to be learned here too. 

The turn to ‘new archaeology’ from the 1960s saw the professionalisation of the 

discipline, as practitioners moved away from typological interpretations of stone 

tools and as Griffiths (1996) suggests, turned their backs on ‘antiquarian’ collectors 

who amassed such vast collections. While these ‘new’ or ‘processual’ approaches to 

the past have been challenged by the subjective, interpretive and social 

archaeologies of the early 2000s, many archaeologists still prefer in situ 

assemblages in their ‘original’ archaeological contexts. Technical analysis can then 

be applied, relatively free from the politics of the present, using scientific 

orthodoxies that often obscure the critical emotional intimacy required between 

objects and humans in order to interpret them (Brown et al. 2015:15). These 
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changing fashions in archaeological practice have ultimately left antiquarians and 

their collections behind, with cold stones in their warm hands. By exploring the 

many entangled networks that circulate around stone artefacts, I have shown that 

the distances between archaeologists and amateurs are never quite as far as we 

might imagine. Of course, Aboriginal people have known this for years.  
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 Chapter 7: Assemblages around Narungga human remains 

In this chapter I deepen my thesis argument by examining the relationships 

between materiality, emotion and affect in relation to Narungga burials and 

ancestral remains. Little research has been conducted into the affective or emotional 

responses of non-Aboriginal Australians towards Aboriginal burials and ancestral 

remains. In the wake of the terrible treatment of Aboriginal ancestral remains 

throughout Australia’s history, it is imperative to investigate how Aboriginal people 

feel about this aspect of their heritage (Burke et al. 2008; Fforde 2004; Fforde et al. 

2002; Green and Gordon 2010; Langford 1983). Much more than ‘historic’ or 

‘archaeological’ places, Aboriginal burial sites and ancestral remains must be 

understood as being ‘sites of memory and emotion which have no equal’ (Byrne 

1998:7). It has also been suggested that when ancestral remains are associated with 

frontier violence, they can constitute ‘one of the most important and impassioned 

categories of contemporary ‘sacred’ places for all Indigenous communities in 

Australia’ (Godwin and Weiner 2006:131). As I have indicated, Narungga people 

have been outspoken about the disturbance of their ancestor’s remains on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda a number of times (Narungga Heritage Committee 2005; 

Mavromatis et al. 2007). For this reason, this chapter is perhaps the most sensitive 

of this thesis and I have attempted to approach the matter with the utmost respect, 

compassion and cultural awareness.  

The acquisition of Aboriginal remains in Australia is comparable to the histories 

of other settler countries such as Canada, America and South Africa (Burke, et al. 

2008; Fforde et al. 2002; Green and Gordon 2010; Thomas 2000; Turnbull and 

Pickering 2010). As I explored in Chapter Two, Aboriginal cultural objects and 

especially human remains have been understood within frameworks of racial 

superiority and social Darwinism (Arnold and Attwood 1992; Brantlinger 2003; 

Douglas and Ballard 2008; McGregor 1997; McNiven and Russell 2005). Until the 

1960s, legislation that specifically dealt with the uncovering of and tampering with 

Aboriginal burials did not exist (Meara 2007). Unlike non-Aboriginal people’s 

remains, which are usually subject to a coroner’s investigation and reburial, 

Aboriginal people’s remains have often been treated as ‘specimens’ to be collected 

from the landscape: representing Aboriginal people as ‘living fossils’ within human 

developmental sequences (Turnbull 2015:73). In South Australia, the SAM was the 

‘unquestioned repository’ for all Aboriginal burial finds reported in the state 
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(Walshe 2011:15) until the 1988 Aboriginal Heritage Act was implemented. Many 

remains collected by individuals and ‘scientists’ throughout this period have been 

sent overseas, and Narungga, like many other South Australian Aboriginal groups, 

have undertaken a number of repatriation processes to start to receive them back.  

Unlike the materiality of waterholes or stone artefacts that I have explored thus 

far, the materiality of human bone can deeply challenge implicit categories that 

humans tend to construct between the world and ourselves. Larson (2014:9) 

suggests that skeletal material (in particular, human skulls) defy straightforward 

dichotomies that are often enforced between the human subject and the ‘alien’ 

object: 

 

A severed head upsets our easy categories, because it is simultaneously a 

person and a thing. It is always both and neither. Either state reaffirms the 

other and negates it. It is here with us, and yet utterly alien. The severed 

head is compelling—and horrific—because it denies one of the most basic 

dichotomies we use to understand the world: that people and objects are 

defined in opposition to each other. It presents an apparently impossible 

duality. 

 

By suggesting that a human skull is both a ‘person’ and a ‘thing’, Larson’s grisly 

but thorough investigations on the history of severed heads reminds us that humans 

have always had an uneasy relationship with our own mortality. This dichotomy is 

ever-present when scientists treat Aboriginal remains as ‘objects’ for scientific 

study, ultimately denying their humanity, as well as the humanity of living 

Aboriginal people who seek to care for their ancestors remains in culturally 

appropriate ways.  

Krmpotich et al. (2010:371) suggests that bones evoke ‘emotional, political, 

visceral and intellectual responses from those who encounter them’. They suggest 

that by examining the ‘appearance, disappearance, fragmentation, reconstruction 

and destruction’ of human bones and burials, it is possible to contribute to wider 

debates about ‘power, postcolonial politics and the changing relationships of ‘the 

body’, identity, belonging and the state’ (Krmpotich et al. 2010:372). Rather than 

understanding the dead body as a symbol or metaphor for social relations, they ask 

‘what do bones enable, afford, provoke, constrain or allow?’ (Krmpotich et al. 
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2010:373). In settler colonial societies where the seizure of land is premeditated on 

the notion that the country was ‘unoccupied’, the presence of Aboriginal burials and 

bones is highly significant. In this Chapter I examine how non-Aboriginal people 

(including myself) on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda have dealt with the emotional, 

political, visceral and intellectual responses they have had with the Aboriginal 

burials they have encountered. 

 

7.1 Stories that remain: uncovering my own entanglement 

When beginning this thesis, I had assumed I was ‘entangled’ in my own research 

simply by choosing to undertake studies within my home community. Very quickly 

however, I found that a network of hidden entanglements also circulated around me. 

The most uncomfortable of these is revealed here.  

For one of my very first research interviews, I contacted a farmer already 

known to my family. On contacting him, I discovered that he had coincidentally been 

hoping to get in contact with my Mum about some old photographs that she had 

inherited from my Nanna, for a local history book. I wasn’t surprised; with such a 

small local population, these sorts of coincidences are not uncommon. We ended up 

arranging to meet at my parent’s retirement house at Port Victoria/Dharldiwarldu 

one Saturday morning, so Mum didn’t have to drag the fragile old photos too far from 

home. He arrived, and we sat down at the kitchen table and I showed my consent 

forms. After he agreed to participate in the project, with apprehension, I explained I 

was interested in any local Aboriginal history he might remember about his 

property (including Aboriginal places or objects), which perhaps had been 

overlooked or unrecorded in the past. To my delight, he explained that his family 

was one of the last to employ local Narungga shearers on his property, and took out 

an old leather-bound shearing records book he had brought along. The leather was 

well worn and the pages were delicate, as it was his Grandfather’s, and had endured 

years of rough handing in the shearing sheds. He showed me a number of entries 

relating to the shearers that worked on his farm, along with a few photographs of 

Narungga shearers who worked on his property; one from the 1930s and another 

from the 1960s (Chapter Three, Figures 3.5 and 3.6). He proudly explained that 

Narungga shearers were employed in his family’s sheds for many years, with the last 

entry for their employment listed as the 17th July 1979. I recognised a number of the 

names, but one shearer in particular I recognised as a local Elder, Uncle Clem 
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O’Loughlin. I had met him a few months before this interview, and to my surprise, 

he had informed me that he had shorn sheep for my own Poppa, Frank Gregory, on 

the family farm on my Mum’s side. He also told me about driving through ‘Gregory 

Scrub’ and collecting firewood, and having cooked lunches at the homestead with 

my uncle. These connections had surprised me at the time, however I now realise 

these kinds of entanglements have formed part of the ‘contact zone’ between 

Narungga and farming families throughout much of the twentieth century.  

Back at the kitchen table, we got talking about other things, and more generally 

about Aboriginal sites that the farmer in my interview may have been aware of in 

the district. We spoke about the fact that many heritage places have been destroyed. 

My Mum had been listening intently, and unexpectedly, decided to add to the 

conversation. I had not thought to ask my parents about Aboriginal occupation 

traces on our land, assuming I would be aware of any Narungga places on my 

family’s land already. In the past Mum had spoken about a potential ‘ceremonial 

ground’ where no grass would grow in the scrub, which I would have loved to try to 

locate with Narungga people, if I still had access to the land. To my complete surprise 

however, Mum told a new story. She began to explain about an Aboriginal burial that 

she remembered hearing about, located within the same scrub on my Poppa’s (her 

father’s) property. My mother recalled that when a sheep would die, Poppa would 

drag the sheep’s carcases over to the Narungga gravesite to allow the sheep to 

decompose over the burial site. The ‘muddling’ of the animal and human bones 

would have the effect of obscuring recognisable human remains, so as to effectively 

‘hide’ the grave from view without interfering with the burial itself. I had heard of 

these sorts of practices taking place on farms around the Coorong in the South East 

of South Australia, during archaeological consulting work with Ngarrindjeri people. 

I was surprised to hear it may have happened in my own family, and couldn’t believe 

I didn’t know about this before.  

After a little awkwardness, we shifted to another topic. A little while later, we 

switched to looking at Mum’s old photographs and began sifting through fading 

black and white pictures of distant relatives and old farming scenes with tractors, 

wagons and stacks of barley. Amongst these, a more recent photo of my 

grandparent’s farm fell out (Figure 7.1). Mum pointed out the shearing shed where 

O’Loughlin worked, and I couldn’t help but notice the patches of mallee scrub in the 

background. It occurred to me the era in which my Mum would have learned about 
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Poppa obscuring the burial were most likely the same years in which O’Loughlin 

worked on my family’s farm in the shearing sheds. My own family’s entanglement in 

my research was far more complex than I had imagined.  

 

 
Figure 7.1: Nana and Poppa’s property, with scrub in background, 1939 to 1972. 

 

It seems unlikely that the allegations about the burial destruction that my Mum 

shared will have ever have been spoken about if I had not been asking questions 

around the topic in the first place. Furthermore, I am doubtful whether the subject 

would have emerged if I had not been already speaking about Aboriginal heritage 

with another farmer at the kitchen table first, a situation that encouraged ‘sharing’. 

In this research, I get the impression that the many intimate encounters that non-

Aboriginal people have had with Narungga heritage sites, cultural objects and 

ancestral remains often lurk at the margins of their memories; a curious recollection 

that is seemingly of little significance in their everyday lives. Prompted into 

activation though, these memories become powerful indicators of the way that 

silence around Aboriginal heritage operates. A number of the stories I have collected 

regarding encounters with Narungga occupation traces have surfaced in this way. 

These ephemeral recollections of material engagements with the Narungga past are 

buried deeply in white residents memories. Mark McKenna (2002:157) attempts to 

explain how in settler culture, ‘narratives of acknowledgement have continued to 

coexist with narratives of denial, forgetting and evasion’. In this case, it may be that 
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my Mum’s own ‘acknowledgement’ narrative, like many other people’s, exists on the 

periphery of her consciousness; a deep knowledge nestled alongside traditional 

stories of family settlement and farming histories.  

Looking beyond the circumstances from which this story arises, we can also 

consider the behaviour of my Poppa towards the burial he found on his land. Were 

his actions to destroy or obscure the burial site, in full knowledge that Aboriginal 

people living in the area would have been distressed at this practice? Or did he 

assume that local Aboriginal people would not be concerned? I have been told that 

in the mid-twentieth century, many non-Aboriginal people on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda thought Narungga were ‘extinct’, an idea fuelled by 

anthropologists and archaeologists that deemed that only traditional or ‘tribal’ 

Aboriginal people could be considered ‘authentically’ Aboriginal (David Hill pers. 

comm. 2013). However, Narungga people have a long history of speaking up about 

their rights on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. Would Poppa have gone to so much 

trouble to destroy the site if he did not think its presence was of concern? Or perhaps 

the combined human-sheep burial site was one of convenience, by placing 

additional bones at the site, he would be sure to remember to avoid the area? I 

wonder: would my Poppa still have destroyed the site if Narungga people were not 

coming onto his land to shear sheep? Did he associate the Narungga shearers coming 

on his property with the site? Or did he only associate the site with ‘prehistoric’ 

Aboriginal people from the past? While O’Loughlin suggested to me it was often 

difficult to visit country while shearing on people’s properties because of the long 

working days, it is clear that his experiences of shearing provided a powerful way to 

visit and spend time on country. Would my Poppa have realised this? In this case, 

would my Poppa have felt guilty about obscuring the site, while working in the 

shearing sheds side-by-side with Narungga people? These are questions that can 

never be answered, as Poppa was involved in a serious farm accident in the early 

1970s, and was left brain damaged for nearly 20 years. He died when I was eight in 

1990.  

 

7.2 ‘I had a pesky fox’: disturbing burials while ploughing  

My family story provides context for considering the stories of other local white 

individuals who have had encounters with Aboriginal burials on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda. As my own story indicates, these encounters happen within 
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‘nervous landscapes’, where daily entanglements between people are mediated by 

the power inequalities inherent in colonial land seizure. One of the most evocative 

of these stories, and I argue, representative of the ways that many farmers will have 

uncovered Narungga burials, is recounted below.  

I conducted this interview on a cool June morning in 2013. For the interview, I 

headed south from my parent’s house on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda to interview a 

participant whose contacts I had been given through a chance recommendation 

from a stranger in an oral history workshop. This farmer lived south of 

Yorketown/Garrdinya, an area where no previously recorded Narungga heritage 

sites are listed on the State Aboriginal heritage register. When I first rang this farmer 

to ask if he was interested in contributing to my research, he was quick to begin 

telling me stories about finding stone artefacts on his land (some of which are 

recounted in Chapter Four), so I knew he would be willing to speak about his 

encounters. I arrived at the lovely old farmhouse surrounded by a cottage garden 

and a number of historic out-buildings. After being seated around the country-style 

kitchen table and offered cups of tea and toast with tomato, we began to discuss my 

project. After I finished showing my explanatory statements and consent forms, the 

participant confirmed he would be willing to speak with me, as long as he was 

anonymous, and he signed the confidentiality forms.  

Without hesitation, he began to explain how he had always been interested in 

the geology and history of his farm. He was also quite deeply interested in the 

biodiversity of the region, and had planted (with his partner) over 8500 trees on his 

property. As I explored in Chapter Five, the farmer had a ‘very keen eye to pick up 

abnormalities or [something] different, something that’s out of place’. Consequently, 

he often noticed and kept Aboriginal stone artefacts that he had collected over the 

property. It was more than likely this ‘keen eye’ for irregularities in the landscape 

that enabled him to notice the accidental disturbance of an Aboriginal burial site one 

evening while ploughing his fields. He tells the story of how this happened: 

  

Some things have just been found by pure accident. I had a pesky fox, an 

annoying fox that kept on digging a hole in the same spot. After repeated 

poisonings and low doses of nitropril to blow the burrow up, I decided I’d 

put a big charge in and, when I let the nitropril go, it blew a crater probably 

four feet across and about three feet deep! And I thought, that fox wouldn’t 
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be coming back here. So I then, with my implement, I was in the tractor 

scarifying and I was probably digging down around 700 to 800 mil, really 

digging down as deep as possible to scarify the ground, and as I came 

around, this was at night, as I came around I noticed in the headlights and 

I thought oh good lord, I’ve pulled up a rock. And when I went to pick it up, 

oh no, it was light, it was hollow, and that’s when I realized that I’d… I knew 

straight away, it was an Aboriginal gravesite. 

 

There are many parts of this story to explore. To begin with however, it is 

important to recognise that the farmer’s practice of attempting to remove unwanted 

animal burrows from his property is not that unusual — similar practices continue 

to take place on farmlands across south-eastern Australia. Many farmers on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda remove fox, rabbits or wombat habitats from their paddocks 

at some point, as the burrows are a bogging hazard to large machinery. Similarly, 

the use of explosives on animal holes is certainly not uncommon in rural areas and 

I have heard about the technique being applied to many unwanted wombat holes. In 

addition, it is important to note that it is not unusual to discover human burials near 

or within animal burrows. Archaeologists are likely to check the spoil heaps around 

animal burrows during a cultural heritage survey for possible Aboriginal cultural 

material or remains that may have been brought to the surface. This is because there 

is substantial evidence to suggest that burrowing animals often target gravesites, as 

here the soil is often looser and thus easier to tunnel into (Powell 2006, 2010). In 

this case, this farmer’s experience is probably not an isolated one, and it is highly 

probable that other farmers have disturbed burials in a similar manner. 

 In the passage above, the farmer alludes to some emotions that may have 

surfaced, along with the surfacing of the Narungga burial that night. If we imagined 

ourselves late at night in a similar situation, it is easy to understand how unnerving 

such a situation may be. To begin with, the farmer expresses incredulity that such 

an unusual object was found so deeply in the ground, at first thinking the skull was 

a rock. While limestone exists all over the peninsula, and throughout the soil matrix, 

the farmer’s expression suggests that stone is not commonly found at such depths 

on his property. The farmer may not have been aware himself, but the location he 

was ploughing—in deep and fertile alluvial soils near the banks of a large saltpan—

often have a high likelihood of containing Aboriginal burials.  
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The farmer’s immediate realisation that the burial site was Aboriginal and not 

European suggests that he was already aware that there was a high potential for 

uncovering Aboriginal skeletal material on his property. He did not automatically 

jump to the conclusion that the site must have been European, perhaps a murder or 

crime scene, or a historic family burial. He did not need anyone to tell him that it was 

anything other than Aboriginal, as he says he ‘knew straight away’. This knowledge 

suggests an acquaintance with the history of occupation on the land: deep 

knowledge that recognises Aboriginal occupation within its chronologies. Far from 

denial that Aboriginal people ever lived on his land, this farmer is well aware of this 

aspect of history. Further, the immediate horror and concern expressed at finding 

such a site suggests an instant connection with the present, presumably ‘sacred’ 

significance of Aboriginal burial sites. If the grave was no more than a ‘curiosity’ 

from the past, with little contemporary meaning, then it is unlikely that the farmer 

would react with such concern. Fontein and Harries (2013:115–116) suggest that: 

 

The presence (and sometimes disquieting absence) of bodies in the ground 

is central to forging links between claims to ‘autochthony’, entitlement to 

land, and burial in the soil, as well as in the significance of the 

material/symbolic processes whereby the living are made safely dead and 

society is reconstituted after the ‘rupture’ of death. 

 

In this case, the discovery of the burial resulted in the farmer forging links 

between his own occupation and entitlement to his land, given the presence of 

Aboriginal bones in the soil. Here was evidence of another’s ‘autochthony’, or in 

other words ‘nativeness’, bound up in the materiality of the burial itself.  

His reaction then, can be understood as being based within the broader political 

context of Aboriginal land rights. I have already drawn on Gelder and Jacobs (1998) 

notion of the ‘sacred’ as potentially unsettling for non-Aboriginal Australians. This 

is the notion of ‘unsettled settledness’ (Gelder and Jacobs 1998:25), turning what 

was once familiar into unfamiliar territories. When asking what my interview 

participant though about some of the more unfamiliar or unrecorded aspects of 

Australia’s history that may affect him, the farmer responded with the following. 
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A lot of history just hadn’t been written down, and I guess some of that 

history, I guess there is reluctance for people to even want to remember 

that history. I think some of it goes back to fear of being charged with 

desecrating a gravesite, or destroying something of spiritual significance. 

And you just don’t know at the time, just what the significance is. But I 

supposed if juvenile delinquents come in and destroy grave stones, people 

in the area are upset, so I guess you can understand that Aborigines would 

be upset if they know that we’ve knowingly… But I don’t know of anything 

like that where people have knowingly gone in and desecrated those sites? 

It’s just purely by accident that those sites have been uncovered.  

 

Here the participant is expressing feelings of fear and guilt that he may be 

charged for breaking the law. He suggests that his actions were not ill-intentioned 

but rather uninformed and unintentional. It is precisely this unknown quality that 

Gelder and Jacob (1998) argue has the uncanny effect of rendering the farmer’s land 

at once unfamiliar and familiar together. In an attempt to familiarise himself with 

any possible sacredness that may possibly emerge from the uncovering of the site, 

the farmer makes a comparison with the desecration of European gravestones. He 

understands that if this were to occur ‘people in the area are upset’, and so he could 

understand that local Narungga people would also understandably be upset if they 

knew of the disturbance. However, he goes on to explain that an aspect of the 

unknown persists, as after all, the disturbance was accidental. He is unsure of just 

how great his transgression is, saying ‘you just don’t know at the time, just what the 

significance is?’ In this excerpt, it is possible see his intellectual reasoning collide 

with his emotions over the implications of what he has accidentally done, along with 

the realisation that his land is no longer as familiar as he once thought.  

I asked about what happened next, what did the farmer do about the uncovering 

of the site? The farmer explained he didn’t really know what to do, so leaving what 

remained in the ground, and putting what was removed into a ‘safe place’ (a farm 

shed, where it still resides today), he explained how he approached the local police 

officer for advice on what to do about the problem. He explains the police officer’s 

response to his enquiry. 
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Look, I was ragged a bit, saying ‘are you sure you didn’t have an uncle or 

auntie that went missing years ago’. Or ‘perhaps there was some bizarre 

murder that might have taken place?’ But I knew that wasn’t the case, I 

knew it was Aboriginal. And maybe I have disrespected that site a little bit, 

because I should have buried it back in the same place. But I thought that 

at one stage the copper was talking about sending it away for analysis, and 

then later on I think he just gave up on that and said, ‘if I were you sonny, I 

would dig a hole, bury it and shut up about it.’  

 

In this case, it seems that the farmer’s attempt to alert authorities fell on deaf 

ears. The police officer’s crude joke of a ‘bizarre murder’ to explain the presence of 

the remains, and then his advice to ‘bury it and shut up about it’ reflect systemic 

strategies resulting in ongoing silences on a structural level. It seems likely that the 

police officer had given this advice before. The farmer was left with the task of 

deciding what to do with the find himself. He says, ‘maybe I have disrespected that 

site a little bit’, and we get a sense of the guilt he may be feeling at the disturbance 

of the site, and the subsequent actions taken that have not treated the gravesite with 

the same respect that a European burial would have received.  

These feelings can be explored in relation to the personal experiences of this 

participant, as well as the relationships these personal experiences may have to the 

nationwide cultivation of guilt, shame and subsequent redemption in respect to past 

wrongs towards Aboriginal people. Sara Ahmed (2005) explores the cultural politics 

of emotions involved when settler nations attempt to ‘reconcile’ with their colonial 

pasts on a nationwide level. She argues that public approaches to redeem the guilt 

and shame associated with past frontier violence, marginalisation and assimilation 

policies, work to distance present day Australians from these practices, helping non-

Aboriginal people move beyond these ‘bad feelings’ and absolve themselves. 

However, it is clear that these reconciliation efforts are little more than ‘imagined 

exchanges’ (Edmonds 2016:26), as they have done little to relieve the conflicted 

feelings that my interview participant may be experiencing due to the specific 

unfinished business of the burial site located on his land. This is because ultimately, 

as Howitt (2006:49) suggests, coexistence is deeply geographical. 

These days, the South Australian archaeological heritage management protocol 

to manage the discovery of Aboriginal burials requires immediately contacting the 
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appropriate Aboriginal heritage committee, as well as the State Aboriginal Heritage 

Branch and the South Australian Police, for advice. It is important to consider why 

the farmer didn’t contact local Narungga representatives who might have been able 

to advise him on the matter. Of course, we can’t expect the individual to have specific 

industry-related knowledge about protocols for finding burial sites in South 

Australia. Surprisingly few farmers are aware of the South Australian Heritage Act 

1988, or any implications it might have for their properties — this is another issue 

altogether, which I do not investigate in this thesis. However, there have been 

instances of farmers on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda who have advised Narungga 

people when Aboriginal remains or sites are identified on their land, as well as 

farmers who have Aboriginal sites registered under the Act on their land (as I 

explore below in Section 7.5) so it is not inconceivable for this procedure to be 

followed. I asked the farmer whether he had considered the Act, or whether he 

would consider it in the future, as I was keen to see if I could alert the appropriate 

Narungga representatives who could work towards a positive reburial solution. He 

rationalised that he was concerned that he might lose his land if this would happen. 

I explained that this wasn’t possible as native title was ‘extinguished’ over free-hold 

land such has his property, but he was concerned that changes in the future could 

easily reverse this decision.  

 

Well we’re not too sure what the government would get up to. But who 

knows, the Aboriginals could make an effort too. But things are changing 

all the time, they can probably restrict our movements so that we can’t farm 

in that particular area because we are desecrating a gravesite or working 

our implements over it. So its little fears like this that a lot of farmers have, 

they’ve seen what’s happening elsewhere. 

 

In this instance, the ‘elsewhere’ he was referring to related to media articles 

that have unfairly reported on Aboriginal people’s request to make changes to the 

way their country is accessed and utilised. He cited a debate circulating in 2013 

regarding the renaming of Lake Eyre to its traditional name, Kati Thanda (see 

Debelle and Stokes 2013). At one point, Joe suggested to me that Lake Eyre had been 

‘taken over by the Aborigines and I’m not too sure that us whities can even go in 

there and have a look around without getting permission from the Aborigines now’. 
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This misinformation refers to publicity generated by the Lake Eyre Yacht Club, 

whose president had strongly resisted any changes to the name of the lake and 

expressed fears of being banned from sailing on it by the Traditional Owners. In this 

case, local Arabana people felt that sailing on the lake was culturally inappropriate, 

and there were concerns about the environmental and cultural heritage disturbance 

that these activities tend to cause, however no ‘bans’ to access the area had been 

made (for further discussion on this issue, see McCaul 2014).  

 

7.3 ‘Don’t go near that’: Scientific specimens or historic crime scenes? 

In the section above, I outlined what could be considered an emblematic 

example of burial disturbance that some white farmers on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda may have experienced. This story helps to demonstrate the 

ways that fear and guilt work to silence farmers from speaking out about their 

encounters with Aboriginal remains. Of course, other farmers have deliberately 

destroyed burial sites (for example, my own Poppa) rather than the accidental 

disturbance that I detailed above. During this research, I also heard stories of other 

farmers continuing to plough sections of land where Aboriginal remains were 

coming to surface, with little regard for their presence. This behaviour is extremely 

difficult to document, and in many ways, mirrors the dearth of archaeological 

evidence for frontier violence in Australia more broadly (Barker 2007; Litster and 

Wallis 2011). In this next section, I outline two encounters experienced by one of 

my interview participants while searching for stone artefacts in the sand dunes. 

These encounters give an insight into another of the ways that some rural white 

residents have come across Aboriginal burials on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. 

 These stories were collected towards the end of the fieldwork phase of my 

research. I headed down to one of the seaside towns toward the southwestern end 

of the Peninsula to interview an individual who had a strong interest in Aboriginal 

heritage, and had lived on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda working in a number of 

occupations for his whole life. He was also a collector of stone artefacts. When I 

asked about possible encounters with Aboriginal burial sites, my interview 

participant explained two cases where he had come across these places in the sand 

dunes. The first encounter occurred during a visit to the beach in the early seventies, 

when the participant was walking through an old Aboriginal campsite with his son, 

searching for stone artefacts: 
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It was fairly early, probably about ’72. And I was down at the dust hole 

there and I had my son with me and he was only about eight or something, 

eight or nine or whatever. And we were walking around out there and 

picking up little pirri points and occasionally a hammer stone and there 

was a lot of broken stuff. But there was about eight or nine fireplaces with 

a lot of charcoal, and when you looked in there was a lot of emu eggshell 

and … all their cooking and everything. And it was just as though they’d left 

last week. That was really good, and I never touched it, any of the fireplaces. 

Just looked at them. Anyway and we were walking along and the slope of 

the hill went up about three or four hundred metres away. And my son said 

what’s that up there, is that a beach ball? White. Up on the sand. So we 

started walking up there. When I got closer I went, oh no, don’t go near that. 

And it was a skull. With his bottom jaw all perfect, all of his teeth and spine. 

Arm bones, leg bones, every knuckle in all of his fingers were just lying 

there. And I’m standing back about three or four feet looking at it like that, 

and I see this little grey ball. And I just reached in and picked it up and had 

a look. But it wasn’t a sinker!  

 

Just as in the previous section, there are a number of different aspects to this 

story that can be explored in depth. To begin, the participant’s story shows a strong 

affinity with, as well as a curiosity of, the Aboriginal campsite he was visiting. He 

describes the stone, hearths, charcoal and eggshell in detail, suggesting that ‘it was 

just as though they’d left last week’. In doing so, he creates a temporal intimacy with 

the original occupants of the site, a feeling of connection in place to the people who 

went before. While few archaeologists may admit it, this is also often a strong 

emotion that archaeologists experience at heritage places, and with the heritage 

objects that they investigate (Brown et al. 2015). The participant suggests a respect 

for this aspect of the site, saying that he ‘never touched it… just looked at them’, in 

regards to the hearths. Of course this did not apply to stone artefacts, which at the 

time were considered collectors’ items and, as I explored in the previous chapter, 

were often removed. However, on discovering the presence of the Aboriginal 

ancestral remains, he suggests to his son, ‘oh no, don’t go near that’. Again, he felt 

that one ought not to touch. This preference for not touching, for respecting the site, 
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suggests a primary affective response to the human materiality of bone. Further, on 

recognising that the little grey ball wasn’t a sinker but instead was a bullet, he 

realised he had stumbled upon a historic crime scene.  

In this case, the fully articulated position of the ancestral remains lying in an 

unburied position is an important aspect of the story. Further, the exclamation that 

‘it wasn’t a sinker!’ denotes that grey ball was actually lead bullet, possibly from a 

musket (due to its round shape). This crucial piece of evidence, along with the 

seemingly unburied remains and intact campsite come together in his mind. The 

conclusion? He had stumbled upon a scene of Aboriginal-settler frontier violence. 

The participant goes on to explain how he believed the Aboriginal remains came to 

be as they were found, indicating that pastoralists or early settlers were probably 

out looking for water or ‘more land’: 

 

I just reckon there was probably one bloke, or maybe even two on 

horseback going out looking for more land. And probably got, where all the 

sand hills were, where this huge Aboriginal camp, I would say there would 

have to have been 40 or 50 people living there. You know, not permanently 

perhaps, but... And I reckon that this Aboriginal probably was in the bushes 

or heard them coming or something. And he probably jumped up with his 

spear or something and they just, bang! 

 

The participant’s conclusion that he had come across a site of violence is 

plausible. From the evidence that he outlines, it appears highly conceivable, 

although there are many circumstantial factors to consider. Litster and Wallis 

(2011) have suggested that building the case for the archaeological identification of 

frontier violence is challenging and requires that researchers draw from multiple 

lines of evidence. They suggest that ‘archaeological evidence alone is unlikely to 

provide a line of evidence sufficiently robust to silence critics who doubt the 

ubiquitous nature of such violence’ (Litster and Wallis 2011:113). If we consider 

historical accounts however, Barker (2007:10) suggests that the nature of frontier 

violence towards Aboriginal people was most often ‘opportunistic hit and run’ 

attacks where Europeans would ride out in small parties, generally far away from 

European centres of population, into hostile Aboriginal territories and shoot people 

when they found them. He explores a number of examples of this behaviour, and 
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suggests that in most cases, the victims were either disposed of by burning, or were 

traditionally buried or cremated by Aboriginal family of the deceased returning 

after the event. On Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, circumstantial evidence already 

points to massacres and shootings around the Point Turton/Bunba area, which was 

not far from where this discovery was made. As I detailed in Section 3.1, tensions 

between pastoralists and Narungga led to the fatal shooting of a Narungga man and 

drowning of a young girl at Hardwicke Bay in 1849 (Krichauff 2008:76). Further, 

suspected shootings near Tuckokcowie Station around 1852–1853, and the 

recorded animosity of John Gall and Charles Parrington toward Aboriginal people in 

general (Krichauff 2008:83), points to the serious likelihood of these remains being 

connected to some kind of frontier violence within the Point Turton/Bunba area.  

I asked what happened next, and he explained how he decided to remove the 

remains, and take them to the museum.  

 

I gathered it all up as carefully as I could. Took it home. I decided I’d go to 

Adelaide on whatever day it was. I went over there and I went into the 

museum. There was a bloke, sort of an assistant. I said, ‘I’ve got a heap of, 

I’ve got a skeleton in here, that I’ve found.’ … He said, ‘just a minute, I’ll get 

you the director of Anthropology.’ After a while he says, ‘come with me.’ I 

go into this room, and they’ve got this big table, nothing on it you know, 

spread out. I said, ‘I’ve found this down there just laying on top of the sand.’ 

I had the bullet in my pocket. It was a ball, not a bullet. He started laying it 

all out, putting it on the table, and he said, ‘I can’t believe how tall this bloke 

is’. He had it all out like that. He said, ‘this bloke would have been 6ft tall 

nearly’. He looked at his bottom jaw, every tooth. He said, ‘I don’t believe 

he would have been any more than 20, or 21, fully grown and young, a 

warrior’. And he said, ‘there doesn’t appear to be any injury anywhere?’ I 

put my hand in me pocket and went, clonk [on the table]. He looked at it, 

never picked it up, he just said, ‘oh yeah, there was a lot of that going 

around.’ 

 

The seemingly unfeeling reaction of the ‘Director’ in finding out that shooting 

was the probable cause of death, along with his comment that ‘there was a lot of that 

going around’, suggests it was not the first time the man had come across evidence 
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of violence when examining Aboriginal remains. Paul Turnbull (2015:133) reflects 

on this issue, suggesting that ‘museum curators, evolutionary anatomists and 

anthropologists active in Queensland between 1860–1900 appeared to have had 

few qualms about being knowing beneficiaries of the violent dispossession and 

deaths of Aboriginal people’. To me, it seems that Turnbull’s cut-off date at the 

beginning of the twentieth century should be extended much, much later.  

In all likelihood, the ‘Director’ that my participant refers to in his story is 

Graeme Pretty, the Curator for Archaeology from 1962 until his retirement in 1994 

(Walshe 2011:4). If it was Pretty, it is interesting to consider this individual’s role in 

the collection of Aboriginal people’s remains during this time. Pretty is most well 

known for his research at the Roonka Flat excavations in the early 1970s at Roonka 

Station on the lower Murray River in the South East of South Australia (Pretty 1970, 

1971, 1975, 1977). He is credited with producing one of the ‘largest well 

provenanced prehistoric Aboriginal skeletal populations in Australia’ (Pate and 

Crawford 2001). It is estimated that between 1968 and 1977 he excavated over 200 

‘prehistoric’ individuals on the ‘grounds of their requiring protection’, which were 

transferred to the museum for study (Meara 2007:33). These remains are still 

housed at the SAM and are subject to ongoing research. However, the ethical 

complications of this research have been questioned, as although their acquisition 

was theoretically within legal frameworks at the time, the excavations were 

undertaken without the guidance and ongoing approval of the Aboriginal 

communities concerned (Meara 2007:32). While there has been no indication in the 

published literature that any of the burials removed from Roonka showed evidence 

of frontier violence, the story outlined above suggests it is unlikely this information 

has been recorded as significant. For much of Australia’s history, Aboriginal burials 

have been treated as ‘prehistoric’ specimens for scientific study, rather than historic 

crime scenes for legal investigation.  

Moving on, briefly here I include a second encounter from the same interview 

participant in relation to finding Aboriginal burials in sand dunes. This was another 

instance when the individual was searching for cultural heritage material while 

enjoying time at the beach. He explains that he was on a leisure trip with family, but 

he was still keeping his eyes peeled for ‘something hanging in the wall’. By this, he 

is referring to Aboriginal cultural material that may possibly be eroding from the 

dune. He describes the moment when the burial site was found. 
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The two women were walking in front of me, and I’m looking everywhere 

like this, looking for something hanging in the wall [of the sand dune], or 

something. And I stopped, and I said, ‘hey come back here girls, have a look 

at this.’ And there’s a skeleton in the real, the foetal position, I suppose, 

knees up to the chest, back right around, the arms were somehow like that, 

I think. Laying on its slide. Cars had been running over it. It had been buried 

like 4ft deep. And the cars had been running over it and of course, your 

shoulders all those gone, down to the spine, so there was the left half of the 

body. So I thought, if I leave it here, someone else is going to come in here 

and get a huge fright. By that time I thought, well, I’m not taking it over, I 

know what it is, it was a burial site, and everything like that. I picked it up, 

I thought, ‘we’ll probably have to rebury it or something.’ So I picked it up 

in something, brought it home. Then I rang the police up. I said, ‘look, I 

found this body, it’s an Aboriginal.’ … And he said, ‘oh god, not another one.’ 

Like other people, I suppose had been finding things as well. He said, ‘look, 

take it back where you got it, go to a little sand hill alongside, and rebury 

it.’ So that’s we did, went back. 

 

In this case, vehicles driving over the sand dunes had damaged the Aboriginal 

burial site in question. It is likely that erosion caused by the vehicle tracks had 

exposed the burial over time, rather than any individual act of uncovering. He 

suggests that the burial was in the ‘real’ position, and by this he refers to the 

evidence that this individual must have been buried in a traditional manner, in 

contrast to the previous encounter he described. Of course, this does not preclude 

the fact that this individual may have died as a result of conflict, however there is 

nothing that my participant describes that would alert us to this potential. The 

interviewee describes removing the burial, and then heading home to call the police 

about the find. He explains their exclamation of ‘oh god not another one’, suggesting 

that it was not uncommon for individuals to report finding Aboriginal burial sites at 

that time. As with the incident with the farmer who ploughed up remains, the police 

suggest reburying it and nothing else. It is taken for granted that the participant has 

correctly identified that the burial was Aboriginal, rather than a possible crime 

scene needing investigation or verification, and the matter is quietly resolved.  
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7.4 ‘Pretty expert at brushing around’: excavations on behalf of the museum  

The next narrative I include here comes from David Hill, the co-author with his 

late wife, of Notes on the Narangga tribe of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda (1975). Prior 

to beginning this research, I hadn’t heard of Hill or his published work. It soon 

became apparent that he was a friend of my family, known locally by my parents and 

very good friends with my Uncle over the years. Yet another previously unknown 

entanglement linking me to broader networks that circulate around the treatment 

of Narungga people’s heritage. I interviewed Hill in September 2013 over a couple 

of days at his home in Port Lincoln. As I demonstrated in Chapter Six, Hill’s 

experience and interaction over the years with South Australian archaeology circles 

provides valuable insights to the nature of South Australian collecting in the 1960s 

and 1970s, and the ways in which museums influenced the collecting activities of 

amateurs and enthusiasts. His experiences and documentation of Narungga cultural 

heritage sites across the peninsula when he lived and farmed there in the 1960s, 

particularly around the mid-central Yorke region, have resulted in his recognition 

by the museum as important contributor of stone artefacts for this region. Because 

of this knowledge and experience, Hill has been involved more recently in sharing 

the information he has collected over the years with the current SAM Collections 

Manager, Keryn Walshe, as well as the Narungga Heritage Group Chairperson, 

Quentin Agius (David Hill pers. comm. 2013).  

 As I explored in the previous chapter, the Hill’s 1975 book is well known 

on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda for its detailed exploration of the surface archaeology 

of Narungga stone artefacts found in the region. It is perhaps one of the most 

detailed and archaeological records written for the area, completed by a non-

archaeologist. Hill confirmed to me that Graeme Pretty encouraged him to write the 

book. However, for members of the Narungga community, the book is known for it’s 

confronting and upsetting photographs of excavated Aboriginal burial sites within 

the pages (Hill 1975:46). These excavations were undertaken in the early 1960s and 

at the time were completed by Hill under the direction of the SAM. I spoke to him 

about these excavations, to get a sense of the events that were occurring around this 

time, and why the burials were exhumed from their position. I also spoke to him in 

some depth about his perspectives on excavating Narungga burials, as well as any 

issues that have arisen regarding these activities.  
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 Hill explained how finding burials on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda was 

relatively common the in the 1960s, due to drought and environmental degradation 

around the sand dunes: 

 

If you found a burial, they were all being uncovered because of the rabbits 

and the droughts, or not so much droughts, but the rabbits were just 

decimating all the sand dunes, and this is where most of the burial grounds 

were because 90% of the camp sites on the Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

were along the coastal dunes, because that’s where the water was and 

that’s where the early settlers got their water too, so there would have been 

a lot of early conflict with those watering places. 

 

He suggests that many of the burials were found in the sand dunes, alluding to 

the reality that early cross-contact violence on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda occurred 

in the coastal zone where water was available, resulting in a higher number of 

Aboriginal burials. I would perhaps also suggest that a higher portion of Aboriginal 

burials were being reported during this time due to the greater emphasis of the 

archaeological ‘discovery’ of the ancient Aboriginal past, and the associated interest 

in Aboriginal burial sites for the scientific information they may provide researchers 

about this newly perceived deep antiquity.  

As I explored in Chapter four, Hill often went to anthropology and archaeology 

talks in Adelaide by Norman Tindale and other prominent anthropologists and 

ethnographers. In terms of his partnerships with the museum however, he was most 

familiar with Graham Pretty, who helped show him how to excavate Aboriginal 

burials. Hill explains how he did quite a bit of ‘joint surveying work’ between 1964 

and 1968 with Graeme Pretty on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda, whom he showed 

many sites he had recorded. Hill explains how he became an ‘expert at brushing 

around’, taking photographs and notes of the burial positions as he was shown by 

Pretty: 

 

When I was working with the museums, with Graeme Pretty particularly, if 

I found a burial I would report it to the museum and they would say, well 

look excavate it, and so I became pretty expert at brushing around, and the 

main thing was to photograph it. They were interested in the burial 
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positions as much as anything. So I became pretty expert at it, it would take 

probably a day sometimes, or several hours to brush around the bones and 

to get the burial positions.  

 

Unlike the encounter I related in the previous section, Hill’s approach to 

recounting his experiences of excavating burials follows a more scientific and 

‘objective’ method. In this sense, influences from the museum and from the 

archaeologists he was trained by are clear in his descriptions of events.  

Hill explains how the police and the museum often worked together in the event 

of an Aboriginal burial discovery. When burial was found, the police were contacted, 

and then the police contacted Hill to conduct an archaeological excavation and send 

the remains to the museum.  

 

But, yeah, anyway and also the police used to contact me if a burial, if a 

skeleton was discovered and Bruce Haynes was the policeman at 

Ardrossan in the 60s, and a lady found a skeleton partially exposed, so he 

rang me up and went down there and he helped me brush around, get the 

burial position. Then we sent that one to the museum.  

 

I asked about the controversies that Hill had faced since these times by 

excavating burials.  

 

But anyway, over the years, of course the attitudes change, and there’s, you 

know, there’s no way we would have carried out those same excavations 

that we did in the 60s nowadays, naturally. So it’s a lot more sensitive now 

but we were just working with the museums and that was just the thing 

that was done in those days. Whether it was right or wrong is hard to say.  

 

Hill explains how due to changed attitudes, there is ‘no way’ that burials would 

be excavated in the same way as was conducted in the 1960s. He speculates on 

whether his actions were ‘right or wrong’. Perhaps it is both. Either way, it must be 

addressed. 
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7.5 Grave transgressions: the unfinished business of repatriation 

In this chapter I have explored some of the emotive materialities of Aboriginal 

burials and bones for non-Aboriginal people, as well as exposing how the treatment 

of Aboriginal burials/bones is embedded in an uneasy and ambivalent 

subject/object dichotomy. I have also shown how Aboriginal burials are entangled 

in local farming and amateur archaeologist’s practices, long before they reach the 

storage facilities of a museum. Repatriation debates circulating since the 1990s tend 

to ignore the kinds of stories I have outlined, instead, it is usually framed as having 

to occur between government institutions and Aboriginal people. When media 

outlets do cover repatriation, it is generally presented as evidence towards 

increased ‘reconciliation’ between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians. This 

media coverage rarely highlights that Aboriginal burials still being uncovered on a 

regular basis, and that these disturbances cause ongoing frustration and distress for 

Aboriginal groups. While some of the stories I have collected happened as long as 

50 years ago, it is important to remember that none of these disturbances have been 

through a repatriation process as yet. In this regard, they form part of Australia’s 

‘unfinished business’ in terms of repairing the damaging legacies of colonialism.  

The stories I have shared here are the most specific and detailed examples I 

recorded, but it is important to note that throughout my research I also encountered 

a series of unconfirmed ‘casual’ reports or rumours regarding the treatment of 

Narungga people’s remains. These include stories of farmers continuously 

ploughing over a burial ground at Black Point/Gudliwardi; a story of my mum’s 

neighbours finding human remains at Port Victoria/Dharldiwarldu and secretly 

putting them in the ‘wheelie’ bin; and a story of a Narungga skull kept by the late 

Allan Parsons, which mysteriously disappeared from his shed not long after he 

passed away. Other encounters have occurred by chance. When I started asking 

questions about the display of Narungga artefacts at the Maitland Museum, the 

volunteer casually explained that the cabinet also used to include a human skull, but 

at some point they decided that it was not appropriate and it was put away. When I 

asked if the remains were still in the building and offered to contact Narungga to 

help repatriate them, the volunteer became somewhat guarded and suggested she 

would need to discuss it further with other museum staff before any actions could 

be taken.  
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In this case, the stories I have outlined in this chapter are likely to indicate the 

much greater presence of Narungga skeletal material circulating within the hidden 

folds of agricultural assemblages. Like many other rural districts around Australia, 

a deep and resounding silence is maintained which disguises this phenomenon. The 

evidence for these practices is often concealed so profoundly that it is perhaps 

impossible to expose. As long as this silence is maintained however, an ongoing 

injustice continues to be inflicted upon the Narungga community. When a Narungga 

burial is disturbed and respectful re-burial procedures are not followed, further 

damage to the relationship between these two cultural groups people can result. The 

potential for inflaming old tensions and adding new ones, is extreme. These ‘grave 

offences’ deserve greater recognition and sensitive consideration, if we are to truly 

reach a genuine level of ‘conciliation’ in rural regions such as Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda.  

Byrne (2004:242–243) has suggested that the flow of cultural material back to 

Aboriginal communities now facilitates a type of ‘archaeology in reverse’: 

 

Bones and artefacts now flow from collections in the former imperial 

centres back to the former colonies; they also flow from collections in the 

cities of the former colonies back to local indigenous communities. In some 

cases, these communities choose to house them in keeping places or local 

cultural centres; in other cases they ferry them back to their ultimate 

destination, the multitude of points in the landscape from which they were 

originally collected. 

 

However, while many cultural objects and ancestral remains are flowing ‘in 

reverse’, many more still exist in museums and institutions. On Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, the high levels of private land tenure make it even more 

difficult to repatriate remains back into the landscapes from which they belong. 

Further, as this chapter demonstrates, a significant and often undeclared aspect of 

the repatriation issue is not between governments and Aboriginal organisations, but 

between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal neighbours in local settings. Here, there is 

little ‘flow’ between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, instead, remains 

circulate in white setter space, with few options for resolution. In this case, the 

processes of repatriation within rural settler colonial spaces have hardly yet begun. 
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 Chapter 8: Emotional approaches for appropriated pasts  

Over the last four chapters I have demonstrated how Narungga people’s 

occupation traces are entangled within agricultural assemblages on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda. Focusing specifically on waterholes, stone artefacts and 

Narungga ancestral remains, I have documented how some rural white Australians 

have ignored, obscured or damaged, but have also collected, re-assembled, 

displayed or protected Narungga occupation traces. I also explore how these 

practices are associated with a range of non-Aboriginal people’s affective and 

emotional responses: fear, indifference, guilt or aversion, but also curiosity, 

nostalgia, joy, pride and responsibility. In doing so, I have demonstrated some of the 

processes through which components of Narungga people’s heritage are rendered 

both visible and invisible by rural white Australians.  

In this chapter, I broaden my analysis to explore broader archaeological and 

heritage debates around sharing, attachment and belonging, by linking these 

debates to agency, emotion and visibility. To do this I engage in a series of 

discussions. I begin in Section 8.1, by arguing that current understandings of the 

cross-cultural ‘contact zone’ in Australia must be broadened to integrate the 

interactions and encounters that rural white Australians have with Aboriginal 

heritage in the landscape. In this section I argue that Aboriginal occupation traces 

have a capacity to exert agency (in various combinations with other heterogeneous 

entities), and that this agency plays a part in mediating the distances and proximities 

between the two cultural groups identified in the study. However, in Section 8.2 I go 

on to contend that these relationships are also mediated by emotion. I draw on Sara 

Ahmed’s (2004a, 2004b) notions of the sociality of emotions to explain how certain 

emotions ‘stick’ to Aboriginal occupation places and objects due to the circulation of 

‘affective economies’.  

In Section 8.3 I reflect on the influence of mid-twentieth ‘antiquarian’ collecting 

practices within rural networks, and examine the consequences for professional 

archaeology’s departure from ‘antiquarian’ methodologies for the amateur 

collectors and the collections which have been ‘left behind’. Using the data I have 

gathered about the stone artefact collecting practices on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda, I show how current archaeological/heritage orthodoxies that 

tend to censor the essential intimacy and sensitivity involved in archaeological 

praxis must acknowledge that our antiquarian roots are rarely as removed as we’d 
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like them to be. I highlight how perceived distances between popular and 

professional ways of understanding the past are in fact, academic constructs, using 

my own entanglement in this research to broach this perceived divide.  

In Section 8.4 I change direction slightly, examining the impact that post-Mabo 

‘reconciliation’ movements have had on heritage practices, and in particular, 

exploring the emotive notions around ‘sharing’ heritage and history in the post-

contact period. By investigating the links between Aboriginal heritage and emotions 

in rural space, I aim to move beyond stereotypes and bring greater complexity to 

discussions around belonging, sharing and ownership. I explore a number of ideas 

for sharing and attachment that are prevalent in contemporary ‘contact’ studies, 

which are important themes in this thesis. However, in attempting to apply these 

concepts to this research, I find the ‘sharing’ concept inadequate. Instead, I draw on 

Brown’s (2015) argument for belonging as accommodation in Section 8.5. In doing 

so, I identify a distinctive type of white attachment to the materialities of Aboriginal 

heritage in settler colonial contexts, which is neither Indigenous nor 

archaeologically derived, but is influenced by both. Critical to this acknowledgment 

is that these white attachments develop in deep political and ethical tension with 

current ideas about Aboriginal rights to country. I suggest that archaeologists and 

heritage practitioners have a role to play in encouraging non-Aboriginal 

attachments to Aboriginal heritage, in order to help facilitate their protection. 

However, this must occur in open dialogue with Aboriginal people, in order to 

support and prioritise Aboriginal attachment and authority over heritage visibility 

and representation in rural contexts.  

I end this chapter by returning to some of Denis Byrne’s (1996, 2003a, 2003b, 

2003c, 2004; Byrne et al. 2001) expansive body of work, which has substantially 

influenced themes in this research. Building on his attention to visibility and 

attachment, I contend that rather than ‘cleared’ space, agricultural farmlands must 

be conceptualised as dynamic, hybrid landscapes where Aboriginal occupation 

traces are always present and emerging. Further, I emphasise that Australian 

heritage theory and praxis is intimately and inextricably entwined with the legacies 

of racial separation, and because of this, the decisions that heritage practitioners 

make about what to research are inseparable from such legacies. I argue that 

heritage practitioners must have greater cognisance of the ‘ethics of visibility’ in 

agricultural contexts, in terms of understanding how their practice effects the 
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ongoing ‘recognition of identities and shared memories’ (Ireland 2015:121) 

associated with ‘assembling and reassembling’ (Harrison 2011:160) our heritage 

futures.  

 

8.1 Narungga occupation traces and cross-cultural proximity 

A lot happens to the concept of agency once nonhuman things are figured 

less as social constructions and more as actors, and once humans 

themselves are assessed not as autonoms but as vital materialities (Bennett 

2010:21). 

 

Perhaps one of the most important outcomes of this thesis is to challenge the 

way that ongoing cross-cultural relationships are conceptualised between 

Aboriginal and white Australians in settler colonial farmlands. I argue that the 

intimate, everyday entanglements that exist between Aboriginal occupation traces 

and rural non-Aboriginal people should be conceptualised as important component 

of the ongoing ‘contact zone’ between these two cultural groups. These occupation 

traces have the power to mediate spatial and conceptual proximities and distances 

between rural Aboriginal and white Australians. By spatially, I refer to the very 

physicality of these occupation traces to endure and reappear in agricultural 

contexts, despite ongoing attempts to maintain the colonial landscape as an ordered 

and naturalised, white colonial space. These reappearing traces disrupt the 

cadastral grid, surprising and unsettling rural white peoples by simply residing in 

the places where Aboriginal people were forced to leave them. This is a quality that 

has been identified as ‘thing power’ (Bennett 2010:29), a vibrancy which, depending 

on the ‘collaboration, cooperation or interactive interference of many bodies and 

forces’, means that these occupation traces can express impetus of their own accord.  

Waterholes, for example, tend to ‘stay damp’ despite years of intensive 

environmental clearance. While sheep hooves, agricultural ploughing and the 

introduction of weeds or rubbish may degrade or obscure these places; their 

continuing ‘dampness’ tends to resist their removal from the landscape completely. 

Instead, rural white Australians are often forced to work around such places by 

either filling them in, fencing them off or taking them into their care. The materiality 

of waterholes guarantees that they will endure as places for whites to be reminded 
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that their European occupation is well and truly entangled with—and was originally 

dependent upon—Aboriginal people.  

Similarly, stone artefacts have their own small and lively powers. 

Hammerstones, anvils and grindstones ‘appear’ in paddocks for hundreds of years 

after they were used by Aboriginal people, a material interplay that includes the 

churning of soils, the actions of the wind and rain, the attention of the plough and 

the ‘stony’ characteristics of the objects themselves. A number of times, the non-

Aboriginal interviewees in this study remarked that such objects were immediately 

recognisable because they appeared ‘out of place’ within the brown soils, rocky 

limestone or sandy white dunes where they were ‘discovered’. Ground stone 

artefacts have an unmistakable materiality that is difficult to ignore; they are heavy 

and hard, yet also soft and smooth, and are often covered in a distinctive sheen or 

patina that speaks of their function. Their allure can be as captivating as the 

Kimberley glass points that Rodney Harrison (2006, 2010b) has described. Their 

‘wear and tear, decay, and disintegration are material manifestations of pastness 

and have long attracted particular appreciation as such’ (Holtorf 2013:432).  

While some rural white Australians may overlook these stony objects, or ‘turn 

away’, many others pick them up. Placed around the home, the farm or in the local 

museum, these objects continue to work their stony, silent powers. They resist being 

thrown away as just another stone. That is, unless they are categorised as rubbish, 

as in the case of the individual in Chapter Six, who took his collection of artefacts to 

the dump after being told they were extraneous by another collector. The presence 

of stone artefacts, again, communicates to rural whites that Aboriginal people 

physically occupied the land in which they now reside. Gathered into the assemblage 

of household and farming objects that surround rural white homesteads on a daily 

basis, these objects work their potency on new generations, as domestic/farm 

accumulations are passed along the family line.  

Lastly, burials have a very special materiality. More delicate than stone, bone 

can dissolve into the earth or can endure for thousands of years. Bone is easily 

destroyed, and is more susceptible to damage than waterholes or stone artefacts, as 

evidenced by the disturbance I catalogue in this thesis. As I explored in Chapter 

Seven, the materiality of bone is infused with human meaning, precisely because 

bone is simultaneously human and ‘other’ fused as one. The unique material power 

of human remains is one that forces us all to confront our own mortality, and 
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consequently, it is a deeply unsettling material to encounter. In agricultural 

contexts, where deep silences surround the histories of frontier violence and land 

appropriation, the ‘sudden’ appearance of Narungga ancestral remains can remind 

white Australians that their histories are written in blood. 

Reflecting on these materialities, it is clear that Aboriginal occupation traces 

have the capacity ‘not only to impede or block the will and designs of humans but 

also to act as quasi agents or forces with trajectories, propensities, or tendencies of 

their own’ (Bennett 2010:viii). Rural white Australians respond and react to this 

agency in various ways, and in turn, affect these occupation traces in response. In 

this sense then, ‘things, objects, landscapes, possess ‘real’ qualities that affect and 

shape both our perception of them and our cohabitation with them’ (Olsen 

2003:88).  

I anticipate at least two criticisms against this argument. Firstly, it might be 

argued that I have grossly misunderstood the agency wielded by the humans in my 

study, and have instead fetishised the occupation traces I examine, projecting 

human emotions and social relations onto their physical matter. In anticipation of 

this critique, I address the issue of ‘social relations’ in Section 8.2. Using Sara 

Ahmed’s (2004a, 2004b) notion of ‘affective economies’ I contend that relationships 

to Aboriginal heritage are not only mediated by their unique materialities, but also 

due to human emotions that circulate around Aboriginal heritage about Aboriginal 

people more broadly.  

Secondly, the application of materialist vitalities to non-human entities may be 

read by some as a misappropriation of Indigenous ontologies for the embodied 

nature of agency in the landscape. In my introduction I touched on the links between 

the development of posthumanism and the further appropriation of Indigenous 

intellectual knowledges (Hunt 2014; Todd 2015, 2016; Sundberg 2014). I also 

touched on the concept of ‘country as a living entity’ (Rose 1996:7) for Aboriginal 

people. As I argued in my introduction, these ontologies must be recognised as a 

critical (although unexplored in this thesis) component of Narungga people’s 

relationship to their landscapes and seascapes. It is certainly not my place to 

attribute or compare the material vibrancies I have described in waterholes, stone 

artefacts and human burials with the ways that various Narungga peoples may or 

may not conceptualise their heritage traces. Further, it would be dangerous and 

contrary to my research agenda to suggest that white rural Australians have 
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spiritual or philosophical relationships with Aboriginal heritage analogous to those 

of Narungga people. To the contrary, I have gone to great lengths to attempt to 

unsettle whiteness in the landscape, discharging concepts of settler ‘nativeness’ or 

naturalness. I have tried to show how white Australian’s notions of Aboriginal 

spirituality tend to collide with the physicality of Narungga occupation traces to 

generate ‘uncanny’ emotions and experiences in the landscape (Gelder and Jacob 

1998). These feelings of ‘uncanniness’ arise from deep ontological incompatibilities 

between Western concepts of the environment as a fixed and stable entity, in 

contrast with Indigenous affirmations that the country is alive. What I have tried to 

show is that the affective qualities of Aboriginal occupation traces, as tactile places 

and objects that endure and emerge in the landscape, play their own part in feelings 

of white ‘unsettlement’. The agency I identify is one of social and material 

entanglement; where body, mind and matter collaborate to produce both affective 

and effective consequences (Malafouris 2008). 

In saying this, Narungga people are likely to understand the 

human/place/object interactions I have described in this research in ways that 

differ from my own interpretations. Consequently, other forms of agency may 

activate Narungga occupation traces within in the Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

landscape, in ways that cannot be articulated or explored here. These unexplored 

potential disparities may provide a stimulating and fruitful source for future 

researchers.  

 

8.2 ‘Sticky’ emotions in nervous landscapes 

This research can help ‘colonizers and the colonized from talking past each 

other’ by challenging overgeneralised perceptions that disturbances to Aboriginal 

heritage are driven solely by ‘red necked’ racism (Lilley 2006:42). Instead, I have 

attempted to show how agricultural networks are structurally, spatially and 

conceptually geared toward Aboriginal heritage disturbance in the first place. This 

being said, my emphasis on materiality and agency is not completely satisfactory in 

explaining why rural white Australians feel the ways they do, or act in certain ways, 

toward the traces they encounter. In my introduction I suggested that an emphasis 

on affect and emotion are also critical components to this thesis because, as Martin 

Müller (2015:36) has argued, affect and emotion are what holds assemblages and 

networks together or what drives them apart [my emphasis]. Attending to rural 
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white people’s emotions then, has become an important aspect in understanding the 

data I have collected. 

Sara Ahmed’s (2004a, 2004b, 2005) attention to the ways that emotions such 

as fear, guilt and shame circulate as ‘affective economies’ within society is a valuable 

approach for conceptualising how emotions come to be associated with Aboriginal 

occupation traces in rural spaces. Practices surrounding Narungga occupation 

traces are not only mediated through conflations of material/human agency, but 

also because for rural white Australians, Aboriginal occupation places and objects 

often ‘become sticky, or saturated with affect, as sites of personal and social tension’ 

(Ahmed 2004a:11). For example, in Chapter Five, I described a farmer who 

accidentally unearthed a burial while ploughing his paddocks. First, we must 

acknowledge there are a number of non-human actors at work in this story. This 

farmer could not have unearthed the burial without the scarifying machinery he was 

using. He would not have been ploughing so deeply if it were not for the large hole 

left by the explosive he used to get rid of the fox burrow. Further, he would not have 

used the explosives if the ‘pesky fox’ had not been so persistent in returning to its 

hole despite the farmer’s attempts to collapse it using less ‘explosive’ means. Nearly 

all of the factors that resulted in the uncovering of the burial were non-human; the 

mechanical parts of the plough, the chemical reactions of ammonium nitrate and the 

biological behaviours of foxes. Only then was the materiality of the burial itself 

enacted, exposing a rounded, porous and fragile object that the farmer could 

immediately recognise as nothing other than human. Later, when the farmer 

expressed his guilt over the uncovering of the burial, he was keen/quick to explain 

that it ‘wasn’t his fault’. His emotions were tensioned between knowing that the 

burial disturbance was indeed wrong, and yet also recognising that it wasn’t a 

deliberate act, simply a result of him going about his daily routine. In many ways, 

his dilemma is symbolic of a much more profound issue that afflicts many white 

Australians, who must acknowledge that their histories are implicated with violence 

and dispossession, but are reluctant to take present day responsibility for 

something perceived as occurring outside of their own personal agency (Williams 

2007).  

At this point, one might imagine that the farmer could have quite easily 

contacted members of the nearby Narungga community with information that he 

had disturbed a burial. As I explained, he did not, instead contacting the local police 
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officer who encouraged him to ‘dig a hole, bury it and shut up about it’. With this 

information, he chose to conceal the disturbance from local Narungga people. He 

explained to me that, although he felt guilty, his decision was largely due to fear of 

losing his property. This fear was only intensified by the local police officer. It is 

unlikely that many rural white Australians would find this story surprising, and 

perhaps neither would the many Aboriginal people, archaeologists, heritage 

practitioners or police officers that deal with the repercussions of these 

disturbances on a daily basis. Within Australia, there has been slow 

acknowledgement that Aboriginal burial disturbances take place regularly, and that 

these disturbances are generally under-reported or concealed (for a recent example 

of a police officer speaking out about this issue, see Lamacraft 2016). When these 

events are reported via the media, they are often framed in negative terms, 

positioning Aboriginal people as either standing in the way of development or 

demanding unreasonable requests for the respectful treatment of their ancestors’ 

remains.  

Ahmed (2004b:119) suggests that emotions do things, working to ‘align 

individuals with communities—or bodily space with social space—through the very 

intensity of their attachments’. Strong emotions such as fear then, work to posit 

Aboriginal people as ‘objects’ of fear, aligned as collective bodies that threaten to 

unsettle white Australia’s claim to land ownership across the country. Most 

certainly, the rhetoric of fear produced during the 1996-2007 ‘Howard era’ worked 

to position Aboriginal land claims as a ‘threat to the settler-colonial state’s financial 

‘competitiveness,’ the nation’s income and ‘the future of our country’’ (Kramer 

2016:203). Concurrently, Howard’s active contribution to the circulation of affective 

economies that positioned ‘farmers and miners as members of the white Australian 

‘community’ who generate taxpayer dollars, wealth and prosperity’ (Kramer 

2016:202) helped to align certain individuals in certain ways. In this case, farmers 

become ‘endangered by imagined others whose proximity threatens not only to take 

something away from the subject’ (in this case, land), ‘but to take the place of the 

subject’ (Ahmed 2004b:117). Ahmed suggests then, that the ‘presence of these 

others is imagined as a threat to the object of love’ (Ahmed 2004b:117). 

Aboriginal occupation traces can be recognised as representing love (because 

these traces are found in land that belongs to whites, and whites love their land) but 

also fear (because the objects themselves are understood as belonging to Aboriginal 
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people, who also belong to the land). These occupation traces tend to become 

‘sticky’, or ‘saturated with affect’, as one of the actors of affective economies that can 

‘produce the very surfaces and boundaries that allow the individual and the social 

to be delineated as if they are objects’ (Ahmed 2004a:10).  

These ‘surfaces and boundaries’ have become the focus of this thesis, in an 

attempt to correlate the complex and power-laden relationships associated with 

‘social’ phenomena with the tangible, physical networks of peoples, places and 

things in farmland contexts. In attempting to reconcile these social emotions with 

the material, Manual DeLanda’s (2006) attention to the materiality of social 

assemblages is highly useful. DeLanda (2006:12) suggests that the ‘components of 

social assemblages playing a material role vary widely, but at the very least involve 

a set of human bodies properly oriented (physically or psychologically) towards 

each other’. Throughout this thesis I have pointed out the racialised spatial structure 

of the landscape in which Aboriginal and white residents have lived ‘adjacent to, but 

have nevertheless remained essentially separate from’ each other for many years 

(Wundersitz 1979:294). These social separations have become deeply significant 

for governing the ways that Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal bodies can become ‘properly 

oriented toward each other’. Within the ‘nervous’ landscapes produced and 

maintained by settler colonial space, affective economies of fear tend to flourish. 

 

8.3 Entangling antiquarianism in the present  

 

The antiquarian imagination in Australia preceded and paralleled the rise 

of professional archaeology and history, and deserves historical attention 

of its own. It has not been superseded by professional history but has 

proved remarkably resilient, even resurgent in our time. In its cultivation 

of field skills, attention to locale, undisciplined breadth, engagement with 

memory and ‘sensuous enjoyment of material things’, it represents a 

surprising source of invigoration for an academic history that has been 

isolated and constrained by professional specialisation and the supremacy 

of the world (Griffiths 1996:3). 

 

While initially, I predicted that I would encounter emotions such as fear in the 

course of this research, I had not anticipated encountering the significant influence 
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of amateur collectors. Perhaps naively, I linked practices associated with 

‘antiquarianism’ to an earlier period in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, far 

removed from the present. However, my research has revealed the degree to which 

early and mid-twentieth century ‘culture-historic’ classifications in archaeology 

have infiltrated rural regions. The vestiges of these practices continue to circulate, 

despite contemporary archaeology’s momentum far beyond these models. As 

historian Tom Griffiths (1996:3) suggests, the antiquarian imagination has proved 

‘remarkably resilient’ within Australia. I demonstrated this resilience in Chapter Six, 

exploring the ways that various practices toward Narungga stone artefacts and 

ancestral remains in the study area were heavily influenced by McCarthy’s (1967) 

and others’ typological stone implement classifications. I went into considerable 

detail regarding the ways that some non-Aboriginal residents on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda have become amateur stone artefact collectors or local 

excavation specialists for the region, amassing large collections into their homes 

from around the surrounding districts. Further, I emphasised the friendships 

between individual amateurs and ‘professional’ anthropologists and archaeologists, 

and the networks cultivated through the museum and publications by ASSA. I also 

showed that emotional tensions pulse through these networks, operating through a 

rhetoric that disavows emotional attachments to Aboriginal objects while 

simultaneously trusting in the emotional desire to collect.  

Further, I have outlined some of the consequences of abandonment of local 

heritage approaches in the wake of archaeology’s professionalism. While Griffiths 

(1996) identified the ways ‘new’ archaeologists distanced themselves from 

antiquarian approaches, he did not examine the consequence of this distinction for 

either the collectors or for the Aboriginal occupation traces in agricultural 

landscapes that had been ‘archaeologically’ categorised, both whom had been ‘left 

behind’. In many ways, the turn to archaeological professionalism has also resulted 

in a turn away from archaeological research in Australia’s rural regions more 

broadly. One reason for this is because in agricultural contexts, where ploughing and 

other land clearance activities heavily disturb surfaces and soil-profiles, less 

contextual information usually remains between artefacts and the environment. 

Processual or ‘behavioural’ approaches to stone artefact analysis have increasingly 

focused research in areas with ‘intact’ archaeological assemblages for lithic analysis, 

which are able to contribute to broader studies of technological change across the 
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continent (for examples, see Clarkson 2007; Hiscock 1994, 2008; Hiscock and 

Attenbrow 2003; Hiscock and Clarkson 2000; Holdaway et al. 2005; Jeffrey and 

White 1985; Smith 2013). These technological analyses, with their heavy emphasis 

on examining archaeological site context, signal a retreat from stone artefact studies 

in ploughed agricultural landscapes. At the same time, constructions of Aboriginality 

that equate ‘remote’ living with authenticity (Beckett 1988:194) have tended to 

result in higher numbers of archaeological researchers working with ‘outback’ 

communities rather than urban or rural Aboriginal groups (with some notable 

exceptions, as drawn on in this thesis). 

Griffiths (1996:5) suggested that ‘two historical tensions’ run throughout the 

pages of Hunters and Collectors; one between Aboriginal and white Australians, and 

the other between amateurs and professionals. In this respect, there are many 

parallels between Griffiths’ work and my own. However, as I have argued, Griffiths’ 

approach to his subject matter is hierarchical in the sense that he defines the 

epistemological orientation of the behaviours he examines as historically removed 

from his own ‘postcolonial’ unpacking. He defines the practices of antiquarianism 

and professionalism as ‘products of the nineteenth-century formation of mass 

institutions and nation-states, the prevailing belief in progress, and the making of 

empires’ (1996:5). Most certainly, Griffiths’ critique of the perceived superiority of 

archaeological professionalism marks a significant moment in the development of 

critical heritage enquiry within Australia, as many others, for example Ireland 

(2003), McNiven and Russell (2005) and Smith (2004, 2006) have more recently 

pointed out.  

Throughout the twentieth century, debates in heritage management can be 

understood as shifting from ‘unspoken but ostensibly shared Western aesthetic and 

stewardship values’ through to ‘building methods for objective, scientific forms of 

conservation’ and finally to the ‘development of ethics, standards and codes of 

practice’ (Ireland and Schofield 2015:2–3). I could also argue that archaeology is 

undergoing a current shift toward the democratisation of heritage (for example, see 

Holtorf 2007), in which archaeologists are coming to terms with the realisation that 

they are simply ‘just another community with an interest in the past’, with no 

greater authority over its deployment than any other ‘community’ (Smith and 

Waterton 2009:11). It is certainly true that the ‘histories of archaeology reflect the 

times in which they were written, and the interests of those writing them’ (Murray 
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2012:149). This thesis as well, will no-doubt reflect the particular epistemological 

trappings of my time, particularly given the current popularity of network 

approaches in the academy. However, what can be considered ‘new’ about my own 

work is that I explore rural collecting and re-assembling practices as firmly 

enmeshed in the present, as well as exploring the integral aspects of affect and 

emotion in structuring these practices.  

It is ironic that while antiquarians have been imagined as possessing a 

‘sensuous enjoyment of material things’ (Griffiths 1996:3), professional 

archaeologists since the 1960s have increasingly devised highly complicated 

applications for analytical and scientific approaches to measuring and sampling 

various archaeological materialities (for example, lithic and faunal analyses). 

Despite the widespread application of post-processual archaeologies that offer 

subjective and interpretive approaches to understanding the archaeological record, 

at their core they still draw on recording the material dimensions of places, objects 

and things. As I have suggested, these discourses and scientific orthodoxies tend to 

often obscure the essential intimacy and sensitivity required for archaeological 

praxis (Brown et al. 2015:15). Fortunately, an emphasis on affective and emotional 

research within the academy more broadly has encouraged a number of 

archaeologists and heritage practitioners to begin to ‘name their love’ (Lydon 

2015:209) for the material objects that they study. I contend that when we are 

honest with ourselves, our archaeological imaginations are (and always will be) 

very much antiquarian. 

John Schofield (2015) argues that archaeologists must become better at 

recognising the ethical and political terms in which people engage with their pasts. 

He suggests that:  

 

As people increasingly want to engage with their personal and cultural 

pasts, it is necessary that heritage practitioners and professionals find 

ways for this to be achieved, ways that are meaningful (e.g. in the sense of 

being culturally and socially relevant) and ethical. These two 

considerations are not necessarily compatible. For example, what people 

do in terms of engagement should not compromise the ability of others to 

do the same; any engagement must be respectful of other values attached 
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to the heritage being studied; and engagement must be inclusive in terms 

of opportunity (Schofield 2015:197). 

 

In the democratisation of heritage then, we must accept that non-

archaeologists, who are often also non-Aboriginal, will form their own attachments 

to appropriated Aboriginal heritages. Just as archaeologists have had to examine our 

own fraught attachments to the Aboriginal past, the ‘popular’ attachments that non-

Aboriginal people form to Aboriginal heritage are not always ethically or politically 

sound. However, as I have demonstrated and Schofield points out above, the ‘terms 

of engagement’ in which white Australians value Aboriginal heritage often 

‘compromise the ability of others to do the same’ — the ‘others’ here being 

Aboriginal people. In the following sections I explore how both Aboriginal and white 

attachments to place have been conceptualised in archaeology and heritage 

research, and how this research contributes to addressing these coexistence issues.  

 

8.4 ‘Sharing’ space and place on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

 

We need to celebrate, through the acknowledgment of the shared heritage 

of historic places, the creative opportunity provided by this foundational 

hybridity in Australian history. Writing shared histories and celebrating 

shared heritage has the creative power to reconcile Aboriginal and settler 

Australians in powerful and positive ways (Harrison 2004:224). 

 

This thesis contributes to a number of enduring debates around ‘belonging’, 

‘attachment’ and ‘sharing’. These debates are interrelated, and as I have explored 

can be understood as stemming from particular post-colonising perspectives in 

Australia in the wake of 1990s Mabo and Wik decisions, which saw many non-

Aboriginal people questioning their sense of place and ownership around the 

country. In particular, this ‘crisis of identity’ (Stratton 1998) affected rural and 

remote white Australians, who felt threatened by potential changes to their once 

unquestioned tenure of Aboriginal lands. As a consequence, a number of themes on 

‘sharing’ history and heritage in rural landscapes have been mobilised in various 

attempts to help resolve or ‘reconcile’ white anxieties. As this thesis focuses on what 

can be understood more broadly as exploring aspects of white belonging within 
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Narungga country, concepts of ‘sharing’ are explored here. I contend that while 

history/heritage narratives that draw on themes of sharing can certainly help 

overcome notions of division on nationalistic scales, there is potential for these 

narratives to gloss over the local, everyday, contested spatial geographies that this 

research highlights.  

As I introduced in Chapter Two, perhaps the most emblematic of post-Mabo 

literature is Peter Read’s (2000) Belonging: Australians, place and Aboriginal 

ownership. Read (2000) grapples with the deep unease that some white Australians 

feel about their attachments to landscapes that have been seized from Aboriginal 

people. Read (2000:9) describes finding an Aboriginal midden in Ku-ring-gai 

country, NSW, in the areas in which he grew up and loved. He describes how the 

encounter gave him a ‘shiver of excitement that I still carry’, suggesting that the 

‘hushed shell-pile’ reminded him that the area was ‘deep Aboriginal country also’. 

As a consequence he asks himself ‘do I have the right to belong?’ and sets about 

answering this question. Surface readings of this thesis may lure audiences into 

believing my research follows in the footsteps of Read’s own struggle, and it is 

certainly possible to read this study as symptom of my own sense of belonging to 

Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. There are indeed, many similarities between Read’s 

own analysis and the themes that arise from my research. A number of the white 

interviewees in this study expressed notions of ‘belonging’, seeing themselves as the 

new ‘stewards’ of the land and often imagining themselves as more knowledgeable, 

and therefore more ‘native’ than, many locally residing Aboriginal people. As I 

detailed in Chapter Two, these white settler ideologies have been well critiqued 

(Cerwonka 2004; Ellemor 2003; Gelder 2000; Miller 2003; Probyn 2002). In general 

however, these debates over white belonging can be ultimately understood as tied 

to broader attempts to include unsettling events (such as Mabo) within the ongoing 

production and naturalisation of whiteness within ‘postcolonial’ Australia (Haggis 

2004).  

As I explored in Chapter Two, concepts of ‘sharing’ in the fields of archaeology 

and heritage studies have focused less on assessing notions of ‘belonging’ and have 

been more absorbed in illustrating shared ‘attachments’ to heritage places and 

landscapes (Harrison 2004). As I explored, these studies are often interested in 

attempting to reconcile white notions of the erasure of Aboriginal people in the post-

contact period through a greater emphasis on promoting Aboriginal people’s 
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heritage in this period (Byrne 2003a; Murray 1996, 2002). Rodney Harrison 

(2004:3) suggests that attachment can be understood as the ‘relationship between 

the material traces of the past and their contemporary significance to both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities’. He argues that attachment crystallises 

through the daily routine experiences of living and working in places, and the 

relationship that forms between people’s mental landscape and their physical 

worlds (Harrison 2004:11). Harrison (2004) examined attachment by considering 

the ways that both non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal people have ‘shared’ memories 

and associations with aspects of the New South Wales pastoral landscape. These 

shared attachments are premised on the idea that the heritage landscapes are co-

constituted by the presence and contributions of both Aboriginal and settler 

communities working together. Therefore, both parties have a right to claim this 

heritage as part of their own. This contrasts with Denis Byrne’s and Maria Nugent’s 

(2004) notions of attachment, which acknowledges the spatial dimensions of 

sharing space, and demonstrates Aboriginal people’s ongoing attachments to 

landscapes in southern New South Wales that ‘no longer belong to them’ (in a 

Western, legal sense), highlighting how Aboriginal attachments to country are 

maintained regardless of the imposition of the cadastral grid or the presence of 

‘shared’ spaces.  

Similarly, Narungga continue to demonstrate attachments to Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda (Fowler 2015; Fowler et al. 2014, 2016; Liebelt et al 2016; 

Roberts et al. 2013, 2014, 2015, In prep). However, I have highlighted how the 

relationship between ‘attachment’ and ‘sharing’ is highly nuanced on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda (Liebelt et al. 2016). While there are many ‘shared’ stories and 

histories between the two groups due to their geographic proximities, the histories 

of residential race segregation and structural discrimination have tended to create 

some ‘serious disjunctures in the agricultural memories and experiences’ between 

the Narungga and rural white Australians involved in the research (Liebelt et al. 

2016:109). In this case, any ‘sharing’ or ‘reconciling’ narratives that are deployed 

must take into account that overly romantic expressions of white belonging have 

great potential to gloss over the real and ongoing contest over spatial geographies 

that I have examined in this thesis. These narratives also have the potential for 

inflicting further epistemological violence on Aboriginal people by discursively 

naturalising white relationships to the study area.  
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In general, ‘reconciliation’ has been critiqued for precisely this same reason. 

Damian Short (2003, 2008, 2012:294) has argued that ‘any notion of ‘reconciliation’ 

that seeks to build a common identity is deeply problematic given that many 

Indigenous peoples therein have strongly defended their alterity in the face of 

hundreds of years of colonization’. Further, Short (2008:2) points to the reality that 

the reconciliation movement was in fact a conciliatory action as a result of treaty 

movements fronted by Kevin Gilbert and others in the late 1980s, brought about by 

the Hawke government who suggested that non-Aboriginal Australians would need 

to be educated about Aboriginal issues before they could be ready for a treaty. 

Resultantly, ‘official Australian reconciliation focused less on the needs of the 

victims and more on the educational needs of non-Indigenous Australians’ (Short 

2012:295). Penelope Edmonds (2016:94) too, demonstrates how ‘imagined 

exchanges’ (such as the Harbour Bridge Walk for Reconciliation) of the 

reconciliation project became part of the state’s political work of building 

consensus, which were frustrating for some Aboriginal people who saw these 

exchanges as inadequate substitutes for real covenants or treaties that would offer 

demonstrable and concrete reparations. 

Perhaps then, we must come to terms with the reality that there is a 

fundamental incommensurability between European and Indigenous notions of 

ownership and belonging, which create difficulties in expressing ‘shared’ values. 

This has been explored by a number of researchers, most prominently, Aileen 

Moreton-Robinson (2004b:5) who suggests that the ‘possessive logic of patriarchal 

white sovereignty works ideologically, that is it operates at the level of beliefs, and 

discursively at the level of epistemology, to naturalise the nation as a white 

possession’. She suggests that a fundamental incompatibility exists between 

Aboriginal people’s ontological relationship to country (as carrying title to the land 

through and on their bodies) and white Australia’s claim to possess it through 

colonial systems of Western patriarchal sovereignty, which are then naturalised. 

This point is particularly salient in agricultural landscapes where the vast majority 

of land is held as freehold title, and native title is considered as ‘extinguished’. 

Within this paradigm, the idea that Aboriginal people will have connections and 

cultural, social, spiritual, economic or political responsibilities to portions of land 

outside of any ‘legal’ (Western) sense is difficult for many rural whites to accept. 
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Certainly, the white interviewees in my thesis may not agree with the 

proposition that their lives are ‘entangled’ with Aboriginal people’s heritage. 

However, perhaps this term would be preferable to the term ‘share’, which carries 

an underlying assumption that they must ‘share’ something, which in many cases, 

they see as their own. As I demonstrated in Chapter Four, even the farmer who knew 

that a Narungga waterhole was located on his property, and which he knew 

Narungga people were aware of, nonetheless suggested that he would only welcome 

increased Narungga presence on his land ‘as long as nothing changes’. Likewise, 

David Hill suggested that he would be happy to return the stone artefacts he 

collected to Narungga people, however he felt that compensation for his collation 

work would be due in order for this to occur. Again, the location of Narungga 

remains that were once on display in the local Maitland/Maggiwarda Museum, as 

well as the potential for countless items/remains in farmers sheds, are yet to be 

disclosed and repatriated. In these cases, any potential for ‘sharing’ is strictly on 

white terms, and is highly dependent on Western spatial definitions for ownership, 

enforced by the existing system of colonial land tenure. Finding a way forward by 

deploying ‘imagined exchanges’ of reconciled notions of belonging or ‘sharing’ are 

unlikely to succeed at intercepting or changing white rural Australian’s behaviours 

toward Aboriginal heritage traces within the privately owned spaces I have 

described. Instead, acknowledging and working through the individual processes 

and emotions that circulate as a result of ‘white attachment’ to Aboriginal heritage, 

may provide a way forward. 

 

8.5 The ethics of ‘white attachment’ to Aboriginal heritage 

 

Place is not a passive backdrop on whose stage human emotions are 

performed: people, memory objects and things as well as places are 

simultaneously material and immaterial, tangible and intangible. Fabric is 

family as much as family is fabric (Brown 2015:64). 

 

Perhaps a notion of ‘attachment’ can be drawn from more recent approaches to 

the concept. Steve Brown (2015:59) has argued that belonging is a form of 

accommodation, defining place-attachment as ‘a distributed property that emerges 

through the encounters and entanglements of individuals (or groups), things and 
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place’. He suggests that conceived in this way, each person, place and thing can be 

theorised as extending beyond a single and separate entity, and instead can be 

understood as being ‘unbounded’. Ultimately, he argues that place-attachment 

should be understood as ‘as vibrant, active and continuously co-constituted’ rather 

than ‘passive, fixed and contained’ (Brown 2015:63). Brown’s argument is 

applicable in this thesis, which has demonstrated the complexities and vibrancies of 

material and social entanglements between people, places and things within the 

context of Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. His assertion that ‘fabric is family’ (Brown 

2015:64) is useful for understanding the conditions in which the material traces of 

Narungga people’s occupation in the study area have been appropriated into rural 

white family relationships: embraced into the fold of agricultural assemblages. 

However, I have also demonstrated that white attachment to Aboriginal heritage can 

be an uneasy, sometimes ‘uncanny’ embrace, fraught with the similar kinds of 

dichotomies and frictions that exist between white Australia and Aboriginal people 

more broadly around Australia. The ‘attachment’ I identify then is distinctly non-

Aboriginal — emerging from the daily material and social engagements between 

Western peoples, their places and objects that work to produce and replicate the 

ideologies and spatial geographies of white settler-colonial space. At the same time, 

it is influenced by white notions of Aboriginality. 

While Brown’s (2015) argument for belonging through accommodation is 

valuable, it needs to be adopted here with a level of caution. I am careful not to 

naturalise the cross-cultural entanglements I have documented by assuming that 

the collaborative attachments that develop between non-Aboriginal humans and 

Aboriginal places/objects in my study area are not infused by settler colonial power. 

If attachment is a form of accommodation, then we must question who is allowed to 

inhabit which spaces in order for this belonging to emerge? Further, if attachment 

is ‘vibrant, active and continuously co-constituted’ (Brown 2015:63) then it has a 

high propensity to change. Rodney Harrison’s (2011:160) point then, that heritage 

processes are about ‘assembling and reassembling’, in which we become explicitly 

concerned with the present and the ways in which the past and future intervene 

within it, becomes especially pertinent. How might heritage practitioners work with 

Aboriginal groups, whose country is heavily impacted by privately held, agricultural 

farmlands, to ensure that the visibility of their heritage is maintained for their own 

belonging and attachments? This may be especially important for Aboriginal groups 
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who are interested in the revival or protection of physical occupation traces as part 

of broader caring for country schemes. As Liebmann (2008:361) has suggested, ‘the 

importance of physical things in the constitution of revitalization movements has 

been largely overlooked—particularly, the active roles played by mundane, 

utilitarian objects of everyday life’. Further, as repatriation debates have continually 

highlighted, Aboriginal groups must be supported to be able to carry out their 

cultural, economic and spiritual responsibilities toward the protection of significant 

places and cultural objects, most especially, ancestral burials and human remains. 

In this case, we must reach a point where it makes little difference if Aboriginal 

heritage traces happen to exist within privately held land. 

Is it possible to encourage rural white Australians to attach to Aboriginal 

heritage in ways that are ethically/politically sound for Aboriginal people, but that 

do not threaten non-Aboriginal people’s own sense of belonging or attachment? As 

I explored in Chapter Two, archaeologists have been reprimanded for their 

appropriation of Aboriginal heritage throughout the twentieth century (Langford 

1993; McNiven and Russell 2005; Smith 1999). It has really only been in the past ten 

or fifteen years that the discipline has come to terms with its complicity and has 

started to change (Atalay 2012; Bruchac et al. 2010; Phillips and Allen 2010; Smith 

and Wobst 2004). Any ‘public’ initiatives that attempt to encourage white rural 

Australians to ‘attach’ to Aboriginal heritage must proceed with extreme care, so as 

not to re-make the mistakes of the past. The Narungga individuals I have spoken 

with guide the way in this regard, by encouraging white rural Australians in 

Narungga country to feel pride in the Narungga occupation traces they may find on 

their properties and in the district (Tauto Sansbury, Quentin Agius, Doug Milera, Jeff 

Newchurch, various pers. comms. 2013-2016). During discussions about this 

research, Lester-Irabinna Rigney (pers. comm. 2014) emphasised that histories of 

collecting on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda must be understood in context, and that 

amateur collectors such as David Hill have saved Narungga places and objects that 

may have ultimately been destroyed had they not been salvaged at the time. 

Likewise, surely it is preferable for farmers to collect stone artefacts or protect 

waterholes on their property, in preference to leaving these unattended or uncared 

for to circulate in paddocks to be ultimately ground to dust? In this case, rather than 

shun white forms of attachment, I suggest that heritage practitioners must help to 

find ways to conceptualise and even possibly encourage this attachment. However, 
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this must be done in ways that contribute to productive outcomes for heritage 

protection, that resist and help reverse cultural appropriation and notions of white-

nativeness, and that support Aboriginal people’s rights to access and engage with 

country/heritage on their own terms.  

Proposals to do this on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda are possible outcomes of 

this research. However, it is certainly not an easy or straightforward process. One 

initiative thus far has been to use local information-sharing networks attempt to 

encourage farmers to come forward with knowledge of Narungga heritage on their 

land. Narungga chairperson Tauto Sansbury asked that I help him create a ‘press 

release’ to send to the Yorke Peninsula Country Times. The Country Times is the 

primary source of local news information and is disseminated to just about 

everyone in the district. The press release was intended to encourage farmers to 

come forward about heritage places on their properties, and hand in any artefacts 

that they had collected on their farms or within the district (Figure 8.1). We were 

careful to provide a balance in the wording of the press release, between reminding 

farmers of their obligations to look after heritage under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 

1988, but also attempting to alleviate fears or concerns that farmers might be 

penalised or targeted, instead offering an ‘amnesty’ for repatriation. The press 

release encouraged farmers to be proud of the heritage on their properties, and to 

see this heritage as something to celebrate.  

The result of the press release was that relatively small article appeared on the 

23rd February, page 9, in the right-hand bottom corner (Figure 8.2). Due to the 

unobtrusive nature of the appearance of the article in the paper it is difficult to know 

how many people may have noticed it, and how many may have ‘turned away’ from 

Narungga people’s appeal for respect. As yet, only one farmer has responded to the 

amnesty, which is being followed up by Narungga Elders. Continuing to expand and 

follow up on the amnesty (including perhaps releasing the press release more 

broadly or in different contexts, such as to local natural resource management 

groups) are possible outcomes emerging from this research. This being said, it is 

important that any projects accord with existing Narungga frameworks for engaging 

with governments, local councils and farmer stakeholder groups, to ensure long 

term, community orientated, positive outcomes for the future of Narungga people, 

their heritage and country.  
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Figure 8.1: Narungga Nations Artefact Amnesty ‘Press Release’, Feb 2016. 
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Figure 8.2: Amnesty as it appeared in the YP Country Times, 23rd Feb 2016, page 9. 

 

8.6 Visibility, memory and power in agricultural contexts 

In this thesis I have drawn heavily on the work of Denis Byrne. Byrne’s attention 

to the erasure and reinstatement of Aboriginal heritage in Australia (1996, 2003a), 

his emphasis on understanding Australian landscapes as hybrid ‘nervous’ spaces 

(2003b, 2003c, 2004) and his arguments to place greater prominence on the social 

and emotional aspects of heritage (2009, 2013; Byrne et al. 2001; Byrne and Nugent 

2004) have directed many of the key discussions in this research. In this section I 

return to some of Byrne’s augments to extend and develop on them in the context of 

this project.  

Concepts regarding Aboriginal heritage ‘visibility’ are major undercurrents 

throughout Byrne’s work. In particular, his attention to the intangibility of 
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segregation practices within Australia, by which he means that racial segregation 

practices were rarely enacted by an explicitly segregationist material infrastructure. 

As a result, this invisibility is often reflected in heritage registers (2003b). Byrne and 

Nugent’s (2004) own approach to helping reverse these notions has been to focus 

on Aboriginal people movement through and around the cadastral grid, thwarting 

settler colonial attempts of containment and control. Additionally, Byrne’s emphasis 

on the need for greater attendance to ‘post-contact’ historic Aboriginal places 

throughout his research has been clear. I however, have focused specifically on what 

can be archaeologically categorised in conventional terms as ‘pre-contact’ places 

(although many places will have been occupied by Narungga at times throughout 

colonisation, and will continue to be occupied in the future). By doing so, I have 

shown how ‘pre-contact’ Aboriginal places too, can be examined for their residues 

of segregation practice and racialised ontologies. This is because, as Byrne 

(2013:291) himself has come to acknowledge, archaeologies that claim to study 

Aboriginal occupation traces for information about the past are actually engaging in 

archaeologies of the present. By applying Harrison’s (2011) concept of the surface 

assemblage, I have been able to illustrate how Aboriginal people’s occupation traces 

are being assembled and reassembled, as objects and places that ‘emerge’ from the 

past and are given meaning in the present, which is dependent on the historically, 

politically and spatially contingent formations of settler colonialism. This, in fact, is 

what all archaeology does. 

This concept also has relevance for post-contact archaeological studies that 

suggest on focusing on artefact ‘users’ rather than ‘makers’ in order to resist 

privileging object ‘origins’ (Silliman 2010). Instead, Silliman (2010:35) suggests we 

must acknowledge that ‘artefacts and spaces in colonial worlds are fraught with 

ambiguity, alternate functions, and multiple users’. This notion is particularly 

important for ensuring that Aboriginal people’ archaeological signatures are not 

overlooked in colonial contexts, where material traces are often predominately 

European-made in origin (Silliman 2010). Turned on its head however, we must also 

continue to resist notions that ‘pre-contact’ Aboriginal occupation traces exist in 

some kind of time capsule, or that non-Aboriginal ‘users’ of Aboriginal heritage are 

not part of the story. Instead, we must understand that ‘old’ or supposedly ‘pre-

contact’ Aboriginal places and objects traces exist in the present and can also be 

examined for their significance in ‘new’ or reconfigured contexts, in which their 
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meanings become dramatically reconceptualised depending on whose hands they 

rest within.  

Byrne’s (2003a:74) insistence then, that there can be no neutrality in 

archaeology, and that we cannot understand white cadastral history without also 

seeking to understand its Aboriginal implications, can be applied in other ways. 

Byrne (2003a:74) suggests that we must attend to ‘post-contact’ Aboriginal 

artefacts and sites, to give visibility to Aboriginal people’s presence, or we are 

complicit in their discursive erasure of that presence. I contend that all Aboriginal 

heritages, regardless of their perceived temporal beginnings or ‘origins’, must be 

treated in much the same way. This is because the Australian spatial geographies of 

coexistence between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people are hybrid and 

entangled, and continual attempts at cultural untangling tend do little more than 

construct artificial boundaries. Instead, I argue that we focus on the visibilities of 

the Aboriginal past (in the present) with an emphasis on power. This is not to 

suggest we should ignore the intangibility of past and present meanings, but rather, 

that we focus on the politics of heritage visibility. This is because, as Tracy Ireland 

(2015:122) suggests, heritage visibility ‘provides the condition of possibility for 

strategies of power and control, but also the possibility for strategies of resistance’.  

Byrne’s (2003a) theories for the spatial and discursive ‘erasure’ of the 

Aboriginal past apply in many ways on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. As I have shown, 

when Narungga people are remembered in local historical narratives, they are often 

represented as either ‘extinct’ or as having changed and are thus no longer 

‘authentic’. Narungga people’s contributions to farming industries and maritime 

activities are rarely acknowledged in celebrations or commemorations by the wider 

white rural community. Further, Narungga people on the peninsula tend to be 

conceptualised or stereotyped as ‘missionised’ people, rather than rural people with 

the ‘country’ values that are associated with being a (white) Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda local resident (Liebelt et al. 2016). When Narungga heritage is 

finally mentioned in history books or acknowledged in the landscape, it is rarely 

given significance for the present. I have shown how the materialities of tangible 

Aboriginal heritage traces can, at times, be a significant stumbling block in this 

otherwise comfortable, conceptual and discursive elimination. These traces endure 

and appear, unsettling rural whites and reminding them that the landscape has not 

always been theirs. Narungga people’s ongoing presence and forthrightness in 
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asserting ownership over their landscapes/seascapes, combined with the visibility 

of these surviving heritage traces, have huge potential for counteracting notions of 

Narungga people’s ‘disappearance’.  

Attempts to generate change are slow, but there is some progress in this regard. 

Amy Roberts et al. (2015, 2014, 2013, In prep) and Madeline Fowler (2015) and 

others (Fowler et al. 2014, 2016) collaborative approaches to addressing the many 

neglected narratives of Narungga peoples maritime histories have recently resulted 

in one local maritime historian including the names of Narungga ‘lumpers’ (wheat 

bag carriers) who worked at the ports in Balgowan (Moody 2016:19) in his local 

history book. Further, the Narungga amnesty has resulted in one farmer contacting 

Narungga representatives, the results of which will be followed up after the 

completion of this thesis. In this case, practical, community driven programs have 

the potential to make a difference. Narungga people’s actions to promote tourism, 

to renew language, and to work with councils, schools and other local community 

organisations are also critically important in changing local white attitudes. Like 

many other Aboriginal organisations, these approaches are often holistic 

approaches, where the management of heritage is not considered as an isolated 

issue, and is instead incorporated within broader caring for country schemes.  

What does my research mean for current archaeological and heritage practice 

then? I argue that we need to re-think the ways that Aboriginal occupation traces 

have been conceptualised as being ‘cleared’ from agricultural settings, instead 

understanding that agricultural landscapes are always shifting, reassembling, and 

in processes of becoming. Therefore, the potential for new Aboriginal heritage 

visualities are always emerging. I argue that we need to address the dearth left 

behind when professionals abandoned antiquarians to their small, local collections, 

while archaeologists moved on to ‘new’ and then ‘interpretive’ ways of imagining 

the Aboriginal past, by accepting that antiquarian emotions are hardly distant from 

our own. This means acknowledging the power and trajectories of ‘archaeological 

thought not as intellectual history, but as foundations that continue to inform 

contemporary national political debates and policies’ (David et al. 2002:31). Lastly, 

I argue for a greater emphasis on understanding the relationships between 

visibility, memory and power, by realising that all archaeological practice is political, 

visual and spatially determined.  
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 Chapter 9: Conclusion: encounters in place?  

Over the last few years, I have seen more of the Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda 

landscape than I had when living there for the first eighteen years of my life. When 

I wasn’t interviewing people for this research, I would drive around the roads, my 

eyes scanning the ‘cleared’ paddocks around me. I’d search out visible variations in 

the topography; depressions where rainfall will have once collected for drinking, 

drainage channels that mark the flow of ephemeral creeks and stony outcrops and 

limestone surfaces that may have provided focal points for activity. I’d observe 

mounded alluvial banks around swamps and saltpans, and overgrown dense green 

patches of vegetation that, given closer inspection, may well be soaks or springs. I’d 

look over the fences at old ruins crumbling in the fields, mounds of limestone, 

windmills and abandoned underground tanks. I couldn’t help but try and piece 

together the puzzle of how things may once have been, and how these remnants 

affect the present today. I wanted to know what was beyond those boundary fences, 

what ‘evidence’ might quietly reside just out of reach. As I’d pass farmhouses, I’d 

gaze at the assemblages of agricultural objects jumbled around the family home: 

tractors, silos, sheds and gardens. I’d wonder if there could be stone artefacts or 

maybe even Aboriginal human remains hidden in a shed somewhere, tucked within 

a cupboard or sitting on a mantelpiece. Perhaps if I had been braver, I could have 

driven up their driveway, introduced myself, and hoped I was invited in.  

These observations seem even more pertinent when countered with the 

changing nature of agricultural practice on Yorke Peninsula/Guuranda. Advancing 

technological solutions to agronomic practices are increasing impacting farming 

landscapes, as well as the ways that farmers engage with their properties. As is the 

case with many rural districts, new generations of farmers are taking on larger 

leaseholds as economic agricultural ventures, replacing the modest family-

orientated operations that existed in the past. Machinery for ploughing, seeding and 

reaping is increasingly becoming larger, more technical and comfortable in air-

conditioned cabins. Fences between properties are progressively being taken down 

as ‘broad scale acreage’ farming is introduced. These large-scale enterprises lessen 

the possibility for the intimate, intergenerational knowledge about the landscape to 

be passed down, as new farmers take over leases that are not inherited through 

family. Further, farmers are increasingly detached from the elements, often working 

with greater efficiency but involving less overall physical contact with the soil as 
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they work the fields. These factors often mean that farmers are less familiar with 

their properties on the scale that their forbears may have been, suppressing new 

encounters with previously known or emerging Aboriginal occupation traces in the 

landscape. Notions of an agricultural landscape, which is ‘cleared’ of Aboriginal 

heritage, may become a self-fulfilling promise.  

Of course however, Narungga people will continue to infuse these landscapes 

with heritage meaning. Toward the end of this research, I was able to organise 

fieldwork with Narungga representatives and we spoke about these old and new 

problems. We drove around together, moving along public roads and scanning 

paddocks over boundary fences, again, looking at landscapes that can be viewed 

from their edges but rarely physically accessed. I heard stories about heritage sites 

known to Narungga people that have now ‘disappeared’. Places once registered on 

Aboriginal heritage lists on a farmer’s property, but when Narungga representatives 

went to check them they were told by the farmer that they no longer exist. I heard 

other Narungga cultural stories, about the landscape and topographic features, 

which add another layer of complexity to the narratives I have explored in this 

thesis. The complexity of entanglement between Narungga cultural stories and the 

ways these are affected by agricultural practice are not included in this thesis, as it 

would require additional permissions and research to explore and share 

respectfully. I learned that the entanglements I have outlined throughout this thesis 

are but a few of the linkages that exist in a densely intertwined material and social 

network that is exceedingly hard to intercept, not only for Narungga people, but for 

myself also.  

There are questions raised in this thesis that can never be answered. The 

limited number of individuals I spoke to hardly seems to do justice to the massive 

spatial geographies of agricultural farmlands, where these reassembling processes 

tend to continue unchecked. This being said, the insights that I have explored in this 

thesis allow me to make some significant and original contributions to Australian 

heritage research. The benefit of my assemblage approach has been to combine 

various analyses that would normally be considered separate. For example, an 

environmental study of the themes in this thesis might have considered the 

intersections between natural resource management initiatives and heritage 

protection policies. Conversely, a historical investigation might focus on agricultural 

narratives, tracing chronologies of land clearance and the effects on heritage from a 
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quantitative perspective. In contrast, heritage management approaches would be 

more likely to consider government policy and legislation as the most fundamental 

aspects to enacting heritage protection. Lastly, if I wanted to research ‘social’ factors 

such as segregation and racism, I might be convinced to do so via cultural geography 

approaches (such as those conducted by Wundersitz 1979). Instead, I have drawn 

these together, weaving a story that reflects a broader set of circumstances to better 

reveal the complexity of Aboriginal heritage entanglement in Australia’s farmlands. 

At the same time, by fusing network methods with affective/emotional approaches, 

I have also been able to show how materiality and meaning conflate around 

Aboriginal heritage places and objects, in ways which are ‘unregulated’ (but often 

influenced) by archaeologists and Aboriginal people.  

The notion that Australian history can be separated into specific temporal and 

spatial ‘encounters in place’ between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people 

obscures the existence of a continuous, fluctuating contact zone in Australia 

between these two cultural groups. In a landscape full of Aboriginal heritage, there 

are few spaces that can really be understood as existing outside of this deeply 

geographical coexistence. Instead, the Australian landscape is fraught with 

entanglements. Aboriginal heritage traces are omnipresent and emergent. 

Encounters with Aboriginal heritage are usually in heavily contested places. Just as 

white Australia cannot imagine itself without Aboriginal people, nor can the white 

settler colonial landscape be conceptualised without Aboriginal heritage.  

 

9.1 Towards entangled futures?  

Between 2012 and 2016 while I was researching and writing this thesis, a 

number of pivotal moments in Aboriginal-Australian relations unfolded. This 

included the Western Australian government’s threat to close up to 150 remote 

Aboriginal communities in remote WA, Tony Abbott’s highly offensive comments 

towards Aboriginal people who occupy their traditional homelands as making a 

‘lifestyle choice’ which should not be supported/subsidised by the government, the 

exposure of widespread ill-treatment of (mostly Aboriginal) boys in youth detention 

and an ever-increasing number of Aboriginal deaths in police incarceration (a 

devastating issue, considering the 1991 Royal Commission into Deaths in Custody 

over twenty years ago). Further, debates over Aboriginal Constitutional Recognition 

have been higher than usual on political agendas, and on an international scale, the 
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#blacklivesmatter campaign has gained increasing momentum and has been picked 

up on in Australia. Conversely, the resurrection of Pauline Hanson and the One 

Nation Party suggest that tolerance toward a multicultural Australia is a long way 

off, and societal views for the acceptance of diversity are perhaps sadly, going 

backwards.  

In comparison with these highly significant human rights issues, many of which 

affect Aboriginal people directly (including Narungga people), it may seem trivial to 

be concerned with dusty boxes of artefacts and the visibility of subtle Aboriginal 

occupation traces in agricultural farmlands. While Narungga people’s rights to their 

heritage are of course important, Narungga leaders are having to fight for justice on 

many competing (and often life-threatening) fronts at once, and attending to local 

heritage repatriation issues is but one of many concerns. The treatment of 

Aboriginal heritage by non-Aboriginal people is not something that Narungga 

people can be expected to tackle alone in any case. Indeed, I have highlighted that 

the issue at hand here is a deeply white problem, not an Aboriginal one.  

This being said, Narungga people and non-Aboriginal residents on Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda will coexist into the future, and the potential for further 

heritage disturbance to Narungga places/objects over the next several decades at 

least, is high. In this case, the potential for future conflict over this issue also remains 

elevated. Overseas, it has been shown that damages to cultural heritage can inflame 

cross-cultural relationships and increase further violence, for example, evidence of 

increased heritage destruction has been recorded during spikes of violence in Iraq, 

which in turn increases the potential for further conflict (Isakhan 2013). It is 

perhaps a long stretch to compare the ‘peaceful’ country vistas of as Yorke 

Peninsula/Guuranda to the warfare-ridden countries in the Middle East, however 

there still remain important connections to be made between the localised 

treatment of Aboriginal heritage and the resulting cross-cultural relationships 

between these cultural groups. I have shown that future research directions that aim 

for local, community-driven, visually impacting interventions must be pursued in 

agricultural farmlands, to help generate positive change. This is not only critically 

important for Aboriginal people, whose heritage is under threat, but for non-

Aboriginal people who must reconcile their own relationships with this heritage, if 

we are to truly ‘coexist’ in settler space into the future.  
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 Appendix B 

 

David Hill 
Port Lincoln SA 5606 
 
 
 
15th November 2013 
 
 
 
Dear David Hill, 
 
 
I hope this letter finds you and your family well. 
 
Thank you for meeting with me in September 2013, and for sharing your insights 
regarding Aboriginal heritage on Yorke Peninsula. You have made a valuable 
contribution to my research.  
 
As such, please find attached an official transcript of the interview that took place on 
the 16th September 2013.  
 
If there is anything you are unhappy with regarding this transcript, please feel free to 
make changes as necessary. I have included two copies of the transcript for your 
convenience, and a return envelope so you may post back any amendments you may 
have.  
 
Once again, thank you very much for your participation in my research, and for sharing 
your collection and your knowledge so openly with me.  
 
 
 
Best wishes, 
 
 
 
 
 
Belinda Liebelt 
 
Ingle Farm SA 5098  
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Oral History Interview with David Hill regarding heritage sites on Yorke 
Peninsula SA 
 
 
Location: Port Lincoln 
Interviewer: Belinda Liebelt 
Date: 16 September 2013 
 
 
 
BL: It is 16 September 2013. This is Belinda Liebelt interviewing David Hill.  
 
BL: David, you were telling me about how you first became interested in Yorke 
Peninsula archaeology? 
 
DH: Righto, well look I’ll start right from the beginning on what got me first 
interested. I bought an army jeep back in, probably about 1960, so I was, being a young 
bloke I loved driving through the beaches and sand dunes so I’d already explored a fair 
bit of Tiparra Springs. You had to drive around the dunes and all around Tiparra Rocks 
and anywhere there was sand or beaches. We did a lot of spear fishing and diving in 
those days, so the jeep was a good tool to get around the dunes in. 
 
So in about 1963, I met, I caught up with Robert Landt. He’s now an artist in Maitland, 
well known, and his younger brother and they showed me some Aboriginal rocks, or 
these stones and they said they’re Aboriginal stone tools, which amazed me because 
I’ve always been interested in all sorts of things. Minerals and rocks and that sort of 
thing, and I said, ‘Gee look I’ll show you some of them down at Tiparra Springs. I’ve 
been driving through areas loaded with round rocks like that that look the same’, so they 
were collecting at Tiddy Widdy which is just north of Ardrossan and so we, they 
arranged to take me down there one weekend and I went down there and oh yeah, 
they’d pick up these chippings and say well this is a chisel and this is a hammer stone 
and I said ‘Righto, well I’ll take you down to Tiparra Springs next weekend and I’ll 
show you some good stuff’. 
 
Because Tiparra Springs had never been touched, because you just couldn’t get in there. 
It was owned by the Chapman brothers and another landowner had section C. I forget 
his name. By the gap. Anyway we went down there and oh gee there were hammer 
stones everywhere and fantastic sites, so we collected a few and then he didn’t come 
down again, so I, what I did, I went pretty well straight to the museum and I contacted 
an old, they put me onto an old honorary helper there called H. M. Cooper, who wrote 
The Unknown Coastline about Flinders’ voyages, and he sat me down and showed me 
how to identify all the artefacts. The little stone tools and hammer stones and anvil 
stones, and everything like that, so that was the best thing that happened, because what I 
did then, he taught me how to record the sites and the artefacts, so from day one I 
started recording. So, virtually I was the only one that collected in the Tiparra Springs 
area and, other than that, Robert Landt came down one day and picked up a few.  
 
So, I’ve recorded all those sites and probably for the next four or five years I used to go 
down there most weekends and walked and drove all through the areas and the 
Chapman brothers had put some water holes in. They had sheep running in there and 
they bulldozed some fresh water holes, and where they got water, where these water 
holes were, the sheep were coming in to drink and the rabbits were thick and so a lot of 
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that country was drifting. In those days, it was easy to find these sites that were on the 
windblown sand and where it had come down to the rubble, it was all the artefacts from 
probably hundreds of years had all come down to the one level, so there was stuff lying 
everywhere. So I started recording all these sites, so I numbered them all one to ten 
from The Gap. The Gap was number one, right up nearly to Cape Elizabeth was number 
ten, so all these artefacts I collected are all written on with Indian ink in sites one to ten, 
so it’s a very valuable collection.  
 
So, after that, about 1964, I met Graeme Pretty, the archaeologist at the Adelaide 
Museum and he was doing surveys or doing some work on the Yorke Peninsula, so and 
he didn’t know many of the sites so I showed him around and we did a lot of joint 
surveying work between 1964 and 1968, and during that time too, I became a member 
of the Anthropology Society of Adelaide and I used to drive, or sometimes I’d take 
David Moody with me and we’d drive down to Adelaide. 
 
We’d be the first to get to the meetings and last to leave, and we heard a lot of talks by 
Norman Tindale and Mountford, Cooper Black and Campbell. A lot of the old, early 
anthropologists and so that was, it gave me a lot of knowledge too and it was very 
enjoyable, and I went to some of the big conferences they had in Adelaide and heard 
speakers like Berndt and Mountford there, and Tindale, and anyway then, so about 1968 
I left Maitland and started working for Adelaide and Wallaroo Fertilisers doing 
agronomy work and advising farmers on fertiliser, so this gave me the opportunity to, 
well, to virtually I had access to wherever I was working at the properties, where 
farmers’ properties, so this was fantastic. I could combine my hobby with my work. 
 
And so I first started working in the Murray Plains between the Adelaide Hills and the 
Murray and I found some Kartan type artefacts on the rivers there. I forget which one it 
is, and I recorded a few sites around that area, and then I, for a week every year, I’d go 
to Kangaroo Island and I had a Landrover over there, had my Landrover there, so I went 
all over the Island, so I’d ask the farmers whether they’d found any artefacts, so I was 
able to document all the farmers that had artefacts there, and found a lot of the Kartan 
type choppers, pebble choppers there, so I did that for a year, so I’ve recorded a lot of 
information over there as well. 
 
Then in 1969 I was shifted to Keith, and for two and a half years I worked from the 
edge of Victoria, from Kaniva, Telopea Downs nearly to Kingston and up to Meningie, 
so I had access to all that area and I recorded about 200 sites, camp sites and burials 
mainly around the Bordertown area and some out in the scrub east of Tintinara and a 
lot, heaps on the Coorong. The Coorong was the biggest area, and I discovered a burial 
site there and during that time, Graeme Pretty brought the archaeologists that were 
working on the Roonka sites on the Murray down and east of where they excavated this 
burial mound and they removed 18 skeletons from it and also, I’d also found some 
European skeletons along the Coorong, just inside, off the beach that we found that 
were drowned in a boating accident in 1852. 
 
And there were records in the archives of this, these burials and so we excavated those 
and it had the wreckage of the boat on them and buttons from their coats and 
everything, so they were definitely the ones that were recorded, so that was interesting. 
So, and before I left Keith, Bob Ellis came down from the museum and he was working 
with the museum, and I showed him some of the main sites there and left a record. A 
museum should have a record, a map, I left him with all the sites, and then in 1972 I 
shifted to Port Lincoln and I was working the whole of Eyre Peninsula till 1980 so I had 
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access to all the farms from Nundroo right down to Port Lincoln, so I recorded 
probably, many sites. 
 
Could be 100 sites on Eyre Peninsula, and I’ve continued doing research over here and 
recording and photographing camp sites, and I’m now working with Keryn Walshe at 
the museum to, mainly on the Yorke Peninsula because they’re interested in recording 
all the early photographs or records I have on York Peninsula. So in 1975, I published 
the book, Notes on the Narangga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula, and Graeme Pretty 
encouraged me to write this and I spent a lot of time prior to that, like researching 
everything and it wasn’t until 1975 that I finally published it. 
 
And in 1978, Peggy Brock was working with the museum on a grant and she came to 
Eyre Peninsula and I showed her a lot of the Eyre Peninsula sites, but she was also 
interested in me showing her the Yorke Peninsula sites, so she teamed up with a school 
teacher from Point Pearce and a few of the Point Pearce people and we spent several 
days looking at sites from Wallaroo, Chinamans Wells, Tiparra Springs, Black Point, 
Tiddy Widdy and I was, I guess, on that trip, I was responsible for saving the Black 
Point sand dune sites, because there was a mining company going to mine the sites for 
glass, and I think she put a report in and after I showed her where the sites were that 
were endangered, so we were able to stop the mining and so they were saved. 
 
BL: Okay. Can you tell me about more about how you helped protect sites around 
Yorke Peninsula? 
 
DH: In the early or mid 70s, I got a phone call from one of the government 
departments and they knew I, well they were interested in section C, apparently one of 
the developers had applied to the Lands Department to subdivide this whole section into 
20 acre lots and they’d heard that I knew something about some burials there, so luckily 
I was responsible for stopping that development, because if that had gone ahead, there 
was a burial site there where I think three skeletons were excavated. Two were in the 
museum, but there was an extensive campsite, camping area, and I can imagine if it had 
of gone ahead, there would be shacks everywhere and kids riding motorbikes all 
through the dunes. 
 
So it wouldn’t have been just that site. It would have been decimated, but all the sites 
right up to Cape Elizabeth would have been decimated because bikes would have been 
all through those dunes, so that was very lucky that I was able to influence them to buy 
that site, and the government bought it and it’s now a conservation site which adjoins 
the Tiparra water reserve and the rest of Cape Elizabeth, north to Cape Elizabeth which 
was owned by the Chapman brothers. Walmsley (sp?) bought it. He was going to fence 
off the beaches, a wildlife park and everything, but that didn’t happen and the 
government bought it and have transferred it back to the Narungga people. 
 
So that was an achievement I’m quite proud of, and then around about 2000, I decided 
to go back and revisit these sites, so I hadn’t been there for about 40 years and I just 
could not believe the difference. The Tiparra Springs site was virtually, I suppose, 30 or 
40% overgrown with Acacia cyclops, a feral wattle that wasn’t native to that area and I 
found out in probably the 1980s, I visited one of the surviving Chapman brothers and he 
told me they aerial seeded that probably in the early 80s to stop the drift and they’ve just 
spread all through the camping sites and burial sites and it’s completely, what they’ve 
done the sand has blown up as the trees go up, the sand blows up and tries to cover 
them. 
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And it’s just where it was all flat country, I could drive all through it and record things 
in the 1960s, it’s now impossible. It’s just about too hard to walk through even between 
the trees, so it’s completely covered a lot of the really good sites. One particular burial 
site that the Chapmans showed me in the 1960s where there were six skeletons laying, 
what would you call it, straight, like they were laying side by side laying straight, which 
is unusual, on their backs, and all we could find in those days was just some teeth and 
small bone particles. But that site I’ve tried to find since and it’s completely overgrown 
with Acacia cyclops unfortunately. 
 
And what happens, after about ten years, these wattles die, fall over and you can’t even 
walk through there. They’re just spiky dead timber and if a fire, one day a fire will go 
through and all that will do is germinate millions more and so it’s going to become an 
impenetrable jungle eventually. But there are still several good sites. It’s encroaching on 
them gradually covering up. It’s covered up a lot of the good areas, but there are still 
several sites that are still well worth preserving. The burial site I’ve had a look at and 
it’s just you can’t find anything left there. It’s just all overgrown and eroding out. 
 
The trouble is with the trees, it erodes out in between where the trees grow and so it’s 
just made it all uneven, where before it was just a windswept sand dune, it’s now just a 
jungle of mounds of sand and wattles. So that’s a shame, and also Tiddy Widdy is much 
the same. The Acacia cyclops invaded that area, but luckily some good work has been 
done by conservations and they’ve virtually got them under control and they’ve 
virtually eradicated them, but back in the 60s, this country was all drifting because of 
rabbits who were all through that country, and it was easy to find and record all the 
camp sites. 
 
And what I did, I’ve got an aerial photograph luckily that was taken back in the 50s 
probably, or 60s and I’ve recorded all the workshop areas where I found hundreds of 
little chisels, worn chisels that they had gummed into their spear throwers or digging 
sticks, and where I found a lot of those, the worn discarded ones, I’ve recorded them as 
workshop areas where the old men would have sat there for years and just made 
artefacts and then discarded the worn ones as they wore them out. So I’ve recorded 
those and also any burials I found. There were two main ones that are now in the 
museum and then where I found any remains of burials, I’ve recorded them, so that’s a 
good record. 
 
And then Black Point is, that’s still quite well preserved, although when they did the 
fenced off conservation area, unfortunately they left the main sites still outside the 
boundary and in the farmers’ land, so it can still be eroded by livestock. So that’s 
unfortunate, but the main sites at Black Point are still quite visible and then, so the main 
sites that I collected on Yorke Peninsula would have been Tiparra Springs, Chinamans 
Wells, Port Victoria, Moonta. Now Moonta was an interesting site because, oh no 
Wallaroo. That’s right, Moonta there were some good sites right at the base of where it 
comes around just south of Moonta where Cape Elizabeth, the land bends around and it 
heads up towards Moonta. 
 
So, there was nothing much. I’ve never found anything in the dunes at Port Hughes, but 
north of Wallaroo when I used to cart super there, I usually had two or three hours to 
wait to get loaded back in the 60s, so I’d wander down south of the Cresco Fertiliser 
Works and there was a lot of very good sites there, and a lot of glass implements, 
because the Aborigines would have come up there when the mines were operating in the 
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1860s onwards, and they would have got access to bottles and they preferred to use the 
glass instead of stone, obviously in a lot of cases. 
 
So that was interesting, and the stone chert from there, I think I got in touch with the 
Kadina Gem Club and they knew of a reef that was access at low tide at Point Riley, so 
I presume a lot of this brown, and it was darker chert than Pine Point chert and the bluey 
chert would have come from the low tide mark around Point Riley. But then one of the 
better sites at Wallaroo was, unfortunately has been built on at north, Wallaroo North 
and when I went there, there was just windswept dune coming up from the sea and there 
were hammer stones and quartz pirri points and artefacts littered all through the dune, 
but that’s all unfortunately all built on and it’s just impossible to even find it anymore. 
 
They call it the Wallaroo North Beach. That’s the little township up there, and also there 
was Tiddy Widdy, Pine Point, Black Point and I did a trip in my jeep down the lower 
Yorke Peninsula and we collected artefacts at Point Yorke and Foul Bay. I also did a 
trip with Graeme Pretty and John Black who had a property there and we noticed a big 
site there where obviously the salmon used to come in and there’s a huge blown out 
area, but the thing I noticed there were the artefacts, the hammer stones were hardly 
worked because they were littered on the beach. 
 
All these pebbles, they just picked them up from the beach and brought them up and 
they might have used them two or three times and left them there, so there’s not the well 
worked markings that you find around Tiddy Widdy, Black Point and Cape Elizabeth 
where the stone tools were a lot rarer. The beach pebbles were a lot harder to find. I 
think at Tiparra Springs, a lot of the black basalt ones would have come from just south 
of Port Victoria down near the Rifle Butts there’s a lot of this material on the beaches 
there, and so that was that trip, and also Daily Heads in those days you could drive from 
near Browns Beach right up to Gleesons Landing. 
 
Along the dunes they call the dustbowl. So, back in the 60s, this was all drifting and I 
remember driving just along the inside the first lot of dunes and there was just one big 
campsite all the way along, so we collected a few of those hammer stones there, and 
nowadays that’s, I went back there a few years, last year, and that’s pretty well 
overgrown, although Keryn Walshe told me they did find a very extensive blown out 
site just recently. So, that would have been a very big area for Aborigines there, and I 
remember at Gleesons Landing in the rock pools in those days there were the abalone 
were all through the rock pools. 
 
You could just walk out at low tide on the reef and the abalone were just there 
everywhere, so I guess that would have been a good source of food for them too and 
they would have been able to spearfish. So that area, the Daily Heads area would have 
been one of the main camping sites, I think and Point Yorke that I noticed down on 
lower Yorke Peninsula.  
 
BL: Can you tell me more about the ‘Kartan’ tools you found? 
 
DH: I was contacted by Alex Lampert, he was doing work on the Kangaroo Island 
Kartan tools, and he found out I knew about a lot of the sites on Kangaroo Island but he 
was more interested in coming over and seeing if these similar tools existed on Eyre 
Peninsula. So he came over and stayed with me for several days and we did find some 
Kartan tools. There was a reef quarry site near Lake Wangary on Eyre Peninsula that we 
found chopping tools. And I also found some on a creek north of Lipson, and Tumby 
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Bay, on the highway. And also we found some around Greenly. So they do exist but 
they weren’t the same as the Kangaroo Island ones, the Kangaroo Island ones were all 
beach pebbles but these were out of the local stone, the granite-type stone or the 
quartzite or limestone choppers. They’ve been dated to be very, very ancient, up to 20-
40 thousand years old. And the interesting thing is you never find them in the sand 
dunes, because the white sand dunes were only blown up about ten thousand years ago 
when the Gulfs were dry and the water level was 60 feet lower. So where I found most 
of these were around creeks, higher up, then the water level rose. Very rarely in low-
lying areas though, they were usually higher up, so that was interesting. Alex Lampert I 
think he ended up in charge of the Sydney Museum, or something to do with that over 
there. And he’s published a book on the Kartan tools of Kangaroo Island.  
 
Now I’d like to talk about the early Balgowan days, because I was born on Yorke 
Peninsula and I learnt to swim at Balgowan and we spent all our childhood down there 
camping and fishing and that, with my parents. I remember the Wanganeen family, they 
were from the Murray tribes, but I can remember old Mr. Wanganeen on a flat calm day 
he had an old wooden dingy and he had a big long spear he used leave on the jetty, 
probably a good 20 feet long. And I can remember him poling the boat around with a 
spear and on flat calm days just spearing strongies, we used to call them strongies – the 
dusky morwong. And he used to leave it on the jetty on a flat calm or early morning, so 
he could spear them off the jetty. Because in those days before we, us idiots just about 
annihilated them with our spearfishing, they were easy targets. The days before 
spearfishing they were just swimming all around the place, and just lying on the bottom. 
 
The other interesting thing, I was fishing with my father at Tiparra Rocks once, and we 
could see three or four Aborigines on the high cliffs spotting strong fish. And there was 
an Aborigine in the water with his spear, and he was dragging on a rope four or five 
strongies he’d already speared, but they were spotting these fish from the cliffs and 
telling him were they were and he’d sneak up and spear them. So that was interesting.  
 
BL: You were saying about on the Coorong finding that European burial, and how it 
ended up being classed as an Aboriginal burial for a while. I was wondering if you 
could talk about that? 
 
DH: Okay, well, I was fairly familiar with Aboriginal skulls, the shape of them and 
everything and when I, I was driving a Volkswagen along the Coorong Beach at one 
stage back in the, it would have been probably about 1970 I would think and I wanted to 
go off the beach and there was a bit of a hollow in the sand dunes and I drove up 
through there and just about ran over these two skeletons who were two skulls side by 
side and all the mixture of leg bones and whole skeletons all just higgledy piggledy in a 
heap. Well, in a flat sort of base, but I noticed when I had a look, I noticed, I thought, 
‘Gee these are different’, and I noticed wreckage of a piece of timber buried on top of 
them that the copper rivets were still sticking out in the sand. 
 
I noticed a brass button and I noticed a steel heel of a boot and a few other bits and 
pieces, so I recorded this to Graeme Pretty and at the same time, I found this burial site 
nearby at Salt Creek in the Coorong dunes where the Roonka mob finally came down 
and excavated the site one Easter. While they were there, in the meantime, one of the 
voluntary helpers that was working on the Roonka site, she was, I told them about, well 
Graeme Pretty probably told her about this discovery I’d made and she was researching 
in the archives and came across this report from George Mason, the protector of 
Aborigines. 
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He was at Wellington apparently, and there was a report on these three Europeans that 
were shipwrecked in a whale boat and the Aborigines apparently found them and this 
was apparently in 1852, and they buried, the Aborigines said they buried two of the 
skeletons up in the dunes and some of the wreckage of the boat was buried with them, 
and the police came down and re-excavated them apparently, or the other, apparently of 
what I can gather, the report said I think that the other person was left on the beach. A 
shark had taken some of the body apart, apparently, so this chap wasn’t buried with the 
others. 
 
But, anyway, in the meantime, I sent these two skulls up to Graeme Pretty to have them 
identified, because I didn’t think they were Aboriginal and he sent them to Professor 
Abby who was about to retire at the Adelaide University or somewhere, wherever he 
was working, but he virtually said that they were Aboriginal skulls. But, in the 
meantime, we’d found this report that said, no it all tied in with all the relics that were 
buried on top of them and apparently when the police came down, the report said that 
they buried wreckage of the boat, they re-excavated these burials and they said that they 
buried wreckage of the boat on top of them. 
 
That was the piece of rotted timber I found with the brass or copper rivets sticking up. 
They said these two people had army or big heavy greatcoats with brass buttons, so we 
found when we excavated them properly, we did find all the buttons and we found the 
steel heels from the boots they had. So it all tied in that they weren’t Aboriginal. They 
were Europeans and there’s also one of the names has been recorded of one of the 
people, and Graeme Pretty thought it would be a good idea, because this was at a stage 
when it was getting a bit controversial excavating Aboriginal burials, and he thought it 
would be good to show the general public we weren’t just excavating Aboriginal sites. 
 
We were doing European early history sites as well, but apparently he got information 
from various government departments and he was advised not to do anything about it 
because there would be a coroner’s inquest because some of the relatives could still be 
living and it was better just to rebury them. So this is what we did. So the team 
excavated the site and we recorded all these buttons and different things which 
identified them definitely as these European skeletons and we just dug a big hole about 
six foot deep alongside and reburied them, and unfortunately this was a bit of early 
colonial history that should have been recorded. 
 
And I would have, we would never be able to find the site again because I didn’t have 
GPS in those days, so I would only know within a few km where we buried them. But 
there should be records in the museum of this excavation that we carried out. So that 
was quite interesting. So, anyway, Belinda you might have some more questions for 
me? 
 
BL: Well, it’s interesting because these days, all burials that are found are treated 
like a crime scene until they’ve been identified what they are, whereas as you are saying 
back then Aboriginal burials weren’t treated that way. So I’m wondering if you’ve 
observed any changes, what you’ve observed over time, in terms of the changes towards 
excavating burials and things like that? 
 
DH: Well, that’s right. When I was working with the museums, with Graeme Pretty 
particularly, if I found a burial I would report it to the museum and they would say, well 
look excavate it and I became pretty expert at brushing around, and the main thing was 
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to photograph. They were interested in the burial positions as much as anything. So I 
became pretty expert at, it would take probably a day sometimes, or several hours to 
brush around the bones and to get the burial positions and there were quite a few 
different positions, and the crouch position or the foetal position were the main ones. 
 
There was, but the ones the Chapmans found, they were laying straight, which I never 
found any like that, but that was, they were obviously buried that way for a particular 
reason also. But, yeah, anyway and also the police used to contact me if a burial, if a 
skeleton was discovered and Bruce Haynes was the policeman at Ardrossan in the 60s, 
and a lady found a skeleton partially exposed, so he rang me up and went down there 
and he helped me brush around, get the burial position. Then we sent that one to the 
museum. There was another one that Bruce helped me excavate at Tiddy Widdy also 
that we sent to the museum. 
 
So, you know, the police in those days, you know they were just working with museums 
too, I guess and that seemed to be the place to send them. If you found a burial, and they 
were all being uncovered because of the rabbits and the droughts, or not so much 
droughts, but the rabbits were just decimating all the sand dunes, and this is where most 
of the burial grounds were because 90% of the camp sites on the Yorke Peninsula were 
along the coastal dunes, because that’s where the water was and that’s where the early 
settlers got their water too, so there would have been a lot of early conflict with those 
watering places. 
 
So, most of the, and a lot of these burials, some were specifically just burial grounds, 
but most of them were just all over the place in amongst the camp sites, and this one I 
found on section C100 at Tiparra where I excavated three skeletons. There was a big, 
huge camp site right alongside, so whether they didn’t use that site for several years and 
came back, but some of these have been since dated at over 1,000 years old, so they’ve 
been there for a long time.  
 
But at Tiddy Widdy, the burial sites are all through the campsites there, although at Max 
Beach, I think that was more of a main burial place and not such a big campsite like the 
area at Tiddy Widdy. And at Black Point, I think the same there. There were burials not 
very far from the campsites there. But anyway, over the years, of course the attitudes 
change, and there’s, you know, there’s no way we would have carried out those same 
excavations that we did in the 60s nowadays, naturally. So it’s a lot more sensitive now 
but we were just working with the museums and that was just the thing that was done in 
those days. Whether it was right or wrong is hard to say. So, anyway does that explain? 
 
BL: Yeah. And you were saying about the letter [sent by Narungga people]. When 
was the letter sent to you, because that was quite recent wasn’t it? 
 
DH: Oh yes, yeah I showed one of the elders from Point Pearce my book and when 
she saw the page with the skeletons, she got pretty upset about that and I tried to explain 
to her that, you know, this was, I was working with the museums and I was working 
under their instructions and they’re now recorded in the museum and at least they can 
be reburied if that’s the case, and she wrote a letter and wanted me to contact the 
Minister of Aboriginal [Affairs], in those days it was Mr Weatherill, and I contacted 
him and he said he would look into it, but I don’t think much was done, because I went 
back about six months later and they said no, they hadn’t really done anything, but they 
had contacted the museum and yeah, I think things were put in motion to return these 
skeletons to the, well they didn’t know. The trouble was this lady that wrote the letter to 
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me, they said there was no, they hadn’t decided where they should be placed and they 
probably still haven’t decided, and in the meantime, I showed Quentin Agius from 
Yorke Peninsula some of the sites and I think he agreed with me. There’s not much 
point in putting them back where they were found because I can identify within a few 
metres where they were excavated, but because it’s all overgrown now, it’s up to them. 
I’d be quite willing to show them exactly where the sites were if they wanted to do this. 
 
So at this stage, it’s in limbo and they’re still in the museum but they are doing more 
research on them apparently, and they’ve dated some of them, and one from Port 
Victoria has been dated at 3,000 years old, so. It’s just incredible to think that they’ve 
been, you know, they’ve been still, the remains are still intact at that age. So, I don’t 
know what’s going to happen to those, but of course nowadays, if any were found well 
naturally you’d contact the right authorities and the Aborigine people and leave it to 
them to what they wanted to do, but there would probably be less being exposed now 
because all the sites that I’ve revisited lately are just overgrown. So you probably won’t, 
they may not be uncovered ever again, which may be a good thing, but at least we know 
some of the early recordings, some of the sites have at least been recorded where burials 
were found. 
 
BL: So, I’d like to ask you about inland archaeology on the Yorke Peninsula, and the 
amount of artefacts or objects that might be on farms, farming land or private property? 
 
DH: Yes, well. When I was researching for my book in the archives, a lot of the early 
reports from the Protector of Aborigines state that, some of them particularly said that 
when they established the Point Pearce Mission, a lot of the reports said that, possibly 
this would have been in the winter, that most of the Aborigines had gone inland hunting 
kangaroos and camping through there, wandering around because there was water 
available. See, there’s no permanent water around the Maitland area or probably from 
Moonta right down through to Middleton there are definitely inland water rock holes 
and underground water, and down Marion Bay. 
 
But from probably, probably south of Maitland to Moonta, all that country right through 
the Peninsula, across the Peninsula was virtually waterless in the summer, so from, and 
the fact that there are hammer stones laying pretty well everywhere. It seems to me that 
they did go through the country, but probably only in the winter when there was water 
available, because on my, our own property which was section 220, 221 and 235 
hundred at Maitland, especially on section 235 which was higher ground and had what 
we call crab holes there, I did find even chippings around the edge of a crab hole and 
when I was driving tractors, every day I’d find hammer stones. 
 
I probably found about 50 and I found, probably, they wouldn’t have all been hammer 
stones. Probably about 30 hammer stones off our property which was 1,000 acres, but 
on section 235, I found probably about 30 or 40 Kartan choppers made out of granite 
out of the granite stone and these, I’ve sent most of these to the museum and they 
possibly could be 20,000 years plus old, but we only, and that was on some high 
country that would have been, as I said before, you don’t find them on the coastal dunes 
because they were only formed 10,000 years ago. So, but I did drive tractors for 
different people. 
 
I remember driving in the Yorke Valley for one of the Honours (sp?) at one stage and I 
found several hammer stones that day. So, and I know most farmers when you start 
talking to them, if you ask them whether they’ve ever seen any water washed round 
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beach pebbles in their paddocks, they’ll say yeah, oh yeah, we see them and didn’t 
know what they were. Some of them collect them and put them in their sheds and they 
sort of eventually get chucked out or whatever, but most farmers you’ll find, if they 
know, if they look obviously, they’ve probably brought them back and sitting in their 
workshops. 
 
So from what I can gather just talking to farmers, there are odd hammer stones all 
through the area, but certainly in the Maitland area they were very common, so I know 
all the ones that I know, farmers around the Maitland area probably did find some on 
that heavier ground which was quite wet and the rainfall was good and the water used to 
lay in the paddocks a lot in the winter, so, yeah I think, but the reason they camped in 
the summer along the coast was because of the sand dunes, the winter rainfall collects in 
the sand dunes and then as it seeps into the clay along the clay layer, you can dig into 
the sand before it runs into the clay and there was quite good water holes. 
 
So you can get water by just digging and there were springs in the Tiparra Springs area, 
Tiddy Widdy and Black Point, there were certain springs where the early settlers got 
their water. 
 
BL:  I was wondering with all these collections that farmers have on their land, or 
sitting in their workshops or on their tanks, as these farmers get older and they don’t 
really know what to do with them and they chuck them out or something like that, what 
should be done with them? Is there a way to break down some of those old fears about 
land rights that people have? To get farmers to work with Aboriginal people, to protect 
sites on their land?  
 
DH:  Well yes, it is an interesting problem. I’d like to think that eventually there could 
be some central keeping house or some place where all these, for people who are 
willing to part with them, could assemble them in one area, because I think eventually a 
lot of these things do just get chucked out into rubbish dumps and that sort of thing, 
when they are passed down to younger family members that don’t appreciate them. So I 
guess there would be quite a few small collections around the place and it would be 
good if all this could be coordinated eventually to liaise with these people and see if we 
can come up with a common, if we are all thinking the same, if we are all willing to put 
them all together. I think that would be good.  
 
But with my collection, it’s a very valuable collection, and eventually I have to do the 
same thing. Make up my mind what is going to happen to mine. I’d be very reluctant to 
do anything with it until I know it’s going to be preserved forever and kept intact. 
Because I know Robert Landt who collected with me in the early days back in the 60s, 
several years ago, he donated a bag full of hammer stones to the people at Point Pearce 
and then after some time he tried to find out what happened to them, whether they 
displayed them, and they can’t be found. So this is pretty upsetting to me and I thought 
I’m not going to make the same mistake, and so I think we have to make sure this 
history, historic objects, and they are very precious to the Narungga people too. I think 
there needs to be a lot of organisation done and make sure that eventually if these 
artefacts are all brought together they can be preserved in some place that will be 
retained forever. So that’s my thoughts, but it’s a big problem and there would be, I 
think most farmers that I’ve talked to, have picked up the odd stones that are all through 
the paddocks. So it’s a big problem worth putting a lot of thought into Belinda.  
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BL: Can you tell me about that story when the Chapman Brothers thought that you 
were pinching sheep when you were looking around at the Tiparra Springs site?  
 
DH: Yeah. When I finally met these Chapman Brothers and they showed us the burial 
ground and the local policeman at Maitland, Johnny Phillips, came down with us. The 
Chapman Brothers were telling me, of course I told them how I’d been collecting and 
recording all these campsites over the years, and they said ‘oh you’re the bloke we 
nearly caught one day’. They could see my footprints, when they were checking their 
waterholes they could see all these footprints around the waterholes. And then they’d 
follow them back to the beach, and they’d see my army jeep tracks and then I’d move 
up a bit more to the next waterhole. They thought, ‘this bloke’s snooping around, he’s 
probably pinching our sheep’.  
 
Anyway, apparently one Saturday afternoon I must have been up there and they must 
have seen my fresh tracks and they were tracking me, and apparently they weren’t far 
behind me and I was pretty lucky they didn’t catch me that day because they had a 
reputation of being pretty wild boys. And so we had a bit of a laugh about that one. I’m 
glad they didn’t catch me; I might have had a bit of explaining to do. But when we 
finally met them and I got quite friendly with them. One of the old chaps is still alive; I 
think one of the Brother’s died just recently. I often call into one of the remaining 
brothers. That’s when they told me they aerial seeded this Acacia cyclops, which was 
probably in hindsight the worst thing they’ve done down there. It hasn’t really stopped 
the drift it’s probably just altered the landscape, it has covered up a lot of the drift of 
course but it has also wrecked a lot of good archaeological sites, they’ve grown over.  
 
But anyway this particular Chapman, nice old chap, we got talking about the Kadoka 
trail and he was one of the Australian soldiers that fought the Japanese. So that was 
interesting too. So anyway that’s about the Chapman Brothers. 
 
BL: Did you want to talk a little bit more about that, the sites around Pine Point and 
the history of people, anthropologists collecting there as opposed to other places, and 
also about the quarries in that area? 
 
DH: Yeah, okay. Yeah, well I often wondered at Tiddy Widdy and Black Point, the 
main material they used was chert and jasper, and I often wonder where this came from 
and then I think Bob McKnight from Maitland was looking for some clay for the 
pottery club in the cliffs, and he found these big chert nodules and alerted me and I went 
down there, and all along the beach at Pine Point, along the shoreline about the high tide 
mark, there’s these great big boulders and there’s big chert nodules in them, and you 
can see where the Aborigines have been smashing the chert out of them. 
 
Then I wandered up on the cliffs and I, it’s pretty obvious every now and again, you 
find nodules embedded in the cliff, and I found a big quarry site in the neighbouring 
property, just above the cliff site and I noticed that there was a big area of broken up 
quartz, chert quartz and chippings, but no worked artefacts, so obviously this was a 
workshop area or a quarry site and then they would have taken the quartz they could 
make into artefacts back to Tiddy Widdy and Black Point where they continued to break 
them down further and make them into little chisels or sharp knives, blades or whatever 
they wanted to do with them. 
 
But the interesting thing, I’ve done a lot of work up in the Northern Territory and you 
get huge big quartzite quarries up there, where the quartzite flakes into beautiful big 
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long blades about up to six inches long. But you don’t get that down here because we 
haven’t got this fine grained quartzite reefs, and so the best, hardest material they could 
find was the chert and jasper and they used the ordinary white quartz which is very hard 
to identify into artefacts, but they can make sharp cutting edges out of those, and I have 
found a couple of nice pirri points made out of white quartz which is very unusual. 
 
And down lower Eyre Peninsula, that’s where they didn’t have the chert quarries, you 
find it’s mainly the white quartz, local quartz, down in those areas. It’s the same on 
Eyre Peninsula. There are big quarries around the Cowell, Cleve Hills of chert but once 
you get down the lower Eyre Peninsula, there’s more of a local just white quartzite. But, 
getting back to Yorke Peninsula, the Tiddy Widdy and Black Point in the early days 
were well known camp sites because the early settlers were getting water from those 
areas and it was pretty obvious there were artefacts there, so the museum would have 
been alerted and the early anthropologists did a lot of collecting over there. 
 
I think there’s Campbell and Walsh have done an article collecting at Black Point and 
Tiddy Widdy, and lot of the early people who were interested in those days would have 
collected there for probably 50 years before I knew about the sites, so they were picked 
over pretty well, whereas on the other side, like where I first started collecting, Tiparra 
Springs, because it was virtually impossible without four wheel drives to get into those 
areas, everything was left intact, so that makes the recording I did very valuable because 
I think, I don’t know of anyone else that’s collected there before I did and because Mr 
Cooper at the museum taught me from day one to record them properly and identify 
them, it’s all, and I’ve numbered the camp sites from one to ten it’s a very valuable 
collection. 
 
BL: And were you also saying about how you used to find stones as well on the 
picked piles of limestone, in the farmers’ paddocks, and the hammer stones as well? 
 
DH: No, not so much, although a lot of them would be in stone heaps, because with 
the mechanical stone pickers now, a lot of the Aboriginal bigger hammer stones would 
have been gathered up and they probably would be in a lot of the stone heaps, but, no I 
was referring to Kangaroo Island where when the early settlers started, the soldier 
settlers were ploughing the ground with majestic ploughs, they brought up all these 
stone choppers, these pebble choppers, which were very old, and when I was working 
over there, I noticed they’d gathered, a lot of farmers had gathered these into stone 
heaps when they were cropping the country and they were 100% choppers, Aboriginal 
choppers. But I haven’t found any evidence of that anywhere else; it was just that they 
were so prolific over there. The farmers wouldn’t have known what they were and they 
just thought they were stone, so they just threw them into heaps. 
 
 
[End of recording] 
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